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I INTRODUCTION 

At the request of the Government of Canada's Department of Northern 
Affairs and National Resources, Stanford Research Institute, in associa
tion with Foster Associates Ltd., and Travacon Research Ltd., both of 
Calgary, Alberta, undertook a study of the economic benefits that would 
result from a program to improve the Canadian section of the Alaska High
way. The primary object i ves of thi s study were: (l) to measure the over
all benefits that would result from paving the Highway and making other 
improvements and (2) to allocate these benefits between Canada and the 
United States, and, within Canada, among the provinces and territories 
involved. 

In conducting this study, the authors were particularly conscious 
of two elements that are considered crucial in benefit analyses of this 
kind. First, the projections of future economic growth and development 
of the area that were used to estimate benefits were developed by other 
investigators and were selected to represent an informed, broad consensus. 
It would not have been possible within the time and cost limitations of 
this study to develop new and original prOjections even if such research 
had been considered desirable. Second, in detailing the future benefits 
that can be derived from a highway improvement program, care was taken to 
enumerate only those benefits that show definite or causal links with the 
program; The authors strongly believe that the credibility of the entire 
study hinges on the careful establishment of such links. 

The research reported is divided into four major parts: (1) estab
lishment of the present economic environment of, the area served by the 
Alaska Highway and projection of its growth and composition; (2) descrip
tion of the present transportation facilities and traffic patterns within 
the area, and limited analysis of the role that these facilities may play 
in the area's future economic growth; (3) compilation and measurement of 
the economic effects that can be projected for the years 1975 to 1985; 
and (4) translation of these effects into benefits, wherever appropriate, 
and estimation of their allocation among the various beneficiaries. 

The study represents the combined efforts of three "organizations. 
Stanford Resea~ch Institute of Menlo Park, California, as the principal 
contractor, bears the ultimate responsibility for overall direction of 
the project and for the findings reported. Howe"ver, both Foster Associ
ates Ltd., and Travacon Research Ltd., made significant contributions to 
the project. 

At SRI, the study was conducted under the overall direction of Neil T. 
Houston, Manager of Regional and Urban Development Research. Ely M. 
Brandes was project leader, .and other SRI staff members included Armando 
Lago and Mrs. Joanna Paxson. Staff members of Foster Associates who were 
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actively engaged on the project included H. Gordon Pearce and S. Douglas 
Allen.R. J. Culkin and J. W. Burrows of Travacon also contributed to 
the study. 

Acknowledgment must be made for the very valuable assistance given 
to the project team by many individuals and organizations in Canada and 
the United States. Foremost among these were staff members of the Depart
ment of Northern Affairs and National Resources, the Department of Public 
Works, and the Department of Mines and Technical Surveys. Staff members 
of provincial governments of British Columbia and Alberta, Officials of 
the government of the state of Alaska, various U.S. government officials, 
and a large number of private individuals and business firms also con
tributed. 
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11 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

. The principal findings of the research conducted in this study are: 

1. 

3. 

4. 

With an annual rate of discount of 4.2 percent, the total dis
counted benefits that could be derived from the proposed improve
ment program of the Alaska Highway would amount to $46,901,000 
over the next 20 years, as against a discounted net cost of 
$84,051,000 under the most favorab1e construction alternative 
(Alternative C). Both the discounted costs and benefits were 
computed through 1985, and it was assumed that construction would 
begin in 1966. Under construction Alternative B, which involved 
considerably less road shortening than Alternative C, the dis
counted benefits would amount to $34,125,000, and the discounted 
net costs would be $91,676,000. (All cost estimates in this 
study are expressed in Canadian dollars.) 

A third alternative construction program (Alternative E) essen
tially involved the construction of a new road from Hazelton, B.C., 
to the At1in-Carcross Junction (Mile 866) and improvement of the 
Alaska Highway to the Alaska border. This calculation is omitted 
because the cost estimates presented in this alternative were 
incomplete, since they failed to .take account of improvement or 
maintenance of the existing highway up to Mile 866. At the very 
least, maintenance of the existing highway would be necessary to 
serve the considerable local traffic originating or terminating 
on the highway between Mile 0 and Mile 866. 

An allocation of the projected and discounted benefits, under 
Alternative C, between Canada and the United States resulted in 
an apportionment of 53 percent of all benefits to Canada and 
47 percent to the United States. Under Alternative B, the allo
cation percentages were 52.3 percent for Canada and 47.7 percent 
for the United States. 

All of the projected costs and benefits were discounted at the 
rate of 4.2 percent per year, which, according to the evaluation 
made in this study, is close to the lower limit of economic ac
ceptability for a discount rate used in conjunction with public 
works projects. The r~te represents an average of the Canadian 
and U.S. prime government rates, with an additional reduction to 
omit the monetary exchange or inflation risk factor that may be 
part of the current government borrowing rates. 
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5. 

6. 

t ". 

8. 

9. 

10. 

With respect to Alternative C for 1985, 71.8 percent of all bene
fits were cost savings benefits--resulting from lower vehicle 
operating costs as a result of the improvement program--and only 
28.2 percent of the benefits were generated benefits--resulting 
from additional activity stimulated by the improvement program. 
For earlier years, the preponderance of cost saving benefi t"S is 
even greater. 

The cost saving benefits were assumed to amount to 4.5 cents per 
vehicle-mile for trucks as a result of paving, plus an avoidance 
of costs because of road shortening, amounting to 34.5 cents for 
Canadian trucks and 49.7 cents for U.S. trucks. For passenger 
cars, the equivalent savings were 1 cent per vehicle-mile as 
savings because of paving and 6 cents per vehicle-mile as an 
avoidable cost because of road shortening. All of these data 
are based on the actual operat~erience of organizations 
in c~~ada operating tru~ks and~~~:e~~and~"oads. 

Of the total generated benefits proj~V~ 1985, some 
$2,7ll,OQO woul"d "be derived from increased tourism in the area, 
while $120,000 would ~onstitute savings and profits resulting 
from possible increased export of agricultural commodities from 
Canada to Alaska. 

With the exception of tourism (and perhaps agricultural produc
tion in Northern Alberta and Northern British Columbia), no other 
econom1c sector in the area served by the Highway would receive 
growth stimulus as a result of the improvement program. This is 

"particularly true of min~ng, forest products, and oil and gas 
production. These industry sectors might obtain "some cost sav
ings benefits as a result of the paving program "(tJ6.ese beliefi tS" 
were taken into account in this projection); however, their rates 
of growth and development would not be influenced by the highway 
improvement program. 

It cannot be expected that the paving of the Alaska Highway would 
be a significant factor in stimulating truck traffic between the 
continental United States and Alaska. At the present time, less 
than 5 percen~ of the total tonnage moving between the continental 
United States and Alaska moves by truck, primarily as a result of 
significant cost advantages that ocean shipment has over trucking. 
Savings because of paving will not begin to offset the basic cost 
advantage t~at ocean shipment--including trailer-on-ship movement-
has over truck movement. 

The relative predominance of ocean shipment to Alaska, as compared 
with truck shipment, will be increased by the fact that the area 
around Anchorage is expected to grow and develop much faster in 
the fu"ture than will the interior of Alaska. The "latter would 
be more favorably situated with respect to land transportation, 
while the former can be more efficiently supplied by ocean 
transport. 
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11. As, was the casewi t'h basic industries in Northwestern Canada, 
no actual or potential industry was found within Alaska (tourism 
exc'epted) that would receive a significant growth stimulus as a 
result of paving the Alaska Highway,. An industry sector in Alaska 
.would have to be export oriented to experience rapid'growth in 
the next 20 years. Export orientation'would require a policy of 
minimizing all cost, including transport costs, to offset the dis
advantage of Alaska's distance from major market' centers. A pol
icy of minimizing transport costs would tend to discourage the 
use of trucks, for long distance shipment. 

12." With respect to projected, benefi ts from increased ,tourism in the 
area,it is estimated that additi'onal tourist facilities, consist
ing primarily6f hotels or motels, restaurants, and camping sites, 
amounting to $20 million must be constructed along the Canadian 
section of the Alaska Highway to accommodate the additional visi
tors and ,to induce a higher level of spending by tourists than 
currentlyex1sts. 

I ( 13,. In estimating the volume of addi 'Cional tourist vists to the area, 
5J as a result of the improvement program, it was assumed that the 

(I / J V number of tourists would grow rapidly--at the rate of 15 percent 
~t ,11 L '~r,per year--following completion of the improvement program. A 

<\. I.,f'! ,r " limitation on the rate of growth during this period, might well 
DifW ~. / t yO be the speed with which new facili ties can be constructed to ac-
~ Sf.' '1---1 commodate tourists. However, during the bulk of the construction 1J oJ1%11- )7 period, which is expected to lastlO years',' the rate of tourist ~ 

, growth is projected at onlY(3) percent per year; this rate is c2,!l~ d 
/ ~/ siderably below the level currently experienced. l 

~~I~ 14. In regard to net benefits derived from increased tourism, it is 
estimated that the benefits would be only 10 percent of total 
tourist spending in the area. The remaining 90 percent of spend
ing constitutes, the cost of goods and services furnished to the 
tourists and the return on the investment in tourist facilities 
that could be invested, with good expectations of success, in 
many other parts of Canada. ' 

15. In addition to the measurable benefits that would be generated 
as a result of increased tourism in the area served by the high
way, there would be intangible 'benefits accruing to the visitors, 
the majority of whom will be from the continental United states. 
These benefits, while not measurable in monetary terms, should 
not be considered as insignificant. 

16. The cost estimates for the improvement program used in this study 
were furnished by the Department of Public Works 'of the Government 
of Canada and represent yearly estimates of net additional spend
ing required to improve, pave, and maintain the highway, instead 
of merely maintaining the existing' highway in i,ts present condi
tion. By using net additional cost estimates, it ~as not neces
sary to list as an additional benefit the lower maintenance cost 
that would result from the paving program. 
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17. An examination was made of the appropriateness of using a toll 
scheme to finance (at least partially) the proposed improvement 
program. It was found that while in one respect--the preponder
ance of cost saving benefits--the improvement program might be 
suitable for a toll collection scheme, other considerations argue 
against it. These additional considerations would include the 
expected high administrative costs involved in assessing tolls 
equitably for all users, including local traffic, and the rela
tively low level of total benefits as compared with total costs. 
The latter consideration might induce administrators to raise 
tolls to the point where they might equal or even exceed the 
benefits a~cruing to the individual userj thus, the imposition 
of tolls might have a detrimental effect on traffic growth. 

Conclusions 

On the basis of the above findings, the following major conclusions 
appear appropriate: 

1. A primary, if not bhe most important, _ factor responsible for the 
low level of projected benefits as compared with projected costs 

2. 

3. 

4. 

_ is the relative absence of generated benefits that could be traced 
directly to the paving of the highway. With the exception of 
tourism and some agricultural development, the pace of growth 
and- development in the other sectors of the economy in the area 
served by the highway will not be affected by the projected 
program. 

The total volume of projected benefits was also-unfavorably "" 
affected by the relatively long construction per~d of 12 years if. 
Although cost savings benefits will tend to accrue during the 
construction period, ~major ~ou~~~eae~ng effeGt of the 
program must await· the completion of the highway paving. 

The delaying ~ffect of the long construction program was unavoid~ 
ably worsened by the discounting of both costs· and benefits to 
their present values. Since the major costs are incurred earlier, 
the weight of discounting falls less heavily on the costs than on 
the later benefits. InCidentally, it would serve no useful pur
pose to extend the period of cost-benefit projections, since the 
discounted values of cost and benefits to be experienced more 
than 20 years hence are not of sufficient magnitude to change 
the current totals significantly. 

The considerable variation in traffic density along the highway-
and the expectation that the range of densities will tend to be
come even broader in the future--points.to-the· fact that the pav
ing of the entire highway would include· the imp.rovement of 
stretches of the highway where current and-prospective traffic 
densities simply would not justify the costs involved. 
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5. As a corollary to the above conclusion, it is apparent that a 
very significant proportion of· all projected cost sav1~gs be~e
~its would be realized by a partial improvement program that 

- concentrates on_tliose-s.fr.e.tches-of_the highway where traffic 
densities are higher than average.~ 

6. The fairly rapid current growth of normal traffic on the highway 
suggests that a reevaluation of the total improvement program 
some ten years hence might well result in a positive finding. 
But, as indicated earlier, the benefits that could be achieved 
in the late 1980s or early 1990s cannot be measured adequately 
at present, since the weight of discounting makes them appear 
insignificant. 

/ 
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III THE ALASKA HIGHWAY: A PHYSICAL SETTING 

In 1942', following the attack at Pearl Harbor, the U.S. government 
decided as a measure of continental defense to construct a highway link 
between .the United States and Alas ka. The Highway was begun at Dawson 
Creek, British Columbia, and carried northwestward for 1.525 miles to 
Fairbanks, Alaska.; it was finished in 1944. In 1946, the U.S. Army trans'
ferred the portion 'of the highway located in Canada to the Canadian govern-
m~nt, whose responsibility it has been 'ever since. ' 

From Mile Post 0 at Dawson Creek, the Highway first passes in' a 
northerly direction through Fort St. John to Fort Nelson (mile 300); there 
the highway turns west into the northern part of the Canadian Rockies. 
Near mile 490 • the Highway reaches the River, Liard and for more than 
140 miles beyond the Highway roughly parallelS the course of this mighty . 
river. Above Watson Lake, near mile 642. the Highway cross-es the Liard 
for the last time and travels' west by Teslin Lake to Whitehorse--the capi
tal of the Yukon Territory (mile 912). From here, the Highway travels 
northwest to Haines Junction (mile 1 ~016), and then north on the' eastern 
slope of the St. Elias Range to the' Alaska border. 

At the time the Alas ka Highway was built, it was a solitary "land 
transportation vein that w'oundthrough the north-northwestern part of the 
continent., Today, :howevet:, the Highway is a part of a somewhat more com
plex land transportation system that. traverses the. ,area ~ " 

, , 

, At the south end, the A.I~ska,Highway joins the Hart Highway and pro-
ceeds west to p'rince George" B • .'C ~, From ~here, Highway 16 extends to 
Prince Rupert on the coast. ,. 'Prince Rupert is the 'terminal for the' Ala'ska 
Ferry service that links',thetowns on the Marine Highway'in the Alaska 
panhandle. 

Near the beginning of the Alaska Highway, Hudson Hope Road branches 
off to the west to Portage Mountain Dam on the Peace River. This dam is 
now under construction and it is planned to be the largest hydroelectriC 
project on the North American continent. 

Near mile 649, the Cassiar-Stewart Road branches to the south. This 
road is used primarily for the trucking of asbestos from the Cassiar mine, 
and the ore is transported primarily by truc'k toWhitehors'e 'and then by 
rail to Skagway. This Highway is approximately 90 miles short of comple
tion. It will r.each Stewart on the Portland Canal and. when completed. 
it will provide another link between Alaska and the Pacific Ocean. 

Several roads in the Yukon Territory branch north and, south off the 
Alaska Highway. Near mile 835. the Canol Road leads north to the Ross 
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River, and it is planned to extend eventually to Norman Wells in the 
Northwest Territory. Past Whitehorse, the Whitehorse-Keno Highway branches 
to the north, leading through Stewart Crossing to Mayo and Keno, from 
Stewart Crossing to Dawson City, and then across the Alaska border back 
to the Alaska Highway, forming the so-called. Klondike LOop. 

Finally from Haines Junction, the Haines Highway leads southward to 
Haines on the Aiaska Ferry Route.' 

. The exis tence of this ex tens i ve highway sys tem in the area;, and its 
probable continued expansion in the future,. is significant to the purpose 
of this study in a number of ways. First, it indicates clearly that the 
Alaska Highway undoubtedly had a positive influence on the development of 
the area that it serves. The highway provided partial access to a number 
of development areas, particularly in the field of mining. The second 
significant aspect is that the projected highway construction indicates 
an obvious shortcoming: namely, i~ is too.far removed from water trans
portation and several additional highways--completed or under construc
tion--must find shorter outlets to the sea. (Examples are the Haines Road, 
the Cassiar-Stewart Road, and the ·projected A tlin-Juneau Highway.) 

Finally, while the multiplication of highways will undoubtedly tend 
to diminish the importance of anyone highway, growth ,of the highway system 
will have a favorable impact on tourist travel. One. of the deterrents to 
automobile travel to Alaska would be the lack of an alternate return route. 
It is now possible to take the Haines Road to Haines and from there, via 
the Alaska Ferry, to Prince Rupert. Thus the growth of a highway system 
that branches from the Alaska Highway must be viewed as an inevitable.and 
beneficial development. 

) 
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IV PRESENT AND FUTURE ECONOMY OF AREA SERVED BY ALASKA HIGHWAY 

Alaska 

Popula tion changes play an importan,t part in a community's economic 
development, not only 'because they affect production costs by changes .in 
the quality and availability of labor force, but, they also influence the 
~ize of internal markets. Thus it is necessary to begin a projection of 
Alaska's economy by considering its past changes and its population pros
pects for the future. 

Since the purpose of this chapter is to' provide an indication of the 
structure of Alaska's economy in 1985, the physical size of Alaska makes 
a regional approval desirable and necessary. For the purpose of this 
study, 'the state of Alaska has been divided into five regions that are 
homogeneous as possible: 

1. The southeast region which is separated from the remainder of the 
state by Canadian territory and the St. Elias Mountain range. 
The main population centers of this region are in the state capi
tal of Juneau and the cities of Sitka, Ketchikan, and Petersburg. 

2. The south central region, consisting of the Susitna and Copper 
River Basins, the Cook Inlet and its tributaries, Kodiak and 
adjacent islands, and the Alaska peninsula drainage into Shelikof 
Strait. Anchorage, Valdez, Kodiak, Seward, and Cordova are the 
main cities of this region. 

3. The interior Alaska region, covering the Upper Yukon, the Tanana 
and the Kuskokwim River baSins, and the arctic slope east of the 
~upavak River baSins. The major cities of this region are Fair
banks, Nenana, and Fort Gibbon. The Yukon Flats and Alaska Range 
are great tourist attractions, and an immense hydroelectric power 
plant, known as the Rampart Dam, is planned for this region. 

4. The northwest Alaska region, consisting of the Seward Peninsula, 
the Bering Sea and strait islands north,of latitude 62° north, 
the Kotzebue Sound and the arctic slope west of and including 
Kupavak River basin. Nome, the legendary arctic city, is located 
in the center of this region. 

5, The southwest Alaska region, covering the Aleutian Islands, 
Bristol Bay, Kuskokwim River basin, the remainder of the Alaska 
peninsula, the Bering Sea islands south of latitude 62° north, 
and the lower Yukon basin south of latitude 64° north. 
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Past Population and Economic Growth 

The pattern of economic aevelopment in the period before Alaska's 
statehood was marked by abrupt changes. Its isolation from the more 
dynamic centers of international development makes Alaska a marginal area 
that is very susceptible to ~he influence of events over which it has no 
control. The relatively high cost structure of Alaska--because of environ
mental factors and the seasonality of operation--as well as its extreme 
dependence on markets for certain products have always been major factors 
in the region's economic instability. 

Three markedly different' periods describe the changes of Alaska's 
economy in its pres ta tehood stage. The firs t period: from' the years 1,900 to 
approximately 1912, saw a rapid growth of population and income which was 
the result of the discovery of gold in Alaska. This growth came to an end 
with the termination of the gold rush. The second period covers the years 
from 1920 to 1940 and includes the painful readjustments after the end of 
the gold rush and the beginning of the recovery during the 193.os as the 
result of the rising price of gOld. The last period .. from 1940 to 1960, 
was marked by rapid economic development 'and population growth, and it was 
influenced by the military expenditures of World War 11, the Korean war 
and the cold war. Again these economic developments were influenced by 
outside considerations. 

Description of Population Changes 

Table 1 shows the changes in Alaska's popuiation and its regional 
distribution. In 1960, Alaska's population was 266,167, and its growth 
rate in the two preceding decades contrasted favorably with the states of 
Nevada and Wyoming wi th populations of 285; 000 and' 333 " 000 respectively. 
An analysis of the factors affecting Alaska's population growth must con
centrate separately on the changes in the native and nonnative civilian, 
and the military, segments of'the population. 

The period from 1880 to 1930 was dominated by an influx of 
immigrants who were attracted by the gold rush. This first 'wave settled 
mainly in the interior and the northwestern regions, and at this time, 
40 percent of Alaska's native population was concentrated in the southwest 
area. At the end of the gold rUSh, however, the population of all'regions 
was nearly equal. During this period of immigration, smallpox and other 
epidemics caused a decli.ne in the native population, and not 'until 1910 
was this downward trend reversed. 

The upsurge in Alaska's population in the 1930s was caused by 
an increase in the exports of furs and canned salmon, a~ well as the rise 
in the price of mineral products--principally gold and silver--which 
brought marginal producers back into the market. During that decade, 
the population increased 22.3 pcrc~nt. in the southeast, interior, and 
south central regions. At the beginning of the 1940s, the southeast 
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Table 1 

ALASKA'S TOTAL POPULATION, BY REGION 
i880-1960 

i 

J , 
I South' Total 

Year Southeast Central Southwest Interior Northwest Alaska 

1880 7,748 4,352 13,914 2,568 4,844 33,426 
1890 8,038 6,112 12,071 2,333 3,498 32,052 
1900 14,350 10,000 . 13,000 5;600 20,642 63,592 
1910 . 15,216 12,900 12,049 13,064 11,127 64,356 
1920 17,406 11,173 11,541 7,964 6,956 55,036. 
1930 19,304 11,880 12,118 8,246 7,730 59,278 
1940· 25,241- 14,881 12,846 10,345 . 9,211 72,524 
1950 28,203 50,093 17,715 23,008 9,624 128,643 
1960 35,403 108,851 21,001 49,128 11,784 226,167 

Sourc'3: George W. Rogers and Richard A. Cooley, Alaska's Population and 
Economy - Regional Growth, Development and Future Outlook, 
Volume II, Statistical Handbook .. 
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emerged with 35 percent of the population. It was the most populous 
region in the territory, and the south central region followed as a close 
second. The population changes described here show the basic instability 
that arose from a highly mobile, nonnative population that migrated to 
Alaska in search of economic opportunity. At the first sign of economic 
difficulties this population moved south to the United States. 

A basic change in Alaska's economic and population structure 
occurred in 1942 as the result of World War 11. ,During this period, rising 
costs and military manpower restrictions almost caused the cessation of 
mineral development. In 1943, the number of military personnel stationed 
in Alaska sharply increased, to a total of 152,000 persons. At the end of 
World War 11, the military population decreased drastically, but again rose 
to 50,000 men at the height of the Korean war. Since that time, the number 
of military personnel dropped to approximately 35,000. Shifts in miliary 
expenditures have succeeded swings in trade conditions as a primary outside 
influence, still leaving the Alaskan economy highly vulnerable to exogenous 
and unforeseeable changes. 

The main impact of military expenditures was felt in the south 
central and interior regions. Military spending changed the regional, 
structure of the country to some extent, and in 1960, the south central 
region claimed 48 percent of the total population, while the interior 
accounted for 22 percent. In boOth of these regions, military personnel 
constitutes over 20 percent of the present population. 

During the 1940s and 1950s, 88 percent of the population increase 
was military and its dependents and in 1952, the population growth came 
to a halt. 

Alaska's changing economic growth is reflected in the area's 
urban structure. The gold rush created two great urban centers in Nome 
and Fairbanks', but in the aftermath, both of these cities almost dis
appeared. During the 1920s, June'au and Ketchikan in the southeast began 
to grow, but soon the impact of military spending increased the population 
of Anchorage to 44,237 persons in 1960, and Fairbanks became the second 
largest city in Alaska. In 1960, Anchorage and Fairbanks accounted for 
51 percent of the state's population. 

In contrast with the high mobility of its nonnative population, 
a mobility that is primarily between Alaska and the United States, the 
distribution pattern of the native population has changed very little 
since 1900 and is'still concentrated in the southwest, southeast, and 
northwest regions. By 1960, only 20 percent of Alaska's population was 
of native stock. As the result of the high birth rate and declining 
death rate, the native population became the fastest growing segment, 
with an increase of 27 percent during the last decade. 

For the purposes of projecting Alaska's future population devel
opment and its regional distribution,' attention mus.t be focused primarily 
on four aspects: (1) the factors that determine the natural rate of 
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increase; (2) the determinants of the migratory patt~rn from the States; 
(3) the changes in the age structure of Alaska's population; and (4) the 
interaction between migration flows, labor force, and economic development. 

Natural Birth Rate 

Alaska '.s high crude natural rate (defined as the difference be
tween the crude birth and death rates) of increase of 27.6 per 1,000 per
sons during the 1950 to 1960 decade has been steadily increasing since 
1910. The natural rate of increase of the nonnativepopulation has been 
25.1. For the native population, it has been 38.4 per 1,000, higher even 
than the rate .of natural population increase in Mexico. 

The fertility ratio, which is indicated by the number ~f children 
under 5 years of age per 1,000 women, ages 15 to 49 years old, has been 
steadily increasing for both white and nonwhite population since 1930. 
Alaska's fertility ratio is now 892 for the nonwhite and 636 for the white 
Alaskan population--a ratio that is much higher than the 488 ratio for the 
entire United States. 

The steady increase in the crude rate of natural population 
growth has been due to an increase in crude birth rates and fertility 
ratios, combined with a decrease in death rates mainly due to the decline 
in native infant mortality. The rate of infant mortality .was still 40.7 
per 1,000 births in 1960, as compared with 26.4 in the United States. 
Therefore, there is considerable room for a continued reduction in the 
crude death rate. 

The prospects for a continued high rate of natural increase 
during the next decades are good because some future decline in the high 
infant mortality rates of the native population is indicated; however, . 
continued urbanization and native population migration from the south
western and northwestern regions might reduce the crude birth rate during 
this period. On balance, a projection of the rate of natural increase 
could safely forecast a continued high- level in the rate for the next two 
decades to the year 198~. 

Immigration, Emigration, and Population Growth 

In the history of Alaska, decades of high immigration were 
followed by decades of emigration to the rest of the United States. The 
last immigration wave of military personnel in the 1940s and 1950s is now 
on the decline. Migrations to Alaska have also been caused by increased 
economic opportunities in labor-intensive operations, such as gold mining 
and labor-intensive military a~tivities. In c6ntr~st, the projection of 
future economic activities Ul Alask~ revea:ls prospects primarily for capi
tal-intensive activities: oil exploration, refinery operations, mineral 
exploitation, etc. The present high cost of labor in Alaska and the small 
size of its internal market seem to preclude labor-intensive operations. 
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The Age Structure of the Population 

To forecast the, availability, of Alaska's future labor force, it 
is necessary to describe the current population changes and their economic 
significance. Of special importance is the population in the, 20- to 
60-year old bracket because it will supply the majority of future manpower 
requirements. This proportion of population declined sharply after reach
ing a high of 70.8 percent in 1910. During the 1930s, it began to rise 
as the result of a revival in immigration, and this rise continued until 
1950, when the influx of military personnel of draft age and their families 
(nearly 60 percent of the population) was in the 20- to 60-year ol'd bracket. 
By 1960, the reduction in military personnel decreased the population in 
this age bracket to 52.9 percent. 

The most significant change in population during the postwar 
period was reflected in the increase in the number of children under 
15 years of age. In 1950, this age group constituted only 26 percent of 
the, population; in 1960, 'it increased to 35.4 percent. Thus",the 1960 
population pyramid has a much broader base, and it can potentially ensure 
that significant future increases in labor force reqUirements can be met 
from internal resources. 

Population and Labor'Force Participation 

At the present time, Alaska's labor force is far from fully 
utilized. For example, in 1959, almost 25 percent of the employable 'popu
lation did not work at all and 20 percent worked less than half a year. 
Only 40 to 45 percent worked full- or part-time for 50 weeks a year. Part 
of this underutilization was the result of the seasonality of production 
in Alaska. 

The ratio of dependents in 1960 was 61 per 100 employed persons. 
This amount compares favorably with.a ratio of 68 per 100 employed persons 
in the United States. In the northwest and southwest regions, the ratio 
of dependents was near 80, which indicates that the presence of a rela
tively large military establishment keeps the ratio,:of dependents in 
Alaska at a low level. 

In 1960, the median of school years completed by all residents 
of Alaska was 12.1 years, but for the nonwhite population, the median is 
only 6.6 years. 

Population Growth Since Statebood 

The population developments after Alaska's statehood,fOllOw 
the trends of the late 1950s. The population growth slowed from an annual 
rate of 4.0 percent in the 1950s, to a rate of 2.6 percent for the period 
from 1960 to 1964. 
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Two important fac"tors seem to account for·the decline in the 
rate of population growth. The crude birth rate decreased from 33.4 per 
1,000 persons in 1960 to 30.6 in 1963;: at the same time, the crude death 
rates have not diminished as dramatically as during'the 1950s, ,even though 
the infant mortali ty rates for both .whi te and nonwhi te sectors are still 
declining. The crude death rate fell from 5.8 per 1,000 persons in 1960 
to 5.2 at the end of 1963. 

Additional cutbacks in military personnel stationed in Alaska, 
which were expec ted as a part of the miss ile age, did no t material ize, and 
at the end 6£ 1963, the, number of· military personnel stationed in Alaska 
was 34,000--almost identical to the number stationed there during 1960. 

Economic Growth from 1900 To 1960 

The economic development.of,Alaska from the beginning of the 
century can be divided into 'two disti'nct periods: a "staple" development 
up to the year 1940; and ~he period of military buildup which began with 
World War II. 

The early development of Alaska can be descril;>ed in terms of 
the stapl~ theory of economic development popularized by Canadian econo
mists. A staple is a product with large natural resource content. If 
processing,is required, it does not involve large amounts of labor or 
unique skills. The staple must also be able to bear considerable trans
port charges and it must be in demand outside of the regiori of its pro
duction. The economic ,growth qf Alaska until 1940 can be des,cribed by 
the ,development and decline of staples.such as gold mining, fisheries, 
etc. 

When gold was discovered in in~erior and Northwest Alaska in 
1890, gold extraction was then a highly labor intensive process that 
required small amounts of capital in the form of tools and a worker's 
subsistence. 

S,ince the demand for gold came from outside, the region and thL' 
gold was extrac ted with the bel ief tha t the supply would soon be exhaus teu, 
there was no incentive to build permanent plants., The gold rush led to 
a rapid growth of population in;Nome, Fairhanks, and other gold mining 
centers. After the rush subsided, ,only a small mumber of permanent 
settlements remained, and there was no nucleus of self-sustaining econo
mies. The.population of Nome declined--from a peak of 12,488 in 1900, 
to 852i~ 1920--and an income decline affected all Alaska: 

Alaska's' reco\"ery began in the 1930s, ",i th renewe,d dependence 
on gold mining and on a second staple: canned salmon. Salmon fisheries 
influenc'ed the development of the southeast and in the peak years from 
1934 to 1938, the average annual catch was nearly 7m~11ion cases. As 
demand for salinon inc.reased, over-exploitation grew ,and from 1955 to 1959, 
the average annual catch dropped to ab,out 2.5 million cases. 
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Gold production again increased during the 1930s because of the 
relative rise in the prices of precious minerals. During the years from 
1937 to 1941, gold mining reached a peak with an annual' production of 
nearly $24 million. However, at the beginning of World War 11, vast mili
tary expenditures were made in Alaska, which raised the prices of the 
scarce production factors,. including 1abor, and accounted for the decline 
in gold mining that continues to the present day. The high cost of lapor 
made Alaska a marginal producer of gold because wages and salaries consti
tuted nearly two-thirds of total production costs. 

Two new elements of growth appeared in the A1askan economy during 
the late 1950s that have the potential of developing into the economic 
base of Alaska for the next two decades: the oil and gas resources in 
Kenai Peninsula in South Central Alaska, and the growth of a forest prod
ucts industry in Southeastern Alaska. 

Alaska also has hopes for the construction of a massive hydro
electric power plant at Rampart. If this appropriation is approved by 
Congress, the project would have considerable impact on the economy of 
the south central and interior regions for the next 15 years. This project 
is still in the study stage, and many doubts about its economic feasibility 
remain unresolved. Another hope for Alaska's economic growth is tourism, 
the prospects of which will be analyzed later in this' study. 

Economic Structure 

The data below concentrate on the decade of the 1950s, for which 
complete figures on employment and state income are available. Additional 
information is provided in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 

1. Government employment increased from 12 percent of the 
employed labor force in 1939 to 57 percent in 1960, with 
military personnel ranging from 1.7 percent in 1939 to 
47 percent in 1954, and to 36.0 percent in 1960. 

The trend in civilian government expenditures and employment 
steadily increased until 1957, and there has been little 
change since that time. The labor force rose from 10.4 per
cent to 21.2 percent in 1960. This growth was caused both 
by the influx of civilians to military installations and by 
the growth of state and local governments when Alaska was 
given statehood. 

2. Private employment also increased during this period and 
reached a peak in 1952. It then diminished and stabilized 
at a lower level plateau with only minor fluctuations. 

The percentage distribution of civilian employment in 1960 
was agricu1ture--O.6 percent; government civilian employ
ment--40.1 percent; mining--2.0 percent; contract construc
tion--10.4 percent; manufacturing--10~2 percent; transpor
tation, communicatio~ and utilities--12 percent; retail and 
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Table 2 

TOTAL EMPLOygn LABOR FORCE, BY CLASS OF WORKER 
1939-1960 

1939 1950 1960 
Labor Force No. Persons Percent No. Persons Percent No. Persons Percent 

Government employment 
Military 500 1.7% 20,333 32.4% 32,680 30.0% 
Civilian* 3,000 10.4 13 1 361 21.3 19,261 21.2 

Subtotal 3,500 12.1% 33,694 53.7% 51,941 57.1% 

Private employment* 
Wage and salary 15,636 54.0 20,445 32.6 32,622 35.9 
Self-employed 9,500 32.9 8,306 13.3 5,996 6.6 
Unpaid family 300 1.0 250 0.4 364 0.4 

Subtotal 25,436 87.9% 29,001 46.3% 38,982 - 42.9% 

Total 28,936 100.0 62,695 100.0 90,923 100.0 

* Estimated distribution based-on other sources for government employment data and comparison 
with 1950 industrial classification by class of worker. 

Sources: Computed from U.S. Census, 1940 Population, Characteristics, Alaska, pp; 12-14; U.S. 
Census, Population, 1950, Alaska, Bul. PC-54, pp. 71-74, 64-65; U.S. Census, Popula
tion, 1960, Alaska, Bul. PC(1)3C, pp. 3-61. 
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Table 3 

TOTAL EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE 
BY INDUSTRY GROUP AND ALASKA REGION 

April '1960 

South Total 
Labor Force· Southeast Central. Southwest Interior Northwest Alaska 

Military 608 17,183 3,300 10,842 747 32,~80 

Commodity producing industries 
Agriculture, forestry, 
fisheries 623 635 269 235 155 1,917 

Mining 19 434 89 235 75 852 
Construction 806 2,762 87 1,359 206 5,220 
Manufacturing 2,054 1 1473 ~ 387 91 4 1138 

Subtotal 3,502 5,304 578 2,216 527 12,127 

Distributive industries 
Transportation, communica-
tion, utilities 1,303 3,505 306 1,219 138 6,471 

Trade· (wholesale, retail) 1,574 5,300 283 1,729 206 9,092 
Finance, real estate, 

insurance 314 1,254 5 387 13 1,973 
Services 3,266 7,299 714 3,082 677 15,038 
Public administration* 1'1 989 5 1057 636 2 1040 ~ 9 1953 

Subtotal 8,446 22,41~ 1,944 8,457 1,265 42,527 

Industry not reported 1,122 1,307 176 664 320 3,589 

Total 13,678 46,209 5,998 22,179 2,859 90,923 

* Includes only uniquely governmental functions, not all gov~rnment employees. For example, 
Education ~nd Health employees are include'd under "services," Highway and Public Works 
government employees under "transportation, etc.," and "construction," etc. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Population, 1960; Alaska, PC(1)3C,. Tables 83 and 85. 
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Table 4 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE 
BY INDUSTRY GROUP AND ALSAKA REG ION 

April 1960 

South Total 
Labor Force Southea!,! Central Southwest Interior Northwest Alaska 

Military 4.4% 37.2% 55.0% 48.9% 26.1% 36.0% 

Commodity producing industrie·s 
Agriculture, forestry, 
fisheries 4.6 1.4 4.5 1.1 5.4 2.1 

Mining __ ' 0.1 0.9 1.5 1.1 2.6 0.9 
·COnstruction 5.9 6.0 1.5 6.1 7.2 5.7 
Manufacturing 15.0 ~ 2.2 1.7 3.2 4.6 

Subtotal 25.6% 11;5% 9.7% 10.0% 18.4% 13.3% 

Distributive industries 
Transportation, communica-

t ion,. ut ili ties 9.5 7.6 5.1 5.5 4.8 7.1 
Trade. (wholesale, retail) 11._5 11. 5 4.7 7.8 7.2 10.0 
Finance, real estate,-

insurance 2.3 2.7 0.1 1.7 0.5 2.2 
Services 24.0 15.8 11.9 13.9 23.7 16.6 
Public administration* 14.5 10.9 10.6 . 9.2 8.1 ~ 

Subtotal 61.8% 48.5% 32.4% 38.1% 44.3% 46.8% 

Industry not reported 8.2 2.8 2.9 3.0 11. 2 3.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

* Includes only uniquely governmental functions, not all government employees. For example, 
Education and Health employees are included under "serVices," Highway and Public Works 
government employees under "transportation, etc.," and "construction," etc. 

Source: Stanford Research Institute. 



wholesale trade--13.5percent; finance--2.6 percent; service 
and miscellaneous--9.3 percent. 

In total, only 44 percent of employment was private employ
ment; whereas in 1939, this proportion was 88 percent. 
Government influence is even stronger if we consider that 
contract construction is highly dependent upon government 
expenditures. 

3. Personal income i~ Alaska increased at an approximate annual 
rate of 7 percent during the 1950s. Table 5 shows that in 
1960, in spite of the reduction in government expenditures 
during the latter part of the 1950s, the government still ac
counted for one-half of the total personal income received 
by the Alaska residents. 

Contract construction was the largest source of private 
income, and it also accounted for 7.8 percent of the state 
income in 1960. Fluctuations of the construction business-
which were determined by fluctuations in population movements 
and in government contracts--were largely responsible for 
the changes in the level of private income activity. 

Mining activities, which were the base of the economy before 
1940, have again begun to assume a strategic position in 
Alaska's economy. The total gross value of production of 
natural resources climbed from $63.5 million in 1950 to 
$108.3 million in 1961. 

Agriculture and wildlife production (furs, subsistence 
hunting and fishing) have remained almost constant. Agri
culture, concentrated in the southwest region near the popu
lation centerg, had a modest growth that is minimal as com
pared with the great expansion of local Alaskan markets in 
the 1950s. The "wildlife industry" is mainly.one of subsis
tence, and it. is concentrated in the northwest and the south
west. Both the agricultural and wildlife industries 
accounted for only 0.3 percent of the state's personal in
come in 1960. 

Commercial fisheries had numerous upswings ,and recessions, 
but the period of the 1950s ended with a.rise that brought 
gross value of production to a total of $43.5 million in 
1961, as compared with $35 million for the beginning of that 
decade. Fisheries are the most important of the l?atural 
resource activities, accounting for 40 percent of the gross 
value. The salmon catch, which accounts f~r 80 percent of 
the value of the products of commercial fisheries, has con
tinued to decline since the mid-1930s, but because of the 
high elasticity of demand and the general rise in price 
levels, the gross value of production has actually increased 
with the depletion. 
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Table 5 

PERSONAL INCOME, BY MAJOR SOURCES--TOTAL AlASKA 
(Millions of Dollars) 

1950-1960 

~ 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 ~9 1960 

Total personal income $319.0 $439.0 $485.0 $506.0 $493.0 $500.0 $548.0 $537.0 $527.0 $554.9 $629.0 

Wages and Salaries 105.6 172.9 176.0 172.6 159.0 155.6 196.9 184.5 182.9 203.0 244.0 

Farms 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 * 
Mining 10.0 9.6 11. 2 10.6 8.6 8.1 8.4 9.2 8.2 9.3 8.0 

Coal 1.6 1.8 3.2 3.6 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.9 2.5 2.6 2.0 
Petroleum and natural gas 3.7 3.9 3.2 1.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.8 1.4 3.0 3.0 
Mining and quarrying (except 
fuel) 4.7 3.9 4.8 5.4 5.6 5.3 5.1 5.5 4.3 3.7 4.0 

Contract construction 35.4 78.4 70.2 64.9 56.0 50.0 74.1 54.6 47.4 48.0 49.0 

Manufacturing 12.4 12.4 14.2 15.5 14.3 16.3 20.2 19.7 17.6 21. 3 27.0 
Fish processing 6.5 5.5 6.4 7.1 3.1 3.3 5.2 4.6 3.3 2.7 5.0 
Other 5.9 6.9 7.8 8.4 11.2 13.0 15.0 15.1 14.3 18.6 22.0 

Transportation, communications, 
ut il1t ies 12.7 18.0 22.0 23.8 23.6 23.9 28.7 30.5 38.3 40.8 50.0 

WhoJ.esale and retail trade 20.4 30.2 33.5 34.8 33.9 33.7 37.7 40.7 39.1 46.0 64.0 

Finance, insurance, real estate 1.7 2.5 3.4 4.5 4.7 4.7 5.0 5.8 6.7 7.6 9.0 

Services 8.9 16.8 16.S 14.5 12.7 14.4' 17.0 18.8 20.6 25.1 32.0 

Other industries 4.0 4.9 4.8 3.8 5.0 4.3 5.5 4.9 4.7 4.6 5.0 

Fishing 3.7 4.4 4.4 3.2 4.4 3.7 4.8 4.2. 4.0 3.7 4.0 

Other 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.0 

,.; Less than $50,000. 



Table 5 (concluded) 

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 ~ 

Total personal income $319.0 $439.0 $485.0 $506.0 $439.0 $500.0 $548.0 $537.0 $527.0 $554.9 $629.0 

Wages and salaries 105.6 172.9 176.0 172.6 159.0 155.6 196.9 184.5 182.9 203.0 244.0 

Government wage and 
salary disbursement 158.6 195.3 230.0 252.2 249.7 260.1 260.5 261.7 251.5 254.6 283.0 

Federal. civilian 63.9 69.7 78.1 87.3 84.7 90.1 91. 5 92.2 101. 7 107.8 102.0 
Federal. mi1i~ary 83.9 111.7 137.3 147.8 147.4 149.1 142.6 142.7 119.5 113.0 138.0 
State and local 10.8 13.9 14.6 17:1 17.6 20.9 26.4 26.8 30.3 33.8 44.0 

Other labor income 2.2 2.9 4.2' 4.9 5.3 5.7 7.9 8.8 9.9 10.8 12.0 

Proprietors' income 32.6 46.5 46.1 42.3 41.8 39.1 42.3 39.0 38.2 41.9 46.0 
Farm 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.1 2.0 1.8 2.0 
Nonfarm 31. 7 45.4 44.7 40.9 40.4 37.5 40.3 36.9 36.2 40.1 44.0 

Property income 15.9 19.1 22.6 25.8 27.4 28.8 30.7 32.3 32.0 34.1 35.0 

Transfer payments 10.3 8.9 . 11. 8 14.5 16.4 17.5 17.8 20.3 22.6 22.5 24.0 

Less contributions to social 
insurance (6.0) (6.6) (6.0) (6.0) (6.2) (7.2) (8.3) (9.2) (10.3) (12.0) (16.0) 



A significant new development .is the increase in the market
ing of shellfish in the south central region, which, from 
a value of $810,000 in 1950, rose to $3)138,000 in 1960; 
Most of this increase is accounted for by the sale of Alaska 
king crab. 

The major long term increase in natural resource activities 
has been the development of the forest products industry in 
the southeast. Total gross value in this sector rose from 
$4.6 million in 1950 to $18.8 million in 1960. It is reason
able to expect further increases in production as market 
conditions warrant expansion. 

Mineral extraction has continued t9 decline from the high 
level attained in the late 1930s. The value of gold and 
s.i1ver production declined from $10,172,000 in 1950 to 
$3,983,000 in 1961. Although coal production doubled during 
the decade, it has since begun to diminish. The development 
of petroleum and natural gas production in the south central 
region rose from almost nothing to $17,817,000 in 1961, and 
at present, this production constitutes 59 percent of the 
total value of mineral products. New labor-saving techniques 
and devices in mining and exploration development have mad~ 
this sector very capital intensive and have drastically 
reduced personal income originating in this sector. In 1960, 
personal income from mining was only 1.3 percent. 

The final item of interes.t in natural resource extraction 
is the processing of sand, gravel, and stone in the interior 
region, which was stimulated by the construction boom of 
the early 1950s, and rose to a peak value of $11,926,000 in 
1952. It has since declined, and in 1960 the gross value 
of production was $6,336,000. 

Manufacturing accounted for only 4.3 percent of Alaska's 
total personal income in 1960. Salmon canning, which is 
territorial, and provjded the bulk of the manuf*cturingearn
ings in colonial AJaska, ha~ continued to decline.Employ
ment in that jr;dustry fell from 7', 3l6workers in 1918 to only 
4,868 in 1960. The only expanding sector is forest products, 
where highly efficient and automated pulp mills have been 
recently established. It is expected that further expansion 
will occur in this industry. 

The distributive industries have continued to grow steadily 
over the past decades. Employment in these industries rose 
from 30 percent of total private employment in 1940 to 
61 percent in 1960. 

In summary, an analysis of past trends in Alaska shows many of the 
shortcomings and weaknesses typical of staple economies that were mentioned 
earlier. Only with further development can maturity and stability be 
achieved. 
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Economic Growth Since Statehood 

Cutbacks in military expenditures that were generally anticipated 
in the late 1950s did not mate,rialize and personal income in Alaska con
tinued to grow from 1960 to 1964 at an annual rate of 5.5 percent; per 
capita income grew 3.2 percent annually. Table 6 shows the major forces 
that determined the increase in personal income up to 1963. 

Impact of Military Spending 

The income generated by the federal military expenditures dimin
ished from a peak of $138 million in 1960 to $127 million in 1963. Howeve~ 

this decline was offset by the new state ,and local government spending 
that has grown rapidly during the last three years. The federal government 
recently increased civilian expenditures in Alaska so that government par
ticipation in the state income rose slightly in this period. This growth, 
however, cannot be expected to continue, since a major portion of this 
spending was accounted for by the unique circumstances accompanying 
Alaska's admission to statehood. 

Growth of Selected Industries 

Mining. The income generated in the mining sector grew up to 
1961 as the result of increased production of petroleUm and gas. Since 
then, it has remained at the 1961 level as further increases in petroleum 
and natural gas have been compensated by declines in gold mining and 
quarrying. 

Gold mining continued to decrease from a 1960 level of 
173,000 ounces to 99,600 ounces in 1963. Silver also diminished from 
27,000 ounces in 1960 to 14,000 ounces in 1963. The value of coal pro
duction remained at the same level--approximately $6 million. In contrast, 
the val~e of natural gas and petroleum increased from $17,817,000 in 1961 
to $32,761,000 in 1963. The future of this business appears to be favor
able, but much will depend on future successes in exploration. 

Contract Construction. The personal income originating from 
the construction sector reached a peak in 1960 and reversed the' downward 
trend during the late1950s. It again diminished, however, in 1961 and 
began recovering in 1962 and 1963. As construction after the 1964 earth
quake gathers momentum, it seems likely that construction will remain a 
volatile force in Alaska's economy, and it will depend upon outSide 
factors for support. 

Manufacturing. In 1963, the manufacturing sector remained at 
a slightly lower level than in 1960, following some decline in the 
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Table 6 

PERSONAL INCOME, BY MAJOR SOURCES--TOTAL ALASKA 
(Millions of Dollars) 

Total personal income 
Wages and salaries 

Farms 
Mining 

Coal 

1961-1963 

Petroleum and natural gas 
Mining and quarrying 

Contract construction 
Manufacturing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Finance, insurance, and 
real estate 
Banking 
Insurance real estate 

Transportation 
Ral1roads 
Highway freight 
Others 

Communications 
Telephone and telegraph 
Electric gas and utilities 

Services 
Hotels 
Personal services 
Business and repairs 
Amusements and recreation 
Professional and social 

Government 
Federal civilian 
Federal military 
State and local 

Other labor income 
Proprietor's income 

Farm 
Nonfarm 

Property income 
Transfer payments 
Less contributions to social 

insurance 

1961 

$628 
515 

10 
2 
4 
3 

34 
28 
56 

10 
5 
5 

29 
1 
7 

22 
31 
27 

3 
·32 

4 
4 
9 
1 
3 

• 

279· 
105 
120 

54 
15 
47 

2 
45 
39 
28 

16 

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding. 

• Less than $50,000. 
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1962 

$661 
539 

10 
2 
5 
3 

35 
25 
57 

13 
6 
5 

30 
1 
7 

22 
29 
25 

4 
36 

4 
4 

12 
1 
4 

299 
110 
121 

68 
16 
51 

2 
49 
44 
28 

17 

• 

1963 

$704 
578 

.10 
2 
6 
2 

38 
26 
62 

14 
7 
7 

31 
1 
8 

22 

• 

28 
24 

5 
37 

4 
4 

12 
1 
5 

325 
120 
127 

78 
18 
52· 

2 
50 
47 
28 

18 



production of canned salmon. The catch of salmon rose from 207,000 pounds 
in 1961 to 277,848 in 1962, but it declined in 1963 to 223,063 pounds. 
The catch of crabs, however, increased from 33,303 pounds in 1960 to 
90,824 pounds in 1963. 

Timber sales for Alaska's national forest rose from $118,131 in 
1960 to $212,432 in 1961, but decreased to $171,592 in 1962. By 1963, 
sales tota1ed approximately $213,174. Therefore, there has been only a 
slight growth in this industry. 

Projected Growth--1965 to 1985 

Special Factors Associated with Economic Growth in the North 

Any projection of growth possibilities in Alaska must take into 
account the special factors that will determine, to a great extent, the 
nature of this process of growth. Perhaps the most important fac~or is. 
the seasonality of operations in Alaska. This factor, as well as the high 
costs of 1abor and transportation to the market centers, adds c.ostbutdens 
to all products of the A1askan economy. These considerations rule out 
anything but high-quality, capital-i!ltensive resource development. Pro
duction for internal markets will, in ail probability, be very small 
because of the small size of markets. 

Population Projections 

Population or economic projections of Alaska must be approached 
as studies in the rationale of economic growth rather than as mathematical 
exercises in curve-fitting, because an economic base that will support 
long term growth must yet be built. There is no doubt of the need for a 
structural change in the economic base of Alaska, since it appears inevi
table that there will be an eventual cutback in military expenditures as 
the result of changing military technology. 

The projections given in Table 7 are contingent upon the assump
tion that certain political conditions will prevail in the future. There
fore, it is assumed that international tensions will continue, but that 
no major war will occur during this period. It will also be assumed that 
no new trade barriers will be raised--against foreign countries in general 
and Japan in particular--that might lead to restrictions in the future 
Japanese economic involvement in Alaska. Population projections for 
Alaska cannot be based on population growth during the 1950s, because that 
decade was dominated by the increases in military population. 

A recent projection that seems to avoid this error is the 
Series IB Population Projection for Alaska prepared by the Bureau of the 
Census. This projection'assumes a moderate drop in the fertility ratio 
of Alaska to reach the national level in fifty years. Also, the gross 
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interstate net migration pattern from 1955 to 1960 is assumed to continue 
throughout the period. This is a very realistic assumption for a future 
projection, because the period from 1955 to 1960 was not characterized by 
a large scale influx of military personnel. This projection is given in 
Table 7. 

Table 7 

PROJECTION OF THE POPULATION OF THE STATE OF ALASKA 
BY SERIES IB OF THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

(In Thousands of Persons) 

1970 1975 1980 1985 Projected Change in Population 
1960-1985 

Num- Net Rate of 
ber Bi.rths Deaths Migration Increase 

Series IB 290 334 381 428 202 244 40 -2 2.6% 

Source: Bureau of the Census, Illustrative Projections of the Population 
States. Cement Population Reports. Population Estimates. ~ Series 
P-25, No. 301, February 26, 1965. 

This projection assumes that civilian migration to Alaska during 
the period will be large enough to offset the outmigration of the military 
and their dependents. This appears to be a realistic assumption, and it 
takes into account the capital-intensive characteristics of future devel
opment projects that are expected to grow more rapidly during this period. 
Given the high costs of labor in Alaska, the growth of such sectors as 
petroleum and natural gas, pulp, etc. will generate relatively small em
ployment requirements due to the capital intensity. of these sectors. Even 
the industrial .development, which some predict would result from construct
ing Rampart Dam (aluminum, etc.), will be a capital intensive development. 

The expected annual rate of population increase is projected at 
2.6 percent, which corresponds to the 1960 to 1964 statistics. An implicit 
assumption of this forecast is that the federal government will initiate 
federal programs in various fields of development to balance the outmigra
tion of military personnel. With the eventual curtailment of military 
operations, it is assumed that the interior region around Fairbanks will 
suffer a relative decline within the next 20 years, and much of the 
expected growth will occur in the south central region. 
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Overall Economic Projections 

Alaska is now in a condition where structural economic changes 
must be initiated if the state is to maintain the rates of growth it has 
attained during the last decades. Rather than attempt to predict the pre
cise pattern of the-structural change, it will be assumed that the federal 
and state governments will act to maintain a reasonably high rate of 
regional growth. This assumption is permissable and jus·tifiable when we 
look at recent examples of this income-redistribution type of policy in 
our farm sector, in Appalachia, in the federal urban programs, etc. These 
policies seem. to reflect a conscious or unconscious policy of equalization 
of regional incomes, in spite of the different resource inventories of the 
region. 

In the absence of price deflators for state· incomes, we will have 
to work with national deflators, as shown below in Table 8. 

Table 8 

ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH OF STATE INCOME AND 
PER CAPITA INCOME IN ALASKA 

(In Percentages) 

Period State Income Per Capita Income 

1950-60 7.0% 2.0% 
1960-64 5.5 3.1 
1950-64 6.6 2.45 
1956-64 4.5 2.9 

The real growth of state income will be projected at the annual 
rate of 5.7 percent, which is somewhat higher than the 1960-64 level and 
above the growth rate of personal income in the United States for that 
period. This projection is equivalent to an annual rate of increase of 
3 percent in per capita income, and this figure is justified by the assump
tion that developing a regional economic base must be accompanied by an 
economic growth that is higher than average. However, to provide for an 
annual increase in personal income of 5.7 percent efficient fed·eral and 
state programs will be needed in the presence of military cutbacks. In 
addition, there must be an acceleration in the growth of the private 
sectors. This projection places the 1985 state income at about $2.5 bil
ion (in terms of 1964 constant dollars) and per capita personal income of 
$5,820. 
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We are now ready to examine the development strategies available 
to the state of Alaska to achieve such a rate and to determine what degree 
government assistance would be necessary. 

Projection of Specific Industries 

A forecast of the Alaskan economy structure for 1975 and beyond 
cannot be made in the traditional manner because existing bases in the 
several Alaskan industries at present are insufficiently developed to 
permit straightforward projections of their growth. It is more realistic 
to assume that the pattern of future development will be the result of 
conscious development efforts. The future structure of Alaska's economy 
will, therefore, be largely a reflection of the sum of development efforts. 
that will be undertaken. The following conclusions about the probable 
composition of this pattern can be reached. 

The first major conclusion that emerges from an analysis of the 
development alternatives is that the future development of Alaska will 
probably take the form of a diversified export economy--consisting of gas 
and petroleum products, fisheries, wood products, tourism, and some mineral 
development. 

It is unlikely that, in 20 years hence, the Alaskan economy will 
have only one major orientation, mainly because none of the industrial 
alternatives being considered currently appears capable of the rapid growth 
necessary to carry the state economy. In some markets, the economy cannot 
be expanded rapidly enough, but in other markets, the availability of 
natural resources would limit the rate of development. In other industries 
such as oil and gas, the beneficial effects on the rest of the economy are 
small. The following sectors appear to be the probable areas of future 
growth efforts: 

Forestry. Although the Alaskan forestry industry, which "is 
comprised of woods operations, wood-using industries, lumber and pulp," 
etc., will undoubtedly grow, there are several reasons why it cannot be 
expected to become a rapid and leading sector. , 

From the standpoint of demand, market growth is being slowed 
because of the steady trend to substitute other products for lumber. 
Technological changes have resulted in the development of new building 
materials that are cheaper and, in some cases, more satisfactory than 
wood. The rising price of lumber as compared with other building mate
rials will also tend to restrict the growth of the Alaskan lumber indus
try. The absence of economy of scale 1n mill operations, the high dis
tribution and transportation costs of Alaskan timber, and high costs of 
labor in Alaska are also growth-limiting factors. 

The present construction boom in Alaska is not likely to con
tinue at the same rate in the future. The cessation of earthquake 
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reconstruction and the absence of major waves of migration into Alaska 
also indicate that the construction industry will play a lesser role in 
Alaska's economic future. These factors suggest that overseas export must 
provide the main market for Alaska's economic expansion; Japanese export 
appears to offer the most promising market for Alaskan forest products. 

Other supply and competitive considerations that will restrict 
the growth of this industry in Alaska concern the availability of com
mercially exploitable timber stands that are not as large as those of its 
main area competitor, British Columbia. 

Within the continental United States, the Alaskan forestry 
industry will also face continuous competition from other areas such as 
the southern region of the United States, where technological change has 
developed newsprint production from resinous, fast-growing softwoods that 
require lower wood, power, and transportation costs. 

Geographically, the development of the forestry industry will 
occur in Southeastern and South Central Alaska, which have the only eco
nomically accessible stands. 

Finally, the great success of using sawmill waste in the pulp 
and paper operations in British Columbia will, in the future, tend to 
attract pulp and paper operations major lumber centers, and this factor 
will have an unfavorable effect on the Alaskan industry. In view of these 
uncertain supply and.demand factors, the future development of this eco
nomic sector cannot be expected to have a very Significant effect on 
employment growth. 

Fisheries. With the exception of gold mining, Alaska's fisheries 
industry has experienced the slowest rate of growth, and its development 
prospects are basically restricted by the lack of U.S. consumption of fish 
per capita. Annual fish consumption in the United States has remained 
almost static--at 11 pounds per person for the past twenty years. From 
the standpoint of supply, growth prospects are also somewhat clouded by 
the uncertainties regarding the long-run availability of salmon. At pres
ent, the outlook for continued increases in salmon production appears to 
be very good, and the controls to prevent depletion seem to be working 
satisfactorily. However, long range uncertainties persist because future 
construction of hydroelectric dams might adversely affect salmon breeding 
grounds. The foreign demand for Alaskan fish is both small and unstable 
and cannot be counted on to stimulate exceptional growth. 

One favorable development in the fishing industry in recent 
years has been the expansion of crab-fishing. Although supply considera
tions tend to limit further growth, crab-fishing, even in its present size, 
is a valuable segment of the fishing industry because it is most active 
during the winter months when other fishing is dormant. 
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Further development of the fishing industry would require the 
expansion of the domestic U.S. market and-modernization of fishing vessels 
and techniques. The decline in the demand for fish is, at least in part, 
traceable to inefficient marketing and distribution methods. Moderniza
tion of fishing techniques and equipment may raise the productivity of 
the industry and decrease the unit cost; but it might also promote improved 
food preparatio~ and marketing techniques by processing at sea. Although 
a more efficient and better equipped fishing industry could be an important 
ingredient in Alaska's future growth, the time required to achieve this 
development would be considerable. 

Oil and Natural Gas. The future growth of the petroleum ~ndus
try in Alaska will undoubtedly depend on the success in exploration and 
drilling, however, the probability of major new strikes remains specula
tive. Recent -drilling experience on the Kenai Peninsula and Cook ILlot 
indicate that chances for further growth appear to be very good; however, 
this optimism must be tempered somewhat by the recognition that, in addi
tion to the uncertainty mentioned above, oil exploration in Alaska must 
carry an additional handicap of distance from markets. 

All mining activities in Alaska and Northern Canada, including 
oil and gas exploration, carry the burden of high transportation costs. 
Because of the prevalence of integrated companies in the petroleum indus
try, this transportation cost burden is not as visible as in other mining 
activities; but it exists, and it expresses itself in the widely accepted 
notion that only very large oil or gas deposits are likely to be developed 
in the remote northern areas. Since production costs are inversely re
lated to the size of an oil or gas discovery, this added transportation 
cost has increased the minimum size oil or gas pool that can be considered 
for commercial use. 

The oil and gas discoveries made in recent years actually have 
been in economically favorable locations within the area. Th~se major 
discoveries were either close to the sea or offshore as at Cook Inlet, 
near Anchorage. Although transportation costs to a sea-terminal are not 
excessive, the problem of distance to consumer markets still exists. 

Because of the limitation of crude oil imports to the United 
States and the relatively higher price for domestic crude oil, oil dis
coveries offer more opportunity for rapid exploitation than finds of 
natural gas. In recent years, the technical problems associated with 
liquifying_naturRl gas and shipping it in special tankers were solved. 
One commercial liquefactiorr plant is already in operation, and several 
additional plants are in the active planning stage. Although the con
struction of a liquifying plant in Alaska is a definite possibility, the 
economic feasibility of such a plant has not been determined. Since 
natural gas is potentially available for export in many parts of the 
world, price competi~ion could be very strong. 
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From the standpoint of overall .. employment, the impact of oil 
and gas developments would not be very great. All relevant segments of 
the petroleum industry--exploration, production, refining, and even 
petrochemicals--are very capital intensive. The employment impact of 
associated services may be somewhat greater. 

In summary, a realistic assessm~nt would project cont;inued 
growth of the petroleum and gas production and its associated industrial 
development--but there will be only a' moderate growth in the employment 
in this industry. 

Mining Industry. Since gold m1n1ng has declined to a very low 
level, the future of metal mining in Alaska rests primarily with copper 
and iron ore. A number of low-grade deposits of copper and iron .. Dre:.have 
been found, but present indications show that their development is'many 
years away because at present, the prevailing high costs of labor and 
transportation ~ake them economically unattractive. 

Future mining prospects must not be judged entirely on the basis 
of finds which have already been made. Only a small portion of Alaska's 
land mass has been thoroughly surveyed and many significant discoveries 
will undoubtedly be made in the future. Because of the. world's increasing 
need for metals and minerals, exploration prospects in Alaska may look 
far better twenty years hence than they do tOday. 

Tourism. There is no doubt that tourism to Alaska should grow 
ata rapid rate within the next twenty years, and a number of separate 
developments will contribute to this expansion. First, there is the gen
eral growth of travel, both as a reflection of the increasing prosperity 
and the increase in all leisure time activities. Second, there is an 
even more rapid growth of the "outdoor" and "active" tourism that Alaska 
represents. Many studies in recent years have emphasized the growing 
shortage of recreational areas for camping, fishing, and hunting. 

The development of jet air travel as a low-cost passenger car
rier for long distances will undoubtedly enlarge the potential tourist 
market because it would reduce the time and cost of an Alaskan vacation. 
Al though the growth of Alaska tourism may be limited at times by' the 
availability of facilities, the overall expansion should be fairly rapid. 
One major drawback to the growth of Alaskan tourism is that it is a very 
seasonal industry, with a peak concentrated in the months of June, July, 
and August. These are also peak months for other seasonal industries, 
such as construction and fishing. The seasonal pattern of Alaskan economy 
would be reinforced and not corrected. Although seasonal migration would 
solve some of the problems associated with seasonal work, migration is 
in itself. wasteful and tends to increase the labor costs within an economy. 
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Conclusion 

In summary, it appears that in the next 10 to 15 years, the growth 
potentials of the industrial ·sectors areas discussed here will range from 
modest to good, but in no case, is it likely anyone area will grow so 
rapidly that it w()uld tiring about a. new era of single indListTy orie.a.tation. 
Thus, a forecast of Alaska's economy is not only a reflection of the gen
eral limitations on growth, but it is also an indication that some economic 
success will be made in several areas. 

Northwestern Canada 

The principal objectives of this section are: (1) to forecast future 
population levels and also the growth and nature of economic activity 
that can be expected through 1985 ·in the three areas of Northwestern 
Canada under consideration, i.e., Northern British Columbia, the Yukon 
Territory, and Northwestern Alberta; and (2) to attempt to determine the 
logical transportation flow of major products or commodities from these 
areas of Northwestern Canada to ultimate markets. The second objective 
includes an effort to determine the extent to which· the Alaska Highway 
would be an important factor in future economic growth, transportation 
flows, and broadly speaking, the benefits that might accrue if the Alaska 
Highway were paved. 

For the following reasons, no attempt has been made to prepare com
prehensive projections of demand for all commodities, products, or services 
that might contribute to overall economic activity in these northern areas 
over the forecast period. Since the bulk of such production in North
western Canada will likely have to be sold in export markets in competi
tion with production from other countries, such an approach would requi:re 
preparation of a comprehensive worldwide supply-demand-price analysis for 
each of these products. This approach is outside the scope of this study. 
In the case of mineral production, there is no reliable way to predict if 
and when new ore bodies might be discovered in Northwestern Canada or 
elsewhere in the world. These discoveries could result in shifts in pres
ent supply-demand flow patterns. 

The broad approach used in evaluating the impact on transportation 
of possible resource development was to determine the logical direction 
and method of flow of major products or commodities to ultimate markets, 
knowing the general areas favorable to resource development and the most 
likely general location of world markets. By studying the state of devel
opment of specific resources, or manufacturing industries in adjoining 
regions or developed portions of the provinces under consideration, (e.g., 
eentral and Southern British Columbia), it is possible to get some indi
cation of the probable timing of devexopment in area~ of Northwestern 
Canada. For example, the expec ted development 0·£ the fores t produc ts 
industry in Northern British Columbia can serve as a guide to probable 
timing of development of this industry in the Yukon. In addition, this 
British Columbia development can indicate logical transportation flows 
to export markets of Yukon production. 
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In the following analysis of Northwestern Canada, consideration has 
not been given .to all major industries. The analysis .has been restricted 
to those industries or other components of economic activity that could 
be accessible to the Alaska Highway and that potentially could benefit 
from paving of the Alaska Highway. For example, the potential hydroelec~ 
tric power industry in Northwestern Canada has purposely been excluded 
from this study for several reasons. Although it is recognized that some 
sizable hydroelectric developments may be comp~eted in Northwestern Canada 
by 1985, they are not likely to cause a significant increase in the perma
nentlabor force of the area. Once completed, these developments will 
have no real significance relative to the Alaska Highway or any other major 
highway. ~irtually all such developments will be located relatively close 
to tidewater, pr~marily because the choice sites are located on rivers 
near the coast (with one possible exception) . 

The brief summary of historical population growth and economic 
activity appearing at the start of the specific sections dealing with 
Northern British Columbia, the Yukon Territory, and Northwestern Alberta 
serves the following purposes: 

1. As a guide in appraising the possibility that manufacturing 
industries of various types may form a growing part of economic 
activity for the needs of local markets. Growth of. such indus
tries could change historical population characteristics. 

2. As a base for projecting future population and levels of economic 
activity, if growth in manufacturing operations are not expected 
to be large enough to cause a shift in population characteristics. 

3, Because of the extremely small population base, to illustrate the 
.insensitivity of variations in population forecasts on the need 
for manufacturing facilities to serve local markets. 

4. To illustrate the relative importance of each area, one to one 
another, and to other areas of North America. 

For purposes of this study, the area of Northwestern Canada that is 
generally accessible to the Alaska Highway is defined as: 

1. Northern British Columbia is that region lying north of 55 0 N 
latitude, or north of a line running from the mouth of the Nass 
River on the west through McLeod Lake and east to the Alberta 
border. Its area is about 180,000 square miles, or about 50 per
cent of the provincial total. 

2. The Yukon Territory covers an area of about 205,000 square miles. 

3. Northwestern Alberta is Census Division No. 15, a land area of 
about 93jOOO square miles, making up about 37 percent of Alberta's 
total land area. 
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In 1961, the population of these areas were as follows: 

Area 

Northern British Columbia 
Yukon Territory 
Northwestern Alberta 

Total 

Population 

34,476' 
14,628 
76,884 

125,988 

The total population for these three areas, therefore, only amounted 
to approximately 55 percent of the total. population of Alaska in that 
same year. 

The following discussion of these three areas will follow the same 
general sequence: (1) historical population trends and economi.c growth; 
(2) expected growth of those industries in Northwestern Canada that may 
have some significance as far as the Alaska Highway is concerned; (3) fu
ture population growth and economic activity; and (4) possible significance 
of population growth and economic activity to the Alaska Highway. 

Northern. British Columbia 

Past Population and Economic Growth 

Table 9 shows the changes in population of Northeastern and 
Northwestern British Columbia. between 1931 and 1961. For comparative 
purposes, the change in population for the province as a whole is also 
shown. During this period, the population of Northern British Columbia 
ranged from a low of 1.5 percent (1951) to a.high of 2.1 percent (1961) 
of the total population in the province. Figure 1, which shows the popu
lation distribution of British Columbia, illustrates very vividly the 
sparsely populated nature of Northern relative to Southern British Columbia. 
In addition, it illustrates the concentration of Northern B.C. population 
in the vicinity of Dawson Creek and Fort St. John at the southern end of 
the Alaska Highway. 

Between 1931-61 the average annual growth rate in population in 
Northern British Columbia has increased substantially, as shown in the 
tabulation below: 

. Years 

1931-41 
1941-51 
1951-61 

Average Annual Growth Rates 

Northern B.C . 

0.5 of 10/0 
3.5 
6.8 
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All 
British Columbia 

1.7% 
3.6 
3.4 



1931 
1941 
1951 
1961 

Table 9 

POPULATION OF NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
BY REGION 

Northwestern 
Subregion* 

4,953 
4,097 
3,396 
3,415 

1931-1961 

Northeastern 
Subregiont 

·7,013 
8,481 

14,395 
31,061 

Total Northern 
Region 

11,966 
12,578 
17,791 
34,476 

* Census subdivisions 9A, 9B, and9C. 
t Census subdivisions lOA, lOB, lOC, and 10D. 

Total British 
Columbia 

694,263 
817,861 

1,165,210 
1,629,082 

Sources: Census of Canada. B.C. Bureau of Economics and Statis
tics, "Industrial and Bconomic Development in Northern 
British Columbia," submitted to the Alaska-B.C.-Yukon 
Conference, Whitehorse, September 14-16, 1964 .. 
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The faster rate of growth in Northern British Columbia during 
the 1951 to 1961 period reflects the impact of mineral exploration and 
development activity in the area. Between 1931 and 1961, virtually all 
of the popUlation growth in Northern B.C. occurred in the northeastern 
subregion, which is much more Significant than the northwestern subregion 
to the development of the Alaska. Highway. By 1961, the population of the 
northeastern subregion was about ten times that of the northwestern sub
region. 

Large scale economic development of Northern BriHsh Columbia 
has been hampered by many of the handicaps that faced development of
Alaska, including isolation from the more dynamic centers of international 
development; susceptibility to influence of events over which it has no 
control; its relatively high cost structur·e·j its primary dependence on 
export markets for its. resource-oriented production; and greater inaccessi
bility, in terms of transportation distances than certain other regions 
which compete with it. Northeastern British Columbia, because of its 
greater distance from 'J:'idewater, faces a more severe transportation handi
cap than Alaska or Northwestern British Columbia in marketing certain of 
its products. 

Economic development in Northern British Columbia between 1951 
to 1961 might be considered as "staple" in the sense that it has been used 
in the previous discussion of Alaska. In other words, staple products or 
commodities - -mainly in the categories of agriculture, and oil and gas, 
and to a lesser extent in the categories of forestry. mining. fishing and 
trapping--currently provide the main economic base of Northern British 
Columbia. In 1961. however, the combined labor force employed in these 
industries was less than the combined labor force employed in construction, 
the service industries, trade, and public administration. The 1951 and 
1961 labor force in Northern British Columbia is shown in Table 10 by 
industry category, in absolute terms. and in Table 11 in relative terms.* 

In 1961. Northern British .columbia (including census subregions 
9D. 9E, and 9F) accounted for only 4 percent of British Columbia· total 
labor force, despite the fact that between 1951 and 1961. the total labor 
force in Northeastern British Columbia nearly doubled. During this period, 
the portion of the Northeastern B.C. labor force involved in agriculture. 
forestry, and fishing declined (see Table 10). This decline in absolute 

* The labor force for Northwestern British Columbia is distorted in com
parison with its population figures shown in Table 9 in view of the 
fact that the labor force figures include census subdivisions 9D. 9E. 
and 9F (including Prince Rupert, Kitimat, and the Queen Charlotte 
Islands), which are relatively heavily involved in pulp and paper manu
facturing. aluminum smelting. and logging, respectively. Subdivisions 
9D. 9E, and 9F are outside our defined area of Northern British Colum
bia. Published labor force data are not available for subdivisions 9A. 
9B, and 9C. which fall inside our definition of Northern British Columbia. 
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Table 10 

LABOR FORCE IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA, BY INDUSTRY 
1951 and 1961 

Northwestern Northeastern Total Northern 
Subreiion* Subregion Region* 

1951 1961 1951 1961 1951 1961 

Agriculture 56 68 1,939 1,608 1,995 1,676 
Forestry 848 1,357 104 128 952 1,485 
Fishing and trapping 846 723 79 17 925 740 
Mines, quarries, oil wells 634 571 83 522 717 1,'093 
Manufacturingt 2,221t 4,537t 470 650 2,691 5,187 
Construction 610 624 339 1,026 949 1,650 
Transportation, cOlllJllunica-
tions, utilities 697 1,492 440 1,581 1,137 3,073 

Trade 697 1,384 453 1,713 1,150 3,097 
Finance, insurance, real 
estate 75 193 57 198 132 391 

Service 1,182 2,292 1,192 1,814 2,374 4,106 
Public administration 

and defense 722 659 1,3~1 

Unspecified or undefined 79 398 72 317 151 715 

Total 7,945 14,361 5,228 10,233 13,173 24,594 

* Includes Census subdivisions 9D, 9E, and 9F (Prince Rupert, Kitimat, and 
Queen Charlotte Islands) which are outside our definition of Northern 
British Columbia. 

t The fact that the 1961 labor force engaged in manufacturing is greater 
than the total 1961 population of Northwestern B.C. suggests that the 
bulk of this labor force ,is located in the subdivisions 9D, 9E, and/or 
9F, which are located outside Northern B.C., as we have defined it. 
The same would apply to the bulk of the Northwestern B.C. labor force 
shown above. It would be surprising if the Northwestern B.C. labor 
force within our defined borders exceeded 1,000 in 1961 since total 
population was ,only 3,400. 

Source: B.C. 'Bureau of Economics and Statistics, "Industrial and Economic 
'Development in Northern British Columbia," submitted to the 
Alaska-B.C.-Yukon Conference, Whitehorse, September 14-16, 1964. 
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Table 11 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR FORCE IN 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 

BY INDUSTRY AND REGION 
1951 and 1961 

Northwestern Northeastern Total Northern 
Subreg:ion* Subreg:ion Region * 1951 1961 1951 1961 1951 1961 

Agriculture 0.7% 0.5% 37.0% 15.7% 15.1% 6.8% 
Forestry 10.7 9.4 2.0 1.3 7.2 6.0 
Fishing and trapping 10.6 5.0 1.5 0.2 7.0 3.0 
Mines, quarries, 011 wells 8.0 4.0 1.6 5.1 5.5 4.5 
Manufacturing 28.0 31. 7 9.0 6.4 20.5 21.1 
Construction 7.7 4.3 6.5 10.0 7.2 6.7 
Transportation, communica-
tions, utilities 8.8 10.4 8.4 15.5 8.6 12.5 

Trade 8.8 9.6 8.7 16.6 8.7 12.6 
Finance, insurance, and 
real estate 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.9 1.0 1.6 

Services 14.8 16.0 22.8 17.7 18.0 16.7 
Public administration 

and defense 5.0 6.5 5.6 
Unspecified or undefined 1.0 2.8 1.4 3.1 1.2 2.9 

Total 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 

* Includes Census subdivivions 9D, 9E, and 9F (Prince Rupert, Kitimat, 
and Queen Charlotte Islands) which are outside our definition of 
Northern British Columbia. 

% 

Source: B.C. B~reau of Bconomics and Statistics, "Industrial and Economic 
Development in Northern British Columbia," submitted to the 
Alaska-B.C.-Yukon Conference, Whitehorse, September 14-16, 1964. 
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numbers was more than offset by the increase in 1abor force engaged in 
mines, quarries, and oil wells (mainly oil and gas exploration and develop
ment) in the Fort St. John and Fort Nelson areas. Construction also in
creased substantially during this period, possibly reflecting preliminary 
activity on the Peace River po,,~er project. However, in absolute numbers. 
the largest increases occurred in the transportation-communication
uti1ities,trade, service, and public administration categories. 

The limited data available on wage earnings suggest that, in 
1961, aggregate payrolls in Northern British Columbia amounted to about 
$60 million, or only 3.5 percent of aggregate payrolls for the province. 

In 1961, retail sales in Northern British Columbia amounted to 
about $52 million (only 3.3 perceflt of total retail sales 'in the province). 
and the gross value of factory shipments from Northern British Columbia* 
amounted to about $134 million (only 6.8 ,petceh.t of the provincial total) 
of which only $13 million represent Northeastern B.C. factory shipments. 

Trade Between British Columbia and Alaska. The last recorded 
data, which pertain to 1958, indicate that there were virtually no imports 
from Alaska into the province of British Columbia; these limited imports 
consisted primarily of fresh fish. The value of exports of British Colum
bia-produced commodities to Alaska in 1958 !total'ed. about $625,000, of, 
which 60 percent consisted of fish and fish' products and 20 percent of 
chemical and allied products. No published information is available on 
the origin and destination of these inbound and outbound shipments, nor 
on the extent to which they were transported via the Alaska Highway. t 

Growth of Selected Industries in Northern British Columbia 

Future development of Northern British Columbia, particularly 
development that will have some significance to the Alaska Highway. will 
likely take the form of an export economy geared to production of various 
minerals (including oil and gas), forest products, and possibly some 
agriculture commodities. The following discussion of the growth of these 
industries should help to judge the valiqity of published forecasts of 
population growth in Northern British Columbia and the extent to which the 
Alaska Highway, paved or unpaved, will play a role in tr,ansportation of 
these products or commodities to ultimate markets. The possible importance 
of the tourist industry of Northwestern Canada will be discussed in a 
later section of this report. 

* Includes Census subdivisions 9D, 9E" and 9F, which are outside of our 
definition of Northern S.C. (see preceding footnote for detailed 
explanation) . 

t The later section dealing wi th traffic patterns, and characteristics 
will deal more specifically with Alaska Highway Freight transportation. 
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Mining. The value of total mineral production, including metal
lic and industrial minerals, plus structural materials, between the 55th 
and 60th parallels of Northern British Columbia (excluding mineral fuels) 
is shown in the following tabulation for the years 1951 to 1963 inclusive, 

. in millions of dollars. * 

1951 $ 7.3 1957 $19.8 
1952 10.6 1958 10.9 
1953 11.4 1959 8.5 
1954 13:2 1960 10.1 
1955 13.0 1961 9.3 
1956 17.2 1962 10.8 

1963 1l.Ot 

The value of production increased fairly steadily to .a peak of 
approximately $20 million .in 1957, but dropped sharply between 1957 and 
1959, apparently as a result of reduced lode metal production. In 1963, 
Northern British Columbia accounted for less than 2 percent of the total 
value of mineral production (excluding mineral fuels) in British Columbia. 
In recent years, these figures are of the same order-of-magnitude as values 
published by the B.C. Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources,* which 
show total value of production of $11.5 million (1962) and $14.0 million 
(1963), as set out in the tabulation below, for metallic minerals, indus
trial minerals, and structural materials in 1962 and 1963 for the Atlin 
and Liard mining divisions of Northern British Columbia. Mineral fuels 
are excluded. 

Thousands of Dollars 
1962 1963 

Metallic 
Gold $ 20 $ 6 

Industrial Minerals 
Asbestos 10,297 11,681 
Sulfur 863 1,795 

Structural 
Rock 2 
Sand and Gravel 335 550 

Total $11,517 $14,032 

* D.B.S. and Provincial Reports prepared by: Statistics Section, Mineral 
Resources Division Dept. of Mines and Technical Survey, July 1964. 

t Preliminary. 
* Annual Reports - B.C. Minister of Mines and Petroleum Resources. 
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In 1962 and 1963, value of metallic mineral production was negli
gible. Asbestos· accounted for about 90' percent and 83 percent of total, 
value of ·production in 1962 and 1963, respectively. Sulfur accounted 
for 7 percent and 13 percent in these two years, and sand and gravel 
accounted for the balance. For the three categories--metallic, industrial, 
.and structural--the Northern B.C. (Atlin and Liard) 1962 and 1963 total 
values of production are. only 5.9 percent and 6.5 percent, respectively, 
of total produc tion values. in all of British Columbia. 

During recent years, mineral exploration, which-has been. inten
sive, has been largely localized along the eastern margin of the Coast 
Mountains area in Northwestern British Columbia .. The northeastern portio~~ ~~ 
(through which the Alaska Highway is routed between Dawson Creek, Fort_O .L~. 
Nelson, and Watson Lake) is generally regognized as a poor area fa; pros-'(~~,~ 
pecting for other than mineral fuels. This poor area can be designated ~ y 

as that area running east of a line drawn between Prince George and Watson 
Lake. 

Major existing or future mining developments in Northern B.C. 
may be summarized as follows: 

1. Metallic Minerals 

a. Gold, Silver, Lead-Zinc - In the Alice·Arm area on the 
north coast, two sizable mining ventures are under way. 
Dolly VardenMines Ltd., has completed financial arrange
ments for its development. Silbak~Premier Mines Ltd. 
was scheduled to be in production by late 1964 at a 
level'of 100 tons per day. 

b. Copper - Granduc Mines Ltd. has announced arrangements 
for financing production of its sizable properties 
(having reserves of 32 million tons) north of Stewart 
in Northwestern B.C., with production scheduled to start 
in 1968 at the rate of 7,000 tons per day .. The Granisle 
Mine on BabineLake is expected· to open a 5,000 tons per 
day operation in 1966.. The' Kennecot t Copper group' is 
exploring its Galore Creek properties near the Stikine 
River in Northwestern B.C., which are estimated to con
tain between 100 and 300 million tons of better than 
1 percent copper. 

c. Molybdenum - Properties are being explored in the Hazel
ton and Alice Arm areas of Northwes tern B.C. The latter 
is very close to tidewater; the former about 200 miles 
from tidewater at Prince Rupert via Highway 16. 

2. Industrial Minerals 

a. Asbestos - Currently, Cassiar Asbestos Limited has the 
only producing asbestos property in British Columbia, 
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a 1,500 tons -per-day operation at Cassiar. Proved 
reserves are sufficient for 30-years operations. 

A number of asbestos deposits are known in the province. 
some of which are being examined in detail. A subsidi
ary of Cassiar Asbestos has been formed to develop de
posits near Dease Lake. 

The outlook for increased asbestos production and the 
development of new mines appears encouraging owing to 
steadily increasing world demand and Cana(ia's leading 
position in asbestos production. Asbestos will likely 
continue to be the only industrial mineral of any large 
scale commercial significance in Northern B.C. 

b. Sulfur - Sulfur is a by-product of sour gas production 
in Northeastern British Columbia. The Jefferson Lake 
Petrochemical Co. plant at Taylor. B.C. is the only one 
producing this industrial mineral in Northern B.C. at 
present. 

3. Structural Materials. As indicated previous ly, sand and 
gravel were by far the most important structural materials 
in Northern B.C. in 1962 and 1963. although their value of 
production was only in the order of 3 percent to 4 percent 
of the value of. total mineral production (exc1udingmineral 
fuels) in the area. Apparently no suitable quarry stone or 
building stone exists in the area east of a line from Prince 
George to Watson Lake. 

Forest Products. The best potential forest reserves in this area of 
Northwestern Canada are located in the general area of Stewart and Hazelton. 
near the southwest border of the area ·as illustrated on the forest resources 
map. Figure 2. As evident from this map, the bulk of the timber resources 
in the western part of the area appear relatively poor. Timber reserves 
are somewhat better in Northeastern B.C. particularly in the· Peace River
Fort St. John area and east of the Alaska Highway between Fort St. John 
and Fort Nelson. However. the Northern B.C. forest reserves cannot 
equal the potential annual cut of the major forest reserves on the coast or 
on Vancouver. Island. 

British Columbia's timber resources apparently are capable of 
supporting a large number of new pulp mills. a few of which might be 
located in Northern B.C. --particularly in the 1970s and thereafter. 
Expansion prior to 1970 will likely occur in Central B.C •• using reserves 
adjacent to Highway 16. . 

Sustained yield forest management licenses granted by the B.C. 
Forest Service are expected to extend to all the northern forest areas 
within the next five to ten years. Cur~ent proposals. for various types 
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Figure 1 is presented in the 
pocket on the back cover. 
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of permits, cover reserves extending on a solid front to the 57th parallel. 
Currently, two sustained yield units are planned for the Fort Nelson area. 

Initially, the Peace River, Takla Lake, Skeena and Nass valleys 
are the areas that will most likely be included in the nor·thward expansion 
of the forest products industry. Subsequent development is expected to 
take place in the Stikine and Taku River valleys, in the area of the 
Stewart-Cassiar road, and near Fort Nelson. 

Agriculture. The agricultural economy of Northern Brit.ish 
Columbia is concentrated in two regions, the central interior (Region 9), 
which is traversed by Highway 16, and the Peace River (Region 10), which 
is traversed by the Alaska Highway as shown in Figure 3. Only a small 
portion of the central interior region falls within the defined area of 
Northern B.C. 

Basically, the central interior region is oriented toward live
stock. In 1960-61 about 85 percent of this region's agriculture cash 
income came from dairy products, beef, poultry products, swine, and sheep. 

In contrast, the Peace River, although more of a mixed farming 
area, is heavily oriented to grain rather than livestock. About 77 percent 
of British Columbia's grain production comes from the Peace River region. 
In 1960-61, only about 35 percent of its cash income from agriculture 
resulted from the livestock business. The Peace River area is said to 
have about 2 million acres of potential arable land, of which only 14 per
cent is under cultivation at present. During the 1954-61 periQd, the 
main trends i~ the Peace River area have been a 160. percent increase in 
the number of beef cattle and a 186 percent increase in forage crop acre
age under cultivation ,(see Table 12). 

Agriculture officials feel that agriculture developments in the 
Peace River area will center around Fort St. John and Dawson Creek. Evi
dently less favorable climate and soil conditions present problems for 
expansion of agriculture in the plains area along the Alaska Highway. 

Petroleum Industry. Six sedimentary basins geologically favor
able for petroleum and natural gas have been delineated in British.Colum
bia, only two of which are located in Northern B.C., namely the Nass 

·00 (River) Basin between parallels 56 and 58 , and Northeastern B.C., which 
is located in the general vicinity of the Alaska Highway. Geological 
information concerning the Nass Basin is very sketchy and, although a 
number of exploration permits have been taken out, future development will 
be slow due to relative inaccessibility. 

All of the present B.C. oil and gas reserves are located in the 
northeas.tern area that is within the western plains sedimentary basin .and 
encompasses an area of about 61,000 square miles. Because of the high 
cost of moving equipment, supplie~, and personnel from main highways to 
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Figure 2 

FOREST RESOURCES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Annual Allowable Cut in Million Cubic Feet, Per Mop Square, 

For Trees of 10 Inches Diameter and Over 

ANNUAL ALLOWABLE CUT 
(MILLION CUBIC FEET) 

l.!:i!.i:::H·i::i:.·:.···!·!:..] 0 - 20 

! j III 20 - 40 

40 - 70 

70 -105 

TOTAL ANNUAL ALLOWABLE CUT - 2,260 MILLION CUBIC FEET 

SOURCE: Bureau of Econom ics and Stati sti cs, Victoria 
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Table 12 

AGRICULTURE STATISTICS FOR NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
1954 and 1961 

Central Interior Peace River 
(Region 9)* (Region 10) 

1954 1961 1954 1961 

Number of farms 1,056 907 1,586 1,407 

Crop acreage 
Grain 11,050 12,500 174,000 172,000 
Forage crops 80,000 83,500 35,000 100,000 
Other 3,850 1,600 13,400 17,200 

Total 94,900 97,600 222,400 289,200 

Livestock 
Dairy 5,208 4,683 2,232 2,569 
Beef 10,100 20,300 9,100 23,700 
Hens and chickens 4,100 132,300 89,600 112,600 

Cash income $2,042,000 $3,594,000 $5,694,000 $8,750,000 

* For comparison only. This area is largely outside the defined area 
of Northern B.C. 

Sources: B.C. Bureau of Economics and Statistics, "Industrial and 
Economic Development in. Northern British Columbia," submitted 
to the Alaska-B.C.-Yukon Conference, Whitehorse, September 
14-16, 1964. B.C. Dept. of Agriculture, "Inventory of 
Agriculture in B.C." 
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drilling sites, B.C. oil and gas exploration to date has been concentrated 
close to existing highways. 

Northeastern British Columbia has a plains area of 39,000 square 
miles and an approximate basin fill of 78,000 cubic miles of sediments.* 
The density of drilling is one exploratory well per 115 cubic miles of 
sediments. In Alberta, with approximately 372,000 cubic miles of sediments, 
the denSity is one well per 67 cubic miles. Substantial potential for 
further exploration seems to exist, therefore, in Northern British 
Columbia. 

Crude oil discovered to date amounts to 257,000 barrels per 
exploratory well in British Columbia as compared with 691,000 barrels per 
exploratory well in Alberta. 

The development of natural gas has been much more intensive than 
that of crude oil, and this is reflected in the discovery ratio of 
10.6 billion cubic feet per exploratory well as compared with 2.8 billion 
cubic feet per well in Alberta. It is anticipated that this high gas dis
covery ratio will be maintained for a number of years. Gas reserves dis
covered to date are 93.6 million cubic feet per cubic mile of sediments 
in British Columbia and compare .with Alberta reserves of 80.8 million 
cubic feet per cubic mile of sediments. 

Based upon historical exploration experience coupled with the 
comparatively low "intensity of drilling," the chances of further growth 
in hydrocarbon reserves in British Columbia appear fairly good. Table 13 
summarizes his torical trends in crude oil and natural gas' reserves, pro
duction, and also drilling activity in British Columbia. In 1964, British 
Columbia accounted for only 3 percent of total crude oil reserves, 16 per
cent of total natural gas reserves, 4 percent of total crude oil produc
tion, and 12 percent of total natural gas production in Canada. 

Regarding drilling activity, there seems to have been a decline 
in relative importance of British Columbia to total Western Canadian 
activi.ty in the past few years. "New field wildcat" dril1ing t declined 
from about 11 percent of the Western Canadian total in 1960 to 4 percent 
in 1964. "Other exploratory" drilling t was 10 to 11 percent of the West
ern Canadian total in 1961 and 1962, but dropped off to 3 percent in 1964. 
Although development drilling in B.C. was as high as 15 percent of the 
Western Canadian total in 1962, normally it has been in the 4 to 8 percent 
range and was 4 percent in 1964. 

* The foothills belt of 22,000 square miles is relatively sparsely devel
oped and is difficult to appraise because of lack of information. 

t Canadian Petroleum Association 1964 Statistical Year Book. 
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Table 13 

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY STATISTICS FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA 
1954-1964 

Drilling ActivitI 
Proved Remaining Reserves Annual Production New Other 

Oil Gas 011 Gas Field Explora- Develop-
(millions (trillions (millions (billions Wildcat tory ment Total 

Year of barre~~J of cubic feet) of barrels) of cubic feet) Wells Wells Wells Wells 

1954 n. a. n.a. n·.a. 0.06 ·14 11 1 26 
loot 

1955 0.17 34 2 36 < n. a. n.a. 
I 1956 ~ n.a. 1.59 0.15 0.27 22 5 30 57 
~ 1957 2.09 1.80 0.35 8.40 36 25 33 94 

1958 8.96 1.69 0.51 62.96 37 11 27 75 
1959 19.40 1.83 0.86 68.76 49 12 49 110 
1960 44.96 3.10 0.87 84.90 60 11 72 143 
1961 80.38 3.62 1.02 103.40 45 28 137 210 
1962 136.58 4.93 8.90 128.73 48 33 249 330 
1963 136.43 5.77 12.52 133.75 56 27 93 176 
1964 204.04 6.93 11.53 145.60 41 12 87 140 

Source: Canadian Petroleum Association, Statistical Yearbook. 



The future growth of the petroleum industry in Northern British 
Columbia will undoubtedly depend on (1) future success of exploration 
activities, and (2) development of distant markets for oil and gas dis
covered. Regarding developing markets for these fuels, British Columbia 
reserves are faced with a greater transportation handicap than Alaska 
reserves owing to their "landlocked" location. Alaska reserves are closer 
to tidewater, which is an advantage in the case of crude oil and a poten
tial advantage for natural gas. 

Crude oil requirements of B.C. refineries are expected to grow 
at about 4 percent per year during the period to 1980 or 1985.* An in
creasing share of these requirements should come from B.C. oil reserves. 
By 1968, it is expected that about 88,000 barrels a day* of B.C. refinery 
requirements will come from B.C. reserves. as compared with only 24,000 bar
rels a day in 1962. This expected increase is equivalent to about an 
18 percent per year annual growth rate, without taking account of possible 
shipments into the U.S. Pacific Northwest area. After 1970, when displace
ment of B.C. oil for Alberta oil has been completed, growth in demand for 
B.C. crude (over and above the 4 percent annual growth in requirements of 
B.C. refineries) will depend on the extent to which B.C. oil will penetrate 
the Pacific Northwest market. 

After 1970, demand for natural gas within British Columbia should 
increase at about 4 to 5 percent per year. Virtually all of this increment 
should be supplied from Northeastern B.C. reserves. (Prior to 1970, the 
growth rate will be somewhat higher until the sizable B.C. Hydro Burrard 
thermal-electric generating load is replaced by Peace River hydroelectric
ity.) In addition to this domestic market for natural gas, requirements 
for B.C. gas in certain export markets, such as the Pacific Northwest and 
Rocky Mountain states, will likely grow at a higher annual growth rate. 
Export requirements currently exceed domestic requirements for B.C. gas. 

Because of this encouraging outlook for Northeastern British 
Columbia oil and gas, a high degree of exploration activities should con
tinue adjacent to the B.C. portion of the Alaska Highway over the forecast 
period. 

Projected Population and Economic Growth--1965 to 1985 

Growth in population and economic activity of Northern British 
Columbia to 1985, unlike growth projected for Alaska, is not expected to 
depend on a structural change in the economic base of the region.t 

* "Petroleum and Natural Gas Resources" and "Petroleum Resources and 
Requirements of B.C." 15th B.C. Natural Resources Conference, 1964. 

t A drop in military personnel and civilians employed for military pur
poses in Alaska is anticipated over the forecast period, requiring such 
a change. In Northern B.C. military personnel and civilian supporting 
employees do not make upa significant part of the population. 
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Since the 1961 population of Northern British Columbia was only 
about 13 percent of ·total Alaska population and since it is not concen
trated geographically to the same extent as Alaska population, the pros
pects for abnormally rapid growth in certain manufacturing businesses to 
support Northern B.C. markets seem even less probable than development of 
such businesses in Alaska. Relatively high costs of labor and other fac
tors will likely act as further deterrents to significant growth in manu
facturin-g in Northern B.C. Future economic activity; as discussed previ
ously, is likely to be concentrated in the mining, forest products, and 
oil and gas industries and in agriculture. From the earlier discussion 
it is evident that growth potential for these industries will be good. 
Since the employment requirements of these resource industries are not 
substantial, their growth through 1985 should not result in any abnormal 
effect on labor force requirements. For these reasons, population growth 
in Northern British Columbia through 1985, in reiative and absolute terms, 
is not expected to differ materially from that of the recent past. 

FromI930-31, the average annual population, by decade, for 
Northern British Columbia and for Alaska have been as follows: 

1930/31-41 
1941-51 
1951-61 

Average Annual Growth Rate 

Northern B.e. 

0.5 of 1% 
3.5 
6.8 

Alaska 

2.0% 
5.9 
5.9 

The Bureau of Economics and Statistics of British Columbia has 
forecast that Northeastern British Columbia (Census Division 10) popula
tion will.grow to 81,000 by 1975,* equivalent to a 7.1 percent annual 
growth rate since 1961, compared with an 8.0 percent per year growth rate 
between 1951 and 1961. Although such growth rates are conceivable, if 
they are trended out to 1985, it results in a population for Northeastern 
B.C. of about 161,000, or 39 percent of-Alaska's forecast 1985 population 
compared with 13 percent in 1961. This population level of 1985 appears 
high. 

The Northwestern B.C. population should grow to about 5,000 by 
1975 and 6,500 by 1985 if growth follows the forecast trend for the prov
ince as a whole, i.e., 2.6 percent per annum. In summary, therefore, 
Northern B.C. population would be as follows in 1975 and 1985: 

* "Industrial and Economic Development in Northern British Columbia," 
Alaska-B.C.-Yukon Conference, Whitehorse, Sept. 14-16, 1964. 
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Northwestern B~C. 
Northeastern B.C. 

Total Northern B.C. 

1975 

5,000 
81,000 

86,000 

1985 

6,500 
161,000 

167,500 

A more conservative but perhaps more reali.stic population growth 
results in. estimates for 1975 and 1985 as follows' 

Northwestern B.C. 
Northeastern B.C. 

Total Northern B.C. 

1975 

5,000 
70,000 

75,000 

1985 

6,500 
110,000 

116,500 

Possible Significance of Population Growth and Future Economic 
Activity to Alaska Highway 

In attempting to evaluate the impact of growth of mining, forest 
products, agriculture, and the petroleum industry in Northern British 
Columbia on the use of the Alaska Highway, or conversely--to evaluate the 
net benef;·its to these industries as· a result of paving the Highway--con
sideratio~~hoUld be given to answers to a number of questions, including: 

.,. 

1. Where will development of the industry be concentrated? 

2. In what direction does the product or commodity logically 
flow to reach its ultimate market? 

3. What transportation mode(s) is(are) generally used by the 
industry? 

4. In the case of highway transportation, is a paved highway 
desirable or necessary? 

Mining -Industry-. As -indicated· earlier, it seems highly probable 
that mining developments in Northern B.C. will occur in the northwestern 
rather than northeastern area. Because the most direct, shortest, and 
most accessible route to large markets or smelting facilities is via the 
Alaska Panhandle to tidewater, the Alaska Highway is not likely to be a 
logical mode of transportation regardless of whether it is paved. The 
logical flow is in a southwest direction to tidewater. The Cassiar
Stewart Highway appears, therefore, to have greater significance than the 
Alaska Highway. 
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The largest mining potential in British Columbia seems to center 
around copper and other metallic minerals. Because of the location of. 
exploration and production activities in Northwestern B.C., .there is vir
tually no likelihood that these mining developments could utilize the 
Alaska Highway, regardless of whether it is paved. In fact, in addition 
to the Cassiar-Stewart Highway, another transportation system for the area 
is proposed. During a recent trip to Japan, Premier W. A. C. Bennett 
purportedly announced that B.C. will construct a lOO-mile Pacific Great 
Eastern rail line from Stewart north over Bear Pass, which should facili
tate resource development projects to be financed jointly by Japan and 
British Columbia. The line, to be built by PGE" ev~ntually will link 
with an extension from Fort St. James at a point near Dease Lake. It 
would traverse the mineral-rich region and focus attention on Stewart as 
the key tidewater ore ·port. 

At present a portion of the top grade asbestos f.iber is being 
shipped from Cassiar· via truck on the Alaska Highway to Whitehorse; then 
by rail to Skagway, Alaska; and by boat to Prince Rupert or Vancouver. 
With the completion of the Stewart-Cassiar road, tidewater will be only 
about 300' miles distant, thereby providing the opportunity to cut trans
portation costs for asbestos substantially if shipments are rerouted away 
from the Alaska Highway. The' reduced transportation costs should permit 
production of lower grade raw materials. Completion of the Cassiar
Stewart will take three to five years, however, even if the necessary 
funds become immediately available under the Federal-Provincial "Roads 
to Resources" program. 

A fairly large quant~ty of fiber is also being shipped from 
Cassiar to Fort St. John by truck over the Alaska Highway for.transshipment 
by rail. If the rail line were extended north and west from Fort St. James 
to Dease Lake, ,asbestos fiber migh tpossibly move all the way via rail to 
final market destinations. Some rush shipments of asbestos will probably 
continue to move all the .way by truck to Vancouver over the Alaska Highway 
via Fort St. John. Such rush shipments apparently are small relative to 
total asbestos shipments. 

Industrial minerals and structural materials generally are used 
locally as they command rather .low end-market prices compared with lode 
minerals and so generally cannot absorb high transportation costs. No 
large volume traffic over the Alaska Highway is expected from this source . 

. Forest Products. In the first major round of Northern B.C. 
forest industry expansion, only the Peace River area development is likely 
to utilize any portion of the Alaska Highway for delivery of lumber or 
other forest products to market. Such movements on the Highway ~ se 
obviously should be short, .1. e., to Dawson Creek or Fort St. John. Ship
ments from the other areas are likely to move for the most part via rail, 
e.g., Takla Lake products moving to Fort St. James and south via PGE, or 
because of their proximity to tidewater via water. 
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In the second major round of expansion, only developments in the 
Fort Nelson area would utilize the Alaska Highway, primarily for delivery 
to eastern Canadian and U.S. markets via Fort St. John and Dawson Creek. 
Development in the Stikine and Taku and Cassiar-Stewart Highway.areas would 
be transported to markets primarily by water. Developments in this area 
could also benefit from completion of the Cassiar-Stewart Highway or the 
proposed Stewart-Bear Pass rail. line, not the Alaska Highway. Really to 
open up the Fort Nelson forest areas, some experts feel that an extension 
of the PGE railway to Fort Nelson would be necessary, which would reduce 
or eliminate the need to ship forest products over the Fort Nelson-Fort St. 
John portion of the Highway. 

Agriculture. Since only a small portion of the central interior 
region falls into Northern B.C., it will have relatively little signifi
cance regarding the Alaska Highway as a transportation route, regardless 
of whether the Highway is paved. 

Grain production from the Peace River (northeastern region) is 
sold primarily as feed grain in the Cariboo and Fraser Valley areas. In 
addition, the Peace River region has over 90 percent of the provincial 
acreage devoted to forage seed production. It seems evident, therefore, 
that the logical movement of grain and forage seed production is in a 
southwesterly direction either by truck or rail. For these reasons, 
coupled with the fact that the agriculture activities in the Peace River 
area are expected to center around the southern end of the Alaska Highway, 
the Highway is not likely to be a significant transportation factor to 
the agricul,ture economy of Northern British Columbia, whether paved or not. 

If packing plants are established in the agriculture areas of 
Northern British Columbia, shipments of meat via the Highway could pos
sibly increase. A paved highway could be an incentive to the transport 
of meat to Alaska. Currently, some meat is moving from Edmonton and the 
U.S. Midwest to Alaska by the Highway. Because of the sinall population 
forecast for.Northern B.C., and because of its expected concentration at 
Fort St. John and Dawson Creek, meat deliver1es to markets north along 
the B.C. portion of the Alaska Highway will likely remain small . 

. Oil and Gas. Use of the Alaska Highway by vehicles engaged 
directly or indirectly in oil and gas exploration work will not likely 
be influenced by paving of the Highway. Because of the nature of the 
exploratory work, such vehicles spend a good deal of the time operating 
in areas with poor roads or virtually no roads at all. Paving of the 
Alaska' Highway might have an adverse effect as a result of road bans or 
weight limitations that might be imposed during annual spring break-up. 

Regarding petroleum products, about 2,000 truckloads of refined 
pro due ts f.rom the Taylor, B.C. refinery, and another 400 truckloads from 
Edmonton, are moving up the Alaska Highway each year to bulk dealers in 
No.rthern B.C. and the Yukon. In addition, B.C. propane is being shipped 
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up the Alas ka Highway. A bout 4 ,000 bar re Is moved into the Northwes t 
Territories in 1963, plus 12,000 barrels to the Yukon. In addition. an 
unknown quantity was consumed in Northern B.C. in communities close to 
the Highway. Paving of the Alaska Highway undoubtedly would benefit the 
movement of such refined products along the road as a result of lower 
operating costs. However. because of very small market for petroleum 
products in these northern areas that are accessible to the Highway, 
lowered operating costs are not likely to result in any sizable net bene
fits to the petroleum products or propane industries, or to the consumers 
of these products. Union Oil Company of Canada Limited announced plans in 
April 1965 for construction of an oil refinery at Prince George. Although 
completion of this refinery might result in some shift in movements of 
petroleum products to Northern British Columbia, the impact of any shift 
is not' likely to be significant because of the relatively small market in 
this part of Northwestern Canada. ' 

Unlike other commodities. oil and natural gas from Northern B.C. 
moving to export or to lower B.C. mainland markets, will travel by pipe 
line rather than by rail or truck. The Alaska Highway, therefore, will 
not bea factor in moving larger volumes of oil and gas to mar~et. Sulfur 
production, a by-product of natural gas processing. will continue to move 
via tr,ain to tidewater for shipment to export markets. 

Conclusions 

In summary. most mining and forest products development in Northern 
British Columbia should occur in the northwestern rather than northeastern 
part of the area. The logical flow of production from these industries 
will be to tidewater and thence to ultimate export markets or domestic 
markets close to population centers. Thes e industries I therefore, will 
ma ke little, if any use of the Highway, even it it is paved. 

The bulk of agriculture products produced in the Peace River area 
will move south by rail for consumption within the province. 

Paving of the Alaska Highway is not expected to have any Significant 
net benefit to the oil industry. Exploration activities do not require 
paving. Production of oil, gas. and sulfur will move via pipe line or by 
rail, not by truck. Movement of refined petroleum products might benefit 
from paving of the Highway, but the overall net benefit should not be 
sign ificant. 

In order to be competitive in world export markets. and in view of 
the many handicaps facing resources production in the north, emphasis 
should be placed on minimizing transportation costs. Because a sizable 
portion of these resources are located south and/or west of the Alaska Highway, 
the logical movement is in a southwesterly direction to minimize more 
costly truck or rail transporta~ion in favor of water transportation. 
Because of the geographic location of the'resources relative to the Alaska 
Highway. because the, general direction of the Highway is at right angles 
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to the logical flow to tidewater, and because the movement to tidewater 
over the Highway would generally result in increased land transportation 
when compared with more direct southwesterly flow; .the use of the Alaska 
Highway is not preferable. 

The major exception to this generalization is the two-way movement 
of local freight and commerce via truck between centers such as Fort Nelson, 
Fort St. John, and Dawson Creek. Most of the population growth in Northern 
British Columbia, as mentioned before, is expected to develop in these 
centers. For purposes of general fr·eight and passenger traffic between 
these centers, a paved highway would be preferable. 

Yukon Territory 

Past-Population and Economic Growth 

Table 14 shows the trend in population in the Yukon Territory 
between 1931 and 1961. Although the population of ·the Yukon grew at a. 
somewhat faster rate than the population of Northern B.C. over this 
30-year period, in 1961 the Yukon population of 14,628 persons amounted 
to only 42·percent of the Northern British Columbia population. 

Table 14 

POPULATION OF THE YUKON TERRITORY 
1931-1961 

Year Population 

1931 4,230 
1941 4,914 
1951 9,096 
1961 14,628 

Source: Canada Year Book. 

The average annual growth rate in Yukon population between 1931 
and 1961 was: 

1931-41 
1941-51 
1951-61 

Average Annual 
Growth. Rate 
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'I'he average annual growth rates in the 1930s and 1940s were 
significantly higher than those in Northern British Columbia, The average 
annual growth rate during the 1950s, although higher than the rate for 
Canada as a whole, was lower than the 6,8 percent. average annual rate 
experienced in Northern British Columbia during this period, 

Dawson, Mayo, EIsa', and Carmacks are important communi ties 
·loca ted along the Whi tehorse-Mayo-Dawson Highway, Whi tehorse, Wa tson Lake, 
Teslin, and Haines Junction are major communities situated along or near 
the Alaska Highway. Between 1951 and 1961 the population of Whitehorse 
doubled, from about 2,594 to 5,031, During this same decade, the balance 
of the Yukon population increased by only 50 percent, In 1961, .Whi tehorse 
accounted for 34 percent of the total population of the Yukon. 

Of the three regions of Northern Canada under conSideration, the 
Yukon Territory had the lowest population density in, 1961, as indicated 
in the tabulation below, For comparative purposes, the population densi
ties of Alberta, British Columbia, and Canada are shown. These figures 
illustrate very vividly the sparsely populated nature of the Yukon. 

Yukon 
Northern British 
Northern Alberta 
British Columbia 
Alberta 
Canada 

Columbia 

Area 
(OOO's of 

square miles) 

205 
180 

93 
359 
249 

3,.560 

1961 
Population Density 

1961 Persons per 
Population Squar'e Mile 

14,628 .07 
34,476 .19 
76,884 .83 

1,629,082 4.53 
1,331,944 5.35 

18,238,247 5.12 

Large scale economic development of the Yukon Territory has 
been faced with many of the handicaps that have hampered development of 
Alaska and Northern British Columbia, including geographic isolation, 
inaccessibility to important export markets, vulnerability to uncontrol
lable external factors, and high cost structures. Whitehorse, the largest 
city in the Yukon, although further north than many areas of Northeastern 
British Columbia, had s<;>me advantage in being closex; to tidewater owing 
to the proximity of Whitehorse to Skagway via the Whitepass and Yukon 
Railway. 

Economic development of the Yukon, like that of Alaska and 
Northern British Columbia, has centered primarily around staple products 
or commodities coming from mining and forest products. In recent years, 
oil and gas exploration has become an important activity. 

Table 15 lists the 1961 labor force of the Yukon Territory by 
broad categories of occupation. About 38 percent of the 1961 labor force 
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Table 15 

LABOR FORCE IN THE YUKON TERRITORY 
BY OCCUPATION AND SEX 

1961 

Male 

Managerial 412 
Professional and technical 293 
Clerical 194 
Sales 73 
Service and recreational 690 
Transportation and communication 643 
Primary 715 
Craftsmen, etc. 1,297 
Laborers 333 
Not stated 186 

Total 4,836 

Female 

89 
208 
432 

88 
463 

18 
7 

23 
8 

70 ---
1,406 

Source: Survey of Markets and Business Year Book, 
1964-65. (Data based on 1961 census.) 
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was employed in Whiiehorse. A majority of the men and women employed in 
managerial, professional, clerical, and sales occupations was located in 
Whitehorse. The greater portion of the labor force employed in service, 
recreation, transportation, primary labor, and craftsmen occupations was 
located outside Whitehorse. 

Only limited published information is available on 'salaries and 
wages earned in the Yukon. Apparent 1961 wages and salaries earned in 
the Yukon were estimated at about $26 million, about $9 millio? of which 
were earned in Whitehorse. Annual salaries and wages are somewrrat higher 
in the Yukon than in Northern British Columbia. 

Apparent total 1961 retail sales in the Yukon Territory have 
been estimated at about $16, to 22 million. Manufacturing production in 
Whitehorse in 1961 was valued at only $205,000 based on output of four 
plants employing 21 persons. 

Growth of Selected Industries in the Yukon 

Forecast Yukon development through 1985, particularly along the 
Alaska Highway, will undoubtedly take the form of an export economy geared 
to production of various minerals (including oil and gas) and forest prod
ucts. Expect~d growth of these industries to 1985 and the probable extent 
to which the Alaska Highway (whether paved or not) will influence the 
ability of these products to be competitive in ultimate potential markets 
is discussed below. 

Mining. The Yukon, which consists lar'gely of 'the northern 
extension of the Cordilleran Region and thus forms a part of one of the 
two great metal~bearing 'regions of Canada (the other being the Canadian 
or Precambrian Shield), is favorable for mineral deposition. 

The mining industry has been the Yukon's most important industry 
for many years. The value of total mineral production (including coal) is 
shown in the following tabulation for the years 1951 to 1963 inclusive in 
millions of dollars.* 

1951 $ 9.8 1957 $14.1 
1952 11.4 1958 12.3 
1953 14.7 1959 12.6 
1954 16.6 1960 13.3 
1955 14.7 1961 12.8 
1956 15.7 1962 13.1 

1963t 14.6 

* Statistics Section, Mineral Resources Division, Department of Mines 
and Technical Surveys. 

t Preliminary. 
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With the exception of 1956 and 1957, total value of mineral 
production in the Yukon has been significantly higher than the value of 
mineral production in Northern British Columbia. The value of mineral 
production has been quite stable since 1957. The rise in 1952 reflects 
the operations of United Keno Hill Mines Limited on Galena and Keno Hills 
coming into full production. Current levels are significantty below the 
record of 1900 when the value of gold and silver production was over 
$22 million. 

Six metallic minerals (silver, gold, lead, zinc, cadmium, and 
copper) account for virtually all of total value of mineral production, 
as is evident from the following tabulation. Production of industrial 
minerals and structural minerals has not been significant, although active 
exploration for certain industrial minerals is presently occurring. 

Silver 
Gold 
Lead 
Zinc 
Cadmium 
Copper 
Tungsten 

Total 

Value of Metallic Mineral Production in the Yukon Territory 
(thousands of dollars) 

1960 1961 1962 1963* 

$ 6,417 
2,652 
2,167 
1,789 

207 

$13,232 

$ 6,539 
2,371 
1,712 
1,528 

228 
257 

$12,635 

$ 7,552 
2,050 
1,616 
1,439 

231 
134 

2 

$13,024 

$ 8,·464 
2,005 
1,923 
1,768 

337 

$14,497 

Between 1959 and 1960, the number of mineral claims recorded 
about doubled. By 1963 the number had doubled again, suggesting a new 
surge in Yukon mineral exploration. 

The Yukon Territory is divided into the following m1n1ng dis
tricts: (1) Dawson, (2) Mayo, (3) Whitehorse, and (4) Watson Lake. Al
though the Alaska Highway does not traverse either of the two northern 
districts (Dawson and Mayo), discussion of their present and expected 
position to the Yukon mining industry seems warranted because of the sig
nificance of current mineral production and mineral exploration activities 
in these two districts. The main population centers are the city of Dawson 
and the town of Mayo, which are located about 350 to 400 miles north of 
Whitehorse. 

The Whitehorse and Watson Lake mining distric~s are traversed 
by the Alaska Highway. Currently the value of mineral production in these 

* Preliminary. 
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two southern m1n1ng districts is small relative to production from the 
Mayo District. 

1. Dawson Mining District. Gold has been mined continuously 
in this district since the discovery of this metallic mineral 
in 1896. Currently, most production comes from the dredging 
operations of Yukon Consolidated Gold Corporation; These 
operations are expected to phase out about 1966 unless addi
tional reserves are located. 

Regarding current exploration activities for metallic 
minerals, Silver City Mines is investigating si1ver-1ead
zinc prospects north of Dawson. Three major asbestos com
panies are mapping and surveying the extent of asbestos show
ings northwest of Dawson in the C1inton and Cassiar Creek 
areas. The results of the 1964 drilling program coupled 
wi th those of earlier programs (which out1in,ed in excess of 
5 million tons of ore-grade fiber) is considered more than 
encouraging. A rough estimate would place these 5 million 
ton reserves at about 30 percent of the proved reserves of 
Cassiar asbestos in Northern British Columbia where mining 
operations are sizable. 

2. Mayo Mining District. This district, which is situated east 
of the Dawson District and north of the Whitehorse and Watson 
Lake mining districts, accounts for the bulk of mineral pro
duction in the Yukon. The value of 1963 mineral production 
from United Keno Hill Mines Limited (the major producer in 
the Mayo District in 1963) amounted to about $10 million, 
or 69 percent of the total 1963 Yukon value of mineral pro
duction. 

United Keno Hill Mines Limited, Canada's foremost silver 
producer and major producing company in the Yukon, directly 
or indirectly reportedly supports much of the economy of 
the Yukon. United Keno and several other mining companies 
are actively conducting exploration work. Apparently little 
exploration work has been undertaken in the western part of 
the district; the eastern part is better mapped. It has 
been suggested that under present improved market conditions 
and improved metal prices the district should have a poten
tial for silver, lead, zinc, cadmium, and antimony production 
well over the billion dollar gross value range, or about 
four times the value of silver, lead, zinc, and cadmium 
production in the district to date. Possibi.1ities of eco
nomic lode deposits of gold, tungsten, and tin also exist 
in the Mayo District. 

Discussion of the Mayo Mining District would not be complete 
without some reference to the iron-bearing deposits dis
covered by The California Standard Company (Crest Exploration 
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Limited). in the Snake River area near the Yukon-Northwest 
Territories border, some 320 miles north of Whitehorse. 
Reserves are estimated in the range of 10 to 45 billion tons 
with a grade of 45 percent to 50 percent iron, of which a 
si.zable portion would be suitable for open pit mining. 

Major problems will have to be overcome before a m~n~ng 
operation can begin, including: (a) de;eloping long term 
export markets for 5 million to 10 million tons of ore per 
year. (Possible market development currently is hampered 
by a worldwide iron ore oversupply situation that is not 
expected to be eliminated before the 1970s.) The Japanese, 
who apparently prefer to buy iron ore requirements on short 
term contracts from a number of sources, have expressed 
interest in long term development of the Crest deposits. 
However, high-grade Australian iron deposits, which are 
located close to tidewater and are closer to the Japanese 
market by sea, are a serious threat to Crest. In fact, con
tracts between Japan and Australia purportedly have al~eady 
been signed that could delay early production from the Crest 
property. (b) The devising of an economic concentration 
process. to raise iron content* and to lower the silica and 
phosphorous content; and (c) overcoming the transportation 
problems resulting from the remote location of the reserves, 
which would necessitate the construction of a 500 to 600 mile 
railroad or slurry pipe line to tidewater. 

3. Whitehorse Mining District. In 1963, metal mine operations 
were limited to four gold placer mines. Exploration leading 
to the development of a l25-to? per day gold mine is being 
carried out by Discovery Mines west of Carmacks. This mine 
may be the only lode gold mine in operation in the near 
future. 

New Imperial Mines Ltd. apparently has discovered copper
iron ore reserves estimated between 1.6 and 5.5 million tons 
about 4 miles south of Whitehorse. Open-pit mining is feas
ible. This prop·erty, in the Whi tehorse copper belt, could 
become a major producer in the near future. A 1,300-
2,000 ton per day concentrating plant may be constructed 
near Whitehorse. New Imperial Mines also holds claims south 
of Carcross. 

Kerr Addison Mines Ltd. is exploring the possibility of 
beneficiation of 9.5 million tons of lead-zinc-copper ore 
east of Carmacks (about 100 miles north of Whitehorse) . 

Potential copper properties about 18 miles south of Haines 
Junction are being studied by another.company. 

* The grade of ore is not high enough for direct shipping. 
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The Tantalus Butte coal mine (the only producing mine in 
the Whitehorse District in 1963) located at Carmacks produced 
8,584 tons for local consumption and for use by United Keno 
Hill mines. 

4. Watson Lake Mining District. Canada Tungsten Mining Corpo
ration Limited's tungsten mine and two gold-silver placer 
mines were the only ones in prodUction in 1964. The Canada 
Tungsten mine (located north of WatsonLake near ~he Yukon~ 
Northwest Territories border) which has an adjoining 300 tons 
per day concentrator, had suspended operations in 1963 be
cause of depressed prices in the world tungsten market but 
resumed operations in 1964. The ore body is estimated to 
contain about 1.5 million tons, or about 15 years supply at 
proposed production rates. 

Several companies are exploring in the Watson Lake Mining 
District for barite, tungsten, nickel, silver, or lead and 
zinc. 

Forest Products. The forest products industry makes up a very 
small part of total value of producti~n in the Yukon. For example, the 
value of Yukon mineral production in 1963 was about $15 million whereas 
the apparent value of forest products production was under one-quarter of 
a million dollars. 

Productive forest resources of the Yukon, which cover an area 
in the range of 42,000 to 45,000 square miles (20-22 percent of the Yukon's 
total land area), consist primarily of white spruce and balsam poplar. 
The reserves are situated in three general areas: (1) the Carmacks-Mayo
Dawson area and west towards the Alaska border; (2) the Whitehor~e area; 
and (3) the Watson Lake area, pa~ticularly in the Upper Liard, Beaver, 
Hyland, Frances, and Rancheria river valleys. Some reserves are located 
in the Shakwak Val~ey in Southwest Yukon. 

The accessible productive forest area covers about one-third of 
the total forested area; the remaining two-thirds is considered potentially 
accessible. Salable timber inventory of accessible and potentially acces
sible timber is estimated at about 9 billion cubic feet and current annual 
production is about 5 million cubic feet. (The low ratio of annual pro
duction to salable reserves suggests a limited market to date for Yukon 
forest reserves.) Utilization in the past has been limited primarily to 
building logs, fuel wood, and mine timbers. Current utilization is by 
six small sawmills for local consumption. These mills operate on an inter
mittent baSis. 

Although the lumber production has been the principal part of 
the Yukon forest industry to date, and should grow as a result of increas
ing mining activity in the future, primary emphasis· in the future may be 
on pulp production. A pulp mill might possibly be built in the Yukon by 
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1985. Yukon forest reserves may also be used in the future for production 
of flake board. 

Agriculture. 'Less than 1 percent of the total land area of the 
Yukon (most of which is located in the vicinity of the Alaska Highway west 
of Whitehorse, ~nd in certain parts of the Yukon River and its tributaries) 
is suitable for agriculture. At present only 600 acres out of a total 
farm acreage of 9,000 acres are under cultivation. In 1963-64 the relative 
importance of principal crops was: 

Hay 
Oats 
Barley 
Wheat 
Potatoes 
Vegetables 

Acreage under 
Cultivation 

200 
100 

20 
10 
10 
10 

The market garden production was consumed locally in communities 
such as Whitehorse, Dawson, and Mayo. 

The agriculture area supported less than 1,000 head of livestock 
in 1963, primarily beef cattle, horses, and chickens. Apparent total cash 
income of the Yukon agricultural economy is estimated at between $85,000 
to $140,000 per year, an insignificant amount in comparison to the $15 mil
lion contribution by the mining industry (excluding oil and gas). 

In terms of number of farms, acreage under cultivation, live
stock inventory, and cash income from farm production, the Yukon agriculture 
business seems to be only about 1 percent of the size of the agriculture 
industry in Northern British Columbia. 

The lack of agricultural potential perhaps can best be expressed 
by the following excerpts from the report on Territorial Land Administra
tion, November 1, 1964 by the Department of Northern Affairs and National 
Resources: 

.. farming on a full time commercial basis has limited pos
sibilities at the present time, and settlement on this basis 
should be discouraged, if not prevented. . . . Any public policy 
to encourage or assist the formation of farming units that would 
be clearly submarginal is not consistent with the present con
cern of the government for marginal farms and for depressed 
rural areas and with the whole philosophy of the Agricultural 
Rehabilitation and Development Act. Establishment of success
ful farms would require large amounts of public assistance, 
rigid control and supervision on a sustained basis. 
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The Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources has 
asked the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration to study the feasi
bility of developing a grazing industry in 'the Yukon. The findings of 
the study presumably will be used as the basis for formulating policy 
affecting any development of a grazing industry in the north. 

There will probably continue to be a place in the agricultural 
economy of the Yukon for the growing of limited amounts of market garden 
crops for consumption in the nearby communities plus cultivation of forage 
crops for feed for livestock raised in the area. The agricultural experi
mental station located on the Alaska Highway near Haines Junction appar~ 
ently has been quite successful in growing vegetables and forage crops 
but, of course, under ideal experimental conditions. 

Petroleum Industry. The Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin 
covers about 21 percent of the Yukon, primarily in the northern part of 
the Territory. The Yukon, however, contains only 4 percent of the volume 
of sediments in Western Canada (versus 41 percent in the Arctic, 21 percent 
in Alberta, 17 percent in the Northwest Territories, 10 percent in Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan, and 7 percent in British, Columbia) . 

The area of greatest potential lies some 400 to 500 miles north 
of Whitehorse. Existing unpaved roads extend about 300 miles north of 
Whitehorse, and a road is being constructed from Dawsonto Fort McPherson, 
Northwest Territories north of the Arctic Circle. The areas currently 
under permit lie on either side of the Richardson Mountains in Eagle Plain 
and the Peel Plateau in the vicinity of the Arctic Circle. Some oil and 
gas potential may exist in the southeast portion of the Yukon. 

In 1959, oil and gas were discovered at the Chance No. 1 well 
south of the Arctic Circle, but to date no oil and gas has been produced 
in commercial quantities in the Yukon. It has been estimated that the 
64,500 cubic miles of sediments located in the Yukon may contain about 
3 billion barrels of crude oil and 19 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. 
By comparison, Alberta has been estimated to have an ultimate potential 
of 15 billion barrels of oil (excluding the tar sands) and 100 trillion 
cubic feet of natural gas. 

Despite problems associated with exploration activities in the 
Yukon, oil and gas exploratory expenditures have increased significantly 
in recent years. These expenditures average $1 million annually in 1956 
and 1957 and increased to about $2 million per year through 1961, and close 
to $3.5 million per year in 1962 and 1963. By comparison, about $185 mil
lion was spent on exploration in Alberta and $42 million in British Colum
bia in 1963. 

, Assuming sizable oil and gas reserves are found in the Northern 
Yukon, their economic development will likely be hampered for reasons 
mentioned earlier, namely: (1) lack of a large domestic market for crude 
oil and natural gas in Northern Canada (excluding the remote possibility 
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that the Crest iron ore development, which would utilize large quantities 
of fuel and energy, would occur prior to 1985); (2) existence of a rela
tively high-cost structure; and (3) remoteness from potential export mar
kets. Although 'offshore markets might be developed for crude oil, furtner 
technological improvements in liquifying and transporting liquified natural 
gas will be necessary before offshore markets for natural gas will be 
developed. 

Projected Population and Economic Gro'wth--1965 to 1985 

The preceding discussion suggests that the population and economic 
growth of the Yukon Territory through 1985 will depend primarily on growth 
in exploration and producing activities of the mining and petroleum indus
tries. Agriculture and forest products are not expected to make signifi
cant contributions to this growth. For these reasons, population and 
economic growth to 1985, in both relative and absolute terms, are likely 
to be similar to growth trends in the recent past (1951-61). Because of 
its extr'emelY small and scattered population, no prospects seem to exist 
for any important manufacturing operations that would result in above
average growth in population and economic activity. Possible growth in 
the touri.st industry will be discussed in a later portion of this study. 

It is reasonable to assume that the population might reach 
between 40,000 to 50,000 people by 1985 (or approximately equal to the 
1961 population of Northern British Columbia). By 1985, the population 
of Whitehorse will likely be in the range of 16,000 to 25,000 depending 
on whether growth in population and economic activity is spread over several 
centers or continues to be concentrated in Whitehorse. 

Possible Significance of Population Growth and Future Economic 
Activity to Alaska Highway 

One major difference between Northern British Columbia' and the 
Yukon Terri tory as far as significance of the Alaska Highway is c'oncerned 
is that virtually all of the resource development and agriculture in North
ern British Columbia occurs south of the Highway. The logical flow of 
products or commodities to market (with the exception of asbestos from 
Cassiar) therefore, is in a' direction away from the Highway. 

In the case of the Yukon Territory, however, because resource 
development is taking place on both sides of the Alaska Highway, seemingly 
more potential exists for use of the Highway as a commercial transportation 
route. 

Mining Industry. The two northern m1n1ng districts, especially 
Mayo, currently account for virtually all of total mineral production in 
the Yukon. It is impossible to predict the specific location and timing 
of future developments that are likely to occur during the forecast period. 
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This is particularly true in view of the fact that the total ore potential 
of the Yukon is not presently known. Regardless of the location and timing 
of such developments, the mode of transportation and direction of flow of 
mineral 'production to market will be governed by lo.cation of economic pro
ducing ore bodies in relation to location of markets. Success of explora
tion activity in locating such bodies~ not the existence of a paved Alaska 
Highway, will likely be the primary factor in determining this flow to 
market, for the following reasons: 

1. Looking at the probable flow of mineral production from each 
district to logical markets, it seems evident that the Alaska 
Highway is not a significant medium. 

a. Dawson and Mayo Mining Districts - Mineral concentrates 
will likely move down the present Dawson-Mayo-Whitehorse 
Highway, meeting the Alaska Highway near Whitehorse. 
Since export markets should form the bulk of outlet for 
such minerals, production will continue the present. pat
tern of moving from Whitehorse to tidewater by rail. In 
this way, relatively low cost water transportation will 
account for the greater portion of the distance to 
market. 

b. Whitehorse Mining District - Generally speaking, and 
depending on the location of producing ore bodies, 
mineral production will move either (i) east or west ~o 
the Mayo-Whitehorse Highway, or (ii) north or south to 
the Alaska Highway, and from there to Whitehorse. High
way transportation would be expected to cease at White
horse in favor of the short rail haul to tidewater at 
Skagway. Mineral production from certain areas, particu
larly in the vicinity of or west of Haines Junction, may 
move to Haines Junc tion and from· there to tidewater via 
the Haines Highway (e.g., production from the copper 
Properties near Haines Junction) . 

c. Watson Lake Mining District - Generally speaking, the 
movement will be south or north to the Alaska Highway 
and from there to Whitehorse. 

2. In either b or c above, paving of the Alaska Highway would 
not likely result in increased use of the Alaska Highway 
over expected use if it remains unpaved. In fact, the re
verse might be true. Companies shipping mineral production 
over unpaved highways such as the Mayo-Whitehorse route or 
the Alaska Highway are not seriously hampered by dust or 
other unpleasantness normally associated with unpaved con
ditions. Evidently" large trucking companies do not favor 
paving because of possible increased per ton-mile costs 
resulting from reduced load limits on paved as opposed to 
unpaved highways. In the case of materials coming into 
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· ~~~ 
Whitehorse from the Mayo Highway, only a 7-mile stretch of r~t~~ 
the Alaska Highway would be affected,which would necessitate~.} 
leaving this part unpaved or building a separate 7-mile road ~ 
for ore movement. 

3. Since the United Keno Hill Mines production alone is respon
sible for 69 percent of the total value of mineral production 
of the Yukon and, therefore, is a major supporter of the 
Yukon economy, the possible adverse effect that paving would 

'\ . . . 
have on their per ton-mile costs must be considered. 

4. Asbestos from Cassiar, B.C., does move some distance over 
the Alaska Highway either to Whitehorse or to Fort St. John. 
Presumably some of the future asbestos production from the 
Dawson area of the Yukon might move by truck to Fort St. 
John. If the Alaska Highway were paved, such movement mignt. 
be curtailed owing to reduced weight limits and, therefore, 
increased hauling costs.* 

5. It is significant that, if the Crest Exploration iron ore 
development materializes (regardless of whether it occurs 
within the forecast period to 1985 or not), production will 
move by rail or possibly pipe line via the shortest route 
to tidewater, or approximately at right angles to the direc
tion of the Highway. 

6. The main advantage to the mining industry of paving the' 
Alaska Highway (and this would appear to be relatively 
minor) would be in facilitating the movement of men and 
certain supplies relating to exploration or producing activ
i ties near the Highway., 

Forest Products Industry. Generally speaking,- most lumber, mine 
timbers, and fuel wood currently produced in the Yukon are used locally, 
with the result that highway transportation is short. This situation is 
expected to continue through the forecast period. 

More specifically, however, the possible significance of paving 
of the Alaska Highway to the forest products industry may be summarized 
by studying the logical flows of production from major timber reserve 
areas to market. 

* Because alternative routes for asbestos shipments in Northern B.C. may 
open up in the future, Yukon asbestos might follow one of several flow 
patterns depending on final market destination. For brief discussion 
of these alternatives, see preceding section dealing with Northern 
B.C. 
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1. Regarding production from timber reserves located in the 
Carmacks-Mayo-Dawson area, the bulk of this production pres
ently is·consumed locally for construction or mining pur
poses. 

Assuming a major export market developed for such production, 
whether lumber and/or pulp (which appears unlikely), the 
logical flow would seem to be the same as the flow of mineral 
production from this area, i.e., movement·by truck down the 
Mayo-Whitehorse Highway to Whitehorse and from there to tide
water by rail. Such movement would utilize the Alaska High
way for only one seven-mile stretch near Whitehorse, The 
economics of such movements would not benefit significantly, 
therefore, from paving of the Highway and might be adversely 
affected if load limits, below those presently enforced on 
the Mayo-Whitehorse road, were introduced. 

2. Regarding production from timber reserves in the Whitehorse 
area, these reserves appear to be concentrated quite close 
to Whitehorse. Since Whitehorse is the largest community 
in the Yukon and because of its strategic position as a rail 
center, production of forest products from these reserves 
will likely be consumed in, or transported through, local 
Whitehorse markets. Any export movement would logically 
flow to Whitehorse by truck and from there to tidewater by 
rail. It seems reasonable to conclude, theref.ore, that ship
ments of production from these reserves would not benefit 
materially from paving of the Alaska Highway because of the 
small quantities concerned and the short stretch of the High
way utilized. 

3. Evidently forest reserves of the Southeast Yukon may be 
large enough to support a pulp mill that would be located 
in the Watson Lake area. Production from such a mill would 
likely move to Whitehorse for transshipment to rail, or 
south to rail facilities at Fort st. John or possibly Fort 
Nelson. Paving of the Alaska Highway would be expected to 
result in a benefit to truck transportation of pulp produc
tion, assuming there were no severe weight restrictions 
which would offset lower operating costs to be expected 
under paved conditions. 

The main question to be answered in this case, therefore, 
concerns the timing of construction of a pulp mill in the 
Southeast Yukon. The only way to assess this probability 
is to review the expected development of the forest products 
industry in the adjacent area of Northern Bri tis"h Columbia. 

Because of closer proximity to export markets and presumably 
higher-volume acreages in Northern British Columbia, the 
Southeast Yukon reserves are not likely to'be developed on 
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an economic basis ahead of Northern British Columbia re
serves. Sustained yield forest management is expected to 
extend to all of Northern British-Columbia by 1970 or 1975. 
Whether extensive pulp operations on a sustained yield basis 
would be underway in Northern British Columbia by 1975 is 
indeterminate at present. It seems reasonable to conclude, 
however, that on the basis of the logical development of 
Northern British Columbia forest reserves, a Yukon pulp mill 
is unlikely tQ become a reality until 1975 to 1980, at the 
earliest. The total benefit of paving the Alaska Highway 
to the transportation economics of such a Yukon pulp mill 
are not expected to be. large, therefore, over the forecast 
period. 

In the event that the mill is located at Whitehorse, which 
is considered a possibility, there would be no benefit accru
ing from paving of the Highway. 

Agriculture. Because the agriculture potential 'of 'the Yukon 
Territory seems limited pri~arily to growth of livestock, market garden, 
and forage crops for local consumption, paving of the Alaska Highway 
should not have any net benefit to this part of the area's economy. Farm 
produce and livestock raised in the Yukon River and its tributaries will 
likely continue to be consumed in the Dawson, Keno Hill, and Mayo areas, 
which are so far off th~ Alaska Highway that paving of the Highway would 
have no significance. Agriculture production from the Little Atlin, Tagish 
Lakes, and Takhani and Dezadeash Valleys will likely be consumed in White
horse and thus will move to market over the. Alaska Highway. Because of 
the small quantity of such production, the net benefits from paving the 
Highway should be insignificant. 

It is not expected that paving of the Alaska Highway will stimu
late the agriculture economy in the Yukon owing to the fact that limita
tions on potential arable land rather than limitations on transportation 
costs of farm commodities to market is the most significant factor. 

Petroleum. As pointed out in the previous discussion of the 
petroleum industry in Northern British Columbia, paving of the Alaska 
Highway would not likely result per ~ in an increase in use of the High
way by vehicles engaged directly or indirectly in oil and gas exploration 
work. Such vehicles normally are equipped to operate over poor roads to 
remote drilling sites. Paving might result in reduced oil and gas equip
ment movements on the Alaska Highway if more restrictive weight limits 
were imposed. Exploration equipment and supplies moving to the Yukon oil 
and gas area from Fort Nelson, B.C~ would involve a truck haul of up to 
1,000 miles, including about 400 to 500 miles on the "leg" north of White
horse (via the Whitehorse-Dawson Highway and the Chapman Lake road). Even 
if the Alaska Highway were paved, therefore, between 40 percent and 50 per
cent of the trip would be over unpaved highways. Two other logical routes 
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would by-pass the Alaska Highway, that is, (1) via water to Skagway, rail 
to Whitehorse, and truck to the Northern Yukon,' or (2) via the MacKenzie 
and Peel Rivers to Fort McPherson, N. W . T., in summer months, and by truck 
to the exploration area. 

Oil or gas production would move to market by pipe line, and 
thus would not be influenced by paving of the.Alaska Highway. This would 
be true also of any production from Southeast Yukon which would logically 
flow via pipe line to Northeastern British Columbia to tie in with pipe 
line facilities in that area. 

Because of the fact that the potential oil and gas reserves of 
the Yukon are small relative to other parts of the Western Canadian Sedi'
mentary Basin, and because of their general remoteness relative to British 
Columbia and Alberta producing areas, exploration activities in the Yukon 
will, likely cont1nue to be comparatively small at least through the fore
cast period. In other words, there is not likely to be a sudden and 
sizable increase in exploration which might have an unusual effect on the 
Yukon economy. 

In summary, the most important aspects of the Yukon economy 
through 1985 should be further development of the mining and petroleum 
industries; the growth of these industries will not be influenced signifi
cantly by paying of the Highway. 

Northwestern Alberta 

Past Population and Economic Growth 

Table 16 shows the trend in population in Northwestern Alberta. 
In 1961, the population in this region amounted to only 5.8 percent of 
the total of Alberta. However, the population in Northwestern Alberta 
was about double the 1961 population of Northern.British Columbia, and 
more than five times the 1961 population of the Yukon. Between 1941 and 
1961, the average annual population growth rates (shown below) for North
western Alberta were substantially lower than for these other two areas. 

1931-41 
1941-51 
1951-61 

Northwestern Alberta 
A verage Annual 

Growth. Rates 

1.9% 
1.4 
2.2 

In the 1930s, the annual average growth rate for Northwestern 
Alberta was approximately double the average rate for the province of 
Alberta as a whole. Since 1941, the average annual growth rate for the 
province as a whole has been higher than the growth of the Northwestern 
area. 
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Table 16 

HISTORICAL POPULATION TRENDS IN NORTHWESTERN ALBERTA 
1931-19Etl 

Year 

1931 
1941 
1951 
1961 

Northwestern Alberta* 

44,447 
53,491 
61,800 
76,884 

* Census Division 15. 

Source: Alberta Bureau of 
Statistics. 

.. 

During the 30-year period ending in 1961, the population of 
Northwestern Alberta remained in the range of 6 percent of total Alberta 
population. Considering that the area is equivalent to about 37 percent 
of Alberta's total land area, its sparsely-populated nature 
is clearly evident: 0.83 persons per square mile. However, the population 
density of Northern British Columbia and the Yukon was only 0.19 and 0.7, 
respectively in .1961. 

The shift of population from farm to nonfarm rural and urban 
between 1951 and 1961 in Northwestern Alberta is shown below: 

1951 1961 

Urban population 
(in centers over 1,000) 6,551 17,407 

Rural 
Farm 34,873 32,520 
Nonfarm 20,376 26,957 

Total 61,800 76,884 

In 1951, Northwestern Alberta urban population account"ed for 
only 10.6 percent of total population; by 1961 it accounted for 22.6 per
cent. During this period, over half of this urban growth occurred in 
Grande Prairie, as is evident from the following tabulation: 
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Grande Prairie 
Peace River 
High Prairie 
Fairview 
Grimshaw 
McLennan 
Valleyview 

Total 

Urban Population 
(in centers over 1,000 population)' 

1951 1961 

2,664 8,352 
1,672 2,543 
1,141 1,756 

1,506 
1,095 

1,074 1,078 
1,077 

6,551 17,407 

Grande Prairie and Valleyview are situated on the main highway 
system leading from Edmonton to Dawson Creek, the southern terminus of 
the Alaska Highway. 

Economic development of Northwestern Alberta has been hampered 
by the same handicaps encountered in the development of the Yukon and 
Northern British Columbia. Economic aC,tivi ty has centered around agricul
ture, oil and gas exploration, and to ,a lesser extent, forest products 
and minirig. 

Labor force in Northwestern Alberta (Census.Region 15) and in 
Alberta in 1951 and 1961 is shown in Table 17, by major category of occupa
tion. Between 1951 and 1961, the relative importance of Northwestern 
Alberta to total Alberta labor force declined from 5.8 percent to 5.1 per
cent. In 1961, the total number of workers in the labor force in North~ 
western Alberta who were engaged as farmers, ,loggers, fishermen, trappers 
and hunters, and as miners, quarrymen, etc. were about equal to the total 
number of workers employed in the remaining categories; i.e., service 
industries, trade and commerce, management, transportation and communica
tions, etc. Between 1951 and 1961, there was about a 7 percent drop in 
the number of farmers and farm workers ·in Northwestern Alberta. As illus
trated in Table 17, farmers and farm workers accounted for about 41 percent 
of the 1961 total labor force in the area; for the province as a whole 
in 1961, farmers and farm workers made up only 21 percent of the total 
1abor force. Northwestern Alberta is much more highly oriented to the 
agriculture industry than are either Northern British Columbia or the 
Yukon. 

Personal income apparently 1s considerably lower in Northwestern 
Alberta than it is for the province as a whole. In 1963, the area con
tained about 5.7 percent of the province's population, but only 4.5 percent 
of its disposable income. The following is a comparison of the average 
yearly earnings for the labor force in Northwestern Alberta and for other 
areas: 



Northwestern Alberta (Census Div. 15) 
Alberta 
Northern B.C. (Census Div. 10) 
Yukon (Whitehor£e) 

1961 Average Annual Earnings 
Male Female 

$2,846 
3,733 
3,875 
4,683 

$1,815 
2,001 
1,944 
2,555 

Retail sales in Northwestern Alberta amounted to approximately 
$55 million in 1961, substantially higher than apparent retail sales in 
the Yukon and about equal to retail sales in Northern British Columbia* 
in the same year. 

Gross value of shipments from Northwestern Alberta in 1961 
amounted to about $19 million, as compared with only $13 million for North
ern British Columbia (Census Division 10) and substantially less than 
$1 million for the Yukon. 

Growth of Selected Industries in Northwestern Alberta 

Mining. With the exception of a small area of Precambrian rock 
in the northeast area, and the Cordilleran Range in the southwest, the 
province of Alberta is covered by the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin. 
As a result, mineral resources are made up primarily of mineral fuels and 
some nonmetallics. Only the northeastern area of Alberta around Lake 
Athabasca would appear to hold some prospect for production of metals. 
Peace River area iron is an exception. 

Past production of metallic minerals in Alberta as a whole has 
been negligible. Value of metal production for selected years was limited 
to recovery of gold valued at only $4,000 in 1951, $14,000 in 1957, and 
$7,000 in 1962. It is apparent, therefore, that metallic mineral produc
,tion has not been Significant to the economy. of Alberta, let alone to the 
economy of Northwestern Alberta. However, large deposits of iron ore do 
exist in Northwestern Alberta, in two main areas: (1) near Worsley i.n 
the Clear Hills area north of Peace River, where proven reserves have been 
estimated at 250 million tons and possible reserves at 1 billion tons; 
and (2) south of the Peace River between Gordondale and Spirit River, 
where the magnitude of reserves has not been determined. The ore at Wors
ley is of rather low grade (35-40 percent iron, and of relatively high 
silica and low lime content) and is uneconomical to develop with conven
tional processes. Pilot plant operations, which are presently underway 
will not be completed until 1966 or 1967. Some authorities feel that 
commercial development of the Worsley reserves may occur by 1970. 

* $52 million in Census Divisions 9 and 10, excluding Prince Rupert. 
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Table 17 

LABOR FORCE IN NORTHWESTERN ALBERTA,. BY OCCUPATION 
1951 and 1961 

1951t 1961 1951 1961 

Managerial '1,225 \ 1,674 5.9% 6.7% 
Professional and technical 1,282 1,636 6.2 6.5 
Clerical 495 1,100 2.4 4.4 
Commercial and financial 655 n.a. 3.2 
Sales n.a. 1,024 4.1 
Service and recreational 1,267 1,903 6.1 7.6 
Transportation and communication 1,310 1,167 6.3 4.7 
Farmers and farm workers 11,059 10,275 53.4 41.0 
Other primary 1,266 n.a. 6.1 
Loggers, fishermen, 
trappers and hunters n.a. 1,202 4.8' 

Miners, quarrymen, and related n.a. 355 1.4 
Manufacturing and mechanical 871 n.a. 4.2 
Craftsmen n.a. 3,129 12.5 
Construction 441 n.a. 2.1 
Laborers 783 926 3.8 3.7 
Other 45 659 0.3 2.6 

Total 20,699 25,050 100 % 100 % 

• Census division 15. 
t 93 percent of the figures for old Census divisions 15, 16, and 17 

was taken as an approximation of the new Cens'us division 15 in an 
attempt to make 1951 figures comparable to 1961. The data classi
fications for 1951 are not strictly comparable to those for 1961, 
but on the whole the relationship is reaso~able. 

n .. ,a .. ': denote s . not a va i lab le 
Source:' Alberta Bureau of Statistics. 
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Three possible types of operation for iron processing plant at 
Worsley seem to exist: (1) high-priced iron powder could be produced for 
small volume shipments, (2) pig iron could be produced for possible ship
ment to Japanese markets, and (3) pig iron and more refined iron could be 
produced for North American markets. No shipments of unrefined ore can 
occur owing to its low iron content. 

In 1962, industrial'minerals in Alberta were limited to salt 
valued at about $1.4 million and sulphur at $8.3 million. No breakdown 
is available showing the value of production of these industrial minerals 
in Northwestern Alberta. Industrial minerals and-structural minerals such 
as bentonite, pumicite, gypsum, sand and gravel, salt, and sulphur hold 
some potential for further development in Northwestern Alberta. 

A bentonite* deposit has been found in the Kleskun Hills in the 
Grande Prairie region. Increasing oil and gas activity plus possible iron 
ore development in Northwestern Alberta may hasten development of these 
reserves although large reserves of bentonite also exist in Central Alberta. 

Pumicite, a material used in the production of cement, was dis
covered at Marten Mountain east of Lesser Slave Lake and at Asplund, south
west of Lesser Slave Lake. The deposits are presently undeveloped, and 
development does not seem imminent. 

Gypsum has been discovered at Mowitch Creek in Jasper National 
Park and at Featherstonhaugh Creek (north and west of Mowitch Creek but 
outside Park limits). 

Undeveloped sand and gravel are found' near Peace River, where 
the high-silica-content sand is very pure~ High transportation costs will 
probably prevent'shipment to adjacent provinces. Markets may also be 
limited by competition from production of high-silica-content sand from 
Athabasca Tar Sands operations. 

Salt deposits in Northwestern Alberta will not likely be devel
oped because of the availability of more attractive deposits, particularly 
between Edmonton and the Saskatchewan border. 

Sulphur is produced at Windfall near Whitecourt in Northwestern 
Alberta.. The plant has a capacity of 1,250 long tons per day which is 
equivalent to 19 percent of total Canadian elemental sulphur plant capacity. 
Historical production trends for Wiridfall and for the province are evident 
from the following tabulation: 

* A type of clay used in drilling mud and for pelletizing ores in iron 
processing. 
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Elemental Sulphur Production (thousand long tons) 
19561958 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 

Northwestern-Alberta 
(Windfall) 127.2 219;5 226.6 

Total Alberta 29.9 109.2 348.1 434.4 972.4 1,227.7 1,414.2 

Northwestern Alberta 
to percent Total 
Alberta 13.1 17.9 16.0 

Probable future plants in Northwestern Alberta may be located 
at Simonette, Berland River west of Whitecourt (with daily capacities of 
250 and 175 long tons respectively), and one at Waiporous Creek east of 
Fort St. John (daily capacity is 10 long tons). 

Nearly 75 percent of 1964 Alberta sulphur deliveries (which 
exceeded 1963 deliveries of 1,044.2 thousand long tons) was exported, as 
shown below: 

Deliveries 
Market Destination (thousand long tons) Percent 

Alberta 67.7 4.5% 
Other Cana-da 319.9 21.0 
United States 534.0 35.1 
"Offshore " 598.9 39.4 

Total 1,520.5 100.0% 

Northwestern Alberta's major sulphur reserves, which are tabu
lated below, should undergo future expansion: 

Northwestern Alberta 
Berland River 
Simonette 
Pine Creek 
Windfall 

Total 

Total Alberta 

Remaining 
Recoverable 

Sulphur Reserves 
Dec; 31, 1964 

(thousand long tons) 

9-, 084 
1,439 
6,345 
3,868 

13,736 

75,-380 
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2.8% 
1.9 
8.4 
5.1 

18.2% 

100.0% 



The Province of Alberta holds about 48 percent of total Canadian 
coal reserves, yet in 1961 accounted for only 19.5 percent of total Cana
dian production. As shown below,. reserves and production in Northwestern 
Alberta make up a very small portion of total Alberta figures: 

Northwestern Alberta 
Smoky River 
Halcourt 
Valhalla 
High Prairie 
Sexsmith 
Slave 

Total 

Total Alberta 

1945 
Reserves 

Estimates 
(million tons) 

3,300. 
300 
.30 

9 
10 

9 

3,6.58 

46,562 

Percent of 
Alberta Total 

7.1% 
0.7 
0.1 

7.9% 

100.0% 

1963 
Production 

( tons) 

280 

280 

2,289,943 

Percent of 
Alberta Total 

0.01 of 10/0 

.01% of 10/0 

100.0% 

The six areas shown in the tabulation contain various types of 
coal: (1) Smoky River, high grade bituminous coal; (2) Halcourt, lower 
gradebltuminous coal; and (3) Valhalla, Sexsmith, High Prairie, and Slave, 
subbituminous coal. Smoky River coal is located north and east of Jasper 
National Park. The remaining areas are located in a region extending from 
the British Columbia border near Dawson Creek, across to the east side of 
Lesser Slave Lake. This region encompasses Grande Prairie, but is south 
of the town of Peace River. 

Coking coal from the Smoky River coal area may find a market 
in Japan, or in the United States, which has apparently run out of indige
nous coking coal supplies. 

Significant volumes of coal production from reserves in the 
Grande Prairie to Lesser Slave Lake area are· unlikely in the near future. 

Forestry. Most of Northwestern Alberta (except for land around 
Peace River, Grande Prairie, and north along the Peace River to Fort 
Vermilion) is open to forestry and closed to agricultural settlement. 
Three forestry divisions, .i.e., Grande Prairie, Slave Lake, and Peace 
River* lie entirely within Northwestern Alberta. t In addition, a portion 

* Now subdivided into the Peace River and Footner Lake Divisions. 
t Census Division 15. 
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of the Edson and Whitecourt divisions also lie within Northwestern 
Alberta. * While production presently takes place in all divisions,' the 
least concentrated activity is in the Peace River division. 

A 1961 report of the Alberta Department of Lands and Forests 
indicates that about 75 percent of the apparently productive forested 
Crown lands was situated in Northwestern Alberta (Census Divisions. 14 
and 15), the greatest portion of which was located in the Peace River 
forestry region. 'A further 26 million acres of inventoried Crown land 
was classed as potentially productive" a sizable portion of which is lo
cated in the Peace River division of Northwestern Alberta. 

Coniferous reserves (consisting primarily of spruce and pine) 
were somewhat more important than deciduous reserves both in Northwestern 
Alberta and the province as a whole. Examination of Table 18 points out 
the relative importance of coniferous and deciduous species in each 
forestry region. 

Lumber has been the main product in Northwestern Aiberta as 
shown in Table 19. These data indicate the relative magnitude of forest 
output by end-product from each forestry division. This summary points 
out that: 

1. Northwestern Alberta accounted for an average 68.5 percent 
of total Alberta production over this period. 

2. Lumber, pulpwood, and railway ti~s in total accounted for 
over 95 percent of total forest production both in North
western Alberta and the province as a whole. In each area, 
these three products were of about the same relative impor
tance .' 

3. Edson was the most important forestry division over the 
period in terms of volumes of wood produced, primarily due 
to the large pulpwood operations of Northwestern Pulp & 
Power Ltd. at Hinton .. 

4. The Edson division accounted for virtually all of the pulp
wood production and the greatest portion of railway ties 
production in Northwestern Alberta and in the province as 
a whole. The remaining four divisions were restricted 
primarily to lumber production. 

5. Northwestern Alberta supplied all the plywood production 
in the province, which came mainly from the Grande Prairie 

.and Slave Lake division. 

Coniferous production in 1964-65 amounted to 67,.9 mi"llion cubic 
feet compared with total average annual production for the 1954-1959 period 

* Census Division 15. 
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Table 18 

CURRENT ESTIMATED PRODUCTIVE FORESTED AREA IN 
NORTHWESTERN ALBERTA* AND TOTAL ALBERTA 

Presently Timber Reserves± 
Forested Areat (billions of cubic feet) 

. Forestry Division (millions of acres) Coniferous Deciduous Total 

Edson 4.02 5.05 1.03 6.09 
. Grande Prairie 3.68 3.12 2.48 5.59 
Peace River 10.88 5.02 6.58 11.60 
Slave Lake 5.39 4.06 5.60 9.66 
Whitecourt 3'.14 3.44 2.45 5.89 

Total Northwestern· 27.11 20.69 18.14 38.83 

Total Alberta 36.98 25.66 23.07' 48.73 

• Includes Census districts 14 and 15 which are somewhat larger than 
our definition of Northwestern Alberta (for purposes of this study) 
which has been Census district 15 only. Refers to inventoried Crown 
Land, but excludes the three Metis colonies in this region. 

t More recent data from the same source shows a slightly different 
breakdown (as given below). Differences are reportedly attributable 
to (1) changes in productive forest areas due to forest fires and 
new surveying activity, and (2) slight changes in boundaries of 
forestry divisions. 

Edson 
Grande Prairie 
Peace River (including 
Footner Lake) 

Slave Lake 
Whitecourt 
Metis colonies 

Total 

Productive 
Forested Area 

(millions of acres) 
Present Potential 

3.43 0.17 
3.29 0.61 

10.57 8.92 
4.84 2.08 
3.04 0.54 
0.41 0.23 

25.58 12.55 

± Trees 4" or dbh (4" or more in diameter at breast height). 

Sources: Alberta Department of Lands and Forests, Alberta Forestry 
Industry, November 1961, plus more recent data. 
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Products 

Lumber 
Pulpwood 
Railway ties 
Plywood 

Table 19 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL FOREST PRODUCTION ON CROWN LANDS 

BY FOREST DIVisION AND MAJOR PRODUCT CA TEGORY* 
(Millions of Cubic Fee~) 

---
Northwestern Alberta· 

Grande Peace Slave White-
Edson Prairie River Lake court Total Alberta 

5.90 9~30' 7.93 13.40 10.38 46.91 71.85 
10.30 0.01 0.15 0.04 10.50 12.89 
6.1Z 0.41 1.09 7.62 8.65 

0.59 0.7.7 o .1Z 1.48 1.48 
Po les and piling 0.10 O.OZ O.lZ 0.Z9 

0.03 Round timber 0.03 1.48 
Miscellaneous 0.06 ' 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.91 --

Total Z2.51 9.90 7.96 ,14.74 11.66 66.77 97.55 

* Based on the period August I, 1954, to July 31, 1959. 

Includes building logs I mine ties, fuel wood, slabs. lath, and plug w'ood. 

Northwes te rn 
as a 

Percent of 
Alberta 

65. Z% 
81.5 
88.,1, 

100 ~'O 
4(.4 

Z .. O 
lZ.l 

68.50/0 

Source: Estimated by Foster Associates Ltd. from Alberta Department of Lands and Forests data. 



of 66.8 million cubic feet. The figures are not entirely comparable since 
the, 1964-65 figures exclude 2.4 million cubic feet of poplar plywood logs 
produced in the Slave Lake, Grande Prairie, and- Whitecourt areas. Based 
on 1954-1959 data, when coniferous production amounted to about 98 percent 
of total production and assuming this relationship is still valid, the 
figures are likely to be quite comparable. From a comparison of these 
figures, it would seem that there has been a shift in the importance of 
production by division over the period as indicated below: 

Forestry Division 

Edson 
Grande Prairie 
Peace River (including 
-Footner Lake) 
Slave Lake 
Whitecourt 

Total Northwestern
Alberta 

1954-1959 
A verage Annual 

Forest Production 
(million cubic 1eet) 

22.5 
9.9 

8,.0 
14.9 
11.6 

66.9 

1964-1965 
Coniferous 
Produ~tiOri 

(million cubic feet) 

12.9 
1l.3 

9.3 
16.0 
18.4-

67.9 

Production fell substantially in the Edson forestry division. 
in 1964-65, apparently as a result of inclement weather conditions. 'For 
this reason, it is not likely to be a permanent drop. Offsetting this 
decline was a substantial increase in the'production in the Whitecourt 
division. 

The estimated value of coniferous production was $14 million":' 
in 1964-65 fro~ 166 sawmills and deciduous production, $354,000. Expanded 
activity in forestry in Northwestern Alberta is expected to be sizable, 
and one likely area of expansion is in pulpwood production. Most of the 
timber in the Edson and Whitecourt forestry div:isions is already under 
pulpwood lease or reserve. There is also a large area south and a some
what smaller area north, of Grande Prairie which are proposed pulpwood 
reserve areas. A pulp mill is reported to be planned for .Whitecourt in, 
1965. It has been reported that a pulp mill may be constructed at Grande 
Prairie in the near future. 

Manufacture of plywood in Northwestern Alberta, which contains 
large volumes of deciduous timber (particularly poplar) should increase 
over·the forecast period. Currently, production.from the only plywood 
manufacturing establishment presently operating in Northwestern Alberta, 
located at Grande Prairie, is shipped south to major Canadian and U.S. 
markets and as far as Europe. Future production may come from coniferous 
as well as deciduous reserves. 
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Lumber production is also expected to continue to be large in 
Northwestern Alberta, and future expansion may tend towards increasing 
size and integration of operations. 

Data prepared by the Alberta Department of Lands and Forests 
in 1961 indicate that potential annual yields of forest products from 
Northwestern Alberta greatly exceed 1964-65 production, suggesting a lack 
of local Northwestern Alberta market for production, and/or inability of 
northern production to compete in more distant markets within and outside 
the province. 

Agriculture. Agricultural activity is concentrated around Fort 
Vermilion, Grande Prairie, High Prairie, and Peace River. The land is of 
two basic types: the "degraded black" soil variety and the "gray wooded" 
type, which deteriorates rather quickly under steady use. The 1961 total 
occupied land area of 4.3 million acres represents an increase of 24 per
cent over 1951. Northwestern Alberta is still a rapidly growing agricul
ture area, as indicated by the trend in land under crops, and value of 
principal agricultural products sold (see Table 20). Improved land ac reage 
(i. e. , on which the occupant has done some work) increased by 38 percent 
over this same period, whereas the number of farms dropped, resulting in 
an increase in the size of farms. The average size of farms in 1961 was 
485 acres compared with 645 acres for Alberta as a whole. 

In 1961, about 71 percent of the improved land in Northwestern 
Alberta was utilized for growing crops, particularly wheat, oats. bar.ley, 
and tame hay. The amount of land under crops increased by 33 percent 
between 1951 and 1961. . 

In 1961, Northwestern Alberta also.accounted for about 31 percent 
of the total Alberta value of production of fur-bearing animals and 38 per
cent of the to.ta I Alberta (market) value of fish production. The fur 
farms are located almost exclUSively along the south shore of Lesser Slave 
Lake, clos.e to supplies of rough fish for animal feed. The fishing indus
try ,revenue in Northwestern Alberta derived from animal feed sales to the 
fur-farming industry often has exceeded revenue from sales for human con
sumption. 

It was recently reported ·that there are still about 13 million 
acres available for agricultural development in Northwestern Alberta 
(about 3 times the 1961 total for occupied land). Efforts are being made 
to develop a variety of barley--the earliest maturing cereal crop--that 
can overcome the climatic handicaps existing north of the 55th parallel. 
Purportedly, agriculture activity would be stabilized if development of 
such a variety of barley could be realized. Barley production has already 
increased conSiderably in relation to other grain crops in Northwestern 
Alberta. 
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Table 20 

AGRICULTURE STATISTICS FOR NORTHWESTERN A~BERTA 

1951 and 1961 

Total no. of farms 
Total occupied land (thousand acres) 
Improved land (thousand acres) 
Land under crops (thousand acres) 

Wheat 
Oats 
Barley 
Tame hay and seed crops 
Other* 

Livestock and poultry (thousands) 
Cattle 

Beef 
Dairy 

Hogs 
Sheep 
Poultry 
Fur - bea ring 

Grain production (thousand bushels) 
Wheat 
,Oats 
~Barley 

Value. oLprincipal agricultural 
pr'oduds ~sold (thousands of dollars) 

·.Wheat 
.,A:ll grain an.d oil seeds 

--Hay and forage crops 
Cattle 
Swine 
Dairy and poultry 
Fur-bearing animals 
Fish 

* Mainly forage crops and seeds. 

1964 data. 

$ 

1951 

9,492 
3,500 
1,837 
1,361 

461 
434 
166 
229 

71 

5"5 

49 
7 

470 
n.a. 

10,246 
19,591 

5,167 

h961 

8,9'55 
4,34\1 
2,533\ 
1,811 

388 
270 
447 
415 
291 

103 
13 

114 
20 

546 
102 

10 ,321 
11 ,379 
15,243 

** n • a .** . $ 6, 161 
7,262 15,191 

.'2,003'** 1,747 
2,456** 4,091 
1,387 ** 3,130 

670 ** 1,029 
486 ** 587 
n.a.** 650 

Data for 1951 included old Census divisions 15,16, and 17. 

June 1,1960, to May 31,1961. 

** 1950 data. 

Market value, not landec;l value. 

n.a. denotes not available. 

Sources: Census of Canada. Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Alberta Department of Agriculture (Farm Economics Branch). 
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Continued growth of ·agriculture including forage crops, livestock, 
and grain crops in Northwestern Alberta is expected through the forecast 
period. Northwestern Alberta has sizable undeveloped homesteading areas 
for which demand is high, particularly in the (1) Peace River and Grande 
Prairie areas, (2) north of these lands along the Peace River Valley, 
(3) around Fort Vermilion, and (4) west of High Level to Zama Lake. 

In absolute . terms , agriculture has been far more important in 
Northwestern Alberta than in Northern British Columbia. As indicated in 
the previous section, farming is of little significance in the Yukon Ter
ritory. 

Petroleum Industry. Initial major oil discoveries were made 
in Northwestern Alberta in the 1950s near Swan Hills and Sturgeon Lake. 
Swan Hills, the second largest field in Canada, now has remaining recover
able reserves in excess of 1 billion barrels. In 1964, remaining recover
able oil reserves in Northwestern Alberta were equivalent to 38.5 percent 
of total Alberta reserves and virtually all of these Northwestern Alberta 
reserves are located in the Sturgeon Lake-Lesser Slave Lake area. Six oil 
fields accounted for about 90 percent of remaining recoverable crude oil 
reserves in Northwestern Alberta at the end of 1964 as tabulated below: 

Field 

Swan Hills 
Judy Creek 
Virginia Hills 
Sturgeon Lake South 
Kaybob 
Carson Creek North 
Other smaller fields 

Total Northwestern 
Alberta· 

Remaining Recoverable 
Crude Oil Reserves 
at Dec. 31, ~964 

(million barrels) 

1,034 
455 
162 
118 
110 
108 
261 

2,248 

Relative 
Importance 
to Total 

Northwestern Alberta 

46% 
20 

7 
5 
5 
5 

12 

100% 

Although natural gas was first discovered in Northwestern Alberta 
in 1923 at the Pouce Coupe field, other significant discoveries were not 
made until the late 1950s. Currently, Northwestern Alberta gas reserves 
are equivalent to about 14.3 percent of total Alberta gas reserves. About 
83 percent are loca~ed in the Sturgeon Lake-Lesser Slave Lake area, the 
remaining 17 percent in the Peace River-Grande Prairie area. 
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Fourteen gas fields accounted for about 80 percent of total 
remaining marketable gas reserves in Northwestern Alberta at the end of 
1964, as tabulated below: 

Field 

Martin Hills 
Windfall 
Kaybob 
Swan Hills 
Pine Creek 
Berland River 
Judy Cr.eek 
Cars on Creek 
Worsley 
Simonette 
Kaybob South 
Carson Creek North 
Tangent 
Sturgeon Lake South 
Other smaller fields 

Total 

Remaining Marketable 
Natural Gas Reserves 

at Dec. 31, 1964 
(~illion cubic feet)* 

654 
474 
446 
395 
390 
300 
245 
230 
191 
165 
149 
138 
109 
108 

1,082 

5,076 

Relative 
Importance 

(percent) 

13% 
9 
9 
8 
8 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 

21 

100% 

Crude oil and natural gas production in Northwestern Alberta 
has accounted for an increasing share of total Alberta production since 
1956, as shown below; 

1956 
1960 

.1964 

Northwestern 
Alber.ta 

2,443.9 
13,305.2 
41,463.3 

Crude Oil Production t 
(thousand barrels) 

Tota} Northwestern Alberta as 
Alberta Percent of Total Alberta 

143,707.3 
130,491.6 
175,441.6 

1.7% 
10.2 
23.6 

* At variable ~tu content. 
t These figures exclude condensate. Although sizable condensate reserves 

exist in Northwestern Alberta and in the province as a whole, conden
sate production has been quite small relative to crude oil production. 
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Raw Natural Gas Production 
(billion cubic feet) 

Northwestern Alberta 
Sturgeon Lake-

Peace River- Lesser Slave 
Grande Prairie Lake 

1956 1.9 2.3 
1960 31.4 16.4 
1964 32.7 179.3 

Total 
Alberta 

200.2 
443.4 

1,184.8 

Northwestern Alberta as 
Percent of Total Alberta 

Peace 1}1ver
Grande Prairie 

1.0% 
7.1 
2.8 

Sturgeon La,ke
Lesser Slave 

Lake 

1.1% 
3.7 

15.1 

Natural gas liquids reserves and production in Northwestern 
Alberta compared with Alberta as a whole are shown below: 

Production (thousand barrels) Reserves (million barrels)_ 
Propane Butane Pentanes Propane Butane Pentanes 

Northwestern 
Alberta 96.1 100.1 5,662.1 55.9 35.5 88.0 

Total Alberta 6,724.3 4,828.1 23,298.9 329.2 211.1 549.7 

Northwestern 
Alberta as 
Percent of 
Total Alberta 1.4% 2.1% 24.3% 17.0% l6.8'ro 16.0% 

The future growth of the petroleum industry in Northwestern 
Alberta will likely depend on (1) future success of exploration activities, 
and (2) future development of domestic and export markets for crude oil 
and natural gas. Although marketing of Northwestern Alberta reserves face 
the same "landlocked" transportation problem as does the marketing of both 
Northern British Columbia and Yukon reserves, Alberta oil and gas does 
have the advantage of being connected to, or being located reasonably 
close to pipe line terminals leading to several large markets. 

It seems unlikely that Alberta crude oil will penetrate any 
sizable new markets, either domestic or export, in the foreseeable future. 
For this reason, the average annual growth rate for crude oil should follow 
historical trends. Despite the probable lack of new market outlets, large 
annual increments (in absolute terms) in demand for Alberta crude oil in 
existing markets can be expected. 

Alberta natural gas, on the-other hand, is likely to penetrate 
new export markets during the forecast period. In addition, if the Peace 
River iron ore development becomes a reality prior to 1985, a new local 
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market for Northwestern Alberta gas will develop. The increasing produc
tion of natural gas will result in production of increasing quantities of . 
by-product propane and butane which will likely be marketed locally and/or 
will be exported to other parts of Canada, the United States, and offshore. 

It seems obvious, therefore, that the long-term outlook for 
Northwestern Alberta oil and gas is very encouraging and should be re
fleCted in continuation of a high degree of exploration activity in this 
area at least through 1985. 

Projected Population and Economic Growth--1965 to 1985 

. Population and economic growth in Northwestern Alberta through 
1985 should develop at least as rapidly as growth during the 1951 to 1961 
period. The preceding analysis of selected industries suggests that 
future growth in the economy of Northwestern Alberta will result from 
expansion of agriculture, petroleum, forest products, and mining (if the 
Peace River iron ore development reaches fruition). Excluding mining, 
development of these industries should follow historical trends. A review 
of historical value of production for each of these resource industries 
suggests that the economy of Northwestern Alberta is better balanced than 
that of the Yukon or Northern B.C 0 On this basis, therefore, population 
of Northwestern Alberta should increase during the forecast period at an 
annual growth rate of 2.2 percent which would result in a total population 
of 130,000 in 1985 compared with 76,884 in 1961. 

However, it seems probable that the annual average growth to 
1985 might be somewhat higher than the average historical rate. This 
higher rate could develop for several reasons: 

1. The impact of the Peace River iron ore development, if and 
when, it becomes a commercial operation. 

2. A slower movement away from the farm or the area. 

3. Even if we assume that the historical growth rate continues 
in the near future, with such a growth rate the total popu
lation could reach sufficient size during the forecast per-
iod to represent a sizable market, and therefore might 
result in an increasing number of small industrial and com
mercial firms moving into Northwestern Alberta. This could 
accelerate population growth. 

It is not inconceivable, therefore, that the 1985 population in 
Northwestern Alberta might be in the range of 157,000 to 195,000. This 
maximum figure of 195,000 is slightly less than the current Alaska popu
lation. 
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Possible Significance of Population Growth and Future Economic 
Activity to the Alaska Highway 

Unlike Northern B.C. or the Yukon, Northw~stern Alberta does 
not have the Alaska Highwa.y routed through it. Thus it is a "gateway" 
area in close proximity to, and in many ways similar to, Northeastern .B.C. 
However, Nor~hwestern Alberta and Northeastern B.C. appear to b~ following 
sep~rate courses-of development. While Northeastern B.C. may be dependent 
to some extent on the Alaska Highway, Northwe~tern Alber~a is apparently 
placing primary emphasis on a north-south rail-highway system wholly 
within the Northwestern portion of the province. 

While Northwestern Alberta and Northeastern B.C. may make inter
related use of the. Alaska Highway and connecting roads in ·the Dawson Creek
Grande Prairie vicinity for local commerce, no major product movements in 
either direction will utilize the Alaska Highway. For example: 

1. Because of the extremelr small population in the area served 
by the Alaska HighwaY,shipments from Northwestern Alberta 
to local markets along the Highway will likely be limited 
to certain agricultural commodities, petroleum produ~ts, and 
some general freight. 

2. Products from pOints along the Highway will not be co~peti
tive in Alberta markets with the same products coming from 
Northeastern B.C. or Northwestern Alberta. (In addition, 
because of cost disadvantages of long distance highway trans
port, it has been pOinted out in earlier sections of this 
study that such movement is small.) 

3. Any products from areas along the Highway flowing to export 
markets or distant domestic markets logically would be' 
transferred to railroad transportation at earliest opportun
ity, e.g., Fort St. John. 

4. Any products from areas in Northwestern Alberta flowing to 
offshore export markets at present would logically move by 
rail from Grande Prairie or Peace River to Edmonton and 
thence out to the west coast. With completion of a new rail 
line from the.CNR transcontinental main line at Solomon to 
Grande Prairie, a more direct rail routing to Pacific Coast 
ports will be available. 

This routing will be preferable to the longer, less direct 
and higher cost per mile truck haul over the Alask~ Highway. 
This illustrates the fact that the Alaska Highway was con
structed for strategic military purposes rather than primar
ily to provide an economic transportation medium. 

Northern British Columbia's development independent of the 
Alaska Highway is typified by the Cassiar-Stewart Highway and the proposed 
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Stewart - Bear Pass - Dease Lake - Fort St. James railroad. Northwestern 
Alberta's development independent of the Highway is illustrated by the 
following: 

Mining Industry. Northwestern Alberta may look forward to pos
sible future d.evelopment of Clear Hills iron ore, Smoky River coking coal, 
and Featherstonhaugh gypsum. All three minerals will be linked by the 
new Solomon to Grande Prairie railroad tied in with the Great Slave Lake 
Railway running from Pine Point. Thus Northwestern Alberta will be tra
versed by what has been referred to as a "resources railroad" network 
connected at Solomon with the CNR mainline which branches in B.C. to either 
Prince Rupert or Vancouver, and also runs to provinces east of Alberta. 
While the movement of mineral production relies on the economic advantage 
of long distance rail (vs truck) transport to be competitive in the market
place, it should be noted that the Northwestern Alberta resources railroad 
will be paralleled throughout its length by a highway. The Mackenzie High
way already follows closely the route of the Great Slave Lake Railway and 
the Alberta government intends building a highway beside the new Solomon 
to Grande Prairie rail line. This highway system will facilitate short 
truck hauls to various rail transshipment points along it. 

Forest Products. The Northwestern Alberta "resources railroad" 
and highway system will facilitate development of forest reserves south 
and north of Grande Prairie. Connection with the CNR east-west main line 
allows improved access to Pacific Coast export ports. 

Agriculture. The northward push of agricultural settlement 
along the Mackenzie Highway is facilitated by the present existence of 
the Mackenzie Highway and the Great Slave Lake Railway. Agricultural 
produce can be disseminated throughout Northwestern Alberta and to markets 
farther afie Id via CN main line rail connections. * 

Oil and Gas. Exploration and development activity is extending 
north along the Mackenzie Highway in the same manner as agricultural 
development. The promising finds in the vicinity of Rainbow Lake and Zama 
Lake west of Meander River on the Mackenzie Highway are a case in point. 

Three companies have been granted permits to build pipe lines 
from the Rainbow Lake-Zama Lake vicinity of Northwestern Alberta to con
nect to the facilities of Interprovincial Pipe Line, Trans -Mountain Oil 
Pipe Line and/or Western Pacific Products and Crude Oil Pipeline. If 
feasible, these lines may carry both oil and gas, in which case the gas 
would be delivered to Westcoast Transmission or perhaps to the Alberta 
Gas Trunk Line Company Limited. 

. . * It should be pointed out that the Northern Alberta Railroad already 
serveS Grande Prairie and Peace River, but the 'route from Edmonton is 
circuitous. 
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The foregoing illustrates a situation comparable to that in 
Northern B.C.: (1) exploration equipment movement depends to some extent 
on a main highway (not requiring a paved surface) j- (2) gas and oil move
ment to market depends on pipe lines. As the Alaska Highway was found to 
be reasonably important to exploration equipment movement in Northeastern 
B.C., so the Mackenzie Highway plays a comparable role in Northwestern 
Alberta. 

Sulphur moves entirely by rail to export market and Northwestern 
Alberta production is no exception to this rule, i.e., a CN rail line 
extends from Edmonton to the Windfall plant, the only sulphur plant in 
Northwestern Alberta at present. 

Propane from Northwestern Alberta gas plants offers some possi
bility for truck shipment into S.C. and up the Highway but it should be 
noted that Northeastern S.C. propane has a transportation cost advantage. 

Conclusion 

In summary, resource development in Northwestern Alberta is not 
expected to have any relation to the Alaska Highway. However, from the 
standpoint of Northwestern Alberta being a gateway area, Grande Prairie 
could become a distribution center and transshipment point for goods (farm, 
oil, and forestry equipment and supplies) manufac~ured in Alberta, Eastern 
Canada and the Central and Eastern United States and destined for end-use 
at locations along the Alaska Highway or the Mackenzie Highway. Dawson 
Creek or Fort St. John are, of course, the logical distribution points 
for B.C. or Western U.S. goods. 

Some Northwestern Alberta agricultural produce might be shipped to 
markets along the Alaska Highway but volumes would be relatively small. 
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V PRESENT TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS 
AND FUTURE TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS 

Transportation Characteristics of Present Economy 

Alaska 

A study of Alaska's transportation system reveals the predominance 
of ocean freight business and the importance of airlines for passenger 
service. This study concentrates on the freight and passenger transpor
tation to and from Alaska and it will not include the intra-Alaska trans
portation network. Although it is an important line in the overall sys
tem, its analysis and study is beyond the scope of this research. 

Oceanborne Commerce to and from Alaska 

The freight movement to and from Alaska is predominately ocean
borne, with long-haul trucks and aircraft accounting for only a small 
amount of commercial transportation. 

Table 21 shows the freight movement to and from Alaska in 1963. 
It indicates that Canadian oceanborne commerce with Alaska is virtually 
nonexistent because Canadian traffic passing through Skagway is not pri
marily international trade between Alaska and Canada, but it consists 
largely of intra-Canadian trade passing via Skagway to Whitehorse,Yukon. 
For example, the 194,303 short tons of petroleum produqts, gasoline, and 
other commodities of Canadian origin that appear as imports from Canada 
are in reality traffic to Whitehorse that travels viajSkagway. Also 
through Skagway pass 84,202 tons of lead, zinc, and other ores of Yukon 
origin which are then transported to Canada, and 68,3'86 tons of gasol ine, 
gas-oil, and fuel oil from non-Alaskan U.S. sources. 

If the commercial flows of petroleum crude and products are 
excluded from the 196j total of 2.92 million short tons of oceanborne 
commerce, the resulting flows reveal the backhau~ problem that Alaska 
transportation costs must bear. Shipments to the remainder of the states 
are then approximately one-third of the total tonnage. 

The imbalance between regional inflows and outflows is even 
greater when we compare the actual value of th,e flows. The majority of 
the commodities imported from the United States by the state are high
value products, but Alaskan exports to the U,nited States are generally 
low-value products. The backhaul problem is 'also intensified by the sea
sonality of the Alaskan exports of pulp, fish, etc. 
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Table 21 

ALASKAN WATERBORNE FREIGHT TRAFFIC 
(Short Tons) 

1963 

Foreign Trade Coastal Trade 
Imports Exports Receipts from Shipments to 

From From To To Other Rest of Other 
Ports Canada Others Canada Others U.8. Alaska U.S. Alaska 

Ketchekan 6,372 7,935 54,000 32,590 196,251 1,960 6,014 24,414 
Wrange11 36 84,163 5,360 4,000 1,341 6,234 
Petersburg 120 6,611 213 6,492 34,882 
Sitka. 428 161,875 96,493 587,255 2,188 5,004 
Juneau 148 33 51,800 1,970 1,452 6,428 
Skagway 37,931 84,188 66,476 7 29 
Cord ova 9,958 14,478 8,521 1,190 
Va1dez 13,281 28,565 176 
Seward 509,364 3,429 101,700 
Anch!)rage 102,982 9,153 247,918 65 330 18,664 
Whittier 310 111,785 4,195 41 4,525 
Kodiak 1,085 10 24,070 27,213 6,583 1,370 
Iliu1uk 100,012 19 227 25,930 

Nome 18,927 29 4,209 

Sou1;hern side of 
A1askan peninsula 380,510 1,261,965* 3,559 

All other ports 44,222 227,628 .117,969 

Total 44,303 113,044 84,242 287,824 1,502,528 1,278,078 1,4'16,581 296,006 

* Includes the shipment of crude petroleum to the rest of the states. 

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, "Waterborne Commerce of the United. States," Calendar Yearbook, 

Part IV, 1963. 



There is a high level of activity at the Port of Seward because 
it is the terminal point of the Alaska Railroad connecting Fairbanks, 
Anchorage, and Seward. Since the earthquake in 1964, a large portion of 
this traffic is now diverted to the Port of Anchorage which has been 
opened for year-round navigation. The figures for oceanborne commerce 
contrast with the freight and express traffic between Alaskan and U.S~ air
ports which are less than 30,000 short tons a· year. For' example, in 1962 
and 1963, the freight traffic to the remainder of-the states originating 
at Alaskan airports was 5,564 and 6,926 short tons,' respectively. There' 
is almost no airfreight traffic between Alaska and Canada. 

The freight traffic commerce to Alaska carried by trucks is 
quite small in comparison with the waterborne commerce. For example, in 
1964, less than 50,000 short tons were received by Alaska from the United 
States and Canada via the Alaska highway; the shipments by truck from 
Alaska to continental United States were less than 20,000 short tons. 
This truck traffic therefore amounts to less than 4 percent of the water
borne tonnage commerce with the rest of the United States. 

Passenger Transport 

At the present time, the airlines are the chief.means of trans
portation for passenger traffic between the continental United States and 
Alaska; however, highway transportation is still very important for tourism 
purposes. During 1963, for example, the total outbound traffic on Alaska 
highways was 77,000 persons, whereas 137,000 persons traveled on airlines. 
From May 1 to August 31 of the same year, however, the ratiO of air-to
highway travelers was almost 1:1--48,878 on highways and 54,114 on air-
1 ines. These figures are significant because a much larger 'proportion 
of highway travelers are tourists. Table 22 shows the magnitudes of out
bound travel from Alaska. 

In 1962, approximately 10 percent of the outbound highway pas
sengers were Canadians; the remainder came from the United States and 
Alaska. The portion of Canadian ferry travelers was 4 percent in 1963 
and 1964, and 5 percent of the cruise ship travelers were also Canadians. 
Nearly 6 percent of the outbound airline traffic from Alaska goes to Canada 
(Yukon, etc.), and of this portion, 6 'percent were Canadians who were re~ 
turning to their country. Of the White Pass and Yukon Railroad passengers 
outbound from Alaska, only 7 to 12 percent were Canadians, and the re
mainder were Americans. 

From 1958 to 1964, the growth rate of summer passenger travel 
has been 8.9 percent and 6.4 percent for .highway and airline travel, 
respectively. Although the majority of U.S. highway tourist travelers 
came from the Midwest, most of the airline tourists arrived from the 
Northwest and Pacific regions. It is Significant, however, that at pres
ent only a small proportion of airline travelers to and from Alaska are 
tourists. The Midwest region and the Northwest and Pacific regions ac
counted for 40 percent each of the summer tourist ferry travel. The 
Canadian summer passenger travel to Alaska was mainly on highways. 
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1952 

Highway 21,499 
Ferry 
Railroad n.a. 

Table 22 

TOTAL OUTBOUND PASSENGER TRAFFIC FROM ALASKA 
1952-1963 

1958 1959 1960 1961 1963 

46,569 58,224 54,167 59,377 77,000 
18,488 

8,487 11 ,856 12,413 14,144 15,230 

Rates of Growth 
in Travel 
(percent) 

1952-63 1958-63 

12.3% 10.6% 
18.8* 
5.0 

Cruise ship 16,868 11 ,608 14,343 10,341 10,228 7,396 
Airlines 74,118 90,112 104,766 127,873 106,489 137,500 5.8 8.8 

* Covers the period 1963-64. 

Sources: 1952--W. T. Stanton, Alaska Recreation. Survey, Government Printing. Office, 
1953. 

1958, 1959, 1960--State of Alaska Department of Commerce, Alaska Passenger Traffic 
Survey, 1958, 1959, and 1960. 

1961--U.S.Department of Commerce, Area Redevelopment Administration, 
. Investment Opportunities in Southeastern Alaska, January 19~5. 

1963-~State of Alaska, Department of Economic Development and Planning, 
.1rave1er Profiles, Juneau, 1964. 



Information presented in Tables 23 to 26 shows the seasonal 
characteristics of passenger travel to Alask~ and it indicates that air
line travel is the least sensitive to seasonal fluctuations. In the 
above description, highway traffic was discussed briefly, however, this 
subject will be examined more thoroughly in the following chapters of 
this repor.t. 

Table 23 

PERCENT OF TRAVELERS BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION 
1964 

All Summer All Summer All Summer 
Travelers Visitors Vacationers 

Highway 35% 46.9% 42.5% 
Ferry 12 13.9 15.9 
Railroad 2 2.3 5.4 
Cruise ship 5 0.2 15.2 
Airline 46 36.7 20.9 ---

Total 100% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source: State of Alaska Department of Economic Development and 
Planning, "Travel er Profiles." Juneau, December, 1964. 

Commercial Freight "Transportation on the Alaska Highway 

Introduction 

In the preliminary evaluation of potential benefits that might be 
derived from paving of the gravel section of the Alaska Highway, it was 
readily apparent that commercial motor transport operators could conceiv
ably benefit to some considerable degree from the paving program. To 
determine the nature and extent of benefits that might accrue to such 
operators, the research program has "attempted to c~nstruct an "economic 
model" of highway transport operations in the study area for the purpose 
of evaluating the impact of the paving program on future operating costs, 
rate structure, and traffic volumes. The specific objectives of this 
phase of the study can be summarized as follows: 

1. To determine present commercial utilization of the graveled por
tion of the Alaska Highway in terms of volumes of truck traffic 
moving in a typical year. 
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Table 24 

PASSENGER TRAFFIC OUTBOUND FROM ALASKA 
1961 

Mode Canadian Citizens u. S. Citizens 

Highway* 

Railroad 

Steamshipt 

Airlines* 
To United States 
To Canada 

5,938 

1,684 

511 

n.a. 
304 

53,439 

12,460 

9,717 

98,720 
7,458 

* The Highway tratfic was allocated in accordance with the 
proportion of automobiles and buses with Canadian and 
U.S. registration. 

t The Marine Highway Ferry System was not in operation until 
1963 and therefore does not appear in the above table. 
However, in 1963 the proportion of Canadians among that 
traffic was approximately 4 percent. 

* All the travel to Canada originating from Alaska was 
assumed to enter Canada through the Yukon Territory. 
No Canadian passengers were assumed to be in the passen
ger. traffic to the United States from Alaska sources. 

Sources: Canada Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Travel Between 
Canada and Other Countries 1962, Ottawa, March 1964. 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Investment Opportunities 
in Southeastern Alaska, Washington, 1965. 
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1952 

Highway 11 ,217 
Ferry 
Railroad'· n.a. 
Steamship 11 ,106 
Airlines 33,216 

Table 25 

OUTBOUND SUMMER PASSENGER TRAVEL FROM AlASKA 
May 1 to August 31 

1952-1964 

1958 1959 1960 1963 1964 

27,782 38,384 35,841 48,878 46,252 
13,771 15,202 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 3,105 3,360 
8,658 12,231 8,686 7,396 6,296 

41,745 49,524 57,428 54,114 60,404 

Rates of Growth 
in Summer 
. (percent) 

1952-64 1958-64 

12.6% 8.9% 

5.1 6.4 

Sources: 1964--State of Alaska, Department of Economic Development and Planning, Travel Profiles, 
Juneau, 1964. For the other years, .the sources are the same as those given in Table 23. 



Table 26 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF OUTBOUND SUMMER PASSENGER TRAVEL 
FROM ALASKA, BY RESIDENCE OF TRA VELER 

May 1 to August 31 
1952, 1963, and 1964 

Transport Mode and 
Residence of Traveler 1952 1963 

Highway 
Alaska 16.1% n.a.% 
United States 82.6 n.a. 
Canada 1.3 n.a. ---

Total 100 % 

Ferry 
Alaska 30.4 
United States 62.3 
Canada 7.3 

Total 100 

Railroad 
Alaska n.a. n.a. 
United States n.a. n.a. 
Canada n.a. n.a. 

Total 

Steamship 
Alaska 2.5 n.a. 
United States 88.1 n.a. 
Canada 9.4 n.a. 

Total 100 % 

Airlines 
Alaska 27.0 n.a. 
United States 72.0 n.a. 
Canada 1.0 n.a. 

Total 100 % 

Sources: 1952--same as shown on Table 22. 
1963--same as shown on Table 22. 
1964--Stanford Research Institute. 
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% 

1964 

27.3% 
60.7 
12.0 

100 % 

22.5 
73.3 
4.2 

100 % 

1.7 
70.3 
2S.0 

100. % 

0.0 
95.0 
5.0 

100 % 

4S.7 
50.3 
1.0 

100 % 



2. To estimate potential savings in terms of reduced operating 
costs that could be expected to accrue to commercial transport 
operators as a direct result of the paving program. 

3. To examine the outlook for commercial truck transport operations 
over the Alaska Highway as related solely to the paving program. 
Although paving of the Highway may encourage economic growth in 
other sectors of the economy,which, in turn, could affect the 
volumes of truck transportation, the primary objective to analyze 
the impact of the paving program on truck volumes solely as a 
function of potential .rate reductions and improvements in service. 

In planning the research program required to achieve these objectives 
it was soon evident that extensive field work would be required to obtain 
the necessary ·data. This was partly because there is no statistical data 
on motor carrier operations in the project area collected or published by 
any government agency and partly because of structure of the trucking 
industry in northern Canada and Alaska where there are a relatively small 
number of large carriers and a large number of small carriers. 

The first step in the program was to contact regulatory agencies and· 
trucking associations to identify those trucking companies that are regu
lar users of the Highway. Primary sources of this data were the Commis
sioner of the Northwest Territories, Whitehorsej the British Columbia 
Public Utilities Commission, Vancouverj the Alaska Carriers Association, 
Anchoragej and the Alaska Public Service Commission, Anchorage. From a 
comb.ination of these sources, it was possible to obtain a complete listing, 
of carriers regularly using the Highway and to segregate the larger opera
tors from those that use the Highway occasionally. 

Because of the large number of small carriers indicated in the ~ist
ings, ~t was reasonable to expect that in many cases only limited operat
ing data would be available. Characteristically, small-fleet operators 
do not maintain complete records of volumes, costs, or traffic carried. 
As a result, it was decided to avoid. asking for operating data dating' 
back several years. For this reason, the research program used 1964 as a 
a base year and attempted to test it for validity as a typical year. For 
the most part, trucking operators considered 1964 as a typical year, par
ticularly in the Yukon. However, following the earthquake in Alaska in 
March 1964, when port facilities were severely damaged, there was a short 
term upsurge in 'traffic. The estimates contained in the fotlowing have 
been adjusted for this abnormality. 

The basic data from which final estimates were prepared consist mainly 
of field interviews and questionnaires. A complete questionnaire was 
submi tted to all operators, .of major carriers. In almost every case, this 
form was completed during an interview with the carrier concerned. An 
abbreviated questionnaire was also sent to the smaller riarriers. In all, 
a total of 61 questionnaires were submitted to the various motor vehicle 
operators. When a truck line. did not respond to an interview or to a 
questionnaire, other means of estimating its volume were employed, 
as described on the following page. 
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1. The Alaska Public Service Commission operates a scale at Tok. 
Data compiled at Tok shows the date the vehicle entered Alaska, 
the name of the company, and its destination point. Through 
comparison with reported scale information and data on specific 
companies responding to the interviews, it was possible to pre
pare a valid estim~te of total volumes for specific companies 
as a function of volumes reported at the scale. This was further 
verified through a comparison with total vehicle counts reported 
at U.S. Customs. The relationship developed from the scale data 
was used to estimate volumes for a number of smaller U.S. carriers 
and for U.S. operators using the Highway on an occasional basis. 

2. The Commissioner of the Yukon, in granting licenses, requires 
information from the carrier as to the number of tractor units 
that he will operate over the highway. Based on utilization 
data reported by other carriers, it was possible to estimate 
traffic for a number of nonreporting .Canadian carriers. 

3. During a three-week period of 1964, a 24-hour sample was taken 
of all vehicles moving through Watson Lake, Yukon. By a process 
of elimination it was possible to estimate ~he volume of Highway 
traffic by operators who are not licensed in the Yukon for regu
lar use of the Highway. 

As a result of the interviews and cross-checking of their contents, 
along with the data used to estimate the volumes for nonreporting car
riers, it is considered that the total volume estimates are very'reliable. 
Of the data shown for major 'carriers, that is,' frequent users of the High
way, 90 percent is on a reported basis and only 10 percent on an estimated 
basis. For all carriers, 78 percent is on a reported basis and only 
22 percent on an estimated basis. 

In examining the results of the survey, it should be noted that they 
include only motor vehicle carriers using tractor and semitrailer or full
trailer equipment, and excludes small truck operators. In addition, with 
one exception, they exclude private contract operators; that is, carriers 
hauling for their own account. 

Present Commercial Utilization 

Estimates of present utilization of the Highway have been expressed 
in terms of vehicle miles, and they have been segregated by carriers' 
national origin and by direction of traffic flow. For the purpose of the 
study, vehicle miles are considered to be the most appropriate measure 
of,utilization, since the potential benefits that might be derived from 
paving will be primarily in terms of operating costs. In motor vehicle 
operation, these costs ,are principally a function of' vehicle miles. 
Moreover, direct operating costs are essentially the same for both a 
loaded and an empty vehicle, whi'ch invalidates the use of net-ton-mile 
data as a base for the allocation of cost benefits. 
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Table 27 

ANNUAL VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED OVER GRAVELED 
PORTIoN OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY BY 

ALL MOTOR COMMON CARRIERS 
1964 

Thousands of Vehicle Miles 
Canadian U.S. 
Carriers Carriers Total 

Loaded· 
Northbound 2,745 1,951 4·,696 
Southbound 814 1,139 1,953 

Subtotal 3,559 3,090 6,649 

Empty 
Northbound 285 1 286 
Southbound 2,216 813 3,029 

Subtotal 2,501 814 3,315 

Total 6,060 3,904 9,964 

Table 28 

ANNUAL NUMBER OF TRIPS OVER THE GRAVELED 
PORTION OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY BY 

ALL MOTOR COMMON CARRIERS 
1964 

Number of Trips 
Canadian U.S. 
Carriers Carriers Total 

Loaded 
Northbound 5,769 1,802 7,571 
Southbound 1,987 1,054 3,041 

Subtotal 7,756 2,856 10,612 

Empty 
Northbound 876 6 882 
Southbound 4,658 754 5,412 

Subtotal 5,534 760 6,294 

Total 13,290 3,616 16,609 
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These data include only vehicle miles traveled over the gravel por
tion of the Highway; they do not include prior to subsequent haul on a 
paved surface. Appendix A shows mileages between principal pOints along 
the Highway. Aside from lack of available data, it would have been a 
monumental undertaking to attempt to trace every trip to its precise point 
of origin. Carriers were therefore requested to provide origin-destination 
data relative to significant geographic regions rather than to specific 
cities. 

The carriclrs holding annual Public Service vehicle licenses in the 
Yukon Territory are also listed in Appendix.A. An attempt. was made to con
tact all of these carriers through interview, mailed questionnaire, or 
long-distance telephone calls. Of the 24 major carriers, only nine did 
not respond to contacts. In several cases, the operations could be iden
tified from other sources or it was known that they had only limited opera
tions on the Alaska Highway. For the three major U.S. carriers that did 
not reply, excellent data were available from the scale records at Tok. 
Other checks were available through the Alaska Carriers Association. It 
was established that two.of the smaller major Canadian carriers that did 
not respond,use the Alaska Highway on an infrequent basis. For example, 
it was established that one of the carriers operates primarily between 
Whitehorse and Dawson City and each trip would therefore cover only seven 
miles of the'Highway. Similarly, the other carrier operates north of 
Watson Lake to the Canadian Tungsten Mine. Details of the method of esti
mating for each of the non respondent. carriers are shown in Appendix A. 

Table 27 contains a summary of the total vehicle miles incurred on 
the gravel portion of the Highway segregated by direction, loaded or empty 
movement, and according to the country of the carriers concerned. Table 28 
contains similar information in terms of the number of trips. Further 
details are shown in Appendix A. 

Of the 9,964,000 total vehicle miles operated over the gravel portion 
of ~he Highway, 60 percent were incurred by Canadian carriers and 40 per
cent by U.S. carriers. In terms of the number of trips, 80 percent were 
operated by Canadian carriers and 20 percent by U.S. carriers. This points 
up a sharp difference in the average distance per trip operated by Canadian 
vs U.S. carriers. In the case of the former, the average trip was 
456 miles and in the latter, 1,080 miles. In other words, the average 
trip by a Canadian carrier was less than half the distance of the gravel 
portion while virtually all the U.S. carrier trips traveled the full length 
of the gravel portion. Only a very small amount of U.S. traffic moved 
between the Alaska Panhandle and the Anchorage-Fairbanks area. 

In determining the potential benefits between Canadian and U.S. users, 
it is significant that a relatively small amount of traffic was carried 
by a carrier of one country to a destination in another country. The 
amount of traffic·that originated with U.S. carriers and terminated in 

\ 

Canada was so small as to be insignificant, and it was therefore not 
identified separately in the analysis. The total amount of vehicle miles 
Canadian carriers traveled to or from the state of Alaska amounted to 
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636,000 vehicle miles. A substantial portion of this was by a wholly 
owned subsidiary of one of the large U.S. carriers. Other significant 
movements originating in Canada and terminating in Alaska included a regu
lar shipment of meat from Edmonton to Anchorage and propane gas products 
moving from the refinery at Taylor, a.c., to Anchorage and Fairbanks. 
In addition there was some movement of house trailers between the two 
countries. 

Table 1 shows that there was a marked contrast between loaded and 
empty movements for Canadian and U.S. carriers. Approximately 60 percent 
of total vehicle miles incurred by Canadian carriers were loaded vehicle 
miles, while almost 80 percent of U.S. carrier vehicle miles were loaded. 
For purposes of this study, a loaded vehicle mile is defined as one in 
which the unit was carrying any amount of revenue freight. The major 
reason for the difference between the loaded characteristics of the car
riers of the two countries was that the U.S. mail was carried by Highway 
on a scheduled basis -and virtually all units moved south by the mail con
tractor cont~ined at least a partial load. The only northbound empty 
vehicle miles incurred by U.S. carriers were in respect to vehicles return
ing empty to the Anchorage or Fairbanks areas from the Alaska Panhandle. 

Table 29 illustrates the principal origin-destination-areas for Alaska 
Highway traffic flows and pOints out a somewhat balanced distribution of 
loaded vehicle miles between U.S. and Canadian carriers. 

Table 29 

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION AREAS 
OF MOTOR COMMON CARRIER LOADED VEHICLE MILES 

OVER THE GRAVELED PORTION OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
1964 

Between 

Vancouver area 
Calgary-Edmonton area 
Other Prairie .points 
Canad-ian Alaska Highway 

communities 
U.S. Pacific Northwest 
Other U.S. points 
State of Alaska 

Total 

Canadian Alaska 
Highway Communities 

502,000 
1,201,000 

81,000 

1,472,000 

3,256,000 

V-l3 

And 
State of 

Alaska 

72,000 
113,000 

48,000 

88,000 
2,309,000 

753,000 
10,000 

3,393,000 

Total 

574,000 
1,314,000 

129,000 

1,560,000 
2,309,000 

753,000 
10,000 

6,649,000 



As stated previously, almost all the U.S. carrier traffic moved over 
the full length of the Canadian portion of the Alaska Highway. ' Approxi
mately 3,072,000 loaded vehicle miles were operated over this route by 
U.S. carriers,' and this constituted 90 percent of all loaded vehicle miles 
to and from the state of Alaska. 

The Pacific Northwest Gateway from Seattle was used most frequently 
by American carriers moving to and from Alaska, generating 66 percent of 
the northbound loaded vehicle miles and 91 percent of the southbound 
loaded vehicle miles. Most of the remaining commercial Highway traffic 
between the U.S. mainland and Alaska moved through the Midwest Gateway 
at'Coutts, Alberta. The flow of U.S.' traffic between the Panhandle and 
Alaska proper was negligible, amounting to only 10,000 miles per year over 
the Canadian portion of tile Alaska Highway. 

The four major originating areas for Canadian traffic to the state 
of Alaska are Calgary-Edmonton, which generated 113,000 loaded vehicle 
miles; Vancouver, which generated 72,000 loaded vehicle miles; the Taylor 
Refinery at Fort St. John, which generated 88,000 loaded vehicle miles; 
and the Canadian Prairies, which accounted for about 48,000 loaded vehicle 
miles of traffic. Of this total Canadian movement, 99 percent returned 
empty. It is significant ,to note that the Canada-Alaska traffic consti
tutes only 10 percent of the total loaded vehicle miles of traffic into 
and out of Alaska. 

One of the main flows of Canadian common carrier traffic on the 
Alaska Highway is from the Calgary-Edmonton area up to Dawson Creek and 
then on to the Highway communities of Fort St. John, Fort Nelson, Watson 
Lake, Whitehorse, and Alaska. Approximately 1,244,000 northbound loaded 
vehicle miles, or 45 percent of total northbound Canadian traffic, are 
operated in this service in a typical year. 

The second heaviest northbound movement, or 39 percent of northbound 
traffic, is between Dawson Creek-Fort St. John and the numerous small 
highway communities as far north as Alaska. Approximately 1,069,000 
loaded vehicle miles are generated in this service, 75 percent of which 
is between Taylor Refinery at Fort St. John and Watson Lake. 

The remaining 16 percent of northbound traffic originates in Vancouver 
and the Canadian Prairies: 12 percent in Vancounver and 4 percent in the 
Canadian Prairies. 

Fifty-eight percent of the southbound traffic, or approximately 
491,000 loaded vehicle miles, represents traffic that both originates 
and terminates at pOints on the unpaved portion of the highway. Of the 
remaining 42 percent, 30 percent goes on to Vancouver, 8 percent to 
Calgary-Edmonton, ahd 4 percent to other points on the Canadian Prairies. 
Approximately 53 percent of the southbound traffic local to the Alaska 
Highway is between Cassiar (Watson Lake) and Fort st. John. 
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To summarize, 40 percent of the traffic handled by Canadian carriers 
over the Alaska Highway moves between Canadian communities on or near the 
Highway, and 34 percent moves between the Calgary-Edmonton area and tne 
Canadian Alaska Highway communities. It is also significant to note that 
three-quarters of the northbound traffic returns southbound empty. Ap
pendix A gives detailed information on vebicle miles and percentages of 
total traffic handled over the various routes by both the Canadian and 
U.S. carriers. 

. Table 30 summarizes commercial vehicle traffic density along selected 
segments of the Alaska Hi"ghway. Appendix A gives details of traffic den
sities classified into loaded and empty movements. 

Table 30 

* MOTOR COMMON CARRIER TRAFFIC DENSITY, 
BY GEOGRAPHIC SEGMENT OF THE CANADIAN PORTION 

OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
1964 

Canadian U.~. 

Carriers Carriers 

Dawson Creek-Fort St. John 8,686 3,392 
Fort St. John-:-Mlle #80 10,0~7 3,392 
Mile # 80-Fort Nelson 9,933 3,392 
Fort Nelson-Watson Lake 6,068 3,392 
Watson Lake-Whitehorse 4,874 3,392 
Whitehorse-Yukon border 1,648 3,514 

Average 5,578 3,422 

* Vehicle miles per mile .of highway. 

Total 

12,078 
13,489 
13,325 

9,460 
8,366 
5,162 

9,000 

Basically, utilization of the Highway by Canadian carriers becomes 
progressively lower from south to north. On the other hand, Highway 
utilization by U.S. carriers is relatively uniform, reflecting in part 
the licensing restrictions. that do not permit pickup and delivery within 
Canada. Traffic denSity by U.S. carriers increases slightly at the north
ern end of the Highway as a result of shipments to and from the Panhandle. 

E.ort S£-. John and Fort Nelson. where tra that 
for the Highway as ~ whole. The average empty return movement of Canadian 
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carrier traffic along the entire Highway is 75 percent. with the highest 
ratio, 100 percent, occurring between Fort Nelson and Watson Lake. 
Table 31 contains a comparison of the vehicle mile densities along dif
ferent segments of the Alaska Highway wit'h the most highly utilized sec
tion lying between Fort st. John and Mile #80. 

Table 31 

COMPARATIVE TRAFFIC DENSITIES OF 
SELECTED SEGMENTS OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY WITH THE 

FORT ST. JOHN-MILE #80 SEGMENT 

Highway Segment 

Fort St. John-Mile #80 
Dawson Creek-Fort St. John 
Mile #80-Fort Nelson 
Fort Nelson-Watson Lake 
Watson Lake-Whitehorse 
Whitehorse-Alaska border 

1\verage 

1964 

Loaded 
(per~ent) 

100.0% 
84.9 

100.0 
76.8 
67.5 
43.2 

71.3% 

\ 
Empty 

(percent) 

100.0% 
97.0 
96.1 
59.4 
5·3.2 
30.3 

59.2% 

Total 
(percent) 

100.0% 
89.5 
98.8 
70.1 
62.0 
38.3 

66.7% 

In establishing the most appropriate method for determining the type 
of commodities that move by motor common carriers over. the Alaska Highway, 
it was considered that the required information would be available only 
in limited detail. Once again, it was expected that a large number of 
carriers, particularly the smaller ones, would not maintain suitable 
records. As a result, it was decided to classify vehicle mile data ac
cording to the type of carrier reporting the traffic data. 

In many cases, specialized eqUipment is r~quired to handle particular 
commodities and this factor was. used as a guide for the classification of 
individual reporting operators. In addition to the information developed 
through.this method of c~assification, attempts were made to secure more 
specific information when interviewing the various truck operators. Ex
amination- of the carrier lists indicated five significant categories that 
broadly indicated the type of· commodities handled. 

General Freight 

As would be expected, this is the largest group and .a reporting 
carrier was included in this classification where it was clear that he was 
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not committed to the movement of any single or closely related group of 
products. Carriers in this category would normally have only general-use 
equipment such as closed vans, flatbed semitrailers, and stake and rack 
semitrailers. They carry a broad range of commodities, including meat, 
produce, building products, heavy machinery, oilfield equipment, lumber, 
pipe, cement, and asbestos fiber. In addition, they could also carry 
commodities tha~ might normally be handled by a more specialized carrier, 
e.g., individual tourist automobiles and crated household effects. 

Bulk Petroleum 

Traffic reported by an operator was included in this category
when it was established that he operated only semitrailer or full-trailer 
tank vehicles. Commodities included in this category are refined petroleum 
products ranging from gasoline to liquid propane. It should be noted that 
while some of the general freight carriers would move petroleum products 
in barrels there was no evidence that any of these operators used tank 
trucks in addition to their regular fleet of general-service vehicles. 

House Trailers' 

A carrier was included in this category when it was indicated 
that all of his traffic consisted of the movement of mobile structures on 
wheels, such as house trailers, kitchens, dormitory units, etc., for pri
vate, industrial, or commercial use. In no case did a carrier moving 
mobile homes indicate the handling of any other type of freight. 

Household Effects 

Reporting carriers falling in this category include those using 
only specialized furniture moving vans and those carrying used furniture 
and other household goods. 

Automobile Haulers 

This group included only those carriers reporting the movement 
of automobiles or trucks in special equipment. It did not include the 
ferrying of individual units between two pOints. 

The tabulation on the following page illustrates 
miles operated over the unpaved portion of the Alaska 
type of carrier defined in the preceding paragraphs. 
more complete date with respect to loaded, empty, and 
by type of carrier. 
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Thousands of Loaded Vehicle Miles 
Canadian U.S. 

Type of Carrier Carriers Carriers Total 

General freight 2,532 2,635 5,167 
Bulk petroleum 905 905 
House trailers 51 155 206 
Household effects 71 91 162 
Automobile haulers 209 209 

Total 3,559 3,090 . 6,649 

As shown in the foregoing tabulation, it is apparent that general 
freight haulers account for 71 percent of Canadian loaded vehicle miles 
and 85 percent of U.S. loaded vehicle miles, or a total. of 78 percent of 
all loaded vehicle miles traveled on the unpaved portion of the Alaska 
Highway. 

Because of the importance of the general freight classification, 
attempts were made during field interviews to secure additional informa
tion respecting specific commodities handled, points of origin and destina
tion of traffic, and details on volumes. Generally, the carriers were not 
prepared to release cargo manifests or waybills, but they did provide 
extensive estimates of data. Where possible, these data were cross-checked 
with other independent sources. The findings with respect to movement of 
general freight are described in the paragraphs that follow. 

The Canadian northbound general freight movement accounts for 
1,775,000, or 70 percent, of the loaded vehicle miles operated in Canadian 
general freight service. Approximately l,027,000, or 58 percent, of these 
vehicle miles originate in the Calgary-Edmonton area, 20 percent in the 
Vancouver area, 4 percent in the Canadian Prairies, and the remaining 
18 percent are local movements among communities along the Alaska Highway. 
The general distribution pattern for-the traffic from Calgary-Edmonton, 
Vancouver,and the Canadian Prairies is given in the tabulation below. It 
should be noted that approximately 440 trailer-loads per year reach the 
Yukon and Alaska from Vancouver via Skagway-White Pass and Yukon Route 
and are trucked from Whitehorse. Of these loads, 40 percent move north 
to the U.S. border and 60 percent south towards Watson Lake. 

Destination 
(percent of total trips) 

Fort Fort Watson 
Origination St. John Nelson Lake Whitehorse Alaska 

Calgary-Edmonton 6% 6% 33% 44% 11% 
Vancouver 8 9 16 51 16 
Canadian Prairies 12 12 41 35 
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The largest single movement of local general freight is the mail 
traffic which moves between Dawson Creek and Whitehorse. This traffic 
accounts for approximately 30 percent of the 304,000 vehicle miles oper
ated in local service; the remaining 70 percent consists of local move
ments from community to community along the Highway. 

Principal commodities handled by the Canadian general freight handlers 
in their northbound trips are meat and packing-house products, fresh and 
frozen produce, culvert and drilling pipe, heavy machinery and oilfield 
equipment, miscellaneous manufactured items, and building materials. In 
addition, approximately 350 loads of asbestos fiber are handled by. common 
carrier from Cassiar to Whi tehorse and thence' to Vancouver via a White 
Pass and Yukon route. Small quantities of beer',and lumber are also moved 
into the north. The culvert pipe, heavy machinery, and 011field equip
ment are distributed primarily ,in the Fort Nelson-Watson -Lake area, whereas 
the other commodities are distributed to communities along the full length 
of the Highway. 

The Canadian southbound general freight movement accounts for 756,000, 
or 30 percent, of the loaded vehicle miles operated by Canadian general 
freight haulers. Almost all of this traffic originates on the Canadian 
portion of the Alaska Highway, with only 3,800 loaded vehicle miles, or 
one-half of 1 percent, originating in Alaska. 

Approximately 660,000, or 87 percent, of the total southbound vehicle 
miles are operated in local Alaska Highway service. The major movement, 
which accounts for 63 percent of the local southbound loaded vehi-cle 
miles, is the movement of asbestos fiber from Cassiar (Watson Lake) to 
Fort st. John. The remaining 37 percent of local southbound traffic moves 
fairly uniformly between communities from Whitehorse to Dawson Creek. 

Nonlocal southbound traffic accounts for 13 percent, or 100,000, 'of 
the total. southbound loaded vehicle miles. Almost 80 percent of this.- non
local traffic originates in the Whitehorse area and approximately 20 per
cent originates in the Watson Lake-Fort st. John region. Of these vehicle 
miles, 57 percent terminate in Vancouver, 40 percent in the Calgary
Edmonton area, and 3 percent in the Canadian Prairies. 

The principal commodities, other than the asbestos fiber and mail, 
handled by the Canadian general freight haulers in their southbound trips 
are used machinery and equipment; empty beer· bottles; used pipe.; household 
effects; and, to a lesser degree, lumber and tourist automobiles. The 
empty beer bottles, lumber, and tourist automobiles usually terminate in 
Fort St. John Or Dawson Creek, whereas the machinery and equipment, used 
pipe, and household effects are handled through to Calgary-Edmontonand 
Vancouver. 

The U.S. northbound general freight movement 'accounts for 1,648,000, 
or 63 percent, of the loaded vehicle miles operated ,in U.S. general freight 
service on the Alaska Highway. Approximately 1,160,000, or 70 percent, 
of these vehicle miles originate in the Seattle or U.S. Pacific Northwest 
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area and over 29 percent originate in the U.8. Midwest or beyond. The 
Panhandle traffic from Haines Junction to the Alaska area is negligible, 
amounting to less than 1 percent of loaded vehicle miles. Both the traf
fic from the Pacific Northwest and from the Midwest is distributed 25 per
cent to the Fairbanks area and 75 percent to the Anchorage area. 

The principal commodities hauled by the U.8. general freight carriers 
from the Pacific Northwest area are mail; meat, mil~, produce, and other 
perishable foodstuffs; building products, notably plywood; explosives for 
military use; machinery, and miscellaneous manufactured items. The prin
cipal commodities moving from the Midwest to Aiaska are meat; new furni
ture; machinery, notably oilfield equipment; and miscellaneous manufactured 
items. 

The U.8. southbound general freight movement accounts for 987,000, or 
37 percent, of the loaded vehicle miles .operated by U.8. general freight 
haulers. Of these vehicle miles, 75 percent originate in Anchorage, 
25 percent in Fairbanks, and a negligible amount are operated in Panhandle~ 
service·. The U.8. Pacific Northwest is the. destination for 930,000, or 
95 percent, of the southbound loaded vehicle miles and the U.8.Midwest 
is the destination for the remaining 5 percent. 

The principal commodities handled southbound by the U.8. general 
freight haulers are mail, scrap and surplus, household effects, and oil
field equipment. The scrap and surplus tend t'o be distributed to the 
Pacific Northwest area, whereas the household effects and oilfield equip
ment move to the U.8. Midwest. The commodities that are moved in the very 
limited Panhandle service are principally retrograde machinery, military 
stores, and equipment. 

Canadian bulk petroleum carriers operate 905,000 loaded vehicle miles 
on the unpaved portion of the Alaska Highway. This accounts for 25 per
cent of the. total Canadian loaded mileage. All of this traffic is north
bound, with 16 percent of it originating in Edmonton and the remaining 
84 percent at the Taylor Refinery in Fort 8t. John. The Edmonton t·raffic 
and 86 percent of the Taylor Refinery traffic, which constitutes 90 percent 
of the total bulk petroleum traffic, terminates between Fort 8t. John and 
Whitehorse, with 75 percent of it being delivered to communities in the 
Fort Nelson area, 18 pe'rcent in the Watson Lake area, and 7 percent in the 
Whitehorse area. The remaining 10 percent of the total petroleum traffic, 
which is liquid petroleum gas, originates at Taylor Refinery and terminates 
in Alaska, with 82 percent going to Fairbanks and 18 percent to Anchorage. 
All bulk petroleum movements experience a 100 percent empty return move
ment on their southbound trips. It is worthy of note that there was no 
eVidence of U.8. carriers moving petroleum products to Canadian destina
tions. 

House trailer carriers account for 206,000 loaded vehicle miles, or 
3.1 percent of the total loaded vehicle mileage on the unpaved portion of 
the Highway. One-quarter of this mileage, or 51,000 loaded vehicle miles, 
is operated by Canadian carriers and three-quarters, or 155,000 loaded 
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vehicle miles, is operated by V.S. carriers. The Canadian movement, which 
consists for the most part of industrial and catering trailer equipment, 
originates in Calgary, with 71 percent terminating in the Fort Nelson 
area, 8 percent in the Watson Lake area, 10 percent in the Whitehorse 
area,and 11 percent going on to Alaska. These carriers invariably are 
empty wh.en they. return southbound. 

The V.S. house trailer movement is made up predominantly of mobile 
homes for residential use, with 76 percent originating in the V.S. Mid
west; 20 percent in the V.S. Pacific Northwest; and a negligible 4 percent 
or four trips per year, originating in northern British Columbia and the 
Yukon. All of this movement terminates in Alaska, and 96 percent of the 
southbound trips are empty. 

Household effects carriers account for 162,000 loaded vehicle miles, 
or 2.5 percent of the total loaded vehicle mileage on the unpaved portion 
of the Alaska Highway. Forty-four percent of this mileage is operated 
by Canadian carriers and 56 percent by V. S. carriers. Only 24 .percent of 
the Canadian northbound trips are loaded, the remaining 76 percent being 
empty trips to Whitehorse to bring back loads. Of the northbound traffic, 
47 percent originates in the Calgary-Edmonton area, 47 percent at other· 
Canadian Prairie points, and 6 percent in Vancouver, with 82 percent 
terminating at Watson Lake and 18 percent in Whitehorse. The southbound 
movement, which is 100 percent fully loaded, accounts for 80 percent of 
the total Canadian loaded vehicle miles. Eighty-three percent originates 
at Whitehorse and 17 percent at Watson Lake, with half going to Calgary
Edmonton and half to other Canadian Prairie pOints. 

Household effects move in two distinct sectors of the Alaska Highway. 
The major movement, which accounts for 97 percent of the total vehicle 
miles, is the traffic from the V.S. Midwest, South, and East to Alaska. 
The rather insignificant movement, which accounts for 2,900 vehicle miles, 
is the Panhandle movement that operates from the Alaska Border to Haines 
Junction in a loaded southbound and empty northbound traffic pattern. 

The major V.S. househo~d effects movement, which accounts for 90,000 
loaded vehicle miles ·per year, is loaded in both directions. Of the 
northbound movement, 40 percent originates in the V.S. Midwest and 60 per
cent in the V.S. South and East; with 40 percent terminating in the Fair
banks area and 60 percent in the Anchorage area. Of the southbound move
ment 60 percent originates in the Anchorage area and 40 percent in the 
Fairbanks area, with 60.percent terminating in the V.S. South and East 
and 40 percent in the V.S. Midwest. It is Significant to note that house
hold effe~ts moving between the V.S. Pacific Northwes~ and Alaska are not 
handled over the Alaska Highway. 

V.S. automobile haulers operate 209,000 loaded vehicle miles on the 
unpaved portion of the Alaska Highway. This accounts for 6.7 p~rcent of 
the total V.S. loaded vehicle miles. All northbound automobile traffic 
originates in the Seattle area, with 65 percent of it terminating in 
Anchorage and 35 percent in Fairbanks. The southbound movement of auto
mobiles is also fully loaded and termiantes in Seattle, with 65 percent 
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originating in the. Anchorage area and 35 percent in the Fairbanks area. 
The southbound movement is comprised of tourist and "changing-resident" 
automobiles and used vehicles for sale in the Seattle market. 

As stated at th~ outset, this study was concerned primarily with the 
cost benefits to common carriers using the unpaved portion of the Alaska 
Highway. This, by definition, excluded consideration of private carrier 
traffic on the highway. However, because of the extremely heavy use that 
is made of the Watson Lake-Whitehorse segment of the highway by one larger 
private carrier, its operations form an appropriate part of this study. 

The major private carrier operates between Cassiar and Whitehorse, 
which means that it is using 272 miles of the unpaved portion of the 
Alaska Highway. This carrier uses the Idghway seven days per week, year
round, and ope"rates 715,000 loaded vehicle miles northbound and 715,000 
loaded vehicle miles southbound per year. Asbestos fiber is moved north
bound, and, in the southbound direction, this carrier hauls fuel oil and 
general supplies for the mine at Cassiar. 

This private carrier also uses a ~even-mile portion of the Alaska 
Highway immedIately north of Whitehorse to haul copper ore from United 
Keno Hill Mine. In this operation, however, the vehicle miles operated 
on the Alaska Highway amount to apprOximately 8,000 northbound and 8,000 
southbound per year, or only about 10 percent of the mileage generated by 
the Cassiar development. 

While other U.S. and Canadian private carriers are using the Highway 
on a year-round basis, their combined mileage is instgnificant in compari
son with the one 1 arge" ore carr:ier and the common carrier operators. 

Potential Cost Savings 

Potential cost reductions that could be realized by truck operators 
as a direct result of paving the gravel portion of the Alaska Highway fall 
into two principal categories, 1 e., reductions in direct operating ex
penses and reductions in capital costs. Savings in direct operating 
costs can be more readily and clearly associated with the paving program 
than is the case with capital costs. It is readily apparent that there 
are fewer determining variables to consider in estimating changes in 
operating expenses, for example; basic route" patterns are relatively 
fixed, as are eqUipment specifications. On the other hand, capital ex
penses, primarily those relating to eqUipment, can" vary materially over 
the long term depending on the operator's traffic expectations, route 
patterns, and maintenance practices. In "addition, it is extremely dif
ficult to associate changes in eqUipment specifications (and their conse
quent impact on capital expense) with considerations arising solely as a 
result of paving. Many other factors govern the selection of eqUipment, 
some of which are the distance between service facilities, mountain grades, 
road curvature, and average length per trip. 
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In this case, under conditions where the paving program was under
taken simultaneously with grade elimination, curvature reduction, and 
increase in economical service facilities, reductions in capital expense 
could be determined reliably. However, it would be highly unrealistic to 
associate major reductions in capital expense directly with paving of the 
present Highway. 

This section concentrates primarily on an analysis of probable changes 
in typical direct operating costs as related to the present level of oper
ating expenses and present ·volumes of traffic.. For study purposes, direct 
operating costs include only those expenses directly related to line-haul 
operations, that is, they do not include terminal expense, traffic, or 
general expense. It is readily apparent that line-haul costs are the most 
sensitive indicator of potential savings from highway paving. 

During the field work, all carriers were requested to provide infor
mati'on on their cost experience during·1964 and to estimate those reduc
tions in costs that· they would expect to realize from operations over the 
gravel section of the Highway, ·assuming it were paved. In other words, 
they were not asked to estimate average direct expenses for their opera
tions assuming the Alaska Highway were fully paved, but rather were asked 
to indicate differences in expenses that would arise from operations on 
paved instead of gravel surface in that area. 

In all, 29 carriers supplied the requested data on a partial or com
plete basis. In a number of cases, the smaller carriers obviously had 
unusual labor arrangements and would not reveal this information. In 
other instances, carriers would provide only a total direct cost figure. 
However, sufficient data was secured to allow the preparation of meaning
ful estimates of direct per mile operating costs as well as anticipated 
savings resulting from the paving program. The data constitute a typical 
cost and would reflect ~xperience of the operator regularly using the 
Alaska Highway. Cost peculiarities of smaller carriers would not be taken 
into account. 

In preparing these estimates, various tests were made to.establish 
the validity of each component. For each series the mean, mode, median, 
and weighted average were calculated, and the appropriate cost component 
selected in the light of the operating characteristics of the principal 
carriers concerned. In a few instances, obviously unrealistic data were 
submitted and, in such cases,the material was excluded entirely from the 
estimates. 

Table 32 summarizes the typical direct operating expenses by signifi
cant category for Canadian carriers operating in Alaska.Highway service. 

This average cost is considerably above that for Canadian carriers 
as a Whole, reflecting primarily higher eqUipment maintenance costs; tires 
and ttibes expens~; and; to a lesser extent, drivers' wages and fuel. 
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Table 32 

TYPICAL DIRECT LINE HAUL OPERATING EXPENSES OF 
CANADIAN MOTOR COMMON CARRIERS OPERATING OVER 

THE. ALASKA HIGHWAY 
1964 

Expense 

Drivers wages 
(including allowances) 

Fuel and oil 
Insurance 
Equipment maintenance 
Tires and tubes 
Licenses 
Other 

Total 

Cost _p~r 
Vehicle Mile 

(cents) 

l4.0~ 

7.5 
4.0 
9.5 
6.0 
2.0 
.1.5 

44.5~ 

Similar data for U.S; ~arr~ers using the Ala~k~ Highway are shown 
$n Table 33. The data were originally reported in terms of U.S. dollars 
and in order to make a direct comparison with Canadian experience, the 
results have been converted to Canadian equivalents. 

As can be seen, U~S.operating expenses are substantially above those 
of. Canadian ·carriers .. Notabl-e differences are in drivers' wages, fuel and 
oil expense, and equipment maintenance. While rto detailed analysis of 
comparative cost levels has been made, it is suggested that the principal 
reason for the difference is the extremely high price level's that exist 
in the state of Alaska. In addition, it would take into account the rela
tively higher level of wages that generally exist in the United States. 

During the field work, all carriers interviewed were asked to PI:O
vide information respecting equipment failures or any special problems 
that arise during operation over the gravel portion of the Highway. It 
is significant to note that in only two cases did the carriers indicate 
that eqUipment failure during operation over the gravel portjon of the 
highway was sufficiently frequent to affect their dependability of ser
vice. This included both short-haul and long-haul carriers. In most 
cases, however, truck operators stated that equipment failure did occur 
more frequently during operation over gravel surface. The principal 
causes of equipment failure and the number of· carriers indicating each 
cause as a significant type of equipment failure are listed on the follow
ing page. 
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Equipment Failure 

Tire failures 
(flying rocks, grader blade slivers) 

Brakes and airlines 
(dust and flying rocks) 

Undercarriage gas tank and radiator 
(flying rocks, dust) 

Suspension 
(rough road, dust) 

Windshields and mirrors 
(flying rocks) 

Rear end. 
(rough road, dust) 

Engine 
(rough road, dust) 

Accidents 
(dust, road condition) 

Table 33 

Number of 
Responding 
Carriers 

25 

7 

7 

6 

5 

3 

3 

3 

TYPICAL DIRECT LINE HAUL OPERATING EXPENSES OF 
U.S. MOTOR COMMON CARRIERS OPERATING OVER THE 

ALASKA HIGHWAY 
1964* 

/ 

Cost per Vehicle Mile 
U.S. Canadian 

Expense Cents Cents* 

Drivers wages 
(including allowances) 18.5~ 20.2~ 

Fuel and oil 11.5 12.5 
Insurance 1.0 1.1 
Equipment maintenance 11.5 12.5 
Tires and tubes 6.5 7.1 
Licenses 3.0 3.3 
Other 1.5 1.6 

Total 53.5~ 58.3~ 

* Costs expressed in terms of Canaqian dollar equiv
alents rounded to the nearest one-tenth cent. 
Rate of exchange applied at 91.75 U.S. = 100 Cana
dian. 
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From the foregoing, it is evident that any anticipated savings from 
paving of the Highway would be focused on equipment maintenance costs and 
tires and tubes e.xpense. This is borne out by the responses of the car
riers, which are summarized in Tables 34 and 35. As was the case with 
direct operating costs, estimatedU.S. savings have been converted to 
Canadian dollar equivalents for comparative purposes. 

Table 34 

ESTIMATED SAVINGS PER VEHICLE MILE IN 
DIRECT LINE HAUL OPERATING EXPENSE ON GRAVEL 

SURFACE RESULTING FROM PAVING OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
(Canadian Carriers) 

Drivers wages 
(including allowances) 

Fuel and oil 
. Insurance 
EqUipment maintenance 
Tires and tubes· 
Licenses 
Other 

Direct Savings per Vehicle Mile 

Table 35 

Savings per 
Vehicle Mile 

0.59 

2.0 
2.1 

4.69 

ESTIMATED SAVINGS PER VEHICLE MILE IN 
DIRECT LINE HAUL OPERATING EXPENSE ON GRAVEL 

SURFACE RESULTING FROM PAVING OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
(U.S. Carriers) 

Savings per Vehicle Mile 

Drivers wages 
(including allowances) 

Fuel and oil 
Insurance 
Equipment maintenance 
Tires and tubes 
Licenses 
Other 

Direct Savings per Vehicle Mile 
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U. S. Canadian 
Cents Cents 

0.59 

2.5 
1.0 

4.09 

0.69 

2.7 
1.1 

4.49 



In only one case did a carrier indicate that there might be a slight 
saving in drivers' wages. In all other instances, the indication was that 
these would stay at the same level. The estimated decrease in fuel and 
oil expense was listed as a possibility rather than a certainty by the 
responding carriers. The bulk of the savings estimated by both Canadian 
and U.S. operators centered around equipment maintenance costs and tire 
and tube expense. 

Because of the almost identical saving expectations by carriers of 
the two countries, the estimated cost benefits have been based on an aver
age saving of 4.5 cents per vehicle mile and are expressed in Canadian 
dollars. As indicated in an earlier section, the cost benefits are most 
appropriately expressed as a function of vehicle miles. 

It should be noted that this benefit relates only to common carriers 
operating more than one heavy duty tractor-trailer unit. It does not in
clude any potential benefits to the very small local trucking concerns 
operating from Alaska Highway communities such as Whitehorse, Watson 
Lake, etc. 

For the adjusted year 1964, U.S. common carriers operated 3,094,000 
miles over the gravel portion of the Alaska Highway, and Canadian carriers 
operated 6,060,000 miles. As indicated earlier, there was a negligible 
amount of traffic moved by U.S. carriers to Canadian destinations. How
ever, Canadian carriers operated a total of 722,000 vehicle miles between 
Canada and Alaskan pOints. 

It has also been pointed out that, while the study centered around 
operations of motor common carriers, there was an instance of two major 
traffic movements by private carriers, i.e., the movement of asbestos 
fiber and supplies between Cassiar, B.C., and Whitehorse, Yukon, and the 
movement of ore concentrates and supplies between Dawson City and White
horse. Allowance should be made for these movements, which totaled 
1,446,000 vehicle miles, in estimating cost benefits that might accrue 
as a.result of ·the paving program. 

In a number of cases, major common carriers indicated that because 
of operation over the Alaska Highway, their original equipment costs were 
somewhat higher than might otherwise be the case. They estimated that 
because of heavier undercarriages, more powerful engines, and high-quality 
tires, original costs for a tractor and trailer unit would be increased 
by approximately $4,500. However, as noted earlier, it is extremely dif
ficult to conclude that this premium cost can be directly associated with 
operation over a gravel surface. Most carriers in Alaska Highway service 
are operating very long-haul routes ,in an area where servicing facilities 
are extremely limited. Moreover, in reaching this area, it is necessary 
to pass through varied terrain that includes highways having heavy grades 
and many curves. Thus, it could be expected that, because of considera
tions other than paving, truck operators would specify heavy-duty equip
ment. Therefore, it would appear that while the gravel section may have 
a major impact on maintenance costs, it alone does not have a major impact 
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on ,capital costs. For purposes of this study, it is concluded that there 
will be no cost benefit in terms of capital cost arising from paving of 
the gravel section of the Highway 

The potential savings concerning direct operating costs should be 
considered in conjunction with potential diseconomies that could occur 
as a result of paving both on a permanent basis and during the construc
tion period. In a number of cases, motor carriers were opposed to the 
paving program because of concern over possible increases in license fees 
and road closures and restrictions during spring break-up. All major car
riers were categorically opposed to paving if the resulting gross vehicle 
weight limit would be below 72,000 pounds. The possible objections to 
the paving program are aptly summed up in the following quotation taken 
from a letter submitted by one of the major carriers: 

With respect to the whole project of paving the road, we are 
also going under the assumption that any contemplated improve
ments would consist of a highway that would be properly engi
neered, rebuilt and paved to standards of at least a 72,000 
pound year-around highway. Anything less than this would sub
stantially increase operating costs. As an estimate, I would /' 
think that operating costs would be increased 10-15% on a year
around basis if the unpaved portion of the highway were paved 
only to standards which would call for 75% restrictions each 
spring. If greater restrictions were imposed, operating costs 
would increase proportionately. In fact, if substantial re
strictions were imposed in the usual "spring breakup" period, 
it's entirely possible that the tonnage available during the 
time of year when the restrictions were not imposed would drop 
substantially. This is because it has taken years in time and 
much effort to convince shippers that the highway service is 
available the year around and if it were unavailable because 
it was impractical to operate even a few weeks out of the year, 
it would make our and other people's selling job much, much 
more difficult. 

I would also like to point out that during the years it would 
take to rebuild and pave the highway, operating costs would be 
increased substantially, as well as substantial delays being 
encountered. These factors would tend to reduce the traffic 
available during the period of construction and would, of 
course, call for increased sales efforts to regain lost traffic 
once the road was open on a year-around basis. 

One other facto~which you might take into consideration is 
that our figures indicate the gravelled portion of the highway 
is the ,nearest to an aCCident-free area as any which we operate. 
In fact the gravelled portion has, over the years, produced 
less than half the accident ratio that similar paved portions 
of our routes have produced. If by paving the highway it would 
tend to attract more traffic of any kind, I would expect a sub
stantial increase in both the number and severity of accidents 
with the resulting costs to everyone concerned. 
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In addition to the savings in operating expense at present volumes 
of traffic that may be realized from paving the Alaska Highway, there are 
two other principal potential cost benefits. The first is associated with 
changes in traffic volumes. As these increase in the future, the lower 
level of operating expense could conceivably result in substantial future 
savings to Highway operators. The second major potential benefit is re
lated to mileage reductions (rerouting, etc.) of the Highway, which may 
occur either as a part of, or separate from, the paving program. 

The total savings that could be realized by the commercial truck 
transportation industry as a direct result of shortening the Highway arise 
from three major determinants. These are: 

1. Avoidable vehicle operating costs per mile. 
2. Traffic density in the. area receiving the mileage reduction. 
3. Total number of miles saved. 

Appendix A estimates the segregation of typical line-haul operating 
costs between those items of expense that will vary with mileage and those 
that will not. For example, it is estimated that a portion of .equipment 
maintenance expense and tire expense are related more to time than to dis
tance. Similarly, it is considered that license and insurance costs will 
not vary significantly with a reduction in average miles per trip. For 
purposes of this analysis, it has therefore been estimated that the avoid
able expense (in Canadian funds) associated with mileage on the Alaska . 
Highway is 49.7 cents per vehicle mile for U.S. carriers and 34.5 cents 
per vehicle mile for Canadian carriers. 

Traffic density is a major determinant of total realizable savings. 
For example, the saving to the trucking industry from a one-mile reduction 
in the Highway in the St. John area is more than double that that can be 
realized by shortening of the Highway by one mile near the Alaska border. 

It is particularly noteworthy that very substantial net benefits can 
be realized by shortening the Highway as a part of, or separate from, the 
paving program. Moreover, to realize such savings, it is not necessary 
to make major investments in paving surface, nor are they accompanied by 
major annual Highway maintenance expenditures. It should be further noted 
that the estimated savings associated with increases in traffic are con
sidered to be highly optimistic. 

Outlook for Highway Transportation 

On the basis of results of interviews with motor carriers, the out
look for motor transportation on the Alaska Highway cannot be regarded as 
favorable. Generally, the U.S. carriers were highly pessimistic and were 
very much concerned about the impact of any disruption of service on their 
competitive position. In some cases, Canadian carriers were cautiously 
optimistic, and primarily based on ancitipated increase in traffic around 
the demand for construction materials and general supplies related to a 
possible rise in tourism. 
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U.S. carriers operating from the Pacific Northwest face a distinctly 
different situation from their Canadian counterparts, Basically, the 
trucking industry operating from this area to Alaska has built up its 
business on the competitive advantage provided by its ability to give 
more frequent service on a more reliable basis than other types of car
riers. Historically, the all-highway movement has been priced above 
water transportation and substantially below air transportation. However, 
for a number of reasons, the truckers' advantageous competitive position 
is facing serious erosion, which will continue in the future regardless 
of the paving program, for the reasons described below. 

1. More frequent service is being provided by the water carriers. 
During the past two years, Seal and Inc., introduced a new con
tainer ship service direct from Seattle ~o Anchorage, which has 
had a major impact on the operation of other water carriers in 
the area. At the present time, it operates three ships in high
speed service direct to Anchorage. Sealand can offer the shipper 
fifth morning delivery, which is fully competitive with the ser
vice offered by trucking companies. Other water carriers have 
largely followed suit. 

Seal and also introduced the use of heavier ships to the Alaska 
service with the result it has been able to operate with complete 
reliability direct into Anchorage over the past year and a half. 
As a result, Sealand's business has increased to the point where 
it has more than doubled facilities, since its original opening 
and plans a further substantial increase during 1965. 

The major traditional carrier, Alaska Steamship Company, now 
operates four ships all of which can handle containers. In 
addition, Alaska Steamship Company operates the Alaska Train 
Ship,which carries rail cars from Delta, B.D., to Whittier, 
Alaska, for subsequent move by rail to Alaska. The Puget Sound 
Navigation Company operates the Hydro Train, which is a roll-on, 
roll-off barge operation carrying 32 rail cars. There are also 
a number of other smaller carriers providing barge service dur
ing the summer months. 

2. Because of the nature of overhead expense, water carriers have 
a major incentive to use rates as a means of attracting traffic. 
By virtue of the rate structure now in effect for shipments 
between Seattle and Anchorage, shippers have an incentive to 
hold traffic until they can ship in high volumes. The tabulation 
on the following page illustrates~some typical rate examples that 
encourage volume shipments. The rates in the tabulation are 
based on the present Sealand tariffs, but in general they con
form with the other major water carriers. 
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Fresh meat 
10,000 
60,000 

100,000 

Commodity 
(pounds) 

Water Rate 
(dollars per 

hundred pounds) 

~6.39 

3.41 
2.93 

Canned goods and dry groceries 
10,000 3.22 

2.43 60,000 

Roofing and siding 
36,000 

100,000 
3.12 
1. 77 

In addition to'the use of incentive rates, the water carriers 
have turned to the truck operators as a source of traffic and 
in some cases have arrangements for joint motor carrier-water 
carrier shipments. At the present time, Seal and provides a 
joint through service with Lynden Transfer Inc.; Alaska Steam
ship Company provides a through service with Consolidated Freight
ways Inc.; and Puget Sound Navigation Company provides a through 
service with Weaver Brothers. Sealand has been particularly 
aggressive in this area and will provide all Lynden's customers 
with a closed van for loading, which is subsequently hauled to 
the wharf facility by Lynden and delivered in Anchorage or Fair
banks by Lynd~n's Alaska division. 

3. Rates for all highway movement are generally higher than for the 
comparable water movement. The following comparison of Seal and 
rates with all highway drivers for movement from Seattle to 
Anchorage is pertinent: 

Meat, 10,000 pounds 
Dairy products" general, 

30,000 pounds 
Butter, 38,000 pounds 

Dollars per Hundred Pounds 
Seal and All Highway 

$6.39 

5.25 
5.25 

$8.50 

8.25 
8.00 

4. The rates for air cargo are approaching those for all highw~y 
movement. The all highway LTL rate is $13.00 per hundred in the 
northbound direction, dropping to $8.50 per hundred for shipments 
in excess of 38,000 pounds. In comparison Alaska Airlines has 
recently introduced a rate of $13.00 per hundred pounds for ship
ments of 10,000 pounds or over. This airline antiCipates a 
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gradual expansion of its air cargo activities and recently has 
ordered Lockheed Hercules aircraft. While these will be used 
within the state of Alaska initially, it is reasonable to con
clude that they could lead to an expansion of air cargo service 
between Seattle and Anchorage. 

All of the above factors bring very heavy competitive pressure to 
bear on the U.S. Pacific Coast motor carrier. On the basis of an average 
cost per vehicle mile of 54.5 cents and the content load weight character
istics per trip (18.4 t9ns northbound, 3.3 tons southbound), the average 
line haul cost per net ton-mile is estimated at approximately 5 cents. 
Average revenue from present operations is estimated at 6.5 cents per net 
ton-mile, which, when considering terminal and overhead costs, leaves 
virtually no room for rate reductions for all-highway movement between 
Seattle and Alaska. The potential savings from paving would represent a 
cost reduction of less than 5 percent for the entire trip. As a result 
it is likely that, despite paving of the Highway, truck transportation 
from the Pacific Northwest to Alaska will decrease. 

As noted earlier, the outlook for American carriers is substantially 
different from that of their Canadian counterparts. From cost and load 
characteristics, it is apparent that the present operations of Canadian 
carriers are substantially more profitable. Moreover, the possibility 
of major competition fro~ some other form of carrier is considered to be 
remote. As a result the Canadian carriers have little incentive to reduce 
rates, and it is not likely that a major portion of any benefits from 
paving the Highway would lead to a reduction in rates. Moreover, it is 
unlikely that a reduction in rates would be sufficient incentive to gener
ate any significant amount of additional traffic. 

Analysis of Total Traffic on the Alaska Highway 

Passenget: traffic on the Alaska Highway is mainly passenger car 
traffic, with buses carrying less than 5 percent of the total number of 
passengers leaving Alaska and entering Yukon Territory. 

Table 36, which is based on official Canadian statistics, shows the 
growth of passenger traffic at the Alaska border. It is apparent from 
the data that significant growth rates of through passenger traffic, of 
the order of 10 percent per year; have occurred on the highway in spite 
of considerable year-to-year variation in traffic volume and the unpaved 
condition of the Highway. 

The seasonality of highway passenger traffic to and from Alaska is 
shown in Table 37. Almost 68 percent of total passenger travel to and from 
Alaska on the Alaska Highway occurs during the summer, and as the tourist 
traffic has grown, so has the seasonality of traffic on the Highway., 
Since 1958, the percentage of summer travelers has increased from 58 per
cent to the 68 percent referred to above. 
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Table 36 

PASSENGER TRAVEL ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY ENTERING 
CANADA THROUGH THE YUKON*t 

1952-i963 

Number of Automobiles Number of 
Canadian* U.S.* Bus Passengers 

Local Nonlocal Local Nonlocal Canadian U.S. 

1952 212 167 2,263 7,253 llO 495 
1953 405 212 1,520 8,255 120 272 
1954 1,332 200 1,536 8,017 35 57 
1955 1,069 381 626 7,756 56 246. 
1956 1,495 387 995 9,191 126 432 
1957 2,445 609 847 10,424 n.a. n.a. 
1958 1,385 386 337 9,476 23 . 915 
1959 1,271 475 402 n.a. n.a. 1,368 
1960 437 607 225 13,507 156 1,624 
1961 535 678 297 14,481 213 2,237 
1962 2,374 952 1,049 17,623 143 2,238 
1963 1,481 1,132 1,752 20,252 195 2,805 

Growth rate 
1952-63 19.0% 9.8% 5.4% 17.1% 
1960-63 23.1 14.5 7.7 20.0 

* This traffic· is practically all to and from Alaska. 
t These counts coincide with our figures of highway passengers out

bound from Alaska. For example, take the 1963 figures on highway 
passengers outbound from Alaska, which amount to 77,000, divide 
them by the average party size, 3.2 persons, the result is 24,062 
passenger car vehicles, which corresponds quite closely to the 
total number of autos entering Yukon from Alaska given above. 

t Local traffic includes traffic with a length of stay of 24 hours 
or less, while non1oca1 includes traffic with lengths of stay of 
over 24 hours. 

Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Travel between Canada and 
Other Countries, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, and 1963 issues. 
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Table 37 

PASSENGER TRAFFIC INBOUND AND OUTBOUND FROM ALASKA BY 
TIlE ALASKA HIGHWAY, BY MONTH OF TRAVEL 

1958-1960 

Number of Passengers 
1958* 1959t 1960t 

Inbound Outbound Total Inbound Outbound Total Inbound Outbound Total ---
January 1,250 1,091 2,341 1,361 841 2,202 1,198 797 1,995 
February 1,128 1,014 2,142 2,025 1,509 3,534 1,284 645 1,929 
March 1,690 985 2,675 3,104 1,884 4,988 2,066 1,037 3,103 
April 2,456 1,166 3,622 3,510 1,742 5,258 2,783 1,082 3,865 

May 2,589 2,723 5,312 4,320 4,316 8,636 3,734 2,805 6,539 
June 5,158 4,149 9,307 8,898 5,222 14,120 8,788 5,800 14,588 _ 
July 6,616 5,843 12,459 10,042 9,016 19,058 12,101 10,736 22,837 
August 6,899 6,449 13,348 6,644 8,447 15,091 8,031 8,957 16,988 

September 3,199 4,121 7,320 3,297 2,960 6,257 3,150 4,331 7,481 
October 1,809 3,167 4,97~ 1,128 2,121 3,249 1,702 2,906 4,608 
November 1,425 1,917" 3,342 909 1,511 2,420 1,183 1,839 3,022 

December 945 1,527 2,472 590 1,418 2,008 953 2,242 3,195 

Total 35,164 34,152 69,316 45,828 40,993 86,821 46,973 43,177 90,150 

SUmmer travel as a 
percent of total 
passenger travel 
(May-August) 58.3% 65.5% 67.6% 

* Source: Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Alaska Passenger Traffic Survey, 19~8, Juneau, 
August 1959. 

t Sources: Alaska Department of Commerce, Alaska Passenger Traffic Survey, 1959, and 1960, Juneau, 
1960 and 1961. 



The daily and weekly traffic counts on different sections of the 
Highway, which are shown in Tables 38 and 39, were provided by the Federal 
Department of Public Works in Ottawa. These figures are based on counts 
taken during one day of the year, with" the date selected varying all 
through the time series. While these data may be deficient as true sam
ples, they give a rough indication of the extent of local traffic on the 
highway and the comparat i ve growth r"ates of local and nonlocal passenge_r 
traffic. 

These figures show importance of local traffic on the Highway. The 
places where passenger traffic is heaviest, such as from the beginning of 
the Highway up to Fort Nelson and in the vicinity of Whitehorse from Car
cross Road to Mile 925, coincide with the sections of the Highway where 
local traffic predominates. For example, 53 percent of the passenger 
traffic from the b~ginning of the Highway to Fort Nelson is made up of 
local traffic on the Highway. The proportion of local traffic jumps to 
64 percent from Carcross Road to Whitehorse and to 86 percent from White
horse to Mile 925. 

Although the data are far from complete they do provide information 
on relative traffic growth along the Highway and therefore are of help in 
projecting passenger traffic for 1975 and 1985. 

The overall composition of the average daily traffic on the Alaska 
Highway is shown in Table 40. In this table, the data on through traffic 
by tourists and Alaskan residents were taken from the Traveler Profiles 
of 1964 and the Dominion Bureau of Statistics Travel between Canada and 
the United States. For each section of the Highway, the differences 
between this through traffic and the daily passenger car traffic counts 
on the Highway were imputed, to be made up of local Canadian traffic. In 
this way, the average daily passenger car traffic used in the projections 
was matched with the actual traffic counts on the road. 

A similar approach was taken to balance the traffic counts of commer
cial vehicles with the established estimates of through commercial traffic 
by imputing the differences between them to be local truck traffic. The 
notes to Table 40 describe the adjustments made to account for local truck 
traffic. 

It is noteworthy that except for the sections around Whitehorse and 
between Fort Nelson and the beginning of the Highway, through traffic 
from Alaska to the United States accounts for 60 percent of the daily traf
fic counts of passenger cars. 

Table 40 shows the great importance of local truck traffic on the 
Highway. On only two segments of the road--the sections from Fort Nelson 
to Watson Lake and from Mile 1016 to the Alaskan border--does the through 
truck traffic exceed the local traffic. These sections a.re also the ones 
that have experienced comparatively slower rates of traffic growth. 
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Table 38 

DAILY TRAFFIC COUNTS ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
(Includes both Passenger Car and Commercial Vehicles) 

May-October 1957-1964 

Traffic Growth 
1957 1960 1961 1962 1964 Period Rate 

Mile 163--Beginning of Alaska Highway n.a. n.a. 353 375 470 1961-64 10 % 
Mile 278--Before Fort Nelson n.a. 260 164 359 250 1960-62 17 
Mile 325--AfterFort Nelson and before 

Watson Lake n.a. 218 83 225 250 1962-64 5.4 
1960-6~ 3.5 

< Mile 733--Outside Watson Lake 253 D.a. n.a. 243 250 None 
I Mile 897--Before Carcross Rd. n.a. 476 302 345 322 1961-62 14.2 to) 

O'l 1961-64 2.2 
Mile 915--Before Whitehorse n.a. 852 794 680 775 None 
Mile 919--After Whitehorse n.a. D.a. 1,643 1,454 1,733 1962-64 9.2 

1961-64 2.0 
Mile 946--Before Haines Road n.a. 403 259 387 232 None 
Mile l20~--At end of Alaska Highway 134 n.a. 129 134 166 1961-64 8.8 

1957-64 3.8 

Source: Department of Public Works, Canada. 



Mile 
Mile 
Mile 
Mile 
Mile 
Mile 
Mile 
Mile 
Mile 

Table 39 

AVERAGE WEEKLY TRAFFIC COUNTS ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
(Inc~udes both Passenger Cars and Commercial Vehicles) 

1959-1962 

1959 1962 

163--Beginning of Alaska Highway 1,650 2,600 
278--Before Fort Nelson 1,600 2,500 
324--After Fort Nelson 1,550 1,600 
733--After Watson Lake 1,450 1,700 
897--Before Carcross Rd. 1,700 2,400 
915--Before Whitehorse 4,200 4,700 
919--After Whitehorse 3,300 10,150 
946--Before Haines Junction 1,800 2,700 
1202--At end of Alaska Highway 950 1,000 

Source: Department of Public Works, Canada, November 17, 1964. 
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16.4% 
16.4 
1.1 
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12.2 
3.8 
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Passenger" car traffic 

U.S.-Alaska tourist traffic 
Via Midwest Gateway 
Via Pacific Gateway 

U.S.-Alaska traffic by Alaska 
residents 

Canada-Alaska tourist traffic 

Local traffic 
Dawson Creek-Fort Nelson 
Dawson Creek-Whitehorse 
Watson Lake-\Vhi tehorse 
Carcross Rd.-Whitehorse 
Whitehorse-Mile 925 

Subtotal 

Truck traffic 

U.S.-Alaska 
Through Canadian 
Local Canadian 

Subtotal 

Total 

Mile 163/ 
Fort Nelson 

33 
18 

81 

14 

114 
52 

312 

21 
38 

102 

161 

473 

Table 40 

AVERAGE DAILY PASSENGER CAR AND TRUCK TRAFFIC 
ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

Fort Nelson/ 
Watson Lake 

33 
18 

81 

14 

52 

198 

21 
26 
23 

70 

268 

1964 

Wat.son Lake/ 
Carcross Rd. 

33 
18 

81 

14 

52 
17 

215 

21 
17 
92 

130 

345 

Carcross Rd./ 
Whitehorse 

33 
18 

81 

14 

52 
17 

190 

405 

21 
17 

410 

448 

853 

Whitehorse/ 
Mile 925 

33 
18 

81 

18 

940 

1,090 

21 
4 

590 

615 

1,705 

Mile 92~/ 
Haines Jct. 

33 
18 

81 

18 

150 

21 
4 

58 

83 

233 

Haines Jct./ 
Alaska Border 

33 
18 

81 

18 

150 

24 
4 
4 

32 

182 

Note: The through truck traffic data were taken from the investigation of traffic on the Alaska Highway performed in "Analysis of 
Present Alaska Highway Traffic." The discrepancy between this count and the daily truck traffic data furnished by the 
Canadian Department of Public Works was assumed to correspond to local highway traffic. Therefore, the following adjustments 
for local annual traffic were made: (1) increase by 4,000 the number of trucks traveling between Fort St. John and Fort Nelson, 
(2) increase by 4,000 the traffic between Dawson Creek and Fort Nelson, (3) add 600 to traffic between Fort Nelson and Watson 
Lake, (4) add 7,200 to the traffic between Whitehorse and Watson Lake, (5) increase by 50,800 the number of trucks on the 
Carcross Rd.-Whitehorse section, (6) increase by 85,000 the traffic between Whitehorse and Mile 925, (7) add 9,000 to the 
traffic from Haines Jct. to Whitehorse, (8) increase by 400 the traffic from the Panhandle to Tok Jct., (9) increase by 72 the 
the local Canada-Alaska border traffic. 

Sources: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Travel between Canada and Other Countries, 1964, monthly issues from January to December 1964. 
Letter from Canadian Department of Public Works, dated Nov. 17, 1964. Charles E. Hinkson, Traveler Profiles: A StUdy of 
Summer Travel to Alaska during 1963 and 1964, Department of Economic Development and Planning, Juneau, December 1964. 



Future Transportation Requirements of the North-Northwest Area 

It is impossible to project or to forecast the precise pattern of 
economic development that is likely to occur during the next 20 years or 
so in the area served by the Alaska Highway. This inability does not 
mean that nothing can be said about the transportation requirements neces
sitated by a given pattern of growth. Transportation requirements are 
generally known because they arise largely from the nature of the indus
tries that are potentially involved in the economic development process. 
For instance, pulp mills or iron ore mines--no matter where they are 10-
cated--tend ~o have certain transportation requirements that are implicit 
in the nature of the economic opportunities involved. The precise loca
tion of these activities simply determines the focal pOint of the require
ments and it does not give the essential characteristics. 

Transportation facilities are not only provided 
tries or operations that are about to be begun, they 
stimuli for further economic development and growth. 
function is not equally applicable to all industries, 
that may contribute to the further deveiopment of the 

for by existing indus
are oft~n considered 
This stimulating 
particularly those 
area. 

Since the projections made earlier indicate that the, future economic 
structure of the area served by the Alaska Highway is assumed to be 
"mixed," it is worthwhile to examine the' transportation requirements that 
would be implicit in their industrial economic development of certain ~n
dustries. In view of their associated transport requirements, the three 
most significant industries are mining, oil and gas production and asso
ciated refining industries, and tourism. These three industries have 
considerable requirements for overland transportation facilities. Al
though the future economic growth of the area probably will involve fur
ther development of fisheries and forest products, these two industries 
actually have few special overland transportation requirements. 

Transport Requirements for Mineral Development 

Mining developmen~ in Northern Canada and Alaska is characterized 
by high transportation costs, particularly for overland transportation. 
This high cost is a significant deterrent to mining development in the 
area, and it affects not only the production costs but exploration costs 
as well, by increasing the outlays needed to maintain the work crews in 
the field. The total effect is that mineral finds in Northern Canada and 
Alaska must have some advantage over finds in other areas of the world, 
such as ore richness or low direct mining costs, to overcome transporta
tion cost disadvantages. 

For this reason, a definite transportation pattern has developed in 
the mining industry of the area. For minerals with a high specific value, 
such as gold, uranium concentrate, etc., the preferred method of shipping 
i~ by air. At the other extreme, mining operations involving low-value 
materials, such as iron ore, utilize water or rail transportation when it 
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is available. Although truck transportation does play a limited role in 
moving mineral ores and concentrates in Northern Canada, these movements 
generally involve short distances and the materials are of medium to high 
value per ton. 

The specific transportation requirements of a mining operation can 
only be met after the ore body has been discovered and a decision as to 
its development has been made. For this reason, transportation facilities 
cannot be provided in advance of mining development, except in a very 
general sense. Even mineral exploration is no longer greatly dependent 
on overland transportation, because in recent years, the airplane has 
become the primary means for geophysical and geological explorations. 

The inability to provide transportation facilities in advance of· 
needs does not mean that the provision of transport facilities may not 
be used as an important stimulant for mining development. On the contrary, 
the heavy impact of transportation on total mining costs indicates that 
government assistance is often necessary in this field. However, an effec~ 
tive policy of support in this area would tend to concentrate On the pro
vision of transport facilities after a find has been made rather than 
beforehand. A primary example of such a policy would by the Great Slave 
Lake Railway now under construction in Northern Canada which is being 
built to permit the development of Pine Point lead-zinc deposits. 

Given the requirements for transportation facilities incidental to 
mining developments, the following conclusions on the importance of the 
Alaska Highway and any improvements to it in regard to future mining de
velopments can be made: 

1. From the point of view of promoting and stimulating planning 
development, the Alaska Highway either as it exists today ·or any 
improvements to it would only be of minimal significance, mainly 
because exploration activities are currently conducted by air
craft, and the problem of accessibility is no longer a signifi
cant handicap. 

2. Truck transportation will continue to play only a minor role in 
mineral development, mainly because of its relatively high cost 
as' compared with shipping by water and rail. Furthermore, for 
cases in which truck transportation is used to move ores or con
centrate, it is always the intent to minimize the haul and to 
find an outlet to the sea as· soon as possible. In this respect, 
the directional flow of the Alaska Highway--roughly paralleling 
the coastline--is not suitable for extensive use by future mining 
developments. 
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Transport Requirements for Oil and Gas Development 

Prospects for continued and rapid growth of the oil and gas industry 
and associated facilities for the entire area are fairly good. Alaska!s 
more recent oil and gas strikes indicate large increases in reserves, and 
heavy development continues in Northern British Columbia and Alberta where 
there is significant production of both oil and gas. Overland transporta
tion of oil and ga~ is handled primarily by pipeline. Northern Alberta 
and Northern B.C. are already covered by an extensive field-gathering 
system that is extended into new adjacent areas whenever significant new 
strikes are made. As yet there are only a few pipelines in Alaska how
ever, with further finds and development of outlets, additional pipelines 
will undoubtedly be constructed. Overland transportation facilities also 
are required for the movement of production equipment, drilling tools, 
etc., and existing highways are used for the movement of this. equipment. 
Since drilling sites are dictated not by accessibility, but by geological 
or geophysical data indicating the likelihood of success at certain spots, 
the accessibility of an area made possible by highway is unlikely to pro
mote a more rapid pace of development in oil and gas exploration. 

In many other respects, the transportation requirements for oil and 
gas development are very similar to those for mining development. As in 
mining development, geological and geophysical exploration is carried out 
largely by air or supplied by aircraft. As in mining development, the 
construction of major transportation facilities, such as pipelines must 
awai t the discovery and development of fin.ds. 

Again, it can be concluded that the role.of the Highway or of any 
improvements to it will only be a margjnal one as far as development of 
the oil and gas industry in the area is concerned. The use of the im
proved highway will undoubtedly affect the transportation costs of mate
rial incidental to oil and gas development shipped over it. This saving 
will be summarized later for all types of vehicles. However, the Highway 
as it exists today or any improvements to it are not likely to have a 
stimulating or accelerating effect on the oil and gas industry. 

Transportation Requirements for Tourism Development 

Requirements for· transportation facilities to support tourism are 
quite different from those needed for mining or petroleum development. 
These differences pertain both to the nature of facilities and to the 
timing of their construction. 

Transportation facilities make an area accessible to tourists. A 
far greater diversity of transportation facilities for tourists is desir
able than would be the case for transportation facilities to support min
ing development. Transportation costs and efficiency are important in 
passenger transportation, but since individual choices of transportation 
mode often involve nonmonetary values, there is no need to restrict trans
portation facilities to the most effjcient means. Variety of available 
transportation means may indeed be an asset in developing a tourist 
industry. 
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Also, the basic role'of transportation facilities in tourism--to pro
vide access to the areas to be viSited--generally requires that the provi
sion of transportation facilities must lead the generation of traffic by 
a considerable amount of time. 'l'his lead time is important because addi
tional and improved transport facilities are expected not only to accommo
date tourist traffic, but to stimulate it as well. 

, 
Thus, the paving of the Alaska Highway can be expected not only to 

improve service for the normal number of travelers, it can also be expected 
to stimulate tourist traffic and to accelerate its growth rate. 

Despite the fact that the paving of the Alaska Highway would greatly 
enhance the tourism potential of the area and stimulate travel, it must 
not be assumed that automobile travel will therefore become the predominant 
chOice of tourists who travel from the continental United States. Two fac
tors that argue against this assumption are: 

1. There is general agreement among observers that air travel will 
continue to enlarge its share of intercity passenger transporta
tion in North America, and this relative growth will be greatest 
for trips of 400 miles or more. The basic reason for this pro
jected growth is that jet aircraft can be expected to reach their 
full potential within the next ten years, not only with respect 
to speed but to cost. Air fares may be of particular significance 
because there are definite indications that these fares may be 
reduced within the next five to ten years and the participation 
in air travel may be greatly broadened. These devel,opments can 
be forecast with a fair degree of certainty because construction 
of jet planes with ~ passenger capacity of 250 or more is well 
advanced, and even larger planes are in the design phase. Given 

I . 
this background of technological advances toward less expensive 
and faster airc·raft, and the concurrent development of lower 
fares, it must be assumed that within the next 20 years, 'air 
passenger transportation will play a proportionately larger role 
in passenger travel between the continental United States and 
Alaska. 

2. The second factor that would argue against the assumption that 
automobile travel -would be the primary means of traveling to 
Alaska is related to the promotional program that must be ini
tiated in support of this travel. It is unlikely that tourism 
would grow very rapidly without a considerable promoti.onal effort. 
One objective of such a campaign would be to increase both the 
number of tourists 'coming to the area as well as length of their 
stay. Both of these objectives can be served far more success
fully by promoting air travel, and this promotion would enlarge 
the potential market of visitors by making feasible trips of a 
week's duration or' even less. One major handicap of air travel 
in support of tourism--the "immobilization" of the traveler at 
the destination--is being overcome by increasing tie-in between' 
airlines and automobile rental agencies. 
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The above analysis should not be construed as a direct forecast that 
there will be very few automobile travelers to Alaska and the Yukon Ter
ritory by 1985. ~y a wide margin, automobile travel is at present the 
primary means of intercity passenger travel on the North American contin
ent,and'will probably continue in that role until 1985. The point of 
the above paragraphs is rather to indicate that growth of passenger auto
mobile travel on the Alaska Highway will have to occur in the face of 
heavy promotional efforts advocating very efficient competing means of 
transportation, and a handicap of this magnitude should not be underesti
mated. 

It is apparent from the foregoing that the projected improvement 
program of the Alaska Highway will have a growth-stimulating effect only 
in one important area o,f future industriiil growth, namely tourism. In 
other areas of potential economic development, the improvement is not 
likely to have a growth-stimulating effect, but it will have cost saving 
effects to the extent that the various sectors use truck transportation 
over the Alaska Highway. 

Transportation Requirements for Local Supply Traffic 

In addition to transportation requirements associated with specific 
sectors of potential economic development, there exist current and future 
requirements for transportation facilities to supply the area with general 
commodities. Jhe significance of these requirements are emphasized by 
the fact that a majority of the loaded trucks going north on the Highway 
are for destinations short of Alaska. 

One of the basic findings of this investigation is that, while the 
original purpose of the Highway was primarily to establish an overland 
route between the continental United States and Alaska, its present pur
pose is definitely a dual one: (1) to link the continental United States 
with Alaska and (2) to make the communities at or near the Highway acces
sible to automobile and truck traffic. 

This local supply role of the Alaska Highway may appear obvious and 
of no great consequence in arriving at a decision concerning the proposed 
improvement program, but there is one point that must be emphasized 
strongly. The local supply function of the present highway severly limits 
the alternatives available for improving the present Highway, particularly 
with respect to relocating the Highway. 

It is far simpler to build highways than to abandon them. One of 
the alternative improvement programs proposed (Alternate E) envisages the 
construction of new paved highway from Hazelton, a.c., to Jake's Corner 
on the Alaska Highway (Mile 872). This relocation:would undoubtediy 
shorten the distance between the continental United States and Alaska 
and perhaps even provide for a more scenic highway over this stretch, but 
we seriously doubt that this is an actual alternative to improving the 
Alaska Highway. It is our belief that if such a decision were made, the 
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present Alaska Highway from Mile 0 to Mile 872 would still have to be 
maintained in fairly good condition. In view of this, Alternative E 
should tn reality be viewed as a proposal to build a new road from Hazel
ton to Mile 872 on the Alaska Highway and not as an alternative to improv
ing the present highway. 
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VI ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Definition of Alaska Highway Improvement Program 

The Department of Public Works, Federal Government of Canada, is 
responsible for the development of an improvement program for the Alaska 
Highway. In line with this responsibility, the Department of Public Works 
undertook an engineering study concerning this matter. Although the 
entire study is not as yet complete, the Institute was furnished with a 
summary of this report which is quoted in full. 

3.1 GENERAL 

This summary is a brief review of the main report which 
deals with: 

Traffic and Design Standards 

Rating of Geometric Elements and Comparison of Routes 

Geology, Soils, and Materials 

Flexible Pavement Design 

Structures 

Program of Construction and Estimated Costs 

In the report 5 alternates of a land route to Alaska are 
considered. The distance from Dawson Creek (Mile 0) and the 
Alaska Boundary along the existing road is 1,221 miles. Mile 0 
to Mile 84 has been reconstructed and paved. 

Alternatives 'A', 'B' and 'c' follow the same general route 
as the existing highway. The estimated costs of reconstruction 
and maintenance contained in the report for alternatives 'A', 
'B' and 'C'· refer to the section of highway from Mile 84 to the 
Alaska Boundary. For comparative purposes, alternative 'E' in
volves the estimated costs of maintenance and construction of 
an alternate route from Hazelton, British Columbia to Mile 866 
on the Alaska Highway and thence along the existing route to 
the boundary. This route has been included because of the pos
sibility of the Liard River Power Development. 
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3.2 HIGHWAY DESIGN 

The existing highway is not conducive to traffic because 
of its tortuous alignment and gravel surface which reduces 
through traffic to a m1n1mum. It may be deduced from the traf
fic records that the number of American cars using the highway 
drops off rapidly as they proceed northward beyond the end of 
pavement. The study has shown that design standards should be 
those for a Rural Arterial Undivided Highway (C.G.R.A. -
R.A.U.60, less than 3,000 vehicles per day). While traffic 
projections over most of the route show volumes much lower 
than 3,000 v.p.d., it was agreed, in discussions with officials 
from the United States, that the arterial nature of the route 
and potential road user benefits warrants this classification. 
This standard provides a 24-foot travel surface with 7-foot 
shoulders and has been used in developing the cost estimates. 

3.3 ALTERNATE CONSIDERATIONS FOR A LAND ROUTE TO ALASKA 

ALTERNATIVE 'A' - MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING. HIGHWAY 

The distance involved in this route is 1,137 miles. 

If the existing highway is maintained as a gravel road to 
its present standard, it will be necessary to replace and up
grade inferior bridges at an estimated cost of $12,382iOOO. 

As the traffic increases, the cost of maintenance will 
increase and it will be necessary to apply some type of dust 
layer to accommodate the traveling public. 

The cost of maintenance and bridge reconstruction for a 
20-year period is estimated to be $143,137,000. The table at 
the end of this section gives the estimated annual cost for a 
20-year period. 

ALTERNATIVE 'B' - RECONSTRUCTION AND PAVING OF EXISTING 
ROUTE WITH MINOR DIVERSIONS 

The distance involved in this route is 1,127 miles. 

This alternative would follow the existing highway with 
a great many minor revisions in the alignment, up-grading or 
replacement of inferior bridges and grade reductions to attain 
the R.A.U. 60 Standard. This alternative has the advantage 
that it would not disrupt roadside garages and tourist estab
lishments along the existing route nor would it interefer with 
the servicing of three micro-wave stations which-are located 
on sections of the highway which will be abandoned if alter
native 'c' is adopted. By virtue of the minor alignment 
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revisions, the length of the highway would be reduced by approx
imately 10 miles. 

The disadvantag~s are the cost of construction and main
tenance and the additional length of highway compared to 
route 'C'. It is also doubtful if some of the sliding silt 
areas and the section of highway with numerous gravel fans could 
be completely controlled. The estimated cost of reconstruction 
is .$174,493,000 and the cost of maintenance for 20 years is esti
mated to be $67,719,000 or a total of $242,212,000~ See table 
at end of summary. 

By far, the most heavily traveled section of the highway 
is in the vicinity of the city of Whitehorse. This is followed 
by the section from Dawson Creek to Fort Nelson (Mile 300). The 
Pacific Great Eastern Railway plans to extend the rail to Fort 
Nelson by 1970 to service proposed pulp and other forest indus
tries. This, in conjunction with the present oil exploration, 
will, undoubtedly, cause a further upsurge of traffic from 
Dawson Creek to Fort Nelson. Should alternative 'B' be adopted, 
it would be accessible to construction at any point and with 
the exception of th~ Whitehorse area, the construction program 
could logically continue north from the end of pavement 

ALTERNATIVE 'c' - RECONSTRUCTION AND PAVING OF EXISTING 
ROUTE WITH MAJOR DIVERSIONS 

The distance involved in this route is 1,037 miles. 

Should this alternative be adopted, approximately 24 busi
ness establishments and access to 3 micro-wave stations will be 
affected. The Canadian National Telegraph is also serviced from 
the existing road. It will, therefore, be necessary to give 
consideration to the relocation of these establishments and 
facilities or maintaining the existing gravel road. 

The revisions shown on Figure 5-6 are not only feasible 
but economical from construction and maintenance considerations 
and the highway length would be reduced by approximately 100 
miles. 

The estimated cost of constructiort for this rout~ is 
$167,651,000 and the cost of maintenance for a 20-year period 
is $64,231,000 for a total cost of $231,882,000. See table at 
end of summary. 

Access for construction would only be available at either 
end of the long revisions and it would be necessary to revise 
the construction schedule .as shown on Figure 9-1 so that high
way construction could be completed in a 10-year period. Costs 
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of relocation of existing facilities or maintenance of the gravel 
sections to service thase facilities are not included in the 
estimates. 

ALTERNATIVE 'D' - LIARD RIVER HYDRO POWER DEVELOPMENT 

Should the Province of British Columbia proceed with the 
Liard River Development, it will affect the location of the 
highway from Mile 315 to Mile 680. The proposed highway cross
ing of the Liard River would probably have to be made in con
junction with the construction of one of the proposed dams and 
the highway must be located at higher elevations to avoid areas 
which will be flooded by reservoirs. Engineering studies must 
be carried out in liaison with the British Columbia agency re
sponsible for the development. Cursory examination indicates 
the costs of highway relocation may be excessive and an alterna
tive through land route to Alaska may be advisable. 

I t is .impossible at this time to choose the most feasible 
route to accommodate this development or estimate the cost of 
construction in this area. Construction scheduling for the time 
being should be confined to the remainder of the highway as shown 
in Figure 9-1. It will be noted that the section from Mile 680 
to Mile 866 has been reserved for the end of this program in 
case an alternate route is chosen because of these new develop
ments. 

ALTERNATIVE 'E' - WESTERN ROUTE FROM HAZELTON, B.C. 

One of tha alternative through routes indicated in the 
Battelle Report is referred to in Section 5.5 of this report. 
This route leaves the northern Trans-Provincial route at Hazel
ton, B.C. and proceeds in a northerly direction to join the 
existing highway at Mile 866 as indicated on Figure 5-8. 
Should alternative 'E' be adopted, it is estimated that the 
average distance travelled to reach tha Alaska Border would be 
reduced by 188 miles. The length of highway required.to be re
constructed to connect Hazelton on the northern Trans-Provincial 
Highway to the Alaska Boundary would be 897 miles. 

The estimates contained in the Battelle Report indicate 
that the cost of construction including paving on this route 
would be approximately 80% of the cost of reconstruction along 
the existing route and although no detailed examination of the 
route has been made by this department, a preliminary examina
tion would support this estimate. Applying this percentage to 
our estimated costs of reconstruction and paving along the ex
isting route, the cost of constructing alternative 'E' would be 
$139,595,000 and the cost of maintenance for 20 years would be 
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$77,879,000 for a total cost of $217,474,000. This maintenance 
cost does not take into consideration any maintenance of the 
existing highway from Mile 84 to Mile 1,221 after the new route 
is constructed. 

3.4 CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULES 

The construction schedules in this report cover a 10-year 
period with one additional year to complete the pavement. This, 
in effect, requires that ten grading contracts and five paving 
contracts be active for most of the period with an average an-;... 
nua1 expenditure of $17,500,000. The length of the construction 
period and the sequence of construction may be readily revised 
to accommodate other considerations. 

3.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

ALTERNATIVE 'A' - COST OF MAINTAINING GRAVEL ROAD WITH 
NECESSARY UPGRADING OF BRIDGES 

20 YEARS 

Maintenance .~ ......... $130,755,000 
Construction .......... 12,382,000 

Tot al ... $143,137,000 

40 YEARS 

$283,113,000 
12,382,000 

$295,495,000 

ALTERNATIVE 'B' - RECONSTRUCTION WITH MINOR DIVERSIONS 
DISREGARDING LIARD DEVELOPMENT 

20 YEARS 

Maintenance ........... $ 67,719,000 
Construction .......... 174,493,000 

Tot al ... $242,212,000 

40 YEARS 

$124,069,000 
174,493,000 

$298,562,000 

ALTERNATIVE 'c' - RECONSTRUCTION WITH MAJOR DIVERSIONS 
DISREGARDING LIARD DEVELOPMENT 

20 YEARS 

Maintenance ........... $ 64,231,000 
Construction .......... 167,651,000 

Tot al ... $231,882,000 
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40 YEARS 

$116,081,000 
167,651,000 

$283,732,000 



ALTERNATIVE 'D' - LIARD RIVER POWER DEVELOPMENT 

It is not possible to develop cost estimatas for Alterna
tive 'D' at the prasent time. 

ALTERNATIVE 'E' - WESTERN ROUTE - DISREGARDING MAINTENANCE OF 
EXISTING HIGHWAY AFTER NEW ROUTE IS COMPLETED 

20 YEARS 

Maintenance ........... $ 77,879,000. 
Construction .......... 139,595,000 

Tot al ... $217,474,000 
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40 YEARS 

$122,729,000 
139,595,000 

$262,324,000 



Following the receipt of this report, the summary of comparative 
costs given in Table 41 was changed to include repair costs for alterna
tives B, C, and E for years 21-40. These additions, which amounted to 
$27,480,000, $24,888,000, and $21,528,000, respectively, represent the 
estimated cost of repairing the Highway after twenty years, should an 
initial decision be made to pave the Highway. 

The summary includes, quite correctly, estimates of capital and main
tenance costs for all of the alternatives discussed. They are stated in 
actual terms, without discounting to present values, which will be done 
later. Howeve~, attention is called to the considerable difference iri the 
level of est.imated maintenance costs between paved and unpaved highways. 
Any failure to achieve the projected savings for maintenance of the paved 
highway, as against the cost of upkeep for the present gravel highway, 
would tend to increase the overall cost estimates for the three alterna
tive highway improvement programs. 

The first two alternatives for improving the Highway involve varying 
reductions of total mileage on the Highway, and therefore the choice of 
one of the alternatives will, to some extent, affect the amount of pro
jected user savings. In general, the greater the mileage reduction 
achieved, the greater the user savings. The exact amount of savings cal-
culated under these alternatives is shown later. If ~ 

v#~·p 
With respect to Alternative E--the construction of a new highway from ~ py 6 . 

Hazelton on the Transprovincial Highway in British Columbia to mile 866 on r~~ 
the Alaska Highway--the potential benefits cannot be estimated at the pres- ~PJ' 
ent time. The summary cost information cited above only includes the cost '1 
of constructing a new highway from Hazelton to mile 866 on the Alaska High- ~ ~ 
way, and for paving and imp!oving the Highway beyond that point to the ~ I 
Alaska border. It contains no estimate of the cost of improving or mai~- ~/1I):>v1 
taining the existing Alaska Highway up to mile 866, which would be neces-
sary to provide service to existing communities there .. Thus, Alternative AAA 
really involves the construction of a new road and is not an alternative tonr-
improving the Alaska Highway. 

Determination of Cost Saving Effects 

Unit Cost Savings 

Truck Transportation 

As was established in Chapter V, the relevant cost savings attri
butable to the paving of the Highway will be related to line haul expenses, 
and within such expenses, the principal savings will be in equipment main
tenance and expenditure for tires and tubes. It was found, based upon 
interviews and written questionnaires, that the estimated saving per vehi
cle mile will be approximately 4.5 cents, or about 10 percent of the direct 
operating costs for such trucks. U.S. owned trucks were found to have 
slightly higher operating costs than Canadian trucks, primarily due to 
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Table 41 

SUMMARY OF COMPARATIVE COSTS FOR ALASKA HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT 
ALTERNATIVES A, B, C, AND E 

A B e E 
Exlst1nl! Gravel Road Reconstruction with Minor Diversions Reconstruction wl th Major Diversions Western Route from RBzleton B.e. 

1,137 Miles 1,127 Miles 1,037 Miles 897 Miles 
Year Maintenance Construction Total Maintenance Construction Total Maintenance Construction Total Maintenance Construction Total 

$ 5,457,600 $ 1,500,000 $ 6,957,600 $ 5,091,300 $ 8,937,000 $ 14,028,300 $ 5,068,800 $ 8,252,400 $ 13 ,321,200 $ 5,457,600 $ 7,149,600 $ 12,607,200 
2 5,571,300 1,500,000 7,071,300 4,838,600 15,350,000 20,188,600 4,793,600 14,665,400 19,459,000 5,571,300 12,280,000 17,851,300 
3 5,6.85,000 1,500,000 7,185.000 4,586,000 22.223,000 26.809,000 4,518,500 21.538.400 26,056,900 5,685,000 17,778,400 23.463,400 
4' 5,798.700 1,500,000 7,298,700 4.333,300 21,789,000 26,122,300 4,243,300 21,104 ,400 25,347,700 5,798,700 17,431,200 23,229.900 
5 5.912.400 1,500.000 7,412,400 4.080,700 18.947,000 23.027,700 3,968,200 18.262.400 22.230,600 5.912.400 15,157.600 21.070.000 
6 6,026,100 1,500,000 7,526,100 3.828,100 20,003,000 23,831,100 3,693,100 19,312,400 23,011,500 6.026,100' 16,002,400 22,028,500 
7 6,139.800 1,500.000 7,639,800 3,575,400 19,985,000 23,560,400 3,417.900 19,300,400 22,718,300 6,139,800 15,988,000 22,127,800 
8 6,253,500 1,500.000 7,753,500 3,322,800 20.378,000 23,700,800 3,142,800 19,693,400 22,836,200 6,253,500 16,302,400 22,555,900 
9 6,367,200 382,000 6,749,200 3,070,100 16,542,000 19,612,000 2,867.600 15,857,400 18,725,000 6.367,200 13,233,600 19,600,800 

10 6,480,900 6,480.900 2.817,500 8.437,000 11,254 ,SOD 2,592,500 7,756,400 10,348,900 2,242,500 6,749,800 8,992.300 
11 6,594,600~ 6,594,600 2,817,500 1,902,000 4,719,500 2,592,500 1,902,000 4,494,500 2,242,500 1,521,600 3,764,100 
12 6,708 ,300 6,708,300 2,817,500 2,817,500 2,592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 
13 6.822,000 6,822,000 2,817,500 2.817,500 2,592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 
14 6,935,700 6,935,700 2,817,500 2,817,500 2,592,500 2,592,500 2.242,500 2,242,500 
15 7,049,400 7,049,400 2,817,500 2,817,500 2,592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 
16 7,163,100 7,163,100 2,817,500 2,817,500 2,592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 
17 7,276,800 7,276.800 2,817,500 2,817.,500 2,592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 

18 7,390,5.00 7,390,500 2,817,500 2,817,500 2,592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 

19 7,5.04,200 7,504,200 2 ;817,500 2,817,500 2.,592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 

20 7,617,900 7,617,900 2,817,500 2.817,500 2.592,500 2,592,500 2,242,500 2,242,500 

1-20 130,755.000 12,382,000 143,137,000 67,718,800 174,493,000 242,211,800 64,231',300 167,651,000 231,882,300 77,879,100 139,594,600 217,473,700 

21-40 152,3,58,000 152,358,000 56,350,000 27,480,000 83,830,000 51,850,000 24.888,000 76,738,000 44,850,000 21,528,000 66,378,000 

1-40 283 ,113 ,000 12,382,000 295,495,000 24,068,800 201,973,000 326,041,800 116.081,300 192,539,000 308 ,620,300 122,729,100 161,122,600 283,851,700 



higher labor costs. But since labor costs are not likely to change as a 
result of paving alone, the savings due to paving will be the same for 
U.S. trucks also. 

In addition to these savings, there will be additional savings 
due to the shortening of the Highway. The amount of highway shortening 
performed will vary depending upon the specifi~ improvement plan adopted. 
The savings due to such shortening will be 49.7 cents for U.S. and 
34.5 cents for Canadian trucks. Incidentially, with respect to the cost 
savings due to shortening of the highway, it will be assumed--in the 
absence of any specific information to the contrary--that such shortening 
will be distributed evenly over the entire Highway and that traffic, uti
lizing only a portion of the Highway, will share proportionately in the 
savings due to such shortening. 

The time pattern of both the paving and the shortening of the 
highway will also be assumed to be proportional to the expenditures on 
road construction in each year. That is, if 5 percent of the construction 
costs are incurred in one year, then it will be assumed that for the fol
lowing year, an additional 5 percent of the paving and road shortening 
program will have been completed. It will further be assumed that all 
traffic will share in each increment of saving during the construction 
period. 

Passenger Car Operations 

In estimating the cost reduction likely to accrue to the auto
mobile owner and user if the Alaska Highway were paved, the major area of 
savings would be in parts, labor, and tires. In general, this area can 
be defined as the maintenance expense category of automobile operating 
costs. 

It has been suggested that some savings would be realized 
through the reduced consumption rate of fuel and oil. However, this is 
considered to be a doubtful possibility, and, for the purposes of this 
report, no such savings are recognized. On the basis of equal speed, 
there would be some saving due to paving; but the assumption of equal 
speed is unrea~istic, and higher speed on a paved surface would offset 
any savings in gasoline consumption due to paving. 

Similarly, it has been suggested that the improvements in driv
ing time and comfort for the vehicle user should constitute an element in 
the calculation of the overall user benefits. These improved conditions 
should indeed be recognized; however, any attempt to attach a monetary 
value to them would be most unrealistic and would ultimately weaken the 
validity of the final savings forecast. 

The data used in this analysis were compiled by a Canadian gov
ernment agency, which operated 50 automobiles in Northwestern Alberta, 
Northern British Columbia, and the Yukon in fiscal 1964-65. It portrays 
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the average operating costs that are directly affected by the highway 
surface and represents a sample size of 1.2 million vehicle miles. The 
results of this cost analysis appear in Table 42: 

Table 42 

ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF HIGHWAY SURFACES 
ON AUTOMOBILE OPERATING COSTS 

Operating Costs 
per Vehicle Mile 

Parts and 
Highway Surface Labor 

Unpaved .~ 2.75~ 

~:~:~ed and paved\J~~ 

Tires 

0.60~ 

0.42 

~ 

Total 

3.35~ 

3.10 
2.57 

Cost reduction through 

0.50 \t 0.28 0/8, l, ~ r 
~~-~-

paved surface 

As a test of the validity of the operating costs referred to 
above, a comparison was made with the vehicle operating cost experience 
of the same govarnmant agency in the oparation of its fleet in Western 
Canada in fiscal 1964-65, as shown in the following tabulation. This 
study represents a sample size of 32.3 million vehicle miles operated in 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia and constitutes a 
comparison of cost experience on paved highways only. 

Area 

Northern B.C. & Alberta 
Western Canada 

Diff3rence 

Operating Costs 
per Vehicle Mile 

Parts and 
Labor 

2.25~ 

1. 84 

0.41 

Tires 

O.32~ 

0.37 

Total 

2.57~ 

2.21 

0.36 

From the. foregoing tabulation, it is apparent that av~rage oper
ating costs are 0.36 cents per mile lower in Western Canada than in North
ern British Columbia and Alberta, a difference that is primarily attribut
able to geographic considerations. In other words, the added costs of 
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transporting parts and supplies to the northern areas, plus the higher 
labor costs account for higher operating costs in the north. 

In calculating the automobile operating cost reduction result
ing from paving the Alaska" Highway, two types of user must be considered: 

1. The captive user, who incurs the bulk of his automobile 
mileage on the Alaska Highway and incurs most of his"auto
mobile repairs and maintenance expense in the northern com
munities along the Highway; 

2. The transient user, who incurs only a part of his automobile 
mileage on the Alaska Highway, but incurs all of his auto
mobile repairs and mainten~nce (with the exception of emer
gency repairs) in non-Alaska Highway communities. 

The savings that are realizable to the captive user would there
fore be 0.78 cents per mile, which is the difference in operating costs 
between users of paved and unpaved highways, as illustrated in Table 42. 

However, the maximum savings per vehicle-mile realizable to the 
transient user are shown in the following tabulation: 

Savings attributable to 
paved highway surface 

Savings attributable to 
lower repair and parts 
costs 

Total 

0.789 

0.36 

1.149 

Thus, the" transient user realizes two areas of cost benefits: 
the first being that attributable to the reduced wear and tear on his 
vehicle; and the second being that attributable to his ability to purchase 
repairs and parts at a price lower than that which is prevalent in the 
northern area. 

Hence, the average cost benefit to "all users of the Alaska"High
way would range between 0.78 and 1.14 cents per vehicle-mile, depending 
upon" the proportion of captive to transient users. For the purposes of 
this report, it is suggested that a saving of 1.0 cents per vehicle-mile 
would be reasonable. 

Savings Due to Route Shortening 

It is estimated that the savings in passenger car operating costs, due 
to shortening of the highway, will be 6 cents per mile. This ~mount is 
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considerably higher than similar savings in Canada or the continental 
United States, and it primarily reflects the higher gasoline cost applic
able in the area of the Alaska Highway. 

Projections of Future Savings for 1975 and 1985 

It is in the nature of cost savings benefits that they are applicable 
only to such traffic as will have occurred in 1975 or 1985, regardless of 
whether the Highway will have been improved by then. This is obvious, of 
course, because traffic· that is induced by the improvement program does 
not experience any savings. Such traffic simply would not exist in the 
absence of an improvement program . 

. It is therefore necessary to project a "normal" traffic growth to 
1985, a traffic growth that will occur irrespective of any highway improve
ments. It is this traffic that will experience the cost' savings benefits 
associated with the highway improvement program. Traffic, generated over 
and above this normal level, will be responsible for other benefits, dis
cussed below. 

Projections of Normal Truck Traffic 1975 to 1985 

The normal growth of vehicle-miles of truck traffic on the 
Alaska Highway has been projected at an annual rate of 3.5 percent. Thi·s 
rate takes into consideration several important factors that will affect 
the growth of truck traffic on the Highway, including relional shifts of 
income and population in the areas served by the Highway, the possible 
diversion of traffic to other roads under construction, and the intense 
competition of other transport modes. 

An example of the first factor is the expected concentration of 
income and employment near tidewater in the south central region of 
Alaska, with Anchorage as a center, while the Fairbanks area will experi
ence a lower rate of growth in its economic development. This regional 
development shift in conjunction with the increased efficiency of maritime 
cargo operations, where economies of scale exist in contrast with truck 
transportation, will restrict the growth of normal truck traffic from 
continental United States to Alaska to no more than 2 percent per year. 

The truck traffic from Canada to Alaska is expected to grow at 
a somewhat higher rate of 3 percent per year, and by 1985 it will amount 
~nearly 23 percent of the U.S.-Alaska traffic as shown in Table 43. 

The Yukon-Alaska traffic will grow at a 5 percent annual growth 
rate, higher than the above rates~ but its total will be quite small-
less .than 300,000 vehicle-miles a year by 1985. (This rate will fix an 
upper limit to the possible traffic growth in the area since both the 
availability of natural resources for Alaskan markets and the size of 
Yukon markets will inhibit a growth rate higher than 5 percent.) All the 
above combine into a total growth rate of 2.1 pe~cent for truck traffic 
to Alaska. 
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Table 43 

PROJECTION OF NORMAL TRUCK TRAFFIC ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

(Thousands of Vehicle-miles) 

1966-1985 

Origin - Destination Patterns* 

Pacific Northwest - Alaska 

U.S. Midwest - Alaska 

Alaska Panhandle - Fairbanks 
Through Canadian traffic - Alaskat 
Through Canadian traffic - Fort Nelson 

Through Canadian traffic - Watson ~ake 
Through Canadian traffic - Whitehorse 

Fort St. John, B.C. - Anchorage, Alaska 
Whitehorse, Yukon - Alaska 

Dawson Creek - Whitehorse 

Dawson Creek - Fort Nelson 

Dawson Creek - Watson Lake 

Fort St. John - Whitehorse 

Fort St. John - Watson Lake 

Fort St. John - Fort Nelson 

Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 

Fort Nelson """:Whitehorse 
Watson Lake' - ··Whitehorse 

Carcross road - Whitehorse 
Whitehorse·~ Mile 925 
Local Alaska border traffic 

Whitehorse - Haines junction 

Total 

Cost - saving benefits 
Alternative B 

Alternative C 

1966 

2,966 
1,397 

100 
679 

404 

813 

1,870 

198 

116 

272 

980 

22 

162 

1,199 

2,091 

266 
96 

.4,381 

784 

656 
5 

972 

20,429 

1975 

3,545 
1,670 

120 
865 
627 

1,237 

2,901 

258 
180 

387 

1,656 

26 
211 

1,433 

3,533 

318 
125 

5,236 
1,116 
1,108 

7 

1,268 

27,827 

$1,265,149 
1,953,654 

* The origin and destination patterns cover two-way traffic. 

1985 

4,319 

2,035 

146 

1,132 
1,022 

1,975 

4,725 

347 

293 
573 

2,966 

32 

284 

1,747 

6,328 

387 

168 

6,382 

1,652 
1,985 

8 

1,704 

40,210 

'$1 ,942 , 596 

2,982,620 

t The term "through Canadian traffic" covers the traffic from Alberta, 

Vancouver, and the Prairie Provinces'.' 
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The efficiency of the White Pass and Yukon railwater operation, 
plus the construction of the Stewart-Cassiar Road in Northwest British 
Columbia will put constraints on the future growth of traffic to points 
along the Alaska Highway. Therefore, a growth rate of 5 percent was pro
jected for Canadian traffic originating in Alberta, Southwestern B.C. , 
and the Prairie Provinces with destinations along the Highway. This rate 
is near the current growth trends for this traffic. 

For certain areas along the Highway, namely Fort Nelson and 
Whitehorse, high growth rates were projected for _local truck traffic. For 
example, a 6 percent growth rate was forecast for traffic from Fort 
St. John and Dawson Creek to Fort Nelson. This high rate takes into 
account the expected economic development of this area, particularly with 
respect to its oil and forest resources. 

The section from Carcross Road to Whitehorse will experience a 
4 percent traffic growth rate due to the increased urbanization of White
horse and its surrounding area. On the other side of Whitehorse, the 
traffic up to Mile 925 will continue to experience high- rates of growth-
on the order of 6 percent--due to increased economic deve10pment- near Mayo 
and the growth of the Whitehorse area. 

The rest of the local traffic will continue to grow at approx
imately the present rates. An exception to this may be traffic from 
Whitehorse and Dawson Creek to Watson Lake, which might diminish as a 
consequence of the construction of the Stewart-Cassiar Road that will 
divert a protion of asbestos shipments from Cassiar; therefore, a very 
small growth rate of 2 percent has been projected for this traffic. The 
rest of the local truck traffic has been projected at an annual rate of 
3 percent. 

The projected normal vehicle-miles of truck traffic on the High
way are expected to grow from present figures of 18,435,000 of vehicle
miles to 40,210,000 by 1985. 

Cost saving benefits from normal truck traffic will accrue over 
time according to the construction schedule of the paving. For this rea
son, the amount of benefits will be negligible in the first years of con
struction; for example, not until after 1970--when 50 percent of the total 
construction budget will have been spent--wi11 they approximate the 
$900,000 annual benefits projected in_Alternative C. Table 43 presents 
the projected cost saving benefits for truck traffic in 1975 and 1985. 

Projections of Normal Passenger Car Traffic 1975-1985 

The passenger car traffic from continental United States to 
Alaska has been projected at an annual growth-rate of 4.5 percent in 
accordance with our statistical projection presented in Appendix D. The 
rate of growth of summer travel on the Highway, which has already started 
to diminish from 12.6 percent during 1952 to 1964 to 8.9 percent from 
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1958 to 1964, is expected to decline further, yet the tourist traffic to 
Alaska will maintain a steady increase as specified above. 

The tourist traffic from the Canadian provinces and the Yukon 
Territory is assumed to grow at 4 percent a year in line with expected 
income and population growth in the Yukon, British Columbia, and Alberta, 
which supply nearly 70 percent of the Canadian vacationers to Alaska. 

The local passenger car growth rates were assumed to be similar 
to those projected for the local truck t~affic, since both are a function 
of income and population growth. Thus, the passenger car traffic between 
Dawson Creek and Fort Nelson was assumed to grow at an annual rate of 
7 percent; the traffic from Whitehorse to Mile 925 was projected at 6 per
cent; and the passenger traffic from both Dawson Creek and Carcross Road 
to Whitehorse was forecasted to increase at 3 percent per year. I~ 

Because of the detrimental effect of the Stewart-Cassiar Road,~~ ~ 
which will provide an alternative route for the asbestos shipments from ~. 
Cassiar, the traffic from Watson Lake to Whitehorse was only projected at 
a 2 percent growth rate. 

The total passenger car miles projected on the Alaska Highway 
shows a 4.1 percent annual growth rate until 1985. 

Table 44 shows how the cost saving benefits arising from the 
normal traffic growth of passenger vehicles jumps from approximately 
$1.5. million in 1975, to more than $3 million for 1985. 

Determination of Volume-Increasing Effects 

This section covers the determination of effects that arise from 
the additional traffic induced by the paving of the Highway. 

Generated traffic refers to new traffic resulting from the lower
ing of the transportation costs, as well as from the increased convenience~ 
and pleasure of traveling on a paved road. In other words, it is traffic 
that would not occur without the improvement program. 

Before estimating the benefits arising from such traffiC, the 
following principle should be stated: generated benefits that arise from 
additional traffic induced by the improvement program can only cover devel
opments that would not have taken place in the absence of this program. 
And these generated benefits should not involve merely a locational shift 
between regions that contributes nothing from a national point of view. 

The analysis of volume-increasing effects will be divided be
tween truck and passenger car traffic. In cases where the generation of 
traffic-increasing effects will require investments exceeding those spec
ified by the highway improvement program, an estimate will be made later 
of the additional investments needed. 
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Table 44 

PROJECTION OF NORMAL PASSENGER CAR TRAFFIC ON 
THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

(Thousands of Vehicle-Miles) 
1966-1985 

Origin-Destination Patterns* 

U.S.-Alaska tourist traffic 
Via Midwest Gateway 
Via Pacific Gateway 

U.S.-Alaska traffic by Alaska 
residents 

Canada-Alaska tourist traffic 
Excluding Yukon residents 
Including Yukon residents 

Local traffic 
Dawson Creek-Fort Nelson 
Dawson Creek-Whitehorse 
Watson Lake-Whitehorse 
Carcross Rd.-Whitehorse 
Whitehorse-Mile 926 

Total 

Cost-saving benefits 
Alternative B 
Alternative C 

1966 

15,291 
8,763 

36,770 

5,031 
376 

10,317 
16,643 
1,808 

581 
3,042 

98,622 

1975 

20,840 
14,680 

52,336 

7,157 
535 

19,004 
21,717 
2,161 

757 
5,139 

144,326 

$1,430,329 
1,960,808 

1985 

29,592 
25,948 

77,470 

10,590 
792 

35,077 
29,185 
2,634 
1,018 
9,197 

221,503 

$3,094,924 
4,240,796 

* The origin and destination patterns cover two-way traffic. 

c 
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Truck Traffic 

The analysis of the expected pattern of economic development of the 
area, as performed in previous chapters, reveals that it is most "unlikely 
that any of the expected developments will receive additional impetus 
from Highway improvement. Resource developments within Alaska will, in 
all probability, be near the coast, or directed toward the coast via the 
shortest possible road in cases where export commodities are involved. 
Also, the ever increasing efficiency of joint motor carrier-water carrier 
shipments from the United States to Alaska leaves highway transportation 
with a minor stake in the freight transportation to Alaska. 

The paving of the Alaska Highway will also have little influence on 
mineral exploration activity. Aerial exploration for minerals, which has 
become the standard method, does not depend on road developments or road 
improvement. 

The situation is very similar in the Canadian portion of the area 
served by the Alaska Highway. In addition to the fact that sea transpor
tation is generally more suitable for many resource-based and export
oriented industries, there are competing land transportation routes that 
may divert traffic from the Alaska Highway. For instance, the Stewart
Cassiar Road now under construction, the White Pass and Yukon Railway, as 
well as future expansion of the PGE Railroad, will limit the traffic that 
might be generated by the improvement. 

It should not be assumed that truck traffic on the Highway will not 
grow; rather, growth in truck traffic will not occur as a result of the 
improvement, but will simply be the normal increase associated with the 
general growth of the area. 

There could be two exceptions to the above conclusions: First, there 
may be some export trade of food items (meat, fresh vegetables, eggs, 
fruits, etc.) from Canada to Alaska that might be possible with the paving 
of the Highway, but the amount involved would be quite small--the value of 
these exports by 1985 would probably be less than $1 million per year. 

Second, additional truck traffic will be generated as the result of 
the increase in tourism arising from the Highway improvement. Additional 
supplies to support the increased travel on the Highway will require a 
corresponding increase in truck traffic. But the benefits of this addi
tional tourist travel will be" measured in their entirety, and thus the 
truck traffic needed to support this activity cannot be measured sepa
rately. 

We can conclude that only the small amount of additional truck
carried exports to Alaska can be counted as truck traffic-generated bene
fits. The amount of this benefit will be measured in terms of the savings 
experienced by the consumers and the profits made by the exporters. Thus 
the benefits resulting from this expansion of trade will be shared by 
Canada and the United States. 
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Passenger Car Traffic 

Estimate and Projection of Additional Passenger Traffic to be 
Generated by the Improvement 

For projecting the passenger traffic generated by the highway 
improvement, it is convenient to classify the passenger traffic on the 
Highway as tourist traffic, local passenger traffic, and through Alaska
United States traffic by Alaskan residents. 

It is unlikely that local passenger traffic on the Highway will 
grow as a result of the highway improvement, since there are no alterna
tive roads. Highway travei by Alaskan residents will grow to some extent, 
with or without, highway improvement. It is expected that migration to 
and from Alaska--including seasonal migration--will be considerable, but 
the improvement of the Highway will only have a minimal effect in deter
mining the mode of transportation used in the movement. Therefore, most 
of the generated passenger traffic will come from increased tourist 
traffic. 

The tourist auto traffic on the Highway has been growing rapidly; 
the rate of growth during the last decade was more than 9 percent per year. 
The growth rate of tourist travel on the road was diminished from 12.6 per
cent in the period 1952-1964 to 8.9 percent in the period 1958-64, and 
there are indications that a further decline in the growth rate can be 
expected in the future. 

It is unlikely that a growth rate of nearly 10 percent in tour
ist traffic can be maintained in the absence of an improvement program. 
There are a number of factors that indicate a gradual reduction in this 
growth rate, including (1) the expansion of jet service to Alaska, which 
has already brought significant reduction in travel time and which may 
bring fare reductions as well; (2) past high growth rates were achieved 
on an extremely small traffic base, and a normal growth pattern usually 
involves a reduced rate of growth; and (3) the bulk qf promotion and adver
tising of travel to Alaska involves travel by means other than the auto
mobile. 

The planned paving and improvement of the Alaska Highway will 
undoubtedly have a very stimulating effect and may bring about a continua
tion, if not an expansion, of tourist traffic. But this beneficial effect 
will occur only after the completion of the highway improvement program. 
Even if delays and inconveniences are kept at a minimum, the public knowl
edge that the Highway is being paved is not likely to have a favorable 
publicity influence. The construction period is unlikely to have a de
pressing effect on traffic other than tourist traffic, simply because such 
traffic has no alternative routing. 

In assessing the potential growth of tourism in the area, a special 
stuHy of current tourism in Alaska and the Yukon was conducted (see Appen
dix B). On the basis of this study, the following projections of future 
tourist growth--both with and without highway improvement--were made. 
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Without Improvement. A continued normal growth rate of nearly 
5 percent (4.5 percent) is projected for the next two decades. The nor
mal tourist growth rate is composed of a 4 percent growth rate for Cana
dian traffic; a 5.9 percent growth rate for tourist traffic from the 
Pacific Northwest and California; and a 3.5 percent growth rate for tour
ism from the rest of the United States. These differential growth rates 
reflect different regional patterns of income and population growth. (See 
Appendix D.) 

With Improvement. If an improvement program is initiated in the 
near future, the past trend of tourist traffic growth in the area will, of 
course, be altered severely. During the construction period, the effect 
is likely to be negative; afterwards, the change will undoubtedly be pos
itive. 

It is impossible to project precisely the quantitative effect 
of the improvement work during and after the construction phase; however, 
the following assumptions would appear reasonable, if not optimistic. 
During the construction period, it is assumed that the tourist travel on 
the Highway will grow at a reduced rate, with the yearly increase averag
ing about 2 percent per year. This may appear as an overly optimistic 
projection, but considering the very high growth rates of recent years 
and the fact that tourists on the Alaska Highway expect some level of dis
comfort as a matter of course, it is not unreasonable to forecast some. 
growth in tourist traffic even during construction. 

Following the completion of the construction program, it is 
assumed that tourist traffic on the Highway will increase very rapidly and 
that the limiting factor on the rate of increase may well be the const~uc
tion of tourist facilities to accommodate the traffic increase. 

Based upon observation of other tourist areas, it is believed 
that an average yearly increase of approximately 15 percent is about the 
maximum growth rate that can be expected. The·attainment of such a rate 
would involve the expenditure of more than $20 million in tourist facil
ities--motels, restaurants, camp sites--between 1976 and 1985. Since such 
a construction ·requirement is formidable indeed in an area as sparsely 
developed as Northern British Columbia and the Yukon, the limitation 
imposed on tourism by inadequate facilities might· be substantial. 

The above projections--and projections made earlier concerning 
nontourist traffic--have been converted into projections of average daily 
traffic counts for 1985, for various segments of the Highway (Table 45). 
In making the conv~rsions from annual trips to daily traffic counts, it 
was assumed that commercial trucks operate 200 days per year, due to the 
incidence of weekends and holidays, and that passenger cars operate 
360 days a year. The very heavy traffic p~ojected for the Whitehorse area 
reflects the incidence of local traffic. 
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Table 45 

PROJECTED AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC ON TIlE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
(Number of Vehicles) 

1985 

Mile 1631 Fort Nelsoo/ Watson Lakel Carc ross Rd./ Whitehorsel Mile 9261 Haines Jct.1 
Fort Nelson Watson Lake Carcross Rd. Whitehorse Mile 926 Haines Jct. Alaska Border 

Without highway improvement 

Passenger car traffic 

U.S.-Alaska touriet traffic 
Via Midwest Gateway 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 
Via Pacific Gateway 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 

U.S.-Alaska traffic by Alaska 
residents 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 

Canada-Alaska tourist traffic 
Via Midwest Gateway 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 
By S.C. residents 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Local traffic 

< Whitehorse-Alaska 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

1-1 Daw80n Creek-Fort Nelson 443 
I Dawson Creek-Whiteborse 97 97 97 97 

l\) Watson Lake-Whitehorse 26 26 
lI) Carcross Rd.-Whitehorse 353 

Whitehorse-Mile 925 3,193 

Subtotal 897 454 480 833 3,550 357 357 

Truck traff ic 

Alaska-U.S. 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 
Panbandle-Fairbanks 7 
Through Canada-Alaska 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Whitehorse-Alaska 5 5 5 
Fort St. John-Alaska 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Through Canada-Whltehorse 29 29 29 29 
Through Canada-Watson Lake 19 19 
Through Canada-Fort Nelson 25 
Dawson Creek-local Alaska Higbway 72 5 4 4 
Fort St. John-local Alaska 

Higbway 162 18 2 2 
Fort Nelson-Whitehorse 2 2 2 
Fort Nelson-Watson Lake 6 
Watson Lake-Whitehorse 112 112 
Carcross Rd.-Whitehorse 590 
Whitehorse-Mile 925 1,418 
Local Alaska Border 2 

Whitehorse-Haines Rd. ~ ~ 

Subtotal 342 114 184· 774 1,546 128 49 

Total 1,239 568 664 1,607 5,096 485 406 



Table 45 ( conc·l uded) 

'" 00 .. Mlle 1631 Fort Nelsonl Watson Lakel Carcross Rd./ Whltehorsel Mile 9261 Haines Jct./ .. .. Fort Nelson Watson Lake Carcross Rd. Whitehorse Mile 926 Haines Jct. Alaska Border 
I .. .. 

With highway improvement 

Passenger car traffic 

U.S.-Alaska tourist traffic 
Via Midwest Gateway 178 178 178 ·178 178 178 178 
Via Pacific Gateway 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

U.S. Alaska traffic by Alaska 
residents 189 189 189 189 189 189 189 

Canada-Alaska tourist traffic 
Via Midwest Gateway 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 
By B.C. residents 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 

Local traffic 
Whitehorse-Alaska 17 17 17 
Dawson Creek-Fort Nelson 443 
Dawson Creek-Whitehorse 97 97 97 97 
Watson Lake-Whitehorse 26 26 
Carcross Rd.-Whltehorse 353 
Whitehorse-Mile 925 3,193 

Subtotal 1,065 622 648 1,001 3,735 542 542 
< 
1-1 Truck traffic I 
N Alaska-U.S. 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 
t.) 

Panhandle-Fairbanks 7 
Through Canada-Alaska 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
Whitehorse-Alaska 5 5 5 
Fort St. John-Alaska 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Through Canada-Whitehorse 29 29 29 29 
Through Canada-Watson Lake 19 19 
Through Canada-Fort Nelson 25 
Dawson Creek-local Alaska 

Highway 72 5 4 4 
Fort St. John-local Alaska 

Highway 162 18 2 2 
Fort Nelson-Whitehorse 2 2 2 
Fort Nelson-Watson Lake 6 
Watson Lake-Whitehorse 112 112 
Carcross Rd.-Whitehorse 590 
Whitehorse-Mile 925 1,418 
Local Alaska Border 2 
Whitehorse-Haines Rd. -.!.!!. ....!! 

Subtotal 346 118 188 778 1,550 132 53 

Total 1,411 740 836 1,779 5,285 674 595 

Note: The annual figures on passenger trips were converted into dally traffic figures assuming 360· travel days per year. These 360 
days were the result of dividing the total annual traffic count at the Alaska border by the daily traffic figures at the border 
provided by the Canadian government. The same methodology applied to truck traffic resulted in 200 days per year of truck 
traffic. 



Determination of Secondary Effects Resulting from Growth in Tourist Travel 

The benefits generated by the increase in tourist travel, above its 
normal growth, will be twofold: (1) increased expenditures per visitor 
due to improvement of facilities; and (2) quantitative increase in the 
number of tourist visitors. 

With respect to the first, the special survey on tourism in Alaska 
and the Yukon (see Appendix B) indicates that approximately $20 million 
must be spent on tourist facilities. It is anticipated that these new 
facilities will be of higher quality than those currentiy existing on the 
Highway. In addition, the paving of the Highway will undoubtedly bring 
tourists to the area who are accustomed to more luxury and comfort. Both 
of these factors should contribute to greater spending per tourist--per
haps as much as 25 percent more. It is therefore assumed that average 
spending per tourist will increase from about $35 to about $44 per tourist 
party. (The number of individuals per party is assumed to remain at the 
present level of 3.1 persons.) 

The effect of lessened tourist travel growth during the construction 
period must be taken into account in estimating the benefits from increased 
tourist travel after the completion of the improvement program. Since the 
generated toruist benefits are associated with tourist travel exceeding 
that which could be expected without the improvement, the relative tourist 
traffic losses must also be subtracted. 

Figure 4 shows the projected tourist passenger car miles both with 
and without the projected improvement. r'n this figure, the generated traf
fic is given by the area ABC minus the area ADE; the latter represents the 
area of traffic lost during the construction period. 

On the basis of the above projections, the annual amount of increased 
tourist spending on the Alaska Highway for 1985 has been estimated at 
$27,106,800. This amount will be translated into actual benefits in Sec
tion VII. 
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FIGURE 4 

ESTIMATED PASSENGER CAR TRAFFIC ON ALASKA HIGHWAY WITH AND 

WITHOUT PAVING 
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VII DETERMINATION OF BENEFITS AND ALLOCATION 
AMONG BENEFICIARIES 

Principles of Cost-Benefit Analysis Applicable in This Study 

The overall purpose of this study is to determine the economic feasi
bility of the proposed improvement program involving the Alaska Highway. 
This determination involves both the collection and analysis of pertinent 
data, as well as an outline of the theoretical principles of cost-benefit 
analysis that seem particularly appropriate for this study. The purpose 
of this section is to develop these pertinent principles and to present 
arguments in support of the preferences or selections made. 

This section is divided into three main chapters: the first is an 
examination of the type of effects that can be related to the highway 
improvement program; the second chapter deals with the relation of these 
effects to net benefits to be calculated; and the third chapter sets forth 
guidelines to be followed in the allocation of benefits among various 
beneficiaries, i.e., the United states or Canada. 

Analysis of Impacts 

Theoretically, there are only two types of beneficial effects that 
the Highway improvement program can have. First, it can decrease the cost 
of movement on the Highway--or increase its value--which is an equivalent 
gain. Second, it can augment the volume of traffic on the Highway exceed
ing the amount of traffic that would have occurred in the absence of such 
a program. 

The cost-decreasing or value-increasing effects of the Highway im
provement are perhaps the simplest and most direct effects to be analyzed. 
By definition, these effects can only be calculated for "normal" traffic, 
i.e., traffic that would move over the Highway regardless of whet·her the 
improvement program is carried out. If the traffic is, in fact, gener
ated by the improvement program, the notion of cost reduction would not 
be appropriate, since such traffic never experienced the presumably higher 
costs inherent in the unimproved highways. 

The lower cost or increased value of transportation over the improved 
Highway has both measurable and unmeasurable dimensions. Among the former 
are sheer savings in time and expense for both truck and passenger car 
traffic; the increased pleasure resulting from driving on the improved 
Highway would be counted among the intangible benefits. Theoretically, 
a possible reduction in the accident rate, which could be associated with 
the Highway improvement, could be shown as a measurable cost-reducing 
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effect. However, the great difficulties associated with quantifying the 
associated savings would suggest regarding a reduction in the accident 
rate as a nonmeasurable factor. 

There are potentially two types of traffic-increasing effects that 
could be associated with the improvement program: The first involves 
traffic diversion from other existing modes or routes of transportation. 
The second type concerns traffic generated by the improvement program 
itself--traffic attributable to the economic growth caused by the improved 
Highway. 

According to this breakdown, all traffic that can be projected as 
moving over the improved highway can be associated with specific economic 
effects. Normal traffic, traffic that will move over the Highway before 
and after the improvement program, will be associated with the cost-reduc
ing effects of the program; diverted traffic will be associated with the 
amount of traffic that is diverted to the improved facility from other 
modes of transport or from other routes; and generated traffic will be 
related to the growth-generating effects of the Highway program. 

Translation of Impacts into Benefits 

Economic effects are neutral and not necessarily associated with any 
value, positive or negative. Benefits, on the other hand, are those 
selected impacts that can be associated with positive value. Furthermore, 
the magnitude of benefits is not necessarily the same as the magnitude of 
the economic effects from which they are derived. For instance, it may 
be suitable to describe the effects generated by a development project, 
such as a tourist industry whose growth was sponsored by the improved 
Highway, in terms of incremental annual sales attributable to the project. 
Such measurement, however, would be totally inaccurate as far as potential 
benefits are concerned; these c~uld not amount to more than net profits 
derived from the industry and, in some cases, may even be less. 

In general, the translation of neutral economic effects into bene
fits requires two distinct steps: One, a selection must be made of those 
effects that can be regarded as benefits, regardless of whether they are 
measurable in quantitative terms. Second, they must be measured as bene
fits, rather than as effects, which requires that associated costs or 
losses be subtracted from the gross amounts determined earlier. 

The following specific guidelines will be followed in the transla
tion of effects into benefits. 

1. The benefits associated with the cost-reducing effects of the 
improvement program will be measured, on a unit basis, for both 
trucks and passenger cars by a comparison of vehicle operating 
costs on paved and unpaved roads in the area. As indicated 
earlier, these cost-reducing benefits are applicable only to 
the normal portion of total projected traffic, i.e., that traffic 
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which currently uses the Highway and which in all likelihood 
will continue using it regardless of the improvement program. 

2 .. The improvement in" "value" and convenience of travel for this 
normal fragment of total traffic will be regarded as intangible, 
unmeasurable benefits. (Of course, the additional traffic stimu
lated through this increase in convenience constitutes another 
set of effects and possible benefits.) 

3. The probable reduction in the accident rate on the Highway will 
be listed as intangible, primarily because the thinnes~ of traf
fic density makes quantitative projections in this area very 
hazardous. 

4. Benefits associated with traffic diverted to the Highway as a 
result of the improvement will be measured on the basis of the 
cost margin between existing transportation modes, currently 
involved in the movement, and transportation costs likely to be 
experienced after completion of the program. Somewhat akin to 
the benefits associated with diverted traffic are benefits pro
duced by more effective carrier competition made possible by the 
improved Highway, without such competition necessarily resulting 
in traffic diversions. Benefits would be measured by the rate 
reduction stimulated through such competition. 

5. Finally, there are benefits associated with traffic generated 
by the improvement program. These benefits would not be mea
sured in terms of comparative transport cost involved, but 
rather in terms of the net benefits resulting from the entire' 
economic activity stimulated by the program. 

Among the benefits associated with stimulated traffic would be in
creases in exis~ing economic activities directly traceable to the improve
ment program, or the development of new activities made possible by the 
improvement program. Increases in tourist travel or the development of 
export trade between Canada and Alaska, which is clearly dependent upon 
the Highway for transportation, are examples of benefits associated with 
stimulated traffic. As is readily apparent, the benefits derived from 
this stimulated activity must be measured in terms of the net value de
rived from the entire activity, and not merely from the associated traffic. 

Allocation of Benefits Among Beneficiaries 

The scope of the study requires that the benefits determined above 
be allocated between Canada and the United States; and, within Canada, 
among the individual provinces or territories involved. 

This allocation of benefits raises two theoretical issues that re
quire some explanation. The first concerns the division of benefits 
that are shared by more than one group of beneficiaries. The second 
deals with the conceptual problem of reconciling the sum of individual 
benefits with the total benefits determined for this project. 
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It is apparent that certain benefits can be assigned in their entirety 
either to one or another group of beneficiaries. For instance, cost saving 
benefits that might accrue to normal, current truck traffic between the 
continental United states and Alaska or within Canada would be wholly allo
cated either to the United States or to Canada. But for other benefits, 
the situation is less simple. In the case of export trade~stimulated by 
the Highway improvement program, for example, both the importing and thee~ 
porting countries can be assumed to derive benefits from such an increase. 

Even ~ore difficult is the allocation of benefits generated by· in
creased tourism in the area served by the Alaska Highway. The theory of 
consumer surplus establishes that the individual consumers must derive 
some surplus value from their purchases, or else they would not make the 
particular purchases. Similarly, tourists visiting a particular area must 
derive benefits from such visits exceeding the cost of these visits. 

It is impossible to determine scientifically what the proper division 
of benefits in either of these cases might be. However, it is less impor
tant to measure the correct proportion of benefits to be allocated than it 
is to establish the principle that in these cases benefits are shared by 
more than one group of beneficiaries. In .this study, care has been taken 
to segregate benefits that can be assigned clearly to single groups of 
beneficiaries from those benefits that involve sharing formulas. For the 
latter, benefits are allocated on the basis of suggested percentage shares 
that appear suitable. However, these suggested percentage shares are sup
ported only by common sense judgement and may be altered should different 
shares appear more appropriate. 

The second point concerns the relationship of the sum of individual 
benefits listed and the global benefits that can be determined for the 
project as a whole. Global benefits are defined as those which represent 
true net additions to the total amount of goods and services produced, and 
their creation does not involve losses due to displacement elsewhere. 

Not all of the benefits listed in this study can be regarded as 
global benefits; many of the benefits--those associated with diverted 
traffic, for example--would involve losses on the part of other groups. 
Thus, it is possible for the sum of individual benefits to be far greater 
than the total global benefits. Benefits to individual groups may, of 
course, involve offsetting losses to other groups whose activities were 
diminished as a result of the diversion. 

Principles of Benefit Discounting 

The Necessity for Discounting 

The necessity for discounting net benefits arises from the fact that 
benefits and costs have different time patterns that must be compared to 
arrive .at a decision or choice regarding the feasibility of the project. 
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For example, the costs of an investment project are usually concen
trated during the early years of the project's life span, whereas benefits 
from the investment accrue later. Since benefits and costs have to be 
evaluated against one another, a cow~on measure must be developed for pur
poses of comparison. 

The economic theory of choices over time provides the investigator 
with the solution to this problem: The future benefits and costs must be 
discounted to present value through the rate of interest to balance the 
competition between the demands of the present and of the future. If no 
discount is made, it is implied that a dollar a year from now is valued 
as highly as a dollar today. 

The procedure for discounting net benefits is illustrated below in 
(1.1) where i denotes the annual rate of interest, and So' Sl' S2, ... Sn 
denote the net benefits arising from the investment. The present value 
of the stream of net benefits is· then expressed by: 

(1.1) v o 

Sl S2 S n 
= So + 1+ i + 2 + ...... + 

(1+ i) (l + i)n 

For a positive rate of interest, the distant benefits are less weighted 
in the computation of present value than are the benefits accruing in the 
near future. 

Since the benefits of the project generally accrue later than the 
costs, the selection of a high rate of discount will discriminate against 
projects whose benefits accrue in the distant future; for this reason, it 
is important to select the proper discount rate. 

conceptual Factors that Affect the Determination of the Proper Dis
count Rate 

The classical theory of interest maintains that a unique rate of 
discount of future goods and services is determined by balancing the de
sire of the community to obtain future benefits with the marginal produc
tivity of the capital resources invested. 

The theory of Time-Preference postulates the superiority of present 
over future consumption, i.e., that a dollar now is worth more than a 
dollar at a future time. Even without a preference for the present over 
the future, a positive marginal productivity of the investment alone would 
dictate a positive rate of interest. 

The productivity explanation of the rate of interest stems from the 
theory of the roundabout process of production, in which an input of re
sources today will generate a larger or more highly valued output of 
resources in the future. This will hold true as long as opportunities 
remain with a positive net productivity. 
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The interest rate then becomes the rate of discount, making the rate 
of return over cost of investments equal to the rate of time preference 
of the community. This rate of interest also equates the demand and sup
ply for loans and therefore clearing the loan market, while at the same 
time maximizing the economic welfare of both savers and investors. 

The object of this brief introduction has been to provide the reader 
with a.rudiment of interest theory necessary to understand the problems 
that will be discussed. 

The Market Rate of Interest as a Discount Rate 

One school of thought advocates the market rate of interest as the 
proper rate to use when evaluating investment decisions, whether private 
or public; this market rate is close to 10 percent for. discounting pur
poses. 

The main argument in support of this theory is that if the private 
sector is using the market .rate of interest in framing its decisions, then 
the use by government policymakers of a different discount rate will drive 
the economy away from its welfare optimum, the so-called Pareto Optimum, 
where nobody can be made better off without making somebody worse off. 

Therefore, it is argued that if the interest rate used in government 
decisions is lower than the market rate of interest, public projects would 
draw capital from private sources, where it would have earned a higher rate ;..; 
of return, and would lead to lower efficiency for the whole economy. There 
are several reasons why the above approach is not entirely acceptable. The 
first one has to do with the market imperfections and multiple interest 
rates prevalent in our capital markets. Because of institutional imperfec
tions that impede access to credit, divergence between borrowing and lend
ing rates, interference of risk, uncertainty, etc., there is no unique dis
count rate that can be taken as a measure both of time preference and 
productivity of· capi tal. The market rate of interest is 'affected by such 
a multitude of government policies in the fiscal and monetary domain that 
it is indeed difficult to place any normative significance on it. 

Another reason for the unacceptability of the market rate of interest 
is that in its selection as the prevailing discount rate, the claims of 
future welfare have not been considered. It is therefore necessary that 
the government act as a protector of future generations by selecting an 
interest rate lower than the market to permit the acceptance of projects 
whose benefits accrue in the distant future. 

The principal objection, however, is that the selection of the market 
rate of interest as the appropriate discount rate implies that the govern
ment should not engage in public activities which, for whatever reasons, 
have a rate of return lower than the current rate on private investment. 
This procedure is undesirable because the government budgetary process is 
essentially a political process; in this process, the people--through their 
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elected representatives--decide how much of their income and wealth should 
be invested in various types of governmental activity. To make these de
cisions contingent upon the workings of an uncertain formula would be 
unacceptable in our society. 

In view of the inadequacies of the market rate of interest of public 
utilities, the most suitable type of discount rate used in this context 
would be the rate of social time preference. The social rate of time 
preference is based primarily on the value that society places on reserv
ing a share of current wealth for future use. This rate is an extension 
of an accepted public policy, and while each project under this policy 
must be administratively determined by the government policy-makers, the 
upper limits of this discount rate would coincide with the existing rates 
for long term government bonds. 

The social rate of time preference is regarded as the most appropriate 
rate of dis60unt for this study and will be used in discounting the value 
of the net benefits to their present values. The remaining question con
cerns the percentage at which this rate should be fixed, and whether the 
same discount rate should apply to the United States and Canada. 

Interest Rates: Welfare Defined with Respect to Both Canada and the 
United States 

It is assumed in this study that both Canada and the United States 
will share in planning the proposed project and will attempt a maximiza
tion of the benefits accruing to both countries. This argues for the 
selection of a single interest rate to be applied t6 the discounting of 
the net benefits of the two nations. It is believed that the above ap
proach is more practical than having each country maximize its own bene
fits from the project on the basis of separate and different rates ...... 

A strong argument in favor of a joint maximization of benefits is 
the current trend toward liberalization of trade and capital flows between 
both countries which will, over time, markedly reduce the current interest 
rate differential between both countries. 

The basis for a joint discount rate to be used by both countries 
would be the current prevailing long term government bond rates of Canada 
and the United States, which are at 5-1/2 and 4-1/4 percent, respectively. 
However, one additional adjustment must be made to these rates concerning 
the element of "risk." All interest rates, including interest rates on 
government bonds, contain some element of risk. The risk may be the pos
sibility of currency depreciation or devaluation, or it may relate to the 
possibility that the benefits may be less than estimated. 

Such risks can be minimized without increasing the rate itself. The 
risk of monetary depreciation could be balanced by a concurrent inflation 
of benefits, while a possible overestimation of benefits could be countered 
by conservative estimates themselves. It has been estimated that approxi
mately 1 percent of the current Canadian government bond rate and .5 per
cent of the current U.S. government bond rate represent such risk elements~ 
these are therefore subtracted from the rates themselves. 
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Table 46 

THE DETERMINATION OF THE PURE RISKLESS RATE OF INTEREST 
IN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES 

Long term government bond rates 
Less monetary depreciation rate 

Intercountry difference in 
pure interest rates due to 

Canada 

5.50% 
1.00 

United States 

4.25% 
0.50 

4.50% 3.75% 

Foreign Exchange risks 0.75% 

Joint discount rate 4.20 

It is therefore proposed to use a uniform discount rate of 4.20 percent. 

It is interesting to compare this discount rate with the findings 
of a study by G. L. Reuber and R. J. Wonnacott (The Cost of Capital in 
Canada) to determine a proper discount rate for jOint Canadian-U.S. 
projects. 

The Reuber and Wonnacott study concerned the estimation of the cost 
of capital in Canada with special reference to the development of the 
Columbia River Project. The authors concluded that it was unlikely that 
the project would be financed from federal taxes, and they shifted their 
efforts to the estimation of the opportunity cost of borrowed funds . 

. To estimate the opportunity cost of capital, they traced which bor
rowing sectors would forego funds if the government increased its borrow
ing to finance the Columbia project and what the opportunity costs of the 
funds foregone might have been. They arrived at an estimated rate of 
4.6 percent, but failed to make any adjustment for risk. It is our be
lief that a lower discount rate than this figure approximates the pure 
riskless interest rate. 

Summary of Economic Effects and Translation into Discounted Benefits 

The purpose of this chapter is to summar1ze economic effects result
ing from the improvement program on the Alaska Highway, to translate them 
into benefits, and to discount the benefits, as well as the costs involved 1 

at their present value. All of these operations will be performed and the 
results will be shown in Table 47. Prior to presenting this tabulation, 
however, it is necessary to indicate the various items that are listed . 
in this overall tabulation. 
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As indicated earlier, the benefits considered in this study will 
either be (1) cost saving benefits, related to the lower cost of opera
tion on the Highway after the completion of the improvement programj or 
(2) generated benefits, related to the additional economic activity gen
erated as a r~sult of the improvement program. 

Cost Saving Benefits 

As determined earlier the unit cost savings projected here will be 
4.5 cents per vehicle~mile for trucks and 1 cent per vehicle-mile for 
passenger automobiles. In addition, avoidable vehicle operating costs 
due to the shortening of the road will be calculated at 34.5 cents for 
Canadian trucks and 49.7 cents for U.S. trucks and 6.0 cents per passen
ger automobile. The amount of benefits calculated due to road shortening 
will, of course, depend on which of the two plans--Alternative B or Alter
native C--is actually considered for construction. In the absence of spe
cific information as to where such road shortening would take place, it 
has been assumed that all traffic on the highway will share propor~ionately 
in the benefits derived from such shortening. 

The above unit cost savings will be applied to that volume of truck 
and passenger car traffic in 1975 and 1985 which is likely to use the 
Highway in those years irrespective of whether the Highway is improved. 
This so-called normal traffic includes not only the current level of traf
fic, but also those increments of growth that would occur regardless of 
the improvement program. To determine the appropriate levels of normal 
traffic for 1975 and 1985, the following growth rates were assumed for 
various types of truck traffic: 

1. A 2 percent growth rate will be projected for truck traffic from 
continental United States to Alaska and from the Alaska Panhandle 
to Fairbanks, reflecting both the historically low rates of traf
fic growth and the expected shifts in regional development in 
Alaska favoring Anchorage and the south central region. 

2. The through truck traffic from Canada to Alaska will be projected 
at a 3 percent rate of growth. 

3. The truck traffic between Alaska and the Yukon will be projected 
at a 5 percent annual growth rate. 

4. In accordance with current growth trends, a 5 percent rate of 
annual growth was assumed for the Canadian through traffic orig
inating in Vancouver, Edmonton-Calgary, and the Prairie Provinces 
with destinations in Fort Nelson, Watson Lake, and Whitehorse. 

5. A 3.6 percent rate of growth was projected for local truck traf
fic on the Alaska Highway. This growth rate was derived from 
the following traffic growth rates along the Highway: 
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a. A 6 percent growth rate is expected for the traffic origi
nating in Dawson Creek and Fort St. John and ending in Fort 
Nelson. This high rate of growth reflects the expected con
tinuation of the rapid development of the Fort Nelson area 
involving oil exploration and forest products. 

b. The area around Whitehorse is expected to grow at approxi
mately its current rate, and therefore the truck traffic 
between Whitehorse and Mile 925 was projected to increase 
at an annual rate of 6 percent; a 4 percent growth rate was 
used for the traffic between Whitehorse and Carcross Road. 

c. A 2 percent rate of growth is projected for the traffic from 
Fort st. John, Dawson Creek, Fort Nelson, and Whitehorse to 
Watson Lake, and back again. 

The rest of the local traffic has been projected at a 3 percent rate 
of growth. It includes the traffic from Fort St. John, Fort Nelson, and 
Haines to Whitehorse, and the local Alaska border traffic. 

'All the above growth rates for truck traffic on segments of the 
Alaska Highway combine to an overall 3.5 percent growth rate for the 
truck traffic on the Highway between now and 1985. 

The "normal" passenger traffic was projected according to the follow
ing growth rates: 

1. A 4.5 percent rate of growth was projected for tourists and visi
tors from the United States to Alaska. ' 

2. The passenger traffic from Alaska to the United States by Alaska 
residents was projected at a 4 percent growth rate, in accordance 
with our estimates of population and income growth for Alaska. 

3. The passenger traffic from Yukon to Alaska was forecasted to 
grow at an annual rate of 4 percent, as was traffic of Canadian 
vacationers to Alaska. 

4. The growth of the local passenger traffic was projected in line 
with recent growth experience as follows: 

a. A 7 percent annual growth rate for the passenger traffic 
from Dawson Creek to Fort Nelson. 

b. A 6 percent annual growth rate for the traffic from White
horse to Mile 925. 

c. A 3 percent annual growth rate for the local traffic from 
Dawson Creek and Carcross Road to Whitehorse. 

d. A 2 percent annual growth rate for the traffic from Watson 
Lake to Whitehorse. 
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All these particular growth rates resulted in a total, normal annual 
growth rate of 4.1 percent for passenger traffic on the Alaska Highway. 

Generated Benefits 

The only benefits related to generated truck traffic are .assumed to 
be additional exports of food products, primarily, from Canada to Alaska. 
These exports were assumed to total approximately $1 million per year 
following the completion of the Highway. The benefits attributable to 
such increased exports were estimated at approximately 12 percent of the 
gross value of the export, and they consist of: (1) savings to Alaskan 
consumers who import from alternate destinations, and (2) additional 
profi ts to Canadian producers. 

The major portion of generated benefit is assumed to stem from in
creased tourism in the area. After a period of slower growth during the 
construction period, tourist travel is expected to expand rapidly after 
completion of the improvement program--at a rate ·of approximately 15 per
cent per year until 1985, and perhaps beyond. That portion of tourist 
travel which exceeds what could have been expected wi~hout the improvement 
program constitutes the major source of generated benefits. The benefits 
attributable to this excess portion of tourist traffic are estimated to 
amount to approximately 10 percent of the gross spending in the area, or 
approximately $3.52 per tourist party per day. It is also assumed that 
the improved facilities on the Highway will induce a level of spending 
per tourist approximately 25 percent higher than that existing currently. 
As was pointed out earlier, only the net profit portion of total spending 
amounting to 10 percent of revenues can be assumed to constitute benefits 
derived from increased tourism. The remaining 90 percent represents the 
cost of resources that could have been invested elsewhere and perhaps,made 
to produce equivalent profits. 

In addition to the measurable benefits attributable to tourist traf
fic, there are intangible benefits de~ived from such traffic in the form 
of consumer enjoyment that are reaped by the visitors to the area. The 
theory of consumer surplus merely indicates that the consumption of a 
product or a service by a consumer involves a sharing of benefits between 
the vendor and the consumer. However, in this, as in most other cases of 
consumer surplus, the benefits to the consumer cannot be quantified. 

Discounting the Costs and Benefits 

As indicated in the previous chapter, all of the costs and benefits 
related to this improvement program will be discounted at a rate of 
4.2 percent per year. Since costs tend to precede the generation of 
benefits, such discounting at first seems to widen the gap between costs 
and benefits; however, to equate current costs with future benefits would 
be totally unrealistic. If another discount rate seems more appropriate, 
such a rate could be substituted in Table 47. 
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Table 47 

BENEFIT-COST EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES B AND C 
1966-1985 

Alternative B Alternative C 
Cost Alternative B Cost Alternative C 

Minus Present Value Minus Present Value 
Year Cost Alternative A Benefits Costs Benefits Cost Alternative A Benefits Costs Benefits 

1966 $ 7,070,700 $ -16,311 $ 6,785,701 $ -15,654 $ 6,363,600 $ -16,311 $ 6,107,102 $ -15,654 

1967 13,117,300 73,426 12,080,770 67,623 12,387,700 129,174 11 ,408 ,822 118,966 

1968 19,624,000 248,917 17,344,882 220,008 18,871,900 383,755 16,680,130 339,186 

1969 18-,823,600 528,276 15,967,088 448,109 18,049,000 797,199 15,310,034 676,222 

1970 15,615,300 827,562 12,711 ,902 673,691 14,818,200 1,240,671 12,063,008 1,009,989 

1971 16,305,000 1,108,759 12,738,281 866,218 15,485,400 1,664,847 12,097,968 1,300,662 

1972 15,920,600 1,424,233 11,937,167 1,067,880 15,078,500 2,132,093 11,305,765 1,598,628 

1973 15,947,300 1,765,721 11,474,529 1,270,484 15,082,700 2,636,435 10,852,424 1,896,987 

1974 12,862,900 2,138,579 8,882,605 1,476,817 11,975,800 3,183,497 8,270,008 2,198,396 

1975 4,773,600 2,474,715 3,163,419 1,639,969 3,868,000 3,693,699 2,563,286 2,447,777 

1976 -1,875,100 3,181,510 -1,192,584 2,023,472 -2,100,000 4,508,307 -1,335,686 2,867,329 

1977 -3,890,800 3,580,725 -2,374,756 2,185,499 -415,800 4,985,219 -2,512,084 3,042,734 

1978 -4,004,500 3,794,981 -2,345,654 2,222,926 -4,229,500 5,258,065 -2,447,448 3,079,932 

1979 -4,118,200 4,179,971 -2,315,026 2,349,750 -4,343,200 5,722,388 -2,441,508 3,216,812 

1980 -4,231,900 4,611,995 -2,283,071 2,488,125 -4,456,900 6,243,687 -2,404,456 3,368,407 

1981 -4,345,600 5,112,298 -2,249,741 2,646,662 -4,570,600 6,835,504 -2,366,224 3,538,775 

1982 -4,459,300 5,657,688 -2,215,691 _ 2,811,130 -4,685,300 7,475,447 -2,327,486 3,714,318 

1983 -4,575,000 6,300,267 -2,180,630 3,004,269 -4,798,000 8,229,570 -2,287,921 3,924,254 

1984 -4,686,700 7,042,560 -2,144,747 3,222,845 -4,911,700 9,094,162 -2,247,711 4,161,707 

1985 -4,800,400 7,868,200 -2,108 ,213 3,455,508 -5,025,400 10,054,096 -2,207,026 4,415,498 

Total $91,676,231 $ 34,125,331 $84,050,998 $ 46,900,925 

Present value of net benefits -57,550,900 -37,150,073 

Benefit - cost ratio 0.372 0.558 



The costs of reconstructing, paving and maintaining the existing 
Highway are shown as annual costs for Alternative B or C minus the cost 
involved under Alternative A. Alternative A, as indicated, is simply the 
maintenance of the Highway in its present condition. Thus the annual costs 
shown in this tabulation are net additional costs that would be incurred 
under either Alternative B or C. 

As shown in Table 48, in both projects--Alternatives Band C--the 
cost saving benefits (user benefits) from normal traffic, predominate over 
the volume increasing benefits. These user benefits are 64 percent of 
total benefits in ·1985 for Alternative Band 72 percent in Alternative C 
due to sUbstantial shortening of the Highway. In both cases the user bene
fits from passenger traffic are greater than those from truck traffic. 

The generating benefits--volume increasing benefits--arise mostly 
from increased tourist expenditures since the generated benefits from 
truck traffic are less than 2 percent of the total benefits. The cost 
saving benefits for earlier years have an even greater share of the total, 
since the generated benefits increase rapidly after the completion of the 
paving. 

Allocation of Benefits as Between Canada and the United States 

The purpose of this chapter is to indicate precisely how the bene~ 
fits will be allocated between Canada and the United States. There are 
two principles that will be followed in allocating the cost saving bene
fits generated by the improvement program. With respect to passenger car 
traffic, the beneficiaries will be assumed to be the operators or owners 
of the vehicle, and the allocation will be made on the basis of the regis
tration of the passenger cars involved. 

With respect to truck traffic, however, the basic assumption will be 
that the beneficiary is the receiver of the goods carried by the vehicle. 
In the case of truck traffic, the savings experienced by the operator will 
be temporary only, since competition will force the operators of commercial 
trucks to pass on their savings to the consumer. The very competiveness 
of the trucking business throughout North America would seem to ensure 
that such savings are passed on promptly to the shippers or receivers. 
With respect to local trucking, this distinction as to the identity of 
the beneficiary--whether the operator or the receiver of goods carried 
by the truck--is quite immaterial; in both cases, the beneficiary will 
be the area in which the truck operation occurred. The distinction is 
of great importance, however, in relation to commercial trucking opera
tions where long-haul deliveries are made to destinations in British 
Columbia, Yukon Territory, or Alaska. 

Generated Benefits 

Generated truck benefits, derived from increased exports of food 
products from Canada to Alaska,will be allocated equally to Canada and 
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Table 48 

COMPOSITION OF BENEFITS ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
1985 

Relative 
Alternative B Percentages Alternative C 

Cost-saving benefits 
Truck traffic $1,942,596 24.7'J, $ 2,982,620 

Passenger traffic 3,094,924 39.3 4,240,796 

Subtotal $5,037;520 64.0% $ 7,223,416 

Volume-increasing benefits 
Truck .traffic 120,000 1.5 120,000 

Passenger traffic 2,710,680 34~5 2,710,680 

Subtotal $2,830,680 36.0% $ 2,830,680 

Total 7,868,200 100.0 10,054,096 

Relative 
Percentages 

29.6~ 

42.2 

71.8~ 

1.2 
27.0 

28.2~ 

100.0 



the United states. The Alaskan benefits represent savings to the consumer 
over imports from other sources, whereas the Canadian benefits represent 
net profits derived from the additional production of goods and services. 
There is no precise way of estimating the sharing of benefits in the case 
of additional export trade; however, a 50-50 split of the benefits appears 
reasonable, particularly since it emphasizes the point that the "benefits 
from increased foreign trade never accrue entirely to one country or the 
other. 

Assuming identical daily expenditure patterns for vacationers both 
in Alaska and in the Yukon, the monetary-generated benefits attributable 
to increased tourism will be allocated in accordance with the time spent 
by the Highway vacationers in Alaska and in Canadian territory. In ac
cordance with present travel patterns, a length of stay in Alaska of ten 
days will be assumed for all the Highway vacationers; the time spent on 
the Alaska Highway will be six days for all the vacationers originating 
in the United states and five days for those originating in Canadian terri
tory. The shorter span of time for Canadian vacationers takes into account 
that 22 percent of these vacationers are from the Yukon Territory. 

Intangible benefits accruing to individual travelers will also be 
shared, but a large portion of these nonmonetary benefits from the con
venience of traveling on a paved road will accrue to the United states 
(the point of origin for the majority of the additional travelers). 

A full tabulation of the allocated benefits is presented in Table 49. 

Allocation of Benefits among Provinces and Territories 

The original concept of the research study, as stated in the proposal 
for research submitted by the Institute, envisaged an apportioning of the 
Canadian benefits among the various provinces and territories. This has 
not proved feasible for two reasons: (1) the existing data on Highway 
traffic cannot be projected for 20 years hence with ~ny degree of cer
tainty as to the nature of the movements and the precise destinations 
thereof; and (2) even if such projections could be made, the resulting 
allocations would be somewhat misleading. The reasons for these conclu
sions are the following: 

1. The analysis of traffic indicated that--with the exception of 
through traffic to Alaska--a good proportion of the traffic on 
the Highway is of a temporary nature, in the sense that the 
projects and activities associated with the movements often 
last only for short periods of time. In addition, if the High
way improvement program adopted involves considerable Highway 
relocation, the actual pattern of supply traffic to the area 
served may be altered, as some communities are abandoned and 
new communities are established. Such a foreknowledge of the 
destination of traffic is necessary to allocate benefits within 
the area, because, in the case of commercial traffic, the recipi
ents of the goods carried are the beneficiaries of the Highway 
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Table 49 

ALLOCATION OF BENEFITS BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES 
1966-1985 

Alternative B Al terna ti ve C 
Present Value Present Value 

of Present Value of Present Value 
United States United States Canadian of Canadian United States United States Canadian of Canad<.an 

Year Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefit,,; 

1966 $ -10,313 $ -9,898 $ -5,998 $. -5,756 $ -10,313 $ -9,898 $ -5,998 $ -5,756 
1967 26,455 24,364 46,971 43,259 52,538 48,386 76,636 70,580 

1968 101,473 89,688 147,444 130,320 163,896 144,861. 219,859 194,325 

1969 221,708 188,063 306 ,568 260,046 345,293 292,894 451,906· 383,328 

< 1970 349,759 284,727 477,803 388,964 538,683 438,524 701,988 571,465 
10-4 
10-4 1971 468,784 366,238 639,975 499,980 721,440 563,625 943,407 737,037 
I .... 1972 602,252 451,564 821,981 616,316 922,852 691,948 1,209,241 906,680 
~ 1973 745,425 536,353 1,020,296 734,131 1,137,569 818,512 1,498,866 1,078,475 

1974 900,829 622,076 1,237,750 854,741 1,370,105 946,140 1,813,392 1,252,256 

1975 1,039,325 688,750 1,435,390 951,219 1,584,301 1,049,900 2,109,398 1,397,877 

1976 1,415,566 900,314 1,765,944 1,123,158 2,005,987 1,275,828 2,502,320 1,591,501 

1977 1,649,698 1,006 ,895 1,931,027 1,178,604 2,273,796 1,387,814 2,711,423 1,654,920 

1978 1,741,164 1,019,894 2,053,817 1,203,032 2,387,g55 1,398,754 2,870,110 1,681,178 

1979 1,963,457 1,103,748 2,216,514 1,246,002 2,649,976 1,489,671 3,072,412 1,727,141 

1980 2,217,439 1,196,286 2,394,556 1,291,839 2,947,890. 1,590,357 3,295,797 1,778,050 

1981 2,511,245 1,300,084 2,601,053 1,346,578 3,290,536 1,703,527 3,544,968 1,835,248 

1982 2,848,944 1,415,552 2,808,744 1,395,578 3,682,548 1,829,744 3,792,899 1,884,574 

1983 3,237,,456 1,543,774 3,062,811 1,460,495 4,131,689 1,970,188 4,097,881 1,954,066 

1984 3,690,743 1,688,973 3,351,817 1,533,872 4,652,666 2,129,172 4,441,496 2,032,535 

1985 4,197,981 1,843,644 3,670,219 1,611,864 5,235,688 2,299,378 4,818,408 2,116,120 

Total $16,261,089 $17,864,242 $22,059,325 $.24,841,600 

Percentage of 
total benefits 47.7% 52.3% 47.0% 53.0% 



improvement. Somewhat the same consideration applies to local 
passenger traffic, where the future distribution of population 
will be a deciding factor. 

2. The second conclusion--that such allocations, even if made, would 
be misleading--is an even stronger factor against making a pre
cise allocation. One of the basic findings of this study is that 
the vast majority of benefits generated by the program would ac
crue directly to the area served by the Highway. While it is 
true, of course, that a portion of the Highway is within the prov
ince of British Columbia, to allocate a ·portion of the benefits 
to British Columbia would imply that the province, as a whole, 
would benefit from the program. And this would not be the case. 
The reason for this lack of dispersion of benefits is the rela
tively high incidence of cost saving benefits that,accrue only 
to direct or indirect users of the Highway. 

While no precise allocation of Canadian benefits among the various 
provinces and terri.tories is therefore made, it is deemed appropriate to 
summarize the following points concerning the probable dispersion of bene
fits within Canada. 

1. As stated above, the vast majority of benefits accruing will be 
cost saving benefits, and most of the beneficiaries would be 
residents of the area served by the Highway. 

2. Monetary benefits derived from generated tourism would accrue to 
the same area, except that the generation of these benefits re
quires not only the prior improvement of the Highway itself, but 
prior investment in additional tourist facilities amounting to 
perhaps $20 million. 

3. The only Canadian benefits accruing to individuals or interests 
residing outside of the area served by the Highway will be those 
derived from increased agricultural exports to Alaska--probably 
originating in Alberta or British Columbia--and benefits accruing 
to Canadian tourists from outside the area. Both of these groups 
of benefits combined would constitute only a small fraction of 
the total Canadian benefits. 
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Appendix A 

COMMERCIAL FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION ON 
THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 
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Major carriers 
Northbound 
Southbound 

Total 

Small carriers 
Northbound 
Southbound 

Total 

All carriers 
Northbound 
Southbound 

Total 

Table A-I 

MOTOR COMMON CARRIER VEHICLE MILES AND NUMBER OF TRIPS 
ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY SEGREGATED BY MAJOR AND SMALL CARRIERS 

1964 

Number of ,Trips Vehicle Miles 
Canadian U.S. Total ' Canadian U.S. 

4,878 1,470 6,348 2,270,704 1,647,555 
4,878 1,470 6,34a 2,270,704 1,647,555 

9,756 2,940 12,696 4,541,408 3,295,110 

1,767 338 2,105 759,193 304,425 
1,767 338 2,105 759,193 304,425 

3,534 676 4,210 1,518,386 608,850 

6,645 1;808 8,453 3,029,897 1,951,980 
6,645 1,808 8,453 3,029,897 1,951,980 

13,290 3',616 16,906 6,059,794 3,903,960 

Total 

3,918,259 
3,918,259 

7,836,518 

1,063,618 
1,063,618 

2,127,236 

4,981,877 
4,981,877 

9,963,754 

Source: Source of data in this table and in all tables in this appendix is Travacon Research 
Limited, Calgary, Alberta. 



Alaska Highway Transportation Study Questionnaire 

1. What type of equipme~t do you tipically operate over the 
Alaska Highway? (e.g., Kenworth Diesel Tractors, 40-foot 
box tandem semi-trailer, flat bed, etc.) 

2. What would be the average or typical content weight per trip 
over that portion of the Highway lying between Tok, Alaska, 
and Dawson" Creek, 5.C.? 

(a) Northbound 

(b) Southbound 

3. During 1964 how many trips per month did you operate over that 
portion of the Highway lying between Tok, Alaska, and Dawson 
Creek, 5.C.? 

January 

Flilbruary 

March 

ApTil 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Northbound Southbound Total 

4. Would you consider 1964 to be a typical year in terms of 
traffic volume? 

If not, was it lower or higher than normal? 

And by how much1 __________________________ _ 
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5. What proportion of Northbound loads would originate in each of 
the following areas? 

(a) United States Pacific Northwest: 

(b) Vancouver and surrounding area: 

(c) Northern British Columbia: 

(d) Alberta points: 

(e) United States Midwest: 

(f) Other (specify): 

6. What proportion of Southbounc loads would terminate at each of 
these points? 

(a) United States Pacific Northwest: 

(b) Vancouver and surrounding area: 

(c) Northern British Columbia: 

(d) Alberta points: 

(e) United States Midwest: 

(f) Other (specify): 

7. Of Northbound traffic what proportion would terminate at the 
following points? 

(a) fairbanks area: 

(b) Anchorage-Valdez area: 

(c) Other Alaska points: 

Cd) Yukon points: 

8. Of Southbound traffic what proportion would originate at the 

9. 

following points? 

(B) 

( b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Of total 
or other 

(a) 

(b) 

98474-13'h 

fairbanks area: 

Anchorage-Valdez area: 

Other Alaska points: 

Yukon points: 

traffic moving between Alaska/Yukon and the Lower 4B, 
Canadian points, what proportion would be routed: 

aver the Alaska Highway: 

Via Haines and water movement 
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la. What proportion of total trips would be comprised of trailer
load shipments versus less-than-trailer-load shipments? 

(a) Northbound trips: 

(b) Southbound trips: 

11. What proportion of total traffic which you handle would move 
under controlled temperature conditions (i.e., requiring 
special trailer equipment such as reefer units)? 

12. What commodities are handle~ most frequently on Northbound trips 
over the Alaska Highway? (e.g., meat, food stuffs, clothing, 
household effects, etc.) 

13. What commodities are handled most frequently on Southbound trips 
over the Alaska Highway? 

14. What would be the average annual mileage incurred by tractors 
operating in Alaska Highway service? 

15. What would be the typical useful life in terms of both mileage 
and time of a tractor operating over the Alaska Highway? 

16. What would be the average elapsed time for a tractor trailer unit 
mo~ing between the following points? 

Hours 

( a ) Seattle and Anchorage: 

(b) Seattle and Vancouver: 

(c) Chicago and Anchorage: 

(d) Vancouver and Whitehorse: 

(e) Ednionton and Whitehorse: 
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17. Are in-service equipment failures over the Alaska Highway 
sufficiently frequent to prevent making delivery commitments 
based on departure time? (i.e., 4th morning, 5th morning, etc.) 

18. Do equipment failures occur mOle commonly on the paved or 
gravelled section of the Highway? 

19. What are the ma~' eAm~an t~nR~ nf ~~HinmRnt fAilHr~ in An.r~tfAn 
over the un paged portion of the Highway? 

20. What are the typical average line haul operating costs per mile 
by account classification as follows? 

Driver's wages 

Fuel and Oil 

Driver's Allowances 

Insurance 

Tractor Maintenance 

Trailer Maintenance 

Tire and Tubes 

Other (specify) 

Total typical average line haul costs ::' .. =-:.'::"'==:;:-:-:=7 •• = 
21. In the event the unpaved portion of the Alaska Highway is pDve~ 

how would you expect each of the cost catr.gories to be affected 
in terms of operating costs per mile? 

Driver's wages 

Fuel and Oil 

Driver's Allowance 

Insurance 

Tractor Maintenance 

Trailer Maintenance 

Tire end Tubes 

Other (specify) 

12.~.£'1'!.0se 5.n c_~~-p"~.U~ 

-------_._-----
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22. Is the cost of special protective e~uipment for vehicles 
operating over the unpaved portion a significant item of 
expense? 

If so, what would be the approximate annual cost of such 
equipment per tractor trailer unit? 

23. In the event the Highway is pAve~ wOlJld you anticipate a major 
increase in truck traffic? 

If so, where is this traffic likely to originate and what type 
of commodities are most likely to be carried? 

24. What would be the average revenue per trailer load moving 
between the following points? 

From Seattle to Anchorage: 

From Chicago to Anchorage: 

From Vancouver to Whitehorse: 

From Anchorage to Seattle: 

From Whitehorse to Vancouver: 
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Alaska Highway Carrier QUestionnaire 

(1) For the year 1964 please indicate the number of trips made over the A14ska 
Hish,~ay by principal points of origin ancl destination. 

(a) Northbound Trips 

Number of Loads 

· ............. . 
· ............. . · ............. . 
· ............. . 

(b) Southbound Trips 

Number of Loads 

· ............. . 
· ............. . 
· ............. . 
· ............. . 

To 

· ............. . · ............. . 
· ............. . · ............. . 
· ............. . · ............. . 

· ............. . 

.......•......• · ............. . 
· .............. . · ............. . 
· ............. . 
· ............. . · ............. . 

(2) "lh~t commodities are most commonly handled on norti.bound trips? 

....................................................................... 
(3) Wnat commodities are most commonly handled on southbound trips? 

.......... ' ............................................................ . 
(4) Do you experience frequent equipment failures in 

operation over the Alaska Highway? ............... 
If 80, what are the most common types? 

(i) •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• 

(ii) .............................. . 

(iii) .............................. . 

(5) 1010uld you expect any reduction in your operating 
costs as a result of paving the highway? ............... 
If so, what would you estimate them to be for each of the following 
categories: 

Driver IS wagG& 

Fuel and Oil 

Tractor ~~interiance 

Trailer Maintenance 

Tires and Tubea 

Other 
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Cents/Mile 

· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 
· ........ . 



Alaska Highway Supplemental Questionnaire 

For Contract Operators 

In the event you do contract hauling .for other commercial highway 
carriers please provide the fgl19wina information for ~: 

Name of Commercial 
Carrier for ~Jhom 

Service was Performed 

. . . 

. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 

Remarks 

. ... 

. .... 
. . 

A-IO 

... 
. .... 

. . . 
. ... 

Number of 
Trips 1964 

. .... 



Method of Data Collection 

Alaska Highway motor common carrier traffic falls into three major 
categories: 

1. Major. carriers--Any common carrier holding annual Public Service 
. Vehicle licenses in the Yukon Terri tory and operating more than 

one heavy tractor unit, a heavy tractor being any unit weighing 
10 tons or more. 

2. Small licensed carriers--Any common carrier holding annual Pub
lic Service Vehicle licenses in the Yukon Territory and operat
ing only one heavy tractor unit, a heavy tractor being any unit 
weighing 10 tons or more. 

3. Small unlicensed carriers--Any common carrier not holding annual 
Public Service Vehicle licenses in the Yukon Territory but per
forming commercial hauling on the Alaska Highway. 

The methods employed to procure information concerning the operating 
characteristics of the three categories of carrier were interview, ques
tionnaire, and estimate. Naturally every attempt was made to maximize 
coverage through interviews and questionnaires. 

Major Carriers 

From the outset, it was apparent that the major carriers accounted 
for by far the most commercial vehicle activity on the Alaska Highway (in 
fact, it amounts to 79 percent of total vehicle miles). Therefore, every 
attempt was made to interview personally the senior operating officers of 
each major motor common carrier. The purpose of this interview was to 
procure as much information as possible on the operating experience of, 
the carrier over the Alaska Highway. Also, during the interview the full 
questionnafre, as illustrated earlier, was completed. 

If it became impossible to arrange a personal interview with a repre
sentative of a major motor common carrier, the full questionnaire was 
either left at his office of mailed to the company with an explanatory 
letter emphasizing the importance attached to the information being re
quested. Follow-up pr~cedures, consisting of a telephone call or a second 
letter, were employed to expedite return of these questionnaires. 

Incases where an interview could not be arranged, or where the ques
tionnaire was not returned, it became necessary to estimate the mileages 
incurred by the motor common carrier in question. 

A list. of the major motor common carriers contacted, including those 
who did not submit a completed questionnaire, appears later in this ap
pendix. 
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The means of collection of data from the major motor common carrier 
group in Alaska Highway service is tabulated below. 

Canadian U.s. 
Carriers Carriers Total 

Interview and questionnaire 8 6 14 
Questionnaire 1 1 
Estimate 6 3 9 -

Total 11 10 24 

In estimating the mileages operated by the nonreporting major Cana
dian motor common carriers, it was assumed that each licensed tractor in 
their fleet would operate 100,000 miles per year. These carriers and 
assumptions made for each individual carrier, which were based on the 
maximum information obtainable at the time, are listed below. 

1. Gordie's Trucking Limited, Whitehorse, Yukon 

a. This carrier has five licensed tractors in the Yukon, but 
it operates out of Whitehorse in the winter only. In the 
summer, the operating base moves to Edmonton. 

b. For estimating purposes, it has been assumed that for the 
winter only, the five tractors are in Alaska service and 
that 50 percent of their mileage is on the Alaska Highway. 

c. The length of haul from Whitehorse is approximately 300 miles 
in each direction, i.e., Dawson City, Alaska Border, Watson 
Lake. 

d. Mileage incurred in Alaska service during the four winter 
months is: 1/3 x 100,000 or 33,000 miles/tractor. 

e. Therefore, the trip (100 percent empty return movement) 
and vehicle mileage characteristics for this carrier on 
the Alaska Highway are as follows: 

Trips Mileage 

Loaded 
Northbound 69 20,700 
Southbound 69 20,700 

Total 138 41,400 

Empty 
Northbound 69 20,700 
southbound 69 20,700 

Total 138 41,400 
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2. K & J Trucking Limited, Watson Lake, B.C. 

a. This carrier is restricted to hauling freight to Canadian 
Tungsten only, and has two tractors licensed in the Yukon 
for th'is purpose. 

b. If this carrier were hauling from Dawson Creek to Canadian' 
Tungsten (a distance of 824 miles) an average of 2.5 round 
trips per week would be made to accumulate an average of 
100,000 miles per tractor per year. However, no record 
exists of this carrier passing through the Watson Lake 
checkpoint during the three-week highway traffic sample 
taken in October 1964. Therefore, it is assumed that this 
carrier does not haul freight on the Alaska Highway. 

c. The probable hauling route for K & J Trucking Limited is 
from Watson Lake to Canadian Tungsten only. With two li
censed tractors, this would mean five round trips per trac
tor per week. 

3. K10ndike Transport Ltd., Dawson City,'Yukon 

This carrier is headquartered in Dawson City and since there is 
no record of any trips through Watson Lake during the three~week 
hIghway traffic sample, it is assumed that its trips originate 
at Whitehorse only. Thus, no significant mileage is recorded 
on the Alaska Highway. 

4. H.M. Olson Trucking, Whitehorse, Yukon, and Russell Transport 
(Yukon) Ltd., Whitehorse, Yukon 

98474-14V, 

a. These two carriers have two and three tractors licensed in 
the Yukon respectively, but there is no indication that 
they hauled through Watson Lake. 

b. For estimating purposes, it has been assumed that 50 per
cent of their mileage is on the Alaska Highway. 

c. The length of haul from Whitehorse is approximately 300 miles 
in each direction, i.e., Dawson City, Alaska Border, Watson 
Lake. 

d. Mileage incurred in Alaska Highway service in a typical year 
is 1/2 x 100,000 or 50,000 miles/tractor. 

e. Therefore, the trip (100 percent empty return movement) and 
vehicle mileage characteristics on the Alaska Highway for 
these two carriers are as follows; 
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Trips Mileage 

Loaded 
Northbound 208 62,400 
Southbound 208 62,400 

Total 416 124,800 

Empty 
Northbound 208 62,400 
Southbound 208 62,400 

Total 416 124,800 

Tamac Freightlines Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta 

a. During the.three-week Highway sample at Watson .Lake, this 
carrier made seven return trips to Whitehorse. 

b. This carrier has three tractors licensed' in the Yukon. 

c. From its base in Edmonton, a return trip to Whitehorse is 
2) 578 miles. 

d. If the frequency of trips throughout the year is similar 
to that in the three-week sample period, this carrier would 
make 119 trips, or accumulate 119 x 2,578 = 306,782 vehicle 
miles between Edmonton and Whitehorse. (This would average 
102,000 per tractor per year, which is a realistic target 
for the industry.) 

e. The empty return movement characteristics of this carrier 
would be similar to those of Canadian Freightways, i.e., 
87 percent of southbound trips are e,mpty. 

f. Therefore, Alaska Highway trip and vehicle mileage charac
teristics for this carrier are as follows: 

Mileage 
Unpaved 

Trips Total Alaska Highway 

Loaded 
NorthboUnd 119 153,391 99,722 
1J0u\;hbound 16 20,624 13,408 

'fo\;al 135 174,015 113,130 

Empty 
Northbound 
Southbound 103 132,767 86,314 

Total 103 132,767 86,314 
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As in the case of Canadian carriers, in estimating mileages for the 
nonreporting major U.S. common carriers, an average of 100,000 per year 
per licensed tractor was assumed. These carriers and the assumptions 
made for each individual carrier are listed below. 

l.F.A.S. Transportation Limited, Bellevue, Washington 

a. .The number of trips made by this carrier will be 2.3 times 
the number of reported trips at the government scale at 
Tok Junction. 

b. Distance traveled on the Canadian portion of the Alaska 
Highway on all trips is 1,140 for the main route and 205 
on the Panhandle route. 

c. Trips reported at scale, 27; estimated total trips, 62, 
of which main route, 54, Panhandle route, 8. 

d. On the main route, northbound trips are loaded and 10 per
cent of southbound trips are loaded. On the Panhandle route, 
all northbound trips are empty and all southbound trips are 
loaded. 

2. Glendenning Motorways, Inc., st. Paul, Minnesota 

a. The number of trips made by this carrier will be 2.3 times 
the number of reported trips at the government scale, at 
Tok Junction. 

b. Distance traveled on the Canadian portion of the Alaska 
Highway on all trips is 1,140 for the main route and 205', 
on the Panhandle route. 

c. Trips reported at scale, 24; estimated total trips, 56. 

d. All of the northbound trips are loaded and 25 percent of 
the southbound trips are loaded. 

3. Wrightway Auto Carriers, Anchorage, Alaska 

a. The number of trips made by this carrier will be·2.3 times 
the number of reported trips at the government scale at 
Tok Junction. 

b. Distance traveled on the Canadian portion of the Alaska 
Highway on all trips is 1,140 for the main r.oute and 205 
on the Panhandle route. 

c. Trips reported at scale, 48; estimated total trips, 110. 

d. Both northbound and southbound trips are 100 percent loaded. 
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Small Licensed Carriers 

Although tHere were virtually the same number of small unlicensed 
carriers as there were major carriers, it was evident at the outset that 
they accounted for a small portion of total commercial vehicle activity 
on the Alaska Highway (in fact, they constituted only 10 percent of total 
vehicle miles). Hence, although every attempt was made to interview rep
resentatives of each of these carriers personally, the necessity of follow
up was not considered as vital as in the cases of the major carriers. 

If a personal interview was no~ po~sible, the full questionnaire was 
either left at the office of the carrier or mailed directly. If, after 
two to three weeks, the questionnaire was not returned, an abbreviated 
questionnaire as shown earlier was mailed with a second letter of explan
ation and self-addressed envelope. 

In cases where even the abbreviateq questionnaire was not returned, 
it became necessary to estimate the mileages incurred by the carriers in 
question. 

A list of the small licensed motor common carriers contacted, includ
ing those who did not submit a completed questionnaire,. appears later in 
this appendix. 

The degree of coverage achieved in this category of common carrier 
is tabulated below. 

Canadian U.S. 
Carriers Carriers Total 

Interview and questionnaire 4 1 5 
Questionnaire 7 2 9 
Estimate 5 2 7 

Total 16 5 21 

As in the case of the major carriers, in estimating mileages for the 
small licensed motor common carriers an average of 100,000 miles per year 
per licensed tractor was assumed. The assumptions made for each individual 
carrier are listed below. 

1. Antonio Fekette, Whitehorse, Yukon, and Lorne D. Harper, White
horse, Yukon 

a. There was no record of these two carriers passing through 
the Watson Lake Highway checkpoint. 

b. It is assumed that 50 percent of mileage is on the Alaska 
Highway and the loaded movement is in one direction only. 
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c. Trip and vehicle mileage characteristics are as follows: 

Trips Mileage 

Loaded 
Northbound 84 25,200 
Southbound 84 25,200 

Total 168 50,400 

Empty 
Northbound 84 25,200 
Southbound 84 25,200 

Total 168 50,400 

2. Highway Distributors, Watson Lake, Yukon 

a. There was no record of this carrier passing through the 
Watson Lake Highway checkpoint. 

b. It is assumed that two-thirds of mileage is on the Alaska 
Highway and the loaded movement is in one direction only. 

c. Trip and vehicle mileage characteristics are as follows: 

Trips Mileage 

Loaded 
Northbound 110 33,000 
Southbound 

Total 110 33,000 

Empty 
Northbound 
Southbound 110 33,000 

Total 110 33,000 

3. Thos. Osborne, Grande Prairie, Alberta 

a. There was no record of this carrier passing through the 
Watson Lake Highway checkpoint. 

b. It is assumed t~at 50 percent of mileage is on the Alaska 
Highway and the loaded movement is in the northbound direc
tion only. 
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c. Trips are made only to Alaska Border, because of restricted 
license. 

d. Trip and vehicle mileage characteristics are as follows: 

Trips Mileage 

Loaded 
Northbound 20 22,800 
Southbound 

Total 
,~ 

20 22,800 

Empty 
Northbound 
Southbound 20 22,800 

Total 20 22,800 

4. Scandia Trucking Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta 

a. There was no record of this carrier passing through the 
Watson Lake Highway checkpoint. 

b. It lS assumed that 50 percent of mileage is on the Alaska 
Highway and the loaded movement is i·n· the northbound direc
tion only. 

c. Trips are to Whitehorse only. 

d. Trip and vehicle mileage characteristics are as follows: 

Trips Mileage 

Loaded 
Northbound 20 16,760 
Southbound 

Total 20 16,760 

Empty 
Northbound 
Southbound 20 16,760 

Total 20 16,760 
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Small Unlicensed Carriers 

After some familiarity with the operations of the maj~r carriers 
and the small licensed carriers, it became quite apparent that the small 
unlicensed carriers, although an important element in Alaska Highway 
motor common vehicle activity, did not play a major role in this trans
portation picture (in fact, they account for only 11 percent of total. 
vehicle miles). Secondly, since they are not licensed in the Yukon, 
there were no reliable records available from which names and addresses 
could be taken to identify and tr~ce the carriers in question. The only 
official Yukon government records that gave some clue as to names and 
locations of unlicensed carriers were copies of the Freight Vehicle Per
mits and Through Freighter Permits that were sold to unlicensed carriers 
as a permit to use the highway for a single trip. Unfortunately, the 
sale of permits cannot be rigidly policed so the permit receipt proved 
to be an inadequate source of information for tracing unlicensed carriers 
using the Alaska Highway. 

To simplify the tracing job and to adapt the estimating to the infor
mation available, the unlicensed carriers were divided into two groups, 
Canadian and U.S., and vehicle mileage estimates for each group of car
riers was made. 

During a three-week period in October 1964, the Yukon government 
conducted a 24-hour highway chec"k of all commercial vehicles passing 
through Watson Lake, Yukon. This check recorded the name and address 
of the carrier, the date the trip was made, and the total number .of mi·les 
the carrier was going to operate in the Yukon on the round trip. By elim
inating the carriers who were already covered in the "major" or "small 
licensed" categories, private carriers, and carriers operating small 
(under 10 tons) equipment, it was possible to develop an excellent statis
tical picture of the operations of the small unlicensed Canadian carriers 
on the Alaska Highway during the three-week sample period. 

After confirming that the sample period was representative of the 
general commercial highway traffic volumes during the rest of the year, 
an expansion factor of 17.33 was applied to the data to provide an esti
mate of annual vehicle mileages on the Alaska Highway for small unlicensed 
Canadian motor carriers. 

The Alaska Public Service Commission operates a scale at Tok, Alaska. 
Data compiled here show the date the vehicle entered Alaska, the name of 
the carrier, and its destination point. By eliminating Canadian carriers, 
carriers who were already covered in the "major" and "small licensed" cate
gories, private carriers, and carriers operating small (under 10 tons) 
equipment, it was possible to develop an excellent statistical picture of 
the operations of the small unlicensed U.S. motor common carriers on the 
Alaska Highway during 1964. To correct for the deficiency in these data 
resulting from the fact that the scale was closed during the night and 
hence had no record of carriers passing Tok during the nighttime hours, 
a comparison was made with the mileages of six specific carriers for which 
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complete data was available through interviews and questionnaires. The 
resulting correction factor was then applied to the data in question and 
a total volume estimate, as a function of volume through the scale, was 
made. This was verif~ed through a favorable comparison with the Watson 
Lake checkpoint records and through a comparison with total vehicle counts 
reported at the U.S. Customs Office at Tok, which records th~ movement of 
every passing vehicle. Further refinements were made to the correction 
factor and a final estimate, based on 2.3 times the reported vehicle count 
at the Tok scale, was made to arrive at the annual vehicle mileage operated 
over the Alaska Highway by unlicensed U.S. motor common carriers. 

Major Motor Common Carriers Holding Annual Public Service Vehicle Licenses 
For Operation Within and Through the Yukon Territory· 

Canadian Carriers Responding to Interviews and Questionnaires 

1. Alaska Highway Express Co. Ltd. 
12114 - 68 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 

2. Bartz Transport Ltd. 
Box 4001 
9807 - 62 Avenue 
South Edmonton, Alberta 

3. Canadian Freightways Ltd. 
411 Meredith Road 
Calgary, Alberta 

4. Loiselle Transport Limited 
(incl. British Yukon Navigation Co. Ltd.) 
P.O. Box 358 
Dawson Creek, B.C. 

5. Warren Nelson Transport Ltd. 
Dawson Creek,B.C. 

6. Rempel Trail Transportation Limited 
8710 - 126 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 

7. Robertson Transport Limited 
1425 - 97th Avenue 
Dawson Creek, B.C. 

* A major motor common carrier is defined as any company holding annual 
Public Service Vehicle licenses. in the Yukon Territory and operating 
more than one heavy tractor unit, a heavy tractor unit being any unit 
weighing ten tons or more. 
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Table A-2 

ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED VEHICLE MILES OPERATED 

OVER THE UNPAVED PORTION OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

1964 

Reported Estimated Total 
Mileage Mileage Mileage 

Canadian carriers 
General freight 2,586,354 1,446,272 4,032,626 
Bulk petroleum 1,809,436 1,809,436 
House trailers 102,712 102,712 

. Household effects 115,020 115,020 
Automobile haulers 

Total 4,613,522 1,446,272 6,059,794 

U.S. carriers 
General freight 2,957,090 340,390 3,297,480 
Bulk petroleum 
House trailers 93,480 210,170 303,650 
Household effects 88,920 5,180 94,100 
Automobile haulers 62 2400 146!330 208! 730 

Total 3,201,890 702,070 3,903,960 

All carriers 
General freight 5,543,444 1,786,662 7,330,106 
Bulk petroleum 1,809,436 1,809,436 
House trailers 196,192 210,170 406,362 
Household effects 203,940 5,180 209,120 
Automobile haulers 62,400 146!330 208&730 

).1/': V "'-.'Ul>i) 

Total 7,815,412 2,148,3<12 9;~63,7p4 

4-,J\l 
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Estimated 
Mileage as 

Percent 
of Total 

Mileage 

35.9% 

23.9 

11.5 

69.2 
5.5 

70.1 

17.9 

24.4 

51.8 
2.5 

70.1 

21.6 



Table A-3 

ALASKA HIGHWAY MILEAGES 

Dawson Creek 
Fort St. John 

City 

Mile #80 (end of paving) 
Fort Nelson 
Watson Lake 
Whitehorse 
Haines Junction 
Alaska Border 
Tok Junction 
Fairbanks 
Anchorage 

Haines Junction Gateway 
Haines Junction 

Whitehorse 
Stewart Crossing 
United Keno 
Dawson Creek 

Edmonton - Dawson Creek 
Vancouver - Dawson Creek 
Seattle - Dawson Creek 
Midwest Gateway (Coutts) - Dawson Creek 
Prairie Gateway (Portal) - Dawson Creek 
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Continuous 
Mileage 

o 
49 
80 

300 
634 
918 

1,015 
1,220 
1,317 
1,525 
1,641 

o 
158 

o 
211 
275 
321 

Interval 
Mileage 

49 
31 

220 
334 
284 

97 
205 

97' 
208 
324 

158 

211 
64 

110 

371 
759 
908 
798 

1,187 



8. H.M. Trimble & Sons Ltd. 
1510 - 40 Avenue SE 
Calgary, Alberta 

Canadian Carriers Not Responding to Interviews and Questionnaires 

1. Gordie's Trucking Ltd. 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

2. K & J Trucking Ltd. 
Watson Lake, Yukon 

3. Klondike Transport Ltd. 
Dawson City, Yukon 

4. H.M. Olson Trucking Ltd. 
Box 669 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

5. Russel Transport (Yukon) Ltd. 
Box 838 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

6. Tamac Freightlines 
11716 - 103 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 

U.S. Carriers Responding to Interviews and Questionnaires 

1. Alaska Auto Transport 
501 "c" Street 
Fairbanks, Alaska 

2. Consolidated Freightways Corporation of Delaware, Inc. 
Anchorage, Alaska 

3. Hill & Hill Truck Lines, Inc. 
Houston, Texas 

4. K & W Trucking Inc. 
Box 501 
Anchorage, Alaska 

5. Lynden Transfer, Inc. 
P.O. Box 433 
Lynden, Washington 

6. North American Van Lines, Inc. 
FortWayne, Indiana 
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7. Weaver Bros. Transport 
Anchorage, Alaska 

u.s. Carriers Not Responding to Interviews and Questionnaires 

1. F.A.S. Transportation Ltd. 
129 - 99th Northeast 
Bellevue, Washington 

2. Glendenning Motorways Inc. 
c/o Ar-Dee Alaska Truck Lines, Inc. 
1515 East Ivy street 
st. Paul, Minnesota 

3. Wrightway Auto Carriers 
526 Denali street 
Anchorage, Alaska 

Small Motor Common Carriers Holding Annual Public Service Vehicles Licenses 
For Operation Within and Through the Yukon Territory* 

Canadian Carriers Responding to Interviews and Questionnaires 

1. Alberta Trailer Co. Ltd. 
1243 - 48 Avenue NE 
Calgary, Alberta 

2. Murray O. Boyd 
Fort st. John, B.C. 

3. Capital Transport Ltd. 
200 - 12418 - 118 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 

4. J. H. Christy 
Watson Lake, Yukon 

5. Fred Loucks Trucking Service 
2750 Aldergvove-Bellingham Highway 
Aldergrove, B.C. 

6. Art Mohr Trucking Ltd. 
Dawson Creek, B.C. 

* A small motor carrier is defined as any company holding annual Public 
Service vehicle licenses in the Yuk0D Territory, and operating only 
one heavy tractor unit, a heavy tractor being any unit weighing ten 
tons or more. 
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7. Torval Moncrieff 
13532 - 120 street 
Edmonton, Alberta 

8. R. D. Moore 
Dawson Creek, B.C. 

9. Douglas R. Rushfeldt 
Box 1005 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

10. Norrie Simpson 
Fort Nelson, B.C. 

11. Donald Taylor 
Watson Lake, Yukon 

Canadian Carriers Not Responding to Intervi'ews and Questionnaires 

1. Antonio Fekette 
Box 2227 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

2. Hiway Distributors Ltd. 
Watson Lake, Yukon 

3. Lorne D. Harper 
Box 271 
Whitehorse, Yukon 

4. Thos. S. Osborne 
Grande Prairie, Alberta 

5. Scandia Trucking Ltd. 
Box 4191 
Edmonton, Alberta 

U.S. Carriers Responding to Interviews and Questionnaires 

1. Arctic Motor Freight, Inc. 
Box 6243 
Anchorage, Alaska 

2. Al Renk & Sons,. Inc. 
2922 Commercial Drive 
Anchorage, Alaska 

3.A. F. Tischer 
Spenard, Alaska 
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u.s. Carriers Not Responding to Interviews and Questionnaires 

1. O. G. Ness Truck Co. 
Box 41 
Valdez, Alaska 

2. Persinger Transport Co. 
Box 277 
College, Alaska 
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Loaded 
Northbound 
Southbound 

Total 
> 
I 

l'I) Empty ~ 

Northbound 
Southbound 

Total 

Total 
Northbound 
Southbound 

Total 

Percent Loaded 
Northbound 
Southbound 

Average 

Table A-4 

NUMBER OF TRIPS AND VEHICLE MILES OPERATED BY MOTOR COMMON CARRIERS 
OVER THE UNPAVED PORTION OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

1964 

Number of Trips Vehicle Miles 
Canadian U.S. Total Canadian .u. S. 

5,769 1,802 7,571 2,744,869 1,950,750 
1,987 1,054 3,041 .813!884 1,139 1335 

7,756 2,856 10,612 3,558,753 3,090,085 

876 6 882 285,028 1,230 
4,658 754 5,412 2,216,013 812,645 

5,534 760 6,294 2,501,041 813,875 

6,645 1,808 8,453 3,029,897 1,951,980 
6,645 1,808 8,453 3,029,897 1,951,980 

13,290 3;616 16,906 6,059,794 3,903,960 

86.8% 99.7% 89.6% 90.6% 99.9% 
29.9 58.4 36.0 26.9 58.3 - - -
58.0% 81.2% 62.8% 58.7% 79.1% 

Total 

4,695,619 
1,953,219 

6,648,838 

286,258 
3,028,658 

3,314,916 

4,981,877 
4,981,877 

9,963,754 

94.3% 
39.2 

66.7% 



Table A-5 

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF MOTOR COMMON CARRIER. LOADED VEHICLE MILES 
OVER THE UNPAVED PORTION OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

Northbound traffic origin 
Vancouver area 
Calgary~Edmonton area 
Other Prairie points 
Canadian Alaska Highway cOllDllunities 
U.S. Pacific Northwest 
Other U.S. points 
State of Alaska 

Total 

Southbound traffic destination 
Vancouver area 
'Calgary-Edmonton area 
Other Prairie points 
Canadian Alaska Highway communities 
U.S. Pacific Northwest 
Other U.S. points 
State of Alaska 

Total 

Total traffic between 
Vancouver area 
Calgary-Edmonton area 
Other Prairie pOints 
Canadian Alaska Highway communities 
U.8. Pacific Northwest 
Other U.S. points 
State of Alaska 

Total 

1964 

Destination 
Canadian Alaska 

Highway Communities 

250,822 
1,132,225 

49;841 
981,303 

2,414,191 

Orilin 
Canadian Alaska 

Highway COllDllunities 

251,122 
68,474 
31,376 

490,744 

841,716 

And 
Canadian Alaska 

Highway Communities 

501,944 
1,200,699 

81,217 
1,472,047 

3,255,907 
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State 
of Alaska 

71,090 
111,737 

47,443 
87,780 

1,274,,820 
651,328 

8 1830 

2,253,028 

State 
of Alaska 

1,209 
1,489 

110 

1,034,664 
101,676 

755 

1,139,903 

State 
of Alaska 

72,299 
113,226 

47,553 
87,780 

2,309,484 
753,004 

9 1585 

3,392,931 

Total 

321,912 
1,243,962 

97,284 
1,069,083 
1,274,820 

651,328 
8,830 

4,667,219 

Total 

252,331 
69,963 
;31,486 

490,744 
1,034,664 

101,676 
755 

1,981,619 

Total 

574,243 
1,313,925 

128,770 
1,559,827 
2,309,484 

753,004 
9,585 

6,648,838 



Table A-6 

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION BY PERCENT OF MOTOR COMMON CARRIER LOADED VEHICLE MILES 
OVER THE UNPAVED PORTION OF THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

Northbound traffic origin 
Vancouver area 
Calgary-Edrnonton area 
Other Prairie points 
Canadian Alaska Highway communi ties 
U.S. Pacific Northwest 
Other U.S: points 
State of Alaska 

Total 

Southbound traffic destination 
Vancouver area 
Calgary-Edmonton area 
Other Prairie points 
Canadian Alaska Highway communities 
U.S. Pacific Northwest 
Other U.S. points 
State of Alaska 

Total 

Total traffic between 
Vancouver area 
Calgary-Edrnonton area 
Other Prairie points 
Canadian Alaska Highway communities 
U.S. Pacific Northwest 
Other U.S. points 
State of Alaska 

Total 

1964 

Destination 
Canadian Alaska 

Highway Communities 

·10.4% 
46.9 
2.1 

40.6 

100.0% 

Origin 
Canadian Alaska 

Highway Communities 

29.9% 
8.1 
3.7 

58.3 

100.0% 

And 
Canadian Alaska 

Highway Conununities 

15.4% 
36.9 
2.5 

45.2 

100.0% 
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State of 
Alaska 

3.1% 
5.0 
2.1 
3.9 

56.6 
28.9 
0.4 

100.0% 

State of 
Alaska 

0.1% 
0.1 

90.8 
8.9 
0.1 

100.0% 

State of 
Alaska 

2.1% 
3.3 
1.4 
2.6 

68.1 
22.2 
0.3 

100.0% 

Total 

6.9% 
26.7 
2.1 

22.9 
27.3 

"13.9 
0.2 

100.0% 

Total 

12.7% 
3.5 
1.6 

24.8 
52.2 
5.1 
0.1 

100.0% 

Total 

8.6% 
19.8 
1.9 

23.5 
34.7 
11.3 
0.2 

100.0% 



Table A-7 

LOADED AND EMPTY VEHICLE MILEAGE BY GEOGRAPHIC SEGMENT 

OF CANADIAN PORTION OF ALASKA HIGHWAY 

Loaded vehicle miles 
Dawson Creek - Fort St. John 
Fort St. John - Mile #80 
Mile #80 - Fort Nelson 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 
Watson Lake - Whitehorse 
Whitehorse - Alaska Border 

Total 

Empty vehicle miles 
Dawson Creek - Fort St. John 
Fort St. John - Mile #80 
Mile #80 - Fort Nelson. 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 
Watson Lake - Whitehorse 
Whitehorse - Yukon Border 

Total 

Total vehicle miles 

Dawson Creek - Fort St. John 
Fort St. John - Mile #80 
Mile #80 - Fort Nelson 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 
Watson Lake - Whitehorse 
Whitehorse - Yukon Border 

Total 

1964 

Canadian U.S. 
Carriers 

215,240 
175,212 

1,251,198 
1,240,778 

835,231 
234,941 

3,952,500 

210,354 
137,802 
934,017 
786,020 
549,026 
235,373 

2,852,592 

425,594 
313,014 

2,185,215 
2,026,798 
1,384,257 

470,314 

6,805,192 
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Carriers 

131,614 
83,266 

591,025 
897,254 
762,824 
838,982 

3,304,965 

34,594 
21,886 

155,320 
235,806 
200,504 
222,245 

870,355 

166,208 

105,152 
746,345 

1,133,060 
963,328 

1,061,227 

4,175,320 

Total 

346,854 
258,478 

1,842,223 
2,138,032 
1,598,055 
1,073,923 

7,257,565 

244,948 
159,688 

1,089,337 
1,021,826 

749,530 
457,618 

3,722,947 

591,802 
418,166 

2,931,560 
3,159,858 
2,347,585 
1,531,541 

10,980,512 



Table A-8 

MOTOR COMMON CARRIER TRAFFIC DENSITY. BY GEOGRAPHIC SEGMENT 
OF CANADIAN PORTION OF ALASKA HIGHWAY 

1964 

Canadian U.S. 
Carriers Carriers 

Loaded movement 
Dawson Creek - Fort St. John 4,393 2,686 
Fort St. John - Mile #80 5,652 2,686 
Mile #80 -. Fort Nelson 5,687 2,686 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 3,715 2,686 
Watson Lake - Whitehorse 2,941 2,686 
Whitehorse - Alaska Border 823 2,778 

Average 3,240 2,709 

Empty movement 
Dawson Creek - Fort St. John 4,293 706 
Fort St. John - Mile #80 4,445 706 
Mile #80 - Fort Nelson 4,246 706 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 2,353 706 
Watson Lake - Whitehorse 1,933 706 
Whitehorse - Yukon Border 825 736 

Average 2,338 713 

Total 
Dawson Creek - Fort St. John 8,686 3,392 
Fort St. John - Mile #80 10,097 3,392 
Mile #80 - Fort Nelson 9,933 3,392 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 6,068 3,392 
Watson Lake - Whitehorse 4,874 3,392 
Whitehorse - Yukon Border 1,648 3,514 

Average 5,578 3,422 

* Vehicle miles per mile of highway. 
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Total 

7,079 
8,338 
8,373 
6,401 
5,627 
3,601 

5,949 

4,999 
5,151 
4,952 
3,059 
2,739 
1,561 

3,051 

12,078 
13,489 
13,325 
9,460 
8,366 
5,162 

9,000 



Table A-9 

MOTOR COMMON CARRIER VEHICLE MILES ON AlASKA HIGHWAY 

BY TYPE OF CARRIER 

1964 

Canadian U.S. 
Carriers Carriers Total 

Loaded vehicle miles 
General freight 2,531,775 2,634,600 5,166,375 
Bulk petroleum 904,718 904,718 
House trailers' 51,356 155,245 206,601 
Household effects 70,904 91,510 162,414 
Automobile haulers 208,730 208,730 

Total 3,558,753 3,090,085 6,648,838 

Empty vehicle miles 
General freight 1,500,851 662,880 2,163,731 
Bulk petroleum '904,718 904,718 
House trailers 51,356 148,405 199,761 
Household effects 44,166 2,590 ,46,706 
Automobile haulers 

Total 2,501,041 813,875 3,314,916 

Total vehicle miles 
General freight 4,032,626 3,297,480 7,330,106 
Bulk petroleum 1,809,436 1,809,436 
House trailers 102,712 303,650 406,362 
Household effects 115,020 94,100 209,120 
Automobile haulers 208 2730 208 173Q 

Total 6,059,794 3,903,960 9,963,754 
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Table A-10 

ALASKA HIGHWAY MOTOR COMMON CARRIER AVERAGE CONTENT WEIGHT 

PER LOADED VEHICLE 
(Tons) 
1964 

Northbound Southbound Total 

Canadian carriers 
General, freight 17.1 17.6 17.3 
Bulk petroleum 21.7 22.5 21.8 
House trailers 8.0 8.0 
Household effects 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Automobile haulers 

Average 18.9 17.3 18.5 

U.S. carriers 
General freight 18.4 5.7 13.4 
Bulk petroleum 
House trailers 7.0 8.0 7.1 
Household effects 10.0 5.0 7.5 
Automobile haulers 12.3 12.3 12.3 

Average 17.7 5.8 13.0 

All carriers 
General freight 18.0 9.5 14.7 
Bulk petroleum 21.7 22.5 21.8 
House trailers 7.5 8.0 7.6 
Household effects 10.0 7.8 8.6 
Automobile haulers 12.3 12.3 12.3. 

Average 18.3 9.9 15.6 
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Table A-11 

TYPICAL LINE HAUL OPERATING EXPENSES FOR MOTOR COMMON CARRIERS 
OPERATING ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY, BY AVOIDABLE 

AND NONAVOIDABLE CATEGORIES 
(Cents per Vehicle Mile in Canadian Funds) 

1964 

Avoidable Nonavoidable 

U.S. carriers-
, Drivers' wages 20.2~ ~ 
Fuel and oil 12.5 
Insurance 1.1 
Equipment maintenance 11.0 1.5 
Tires and tubes 6.0 1.1 
Licenses 3.3 
Other 1.6 

Total 49.7~ 8.6~ 

Canadian.carriers 
Drivers' wages 14.0 
Fuel and oil 7.5 
Insurance 4.0 
Equipment maintenance 8.0 1.5 
Tires and tubes 5.0 1.0 
Licenses 2.0 
Other 1.5 

Total 34.5~ 9.5~ 
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Total 

20.2~ 

12.5 
1.1 

12.5 
7.1 
3.3 
1.6 

58.3~ 

14.0 
7.5 
4.0 
9.5 
6.0 
2.0 
1.5 

44.5~ 
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Introduction 

Appendix B 

TOURISM IN ALASKA 
AND THE YUKON 

In estimating the potential benefits that .might be derived from pav
ing the gravel portion of the Alaska Highway, tourism appeared to be an 
industry that could conceivably benefit .to a considerable degree from a 
paving program. To measure the nature and extent of such benefits to 
this industry, it was first of all necessary to determine the size of the 
present tourist industry and then establish its normal growth picture, 
i.e., the growth in tourism that is likely to occur regardless of paving 
the Alaska Highway. The growth that could be attributable to the paving 
of the Highway would be derived separately and superimposed on the normal 
growth to constitute a total growth figure for tourism in Alaska and the 
Yukon. Hence, the specific objectives of the portion of the study reported 
in this appendix can be summarized as follows: 

1. To establish the size of the present tourist market in Alaska 
and the Yukon. 

2. To review recent developments for each type of transportation 
used by the tourist and indicate the outlook for the future for 
each area by mode of transportation. 

3. To examine the existing facilities along the Alaska Highway and 
determine the requirements to handle the anticipated growth to 
1985. 

Tourism in Alaska 

Alaska offers the tourist a unique combination of facilities and 
natural splendor. The sparsely populated tundra, Mount McKinley in the 
midnight sun, and the Indians and Eskimos (and the prices) are in con
trast with the standard vacation resort formula of warmth and ease. This, 
combined with the geographic location of the state, means that most tour
ists to Alaska will be somewhat different from the 'typical' American 
traveler. Also, there is a high probability that many tourists regard 
their trip to Alaska as a once-in-a-lifetime effort. The tourist surv~ys 
strongly suggest this is true. 
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The Tourist Market 

As indicated above, most tourists to Alaska have not been there pre
viously. The 1964 survey showed that only 15 percent of all tourists to 
Alaska had made the trip before. A comparable figure for Alberta is 
41 percent and for British Columbia, 75 percent. Since Alaska has only 
recently become a state, care should be used in the interpretation of 
this data, but the strong suggestion 1s that the typical tourist does not 
return. The implication follows that the state may receive poor word-of
mouth promotion, which could be an important negative impact on Alaskan 
tourism. However, the historical growth of tourist traffic to Alaska has 
been impressive. 

Comparison of data from a 1953 tourist survey with that of the 1963-64 
study supports the conclusion that total tourist traffic showed an annual 
rate of increase of about 12 percent over the decade 1953 to 1963. Sta
tistics on the estimated numbers of tourists visiting Alaska in the sum
mers of 1953, 1963, 1964, and 1965 are tabulated below. 

Year* 

1953 
1963 
1964 
1965 

Number of Tourists 

20,200 
88,000 
71,000 
75,000 

It can also be seen that a large drop in tourist traffic occurred 
in 1964. The earthquake suspended the plans of many tourists, and tour
ism has not yet fully recovered. This evidence of the extreme sensitiv
ity of the Alaskan tourist market could indicate the marginal acceptabil
ity of the relatively costly and arduous trip. A drastic change in the 
composi tion of tourists with respect to their primary purpose for vi·si t
ing Alaska also occurred in 1964. The number of persons traveling to 
visit friends and relatives increased sharply, while those simply making 
the trip as a vacation decreased even more sharply than the figures in 
the tabulation indicate. 

Method of Travel 

The most frequent method of travel for the Alaska tourist has shown 
some remarkable changes over the past decade. The 1953 survey showed 
that some 57 percent of all tourists traveled by steamship to the state. 

* The rate of increase in period 1953 to 1965 was 11.6 percent per year. 
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In 1964, only 25 percent arrived by shiP*. The tabulation below shows 
the comparative data for each means of travel for summers of 1953 and 
1964. 

Principal Means Percentages 
of Travel t 1953 1964 

Highway (bus, auto) 27% 47% 
Airline 16 24 
Ferry } 57 

16 
Cruise 9 
Railroad 4 

Total 100% 100% 

Clearly, the rates of change in tourist traffic by each method of 
travel have differed widely. The rates have also been unstable. All 
steamship arrivals (tourists and others), for example, showed a decreas
ing rate of about 8 percent per year in the period 1950 to 1956. In the 
same period, Highway traffic increased at approximately 13 percent per 
year. Airlines traffic also showed high growth in the period, although 
it was from a relatively small base amount. Since 1956, the trend in 
steamship arrivals has reversed, and in the period 1957 to 1963, tourist 
traffic carried showed a rate of increase of 7.6 percent. 

This observation shows the complex interrelationship between the 
methods of transportation used by the tourist. The Al"aska tourist typi
cally uses a broad range of travel methods. The tabulation below, for 
example, shows that for those travelers whose primary method of travel 
was automobile, 58 percent also used the Alaska Ferry System and 25 per
cent used an airline within the state. Each of the travel methods, 
particularly the ferry and Highway systems, act both as complementary 
and competitive means of transportation for the typical tourist. 

Primary Method 
of Travel 

Highway 
Ferry 
Airline 
Cruise Ship 
Railroad 

Percentage Using Other Methods of Travel in Alaska 
Automobile Bus Ferry Airline Cruise Ship Railroad 

100% --% 58% 25% 11% 19% 
71 14 100 7 4 10 
18 9 5 100 9 18 

26 3 25 100 86 
40 32 56 52 16 100 

* Note that data for 1964 is used only when the effect of the earth
quake did not change the statistics appreciably from 1963. 

t For comparative purposes, it was estimated that 86 percent of tourists 
from the United States to British Columbia in 1963 traveled by auto. 
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The Tourist Carriers 

1'0 assess the development and importance of each of the, carriers and 
their importance to future tourism, the historical trends and curr~nt 
plans of each of the transportation systems are summarized below. 

Airlines. Airlines have never been of major importance to the abso
lute volume of tourism in Alaska. The 1964 (May 1 to August 31) survey 
showed that about 24 percent of the state's tourists arrived by airline, 
and that only 28 percent of airline traffic to Alaska was tourists' (about 
70 percent of airline traffic is from the western United States) . 

Examination of the passenger statistics of the airlines for the 
summers of 1959 to 1963 revealed little (about 5 percent in ,the case of 
one airline only) growth in tourist traffic in that period. However, 
the airlines did have a peak summer in 1964, but it must be assumed to 
have been a result of an increase in nontourist traffic. 

The airline operators themselves reported that their plane capaci
ties would be significantly increased on the Alaska flights in the near 
future. They also estimated that 1965 traffic counts would be about 
30 percent above the 1964 level, but undue weight should not be given 
to their most recent and tentative data. 

The major question for the tourist airlines traffic is assumed to 
be that of fares. Airline operators who were interviewed expressed a 
strong belief that fares would be substantially reduced within three 
years. In view of comparative airline fares to other ~estinations, this 
appears very likely, but its impact on the total volume of tourists is 
not simple to judge. 

The reasori that relatively few tourists fly to Alaska does not appeur 
to be the high cost. The 1964 tourist survey showed that the typical 
vacationer trDveled slowly to and from Alaska by choice. The state func
tions as an important part of the tourist's whole experience of the north
ern tour. 

In this respect, it is noteworthy that in 1964 about 50 percent of 
vacationing tourists who traveled primarily by auto, and some 64 percent 
of those on the cruise ships came from the central and eastern United 
States. 

The survey of 1964 also showed that some 75 percent of tourists on 
the airlines were visiting friends rather than simply vacationing. This 
proportion was higher than usual on accoun't of the earthquake, but it is 
probably true that more than half of the airline tourists in typical 
years are visiting friends. Such traffic would,be expected to increase 
at least in proportion with the Alaska population. This rate (about 
5 percent per year) seems a reasonably low estimate for tourist airline 
traffic growth, and it would be expected that a fare reduction would 
initiate an abrupt upward shift in the number of tourists in this category, 
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particularly for those tourists from the central and eastern states. 
Little evidence exists, however, that the airlines would capture a sizable 
part of the 'tourist traffic from the other methods of transportation. 

Steamships. Virtually all steamship passengers are tourists. In 
1964, steamship (or cruise ship) traffic constituted some 9 percent of 
the total tourist traffic into Alaska. As mentioned previously, steam
ship traffic into Alaska showed significant decreases up to 1956, but 
since then the number of passengers carried in the summer months has 
increased at a rate of 7.6 percent per year. Each of the steamship 
companies responsible for this traffic has definite plans for expansion 
of its fleet. 

Ferries Traffic. In 1963 and 1964, tourists traveled extensively on 
the Alaska Ferry System. The interrelation between Highway and ferry 
traffic has already been shown. The Alaska Ferry System only became 
fully operative in 1963, and therefore no analysis of historical trends 
can be made, but the statistics show a marked increase in 1964 over 1963 
and it is said that 1965 will evidence a further growth in traffic volumes. 
The ferries operate three ships on the Prince Rupert, Juneau, Haines run, 
and two on the Anchorage-Kodiak run. 

There is some evidence in the 1964 survey that the ferry system is 
fast becoming an important alternative means for entering Alaska, but 
the short experience argues against premature conclu,sions. Tourist 
ferry traffic would be expected to increase in close step with Highway 
traffic. 

') 

Railroads. Passengers carried by the White Pass & Yukon Route Rail
way have increased at a rate of about 10 ,percent per year since 1959. 
Their traffic is closely related to the cruise ship and Highway traffic. 

Buses. West Tours are the largest operators of tours to Alaska. 
They operate offsetting tours using bus, air craft, and ferry. One group 
will fly to Anchorage, take the railroad to Fairbanks, the bus to Haines, 
and the ferry south from there. Another group will move in the opposite 
direction. Other buses operate from Edmonton to Alaska along the Alaska 
Highway. 

The statistics on bus travel indicate past increases in traffic at 
the rate of about 12 percent per year. 

Automobiles. Tourist automobile traffic is examined in the section 
on the Yukon following. 
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Conclusions 

1. Airline tourist traffic constitutes about 24 percent of all 
tourist traffic into Alaska. It has not shown significantly 
large increases in the years since 1959 (except perhaps in the 
current year). A fare reduction could increase the volume of 
tourist traffic at initiation. 

2. Steamships (cruise ships included) carry about 9 percent of all 
tourists into Alaska. Their traffic has shown a steady rate of 
growth since 1957 of some 7.6 percent per year. 

3. Some 16 percent of tourists use the ferry as their primary means 
of transportation into Alaska. Ferry tourist traffic is expected 
to increase, but the relatively short experience with this form 
of travel makes future estimates particularly hazardous. 

4. Some 47 percent of tourists traveled on the highway to Alaska. 
Most were driving their own automobiles. Bus and auto traffic 
have shown relatively high growth rates in the past five years 
of about 12 percent. However, the extreme smallness of the 
base makes projection of expected growth rates very hazardous. 

Tourism in the Yukon 

The Visitor Market 

The Yukon Territory must be regarded as a nondestination tourist 
area. In other words, it serves as a corridor through which the bulk 
of the tourists pass on their Alaska tour. 

In a recent study conducted by the Yukon Travel and Publicity 
Department, it was determined that approximately 80 percent of the Yukon 
visitors were from the United States, a proportion which supports the 
conclusion that the majority of tourists use the Yukon as a corridor 
between the U.S. mainland and Alaska. 

Notwithstanding this fact, this is a significant element in the 
Yukon tourist economy because of the tim~ entailed in traveling through 
the Yukon to or ·from Alaska. The normal driving time from Dawson Creek 
to the Alaska~Yukon border is approximately four days, thus necessitating 
five nights' accommodation over the 1,220 miles. 

The principal modes of transportation used by visitors in coming to 
the Yukon are automobile, commercial aircraft, and bus, with the auto
mobile being the most commonly used transportation vehicle. The tabula
tion on the following page illustrates the respective share of the total 
visitor transportation market realized by these modes, and shows that 
there has been no appreciable shift from one mode to the other during 
the past three years. 
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Percent of Total Visitors 
Year Automobile Plane Bus 

1962. 76% 16% 8% 
1963 78 14 8 
1964 76 15 9 

Average 77 15 8 

In analyzing the gro~th trend over this period, the following tabu
lation shows an annual average growth rate of 8.8 percent for visitors 
using automobiles as their mode of transportation to the Yukon and 4.0, 
percent for commercial aircraft passengers. The highest, growth rate has 
been realized by bus passengers; however, because of problems encountered 
in the way these data are compiled, it is possible that an experimental 
increase in scheduled service in 1964 might have resulted in a higher 
level of intra-Yukon traffic that, because of the method of statistical 
compilation, was interpreted as visitor traffic. Hence, it is possible 
that visitor bus traffic is not growing at as high a rate as indicated 
in the tabulation. 

Number of Visitors 
Year Automobile Plane Bus Total 

1962 52,956 11 ,304 5,651 69,911 
1963 60,784 11 ,244 5,859 77,887 
1964 62,743 12,229 7,182 82,154 

Average 
Annual 
Growth Rate 8.8% 4.0% 12.7% 8.4% 

The method used to determine the visitor count for each category 
itemized in the foregoing tabulation was quite straightforward in the 
case of plane and bus visitors, that is, records of passengers carried 
were supplied by the carriers serving the Yukon, and the data were taken 
directly from these documents. 

The information used to determine the automobile visitor count was 
procured from the Yukon Travel and Publicity Department in Whitehorse. 
It 'represents a count of the number of persons passing into the Yukon 
through the border-crossing points of Beaver Creek, Dawson City, Carcross, 
and Pleasant Camp. The data are collected by the Canadian Custom and 
Immigration officials at these points and serve as the basis for various 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics publications; hence, its validity and 
accuracy should be of the highest standard. The four border-crossing 
points cover the travel routes into the Yukon listed on the following 
page. 
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1. Beaver Creek and Dawson City:. All visitors entering the west 
boundary of the Yukon from the mainland of Alaska. 

2. Pleasant Camp: All visitors entering the southwest portion of 
Alaska from Haines. This represents the traffic that has come 
into the Alaska Panhandle by Alaska Ferry Service from Prince 
Rupert and is en route to the mainland of Alaska. 

3. Carcross: All visitors entering the Yukon by means of the White 
Pass & Yukon Railway. These visitors have also come up the coast 
on the Alaska Ferry Service or on a cruise ship, and most are 
en route to the mainland of Alaska. 

The assumptions that had to be made in applying these data are 
listed below. 

1. All visitors arriving in the Yukon through the border-crossing 
pOints at Beaver Creek or Dawson are returning from their Alaska 
tour. Hence, in the vast majority. of cases, this entry consti
tutes their second visit to the Yukon on this tour. 

2. Ninety percent of the visitors entering the Yukon through the 
border-crossing pOints at Pleasant Camp or Carcross are en route 
to the mainland of Alaska, and they will be counted on their 
return trip to the Yukon through Beaver Creek or Dawson. Hence, 
only 10 percent of the entries at these border-crossing pOints 
are added to the Beaver Creek-Dawson figures to arrive at a 
realistic total. 

For purposes of this study, it is necessary to distinguish between 
the tourist and the business or local traveler. By definition, the 
tourist is a person who comes to the area primarily for pleasure, and 
could choose between coming to the Yukon or going to an alternative 
holiday area. On the other hand, the business or local traveler is a 
person who comes to the area for reasons other than pleasure or vacation 
and who, for the most part, has no choice as to the route and destination 
of the visit. Hence, the business or local visitor forms the year-round 
visitor base, and the tourist traffic is superimposed on it. 

In the case of the Yukon, the base is composed of local residents, 
traveling businessmen, and commercial truckers, and for the most part it 
maintains a fairly constant level throughout the year. The visitor sea
son from November to April, inclusive, is made up almost exclusively of 
business and local travelers and this base is maintained throughout the 
six-month tourist season. Therefore, the tourists can be said to con
stitute all visitors over and above the monthly year-round base estab
lished by business and local travelers. 

The tabulation on the next page illustrates the year-round base and 
the tourist portion of the total Yukon visitor market for the year 1964. 
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Business and 
Mode of Local Travelers Tourists 

Transportation ~ Number Percent Number Percent 

Automobile 24,580 39% 38,163 61% 
Plane 11,129 91 1,100 9 
Bus 6,682 93 500 7 

Total 42,391 52% 39,763 48% 

From the foregoing tabulation, it is apparent that the tourist 
visitors generated by plane and bus travel constitute only about ~ per
cent of the total tourist market in the Yukon in 1964. Hence,automobile 
travel is expected to be the major factor in the growth of tourism in 
the Yukon, and this study will be devoted to its impacts on the area. 

An analysis of the ratio of tourist to nontourist visitors in the 
Yukon indicates that the tourist volume is roughly two-thirds and the 
nontourist volume one-third of total visitors. The tabulation below 
illustrates these ratios over the past four years. 

Percent of 
Total Visitors 

Year Nontourist Tourist 

1962 37% 63% 
1963 33 67 
1964 39 61 
1965 33 67 

Average 35 65 

Notwithstanding these relatively static ratios, the tourist visitor 
market is experiencing a much higher average annual growth rate than the 
nontourist, as illustrated in the tabulation below for the past four 
years. 

Egtimated Number of Visitors 
Year Nontourist Tourist Total 

1962 19,646 33,310 52,956 
1963 20,172 40,612 60,784 
1964 24,580 38,163 62,743 
1965 23,102 46,661 69,763 

Average Annual 
Increase 1,152 4,450 5,602 

Average Annual 
Growth Rate ,5.5% 11.9% 9.6% 
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From the foregoing tabulation, it is apparent that the tourist vis
itor market is growing at approximately twice the rate (11.9 percent) of 
the nontourist visitor market (5.5 percent). Also, the total Yukon vis
itor market is experiencing a growth rate of 9.6 percent per year. As 
pointed out previously, the Yukon visitor count is closely related to 
the Alaska visitor count, and this is borne out by their comparative 
growth rates. It was estimated in the Alaska section of this report that 
the visitor market has grown recently at a rate of 10 percent per year 
in that state, while a 9.6 percent rate is being experienced in the Yukon. 
This similarity of growth rate is attributable in large measure to the' 
significant relationship of the visitor markets of the two adjacent areas. 

Tourist Traffic Routes 

In evaluating the impact that a future increase in tourist traffic 
would likely have on the economy of the Yukon, it is necessary to esti
mate what percentages of these visitors will make their complete tour 
over the full length of the Alaska Highway and what percentage will use 
the Alaska Ferry Service in at least one direction. A direct one-way 
automobile trip over the Canadian portion of the Alaska' Highway requires 
approximately four days and four or five nights: two days in Northern 
B.C. and two days in the Yukon. A one-way trip to Alaska on the Alaska 
Ferry System entails only one day in the Yukon. Therefore, a visitor 
using the Alaska Highway in both directions would be in Yukon and North
ern B.C. a total of eight days and possibly ten nights, whereas if he 
took the Alaska Ferry System in one direction he would be in this area 
five days and possibly seven nights. It should be noted that both of 
these estimates assume the most direct route, with virtually no allow
ance for Sightseeing. 

Notwithstanding the unpleasant driving conditions experienced on 
the unpaved portion of the Alaska Highway, a great number of visitors 
are still using it in both directions on their tour., The tabulation 
below makes a comparison of the southbound traffic flow of noncommercial 
vehicles to the Alaska Ferry System, and illustrates conclusively the 
eroding influence on northbound highway traffic that this service has 
exerted since its introduction in 1963. 

Vehicles Enterin~ Yukon and B.C. from Alaska 
Year Mile 1202 Prince Rupert Percent b:t Ferr:t 

1962 14,692 135 1% 
1963 18,292 4,330 24 
1964 19,092 4,960 26 

The monthly data, on which the above tabulation is based, indicates 
that, in the peak tourist months of July and August, 30 to 35 percent of 
southbound visitor vehicles use the ferry system rather than the Highway. 
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Vehicle-carrying records from'the'Alaska Ferry System have revealed that 
the vehicle movement northbound and southbound is well balanced; hence. 
it is realistic to conclude that about the same percentage of northbound 
visitors are using the ferry system. Thus, in 1964 it can be said that 
approximately one-quarter of all visitors to Alas ka used the ferry sys-
tern in one direction. 

Meetings with sales officials of the Alaska Ferry System have re
vealed that the vessels are operating at maximum capacity during July 
and August; thus. if the fleet is not increased. it is not possible for 
further erosion of highway traffic to take place during the peak tourist 
season. In other words. the increasing tendency of Alaska-bound tourists 
to use the Alaska Ferry System in July and August will be governed not by 
the condition of the Alaska Highway. but by the size and capacity of the 
Alaska ferry fleet. 

Assuming that the present ferry fleet will be increased at a rate 
sufficient to maintain the present level of 26 percent of one-way non
commercial vehicle trips to Alaska, a fleet of 10 ferries would be needed 
during July and August. 

Facility Inventory and Future Requirements 

The facilities for lodging, feeding, and servicing traffic on the 
Alas ka Highway can be described as inferior when compared to similar 
facilities in southern Alberta or British Columbia. Undoubtedly, the 
highly seasonal character of Alaska Highway tourism is the major reason 
for the inadequate facilities. However. even the urban facilities along 
the highway are not equal, generally, to urban-located facilities in 
similar sized communities elsewhere in Alberta or British Columbia. 
For the most part, the Highway-located facilities are primitive. Not
withstanding the condition of the facilities, it should be aCknowledged that 
they are located at sufficiently close intervals to provide an adequate' 
servicing network along the highway. 
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A summary of all facilities from Dawson Creek to the Alaska border 
appears in Table B-1 

Table B- 1 

ALASKA HIGHWAY FACILITIES 

Hotels or Camp Service 
Lodges Restaurants Grounds Stations 

Urban locations 

Dawson Creek 18 19 24 
Fort St. John 14 14 15 
Fort Nelson 10 7 7 
Watson Lake 6 6 5 
Whitehorse 15 12 13 

SUbtotal 63 58 64 

Highway locations 

Dawson Creek-Fort St. John 2 6 2 4 
Fort St. John-Fort Nelson 10 8 4 17 
Fort Nelson-Watson Lake 14 13 3 21 
Watson Lake-Whitehorse 10 11 11 13 
Whitehorse-Alaska border 15 16 9 21 

SUbtotal 51 54 29 76 

Total 114 / 112 29 140 

From TableB-l it is apparent that slightly more than half of the 
hotels and restaurants along the Alaska Highway are located in urban 
centers; however, approximately two-thirds of-accommodation and restau
rant capacity is centered in the urban areas. The hotels and lodges 
are for the most part small operations, and-approximately 75 percent 
of them have fewer than 20 rooms. Naturally, establishments of this 
size have great difficulty in justifying and supporting any food facili
ties other than very small coffee shops. For the most part, the accom
modation and food facilities along the Alaska Highway are small in size 
and very limited in the type and quality of services offered. 

The tabulation on the following page illustrates the capacity of 
the facilities by highway segment between Dawson Creek and the Alaska 
border. 
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Hotels or Restaurant Camping Service 
Highway Sesment Lodges Seats Sites Stations 

Dawson C.reek-Fort Nelson 888 1,263 III 60 
Fort Nelson- Watson Lake 356 518 65 28 
Watson Lake- Whitehorse 226 393 280 18 
Whitehorse-Alaska border 532 648 230 34 

Total 2,002 2,822 686 140 

It is evident from the foregoing tabulation that by far the greatest 
capacity is at the south end of the Highway, whereas the north end of the Highway 
will experience the heaviest daily visitor traffic loads during the peak summer 
travel season. 

In estimating peak tourist traffic in 1985, the assumption was made that 
tourist traffic would be 300% of the present level, representing an annual rate of 
growth of somewhat more than 5 percent. 

In estimating the facility requirements to handle the anticipated visitor 
traffic during the peak summer months, the following assumptions are made: 

1. The accommodation demand by nontourist visitors will be: 20 per
cent will not require commercial lodging, 30 percent will use 
trailer parks, and 50 percent will purchase hotel accommodation. 

2. The accommodation demand by tourist visitors will be: 35 percent 
will use trailer parks and 65 percent will purchase hotel accom
modation. The Alberta Travel Survey for 1964 indicates that only 
about 30 percent of tourists brought their own accommodation 
(trailers or tents), while the similar study for Alaska indicated 
that more than 50 percent of Highway travelers brought their own 
accommodation. Assuming the Highway is paved, it may be reason
able to conclude that the tourist characteristics of Alas ka High-
way users would more nearly approach those of the Alberta tourist. 

3. The average tourist party consists of 3.1 persons, and the average 
nontourist party consists of 2.1 persons. This is in keeping with the 
findings of the 1964 Alas ka Touris t Study. 

4. On the basis of the above averages, it is assumed that approxi
mately 60 percent of all tourist and nontourist parties will 
require-hotel rooms, 30 percent will require camping facilities, 
and 10 percent. will obtain lodging with friends, etc. It is also 
assumed that for parties requiring hotel accommodations, slightly 
more than one hotel room per party will be needed. 

Therefore, the average peak accommodation demands will be as tabulated 
on the following page. 
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Peak Seasonal Demand for Accommodation, 1985 

I 

Dawson Creek-Fort Nelson 
Fort Nelson-Watson Lake 
Watson Lake- Whitehorse 
Whitehorse-Alaska border 

Total 

Plus allowance for 
higher dai ly pea ks 

Visitor Requirement 
Hotel Rooms Camping Sites 

270 135 
270 135 
270 135 
700 400 

1.610 805 

1.700 900 

- -

The forecast peak demand for 1,700 hotel rooms in 1985 would be 
approximately three times the present accommodation demand by Alaskan 
visitors using the highway. Although the present inventory of hotel rooms 
along the highway is recorded at approximately 2.000. it should not be 
construed that this capacity could in fact handle future demand to 1985. As 
mentioned previously. much of the hotel and lodge accommodation is of 
very poor quality and for the most part would be below the minimum standards 
acceptable to tourists and visitors. In fact, with the business and commercial 
demand for hotel accommodation superimposed on the tourist demand, there 
appears to be a shortage of good hotel accommodation during July and August 
even at the present time. Hence. new hotel and lodge capacity will have to 
be provided in order to meet future tourist accommodation demand. 

No estimate of additional service station requirements has been made 
as it is considered that these facilities will be included in the hotel
restaurant service centers which have been forecast in the above table. 

At an approximate present-day cost of $12,000 per room for first
class hotel or lodge accommodation (including dining room. coffee shop. 
recreation lounge, swimming pool, service station. parking space. etc.) 
and $400 per spot for camping facilities, the capital requirements for 
facilities to service the estimated visitor traffic in 1985 is illustrated in 
the tabulation below. 

Estimated Capital Requirements for 
Tourist Facilities in 1985 

Facility 

Hotels and 
restaurants 

Camping sites 

Total 

Millions of Dollars 
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No attempt has been made to evaluate specifically the basic profit
ability of investments in hotel and restaurant facilities in the area, 
considering the extreme seasonality of the tourist season. However, 
since· such highly seasonal facilities are in operation elsewhere--winter 
resorts, for instance--it is ~ssumed that through competent management, 
they can be made profitable. 

An assumption that perhaps 10 percent of the total revenues accruing 
would constitute net profits can, therefore, be considered as realistic. 

Ta.bles B-3 through B-IS on the following pages· show pertinent data 
on tourist traffic in Alaska and the Yukon by various modes of transpor
tation. 
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Table B-4 

ALASKA HIGHWAY FACILITIES 

Number of 
Accommodations Eating Facilities Campgrounds Service 
Number Rooms Number Capacity Number Capacity Stations 

Urban locations 
Dawson Creek 18 507 19 570 est. 24 
Fort St. John 14 288 14 350 est. 15 
Fort Nelson 10 200 7 263 7 

~ Watson Lake 6 112 6 195 5 I ..... 
Whitehorse 15 co 322 12 360 est. 13 

Subtotal 63 1,429 58 1,738 64 

Highway locations 
Dawson Creek - Fort. St. John 2 39 6- 172 2 51 4 
Fort St. John - Fort Nelson 10 54 8 171 4 60 17 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 14 156 13 255 3 65 21 

·Watson Lake - Whitehorse 10 114 11 198 11 .280 13 
Whitehorse - Alaska border 15 210 16 288 9 230 21 

Subtotal 51 573 54 1,084 29 686 76 

Total 114 2,002 112 2,822 29 686 142 



'" 1 
l\:I 
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Table B-5 

HOTEL, MOTEL, AND LODGE FACILITIES IN THE YUKON 
SERVING THE ALASKA HIGHWAY, BY NUMBER OF ROOMS 

Number of Rooms 
0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 

Urban locations 
Dawson Creek 2 7 4 1 1 
Fort St. John 4 6 1 1 1 

Fort Nelson 5 2 1 1 

Watson Lake 1 3 1 1 
Whitehorse 4 5 4 1 

Subtotal 16 23 10 5 3 

Highway locations 
Fort St. John - Fort Nelson 9 2 1 
Fort Nelson - Watson Lake 6 7 1 
Watson Lake - Whitehorse 6 3 1 
Whitehorse - Alaska border 8 5 1 

Subtotal 29 17 4 

Total 45 40 14 5 3 

51-60 61-70 

1 2 
1 

1 
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Appendix C 

FEASIBILITY OF A TOLL SYSTEM ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

In the formulation of this research study, it _was agreed that one of 
the tasks of the overall proj~ct should be a preliminary investigation of 
th'e feasibility of initiating toll collection as a means of financing the 
Alaska Highway improvement program. 

This preliminary investigation can perhaps best be performed by stat
ing what appear to be th~ primary requirements for a successful toll road 
and by examining to what extent an Alaska Highway toll scheme would meet 
the requirements. 

Some of the requirements of a toll road scheme are,: 

1_. There should be a preponderance of user benefits associated with 
a toll road. If tolls are used as a primary means for financing 
a road building or road improvement program, the burden of financ
ing would fall on the users of the facility. If ~her~ are signi
ficant nonuser ben~ficiaries, for example, individuals or organi
zations whose land holdings appreciated substantially in value 
as a result of the improvement program, a toll system to some 
extent discriminates against highway users by requiring them to 
pay back a part of their benefits. 

2. A toll road scheme must be administratively feasible, and the 
costs of administration must be reasonable in relation to total 
expected revenues. The administrative or operational feasibility 
of a toll road involves the design of an access control system 
that would permit the levying of an equitabl'e toll on all highway 
users. A major constra1nt of such a system, however, wo~ld be 
that its total installation and administration costs should only 
be a small portion of the expected revenues. 

3. The total user benefits derived from a toll road should be con
siderably in excess of costs, so that the recapture of a portion 
of user savings will be sufficient to meet the financing cost of 
the road involved. In cases where tolls are designed to recapture 
nd more than 50 percent of total user benefits, for example, it 
can be assumed that tolls will not materially decrease the level 
of traffic. If tolls attempt to recapture a larger portion of 
user savings, the effect on traffic volume becomes uncertain since 
individual computations Qf user savings tend to be imprecise. In 
cases where total costs exceed total user savings, administrators 
might raise tolls to the point where the level of tolls would have 
a detrimental effect on traffic volume. 
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In examining the prospective situation on the Alaska Highway, it 
would appear that only with respect to the first requirement--preponderance 
of user benefits--would an improved Alaska Highway make a suitable candi
date for a toll road. The ma.jori ty of benefits that could be derived from 
an improved Alaska Highway would be user benefits, and thus tolls would 
be a very equitable method of financing. 

As to the administrative feasibility of controlling use of the road, 
it would appear that control of local"use, at least, would be a very dif
ficult problem, and it is doubtful whether an elaborate administrative 
control machinery would be justified from the point of view of cost in 
relation to the expected traffic densities. On the other hand, control 
of through traffic .and collection of tolls from the vehicles involved 
would be a relatively simple matter; however, the collection of tolls from 
such vehicles would hardly be equitable. 

The strongest argument against the use 6f tolls on an improved Alaska 
Highway is the third requirement, i.e., that user benefits greatly exceed 
the total costs involved. Since the expected costs would be greater than 
the projected user savings, the tendency would be to raise tolls to the 
point where their level wO'Ulct discourage normaJ. tl'a:ffic growth. By such 
reduction in traffic growth, the economic justification of the improve
ment would be even further limited. 
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Appendix D 

ATTEMPT AT STATISTICAL PROJECTION OF TOURIST TRAFFIC ON 
THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

In the process of projecting tourist traffic on the Alaska Highway, 
several statistical regresSion models were attempted with the available 
data, in order to analyze the relationships between tourist travel, travel 
times, income, population, distances, and cost of travel. Unfortunately, 
the data required to construct a sophisticated model were not available 
in the needed quantity or quality and the final results of this exercise 
must be regarded as inconclusive. 

Since a time series of number of tourists traveling on the Highway 
since 1952 was not available except for a few observations, a cross sec
tion analysis of tourist travel to Alaska from different regions of the 
country was made. In this respect, data on tourist travel to Alaska in 
1952, 1960, and 1964 published by the National Park Service,* the Univer
sity of Alaska t and the Department of Economic Development and Planning,* 
were used to perform a regression analysis of tourist traffic on the High
way. Because the original data sources used 10 regions as the origins of 
trailers, this same regional breakdown was used in this study. These 
regions are: 

Canada: British Columbia, Alberta, Yukon, from which 70 percent of 
the Canadian tourists come 

Pacific Northwest: Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana 

West: California, Arizona 

Mountain: Nevada, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah 

Western Midwest: North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, 
Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri 

* Hinkson, Charles E., Traveler Profiles: A Study of Summer Travel to 
Alaska During 1963 and 1964, Department of Economic Development and 
Planning, Juneau, December 1964, page 39. 

t Stanton, William J., Alaska Recreation Survey, Part I, Vol. n, U.'S. 
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Washington, D.C., 
1953, page 54. * Kiely, Vernon R. and John R. Hilpert, Tourist Industry in Alaska, 
University of Alaska, College, Alaska, March 1961, page 60. 



Eastern Midwest: Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin 

Southwest: Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas ~ 

Middle-South: Virginia, Kentucky; Tennessee, West Virginia, North 
Carolina, District of Columbia 

Southeast: Florida; Louisiana., Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, 
South Carolina ' 

East and 
New England: Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, 

Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
Maine, Vermont 

It was hoped that the statistical analysis would provide a basis for 
calculating the volume of projected tourist travel on the Highway as a 
function of such variables as population, income, travel cost, and time 
by alternative means, etc. 

The actual regression functions fitted were: 

in which, 

HPAss it 

D. 
1 

HPAss it f(Yit' 
Pit TPit CPit ) 

= , , 
Di TAit CAit 

HPAss it = g(yit , Pit' TPit , TAit' CPit , CAit ) 

HPAss it 
h ( Di , Yit , 

TPit CPit ) = , 
Pit TAit CA it 

HPAss it k(Pit' Yit , Di , 
TPit CPit ) = 
TAit 

, CAit 

= Highway tourists in year "t" traveling to Alaska from region 
tI • tt 
1. 

= Per capita personal disposable income from region "i" in time 
"t," in constant 1954 dollars. 

= Distance from the metropolitan center of the region to Anchor
age, in miles. 

Pit = Population of region "i" in year "t," in thousands of persons. 

= Travel time in hours by airplane from the metropolitan center 
in region "i" to Anchorage, in year "t." 
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f,g,h,k 

= Hours of travel times in auto from the metropolitan center in 
regi on "i" to Anchorage, in year "t." 

= Average cost of plane ticket from center of region "i" to Anchor
age, in current dollars in year "t." 

= Average cost of auto trip from center of region "i" to Anchorage, 
in current dollars in year "t ." 

represent the different functions. 

For each of the functions shown above, the linear, semilog, double
log, log-reverse, hyperbola, and assymptotic* forms were fitted to find 
the one that explained best the data shown in Table D-l. 

The function finally selected was of the double-log form: 

Log(HPAssit/Pit ) = 26.7255 - 4.7433 Log Di + 1.3506 Log Yit 
(6.7764) (0.5789) (0.5826) 

2 R = 0.7419 
Degrees of freedom = 27 

The standard errors of the regression coefficients appear in parentheses. 
The tests of significance at the 95 percent significance level show that 
the regression coefficients are significantly different from·zero. The 
multiple correlation coefficient (R2) shows the percentage of the variance 
of the dependent variable (Log HPAssit/P it) that is explained by the inde
pendent variables (Log Di' Log Yit). 

As the data presented in the table show, the assumption of homogen
eity of the variance of the residuals--so important in cross section analy
sis--holds and therefore no correction is deemed necessary. 

On the assumption that the rates of growth of income during this 
peripd will be approximately the same through 1980, the following projec
tions of tourist highway passengers to Alaska was made. These projections 
represent at least an upper limit to the normal growth of tourist traffic 
in the absence of any highway improvement. 

* The assymptotic form fitted was: 

Log HPAss 1. t = f (_1_. 1 
Pit ' Yit 

1 
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Region 

Canada 
Pacific Northwest 
West 
Mountain 
W. Midwest 
E. Midwest 
Southweat 
Middle South 
Southeast 
East • New England 

Canada 
Pacific Northwest 
West 
Mountain 
W. Midwest 
E .. Midwest 
Southwest 
Middle South 

Year 

1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1964 

1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 

Southeast 1960 
East • New England 1960 

Canada 1952 
Pacific Northwest 1952 
West 1952 
Mountain 1952 
W. Midwest 1952 
E. Midwest 1952 
Southwest 1952 
Middle South 1952 
Southeast 1952 
East • Naw Englsnd 1952 

Table D-l 

HIGHWAY TOURIST TRAVELERS TO ALASKA BY REGION OF ORIGIN 
1952-1964 

Tourist 
Travelers 

5,550 
4,533 
6,059 

879 
2,313 
9,204 

508 
1,295 

370 
2,683 

2,688 
3,763 
6,182 

806 
2,100 
7,109 

370 
950 
537 

2,376 

173 
1,735 
2,.192 
1,388 
1,293 
1,253 

814 
241 
567 
805 

Population 
(thousands) 

3,186 
6,285 

19,667 
4,717 

15,752 
37,648 
14,796 
18,793 
21,744 
51,049 

2,907 
5,989 

17,180 
4,251 

15,418 
36,300 
13,771 
16,735 
17,032 
42,971 

2,187 
5,233 

12 ,523 
3,310 

14,246 
31,332 
12,391 
18,024 
20,482 
48,346 

Per Capita 
Disposable 
Income (in 

1954 dollars) 

$1,506 
2,178 
2,626 
2,113 
2,067 
2,368 
1,817 
1,756 
1,649 
2,526 

1,412 
1,720 
2,058 
1,687 
1,672 
1,889 
1,500 
1,365 
1,317 
1,986 

1,484 
1,628 
1,862 
1,487 
1,452 
1,705 
1,281 
1,179 
1,077 
1,720 

Distance 

~ 

2,517 
2,659 
3,348 
3,478 
3,482 
3,902 
4,283 
4,598 
4,616 
4,743 

2,517 
2,659 
3,348 
3,478 
3,482 
3,902 
4,283 
4,598 
4,616 
4,743 

2,517 
2,659 
3,348 
3,478 
3,482 
3,902 
4,283 
4,598 
4,616 
4,743 

Travel Time'" 
of One-way 

Trip by 
Auto (hours) 

60.75 
62.50 
82.25 
83.80 
84.40 
94.00 

102.00 
112.00 
113.25 
116.00 

60.75 
62.50 
82.25 
83.80 
84.40 
94.00 

102.00 
112.00 
113.25 
116.00 

60.75 
62.50 
82.25 
83.80 
84.40 
94.00 

102.00 
112.00 
113.25 
116.00 

Cost of One
way Trip by 

Autat (in cur
rent dollars) 

$150.50 
155.50 
180.10 
184.70 
184.85 
199.80 
213.30 
224.54 
225.20 
229.71 

169.10 
174.70 
202.30 
207.50 
207.70 
224.50 
239.70 
252.30 
253.00 
258.10 

198.70 
205.30 
237.70 
243.80 
244.00 
263.80 
281. 70 
296.50 
297.30 
303.30 

• Supplied by the American Automobile Aasociation. 

Travel Times 
of ~e-way 

Tr1p by 
Planet (hours) 

4.00 
3.00 
5.00 
5.75 
7.40 
6.60 
7.30 
8.30 

10.00 
9.00 

7.30 
6.40 
9.30 

12.25. 
11.25 
12.50 
14.75 
15.30 
17.00 
16.30 

9.00 
8.50 

12.50 
19.50 
17.25 
18.75 
21.50 
24.25 
23.75 
22.25 

Cost of Ona
way Tr1p by 

Plan~ (in cur
rent dollars) 

$130.00 
104.00 
146.35 
174.10 
195.95 
209.45 
239.25 
241.25 
249.80 
249.10 

106.00 
82.50 

116.80 
176.60 
158.25 
162.55 
180.50 
185.45 
190.60 
186.50 

128.40 
75.00 

118.50 
149.35 
146.85 
164.35 
216.40 
189.00 
223.25 
193.55 

t Travel costs (including lodging and meals) were assumed at 4~ per passenger-mile over psved roads and 1~ for the Alaska highway in 
1960'. The last item wss taken from O.S. News and World Report, Juiy 17, 1961. 

t Air Traffic Conference of America. Official Airline Guides, May 15 edition for respective years, Chicago, Ill. 



* Canada 

Region 

Pacific Northwest 
West 
Mountain 
Western Midwest 
Eastern Midwest 
Southwest 
Middle South 
Southeast 
East and New England 

Total 

Highway Tourists, 1980 

6,400 
7,917 

19,425 
2,626 
6,948 

12,773 
2,155 
1,788 
2,392 
7,289 

69,713 

Compared with the 33,625 highway tourists of 1964, the above projec
tion shows an annual rate of growth of 4.5 percent. Clearly, with the 
technological changes in airplane travel expected in the next two decades-
which will reduce significantly both travel times and costs--a 4.5 percent 
growth rate can be regarded as an upper limit for tourist traffic on the 
Alaska Highway. However, the approach described here cannot be used to 
forecast the traffic generated by highway improvement, because travel 
times and cost variables were excluded from the equation. But for the 
purposes Of projecting the traffic generated by highway improvement, it 
was assumed for the period under review here (up to 1985) that the growth 
rate will be very much higher, namely, 15 percent per year. 

* Population and income rates of growth to 1980 were assumed to be the 
same as during the period 1952-64. 
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_________ , Visitors 1963--A StUdY of Visitors to British Columbia in the 
Summer of 1963, Victoria 

Canadian Government Travel Bureau, Accommodation and Roadside Facilities, 
1964 Revision, Ottawa 

________ , Alaska Highway - Road to Yukon Adventure, Ottawa 

Chamber of Commerce,The Big Peace River Country of British Columbia, 
Peace River District, British Columbia 

Tourist Development in Northern British Columbia, Alaska-British Columbia
Yukon Conference, Sept. 14-16, 1964 

Yukon Dept. of Travel and "Publicity, A Survey of the Tourist Industry of 
the Yukon Territory, Whitehorse, July "1962 

---------- , Tourist Development in the Yukon Territory, September 1964 
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POPULATION 
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